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to the 20th Review
(1 January -  31 December 1972)
The year 1972, which heralded the enlargement  of the Com'
munity and the strengthening of the ties within it' spanned the period
between the signing of the Acts of Accession by the new Members
on 22Januaryandthe meeting of the Heads of State and Government
in october. lt was thus a most fruitfut year for Europe and will remain
a landmark in its history. Although from a legal point of view it
marked the end of the era of the Six' politically it may be seen as the
beginning of the era of the Nine. ln fact' the procedure  laid down for
th; inteiim period preceding formal accession enabled the tfuee
acceeding counties, the Kingdom of Denmark, lreland and the united
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland, to participate i1 the
Community's activities either by issuing requests for consultation
before the Council took a particular decision, or by attending  meetings
as observers.  Moreover,  the recommendations  made by the Heads of
state and Government at their meeting in Paris from l9-21 Octobel
gave renewed impetus to the building of Europe, and not only iniected
Tresh vigour into the work already started, but also broadened the
field of CommunitY  activities.
As an immediate outcome of the accession  of the three new
Member Sfafesl, agreements were made on 22 July with each of the
other EFTA countries which had not applied for membetship. These
were Austria, Finland. lceland, Portugal,  sweden and switzerland.
Additional  agreements were signed with Liechtenstein.
The bilateral nature of these agreements,  which were based
on the principle of free trade in industrial  goods, enabled the individual
needs of the countries concerned to be catered for as fully as possible.
I  Norway, of course had to withdraw  its candidature  following its referendum on
25 September.
-1-Enlargement also raised the problem of including the new
Member States in agreements  already reached  between the Community
and various Mediterranean countries. The work of adapting the agree-
ments to meet the new situation revealed the need of an overall approach
in Community relations with the Mediterranean countries, such an
approach  having moreover  heen advocated at the Summit Conference,
Meanwhile, before this overall approach could be adopted in practice,
additional protocols were drawn up to settle a number of problems
connected with the adjusting of existing agreements with Spain and
lsrael, and also with Morocco and Tunisia. Negotiations with Greece
and Turkey were also begun afresh.
While still on the subject of external relations. the Council drew
up the guidelines to be followed by the Community in examining
the Treaty of Accession with reference to GATT, and discussed problems
connected with renegotiation as referred to in Article XXIV.
Finally, the Communitity signed preferential Trade Agreements
with the Republic of Egypt and the Lebanon on lB December,  and
with Cyprus on | 9 Decemher.
As regards the Community's relations with Associated  States,
1972 saw the signing on l2 May in Port-Louis, of the Association
Agreement  including Mauritius  under the Convention of Association
which the EEC and the Associated African States and Malagasy
signed in 1969 at Yaound6. Mauritius  thus became the Community's
l9th Associated State.
The Council, in organizing  the Association  Agreements,  defined
the position  of the Community as a whole with regard to the Assocation's
institutions,  in particular at the second session of the Council for
Association  between the EEC and East Africa in Nairobi on 2l February
1972 and at the lSth sessron of the Council for Association between
the EEC and the AAME in Luxembourg  on l0 October 1972.
ln the economic and financial spheres, the Council adopted,  in
March. a Resolution relating to the application of the Resolution  of
22 March 1971 on the gradual achievement of economic  and monetary
union. The new Resolution  makes special provision for measures to
improve coordination between the Member Sfafes' short-term
economic policies, and sets up a 'Coordinating  Committee  on short-
term economic and financial policies'.  As far as regional and structural
development arc concerned, it is planned to use the EAGGF in regional
development alongside the Regional Development  Fund, which is
also being set up.
-2-The Council, wishing to create a distinctive form of monetary
zone within the international framework, also asked the Member
Sfates' central hanks gradually to reduce the discrepancies  between
the exchange rates in the Member  Sfafes and to intervene on the
exchange market to ensure that the narrower  intra-Community
margin was observed than was the case in the world generally, thus
refening to the'snake in the tunnel' approach.
The Council was once again involved in the battle against
inflation and adopted a Resolution for overall Community  action to
stem the excessive inflationary tendencies which marked the economic
development  of the Member Sfafes during | 972. This will need to rely
for support both on national policies coordinated at Community
level, and on the common Community  policies.  At national level, the
governments' anti-inflation activities must be hased on their prices
and incomes  policies, their employment policies, as well as on monetary
and hudgetary policies. As far as the Community as a whole is concerned,
the Council should be in a position to make some reductions  in
customs duties and to carry out other methods affecting  trade, for
example to introduce guantitative  restrictions or apply general
preferences. lt is also planned to intensify the Commission's  activities
regarding restrictions  to competition. Finally, the Council will have to
be active in the harmonization of national legislations.
The Council furthermore  adopted  a Directive  on the organization
of coordinated statistical surveys on the economy covering industry,
including the craft industries, so as to have at its disposalthe statistical
data needed fo a.rsess economic trends in the Community.  A further
directive provides for the organization of yearly coordinated surveys
on industrial activity.
During the year under review the Council also had to deal
with the problems brought about both by the B ritish G overnment's  deci -
sion, in June, to float the pound, and by the floating of the ltalian lire.
As the monetary  situation has considerable bearing on the
working of the Common Agricultural  Policy, the Council decided,
as early as March | 972, to introduce a number of measures to avert
any harmful effects which may result. At the same time it decided that
the amounts of compensation would be included under the Com-
munity's financing arrangements  for the Common Agricultural
Policy. This was to take affect on I July 1972 in the case of intra-
Community trade, and on f January | 973 in the case of trade with
non-Member  countries.
-3-The Council's activities in the agricultural  field were marked
by further marathon  sessrons, the most important of which took place
from l3-15 and from 20-24 March. This saw the adoption  of the
first common provisions for agricultural reform and the fixing of the
prices of agricultural produce for 1972-1973. ln April, it formally
adopted a set of measures aimed at modernizing agricultural  undertak-
ings, encouraging certain farmers to cease their agricultural activities
so as fo enable the tand thus made available to be used for improving
the structure of agriculture, and finally at promoting  the system of
information in the social and economic fields and improving  quali-
fications of those employed in agriculture.
ln the field of the common organization of the market,  the
Council drew up further basic provisions in various sectors  and amended
a number of basic Regulations following the Accession of the new
Member Counties. lt also issued a Regulation on imports into the
lJnited Kingdom of New Zealand butter and cheese, and drew up
various Regulations  on fishing.
Finally, the Council  decided to set up a Standing Committee
on agricultural statistics  to ensure that the Member States' agricultural
statistics are better coordinated with those of the Commission.
ln regional development, the Council examined a number of
proposed regulations, submitted  to it by the Commission in May | 971 ,
on rules for the operation of the European Regional  Development
Fund and the financing, through the European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee  Fund, of proiects included under the development
schemes for the priority agricultural regions. A very wide number of
technical problems  were solved as a result of work carried out in
this area. However, although  1972 saw the outlining of a compromise
solution to problems connected with the system of granting Com-
munity aid, not all these difficulties could be overcome during that
year.
ln the social field, the Council showed special concem for the
employment policy, and began examination  of a teport on employment
and unemployment among young people, on which question  the Stan-
ding Committee  on employment  will be issuing a statement. Moreover
the Council of the Governments of the Member States. following
its meeting with the Council of Europe, reached  a number of conclusions
on the steps to be taken to eliminate  the structural imbalances  in the
field of Employment, to bring about the gradual integration of the
Member Sfafes' labour markets and to encourage the occupational
and geographical  mobility of Community workers.
-4-ln the same fietd the Council issued a Regulation providing for
a survey into the labour forces in the six original Member States and
Great Britain, as well as a survey dealing specifically with vocational
training in the six original countries. The free movement of workets
was the subject of a proposed survey into the living and working
conditions of foreign workers in the Community, and various imple-
menting Regulations  were drawn up on social security and migrant
workers,
Mention should also be made of the Decisions on the use of the European
Sociat Fund to ease the employment situation and encourage  occu'
pational mobility in agriculture and the textile industry' as well as
various opinions  expressed on the granting of aid for industrial
redevelopment by the ECSC. To conclude this brief outline of the
Council's  activities in the social field in 1972, the Council also devoted
attention during that year to the problem of mass dismissals' to the
implementation of a common policy for vocationaltaining,  and finally
to the measures to be taken in the field of social security'
The implementation  of a common transpott policy was the
topic under discussion at several sessrbns. The Council issued a
diaft Directive on the harmonization  of the weights and dimensions of
commercial road vehicles, the examination of which is planned to
continue in 1973.
On 28 February l972,the Council  adopted two Regulations
amending Regulation (EEC) No 543/69 on the harmonization  of
certain social provisions  in the field of road transport, and two Regulations
laying down common  rules affecting bus and coach services  between
the Member Sfates. Towards the end of the year the Council adopted a
Decision on an agreement to implement  rules on the temporary laying
up of vessels used for the transport of goods' as well as a Regulation
on the system of bracket rates applied in the field of the transport of
goods by road.
The measures  taken by the Council in the field of common
regulations and as part of the technical adiustment of Community
ruies tu conditions in the enlarged community  included  Directives
on aids for ship building, turnover and excise duty applied in the
sphere of international travel and on taxes to be borne by the
consumer  on manufactured tobaccos.
During 1972 the Council also took a number of measures
retating to tie harmonization  of customs legislation  and the elimination
of technical  obstacles in various sectors. ln addition, it adopted  a
Directive  on third-pafty  insurance for motorized road traffic.
-5-As part of its work of preparing a common energy policy, the
Council adopted two Regulations  for the purpose of gathering  certain
information  on hydrocarbon imports on the one hand, and on investment
schemes of interest to the Community  in the oil, natural gas and electri-
city sectors on the other. The Council furthermore adopted a Directive
on the maintenance of a minimum amount of stocks of crude oil
and/or of oil-based products.
The Council also devoted its attention to the mattet of Com-
munity aid for coking coal and coke intended for use by the Com-
munity's iron and steel industry,  and issued statements concerning
aid for certain investment  schemes.
The question of the long-term supply of enriched uranium was
also examined in depth, as it will be in 1973. The Councit moreover
authorized the Commission to sign with the Government of the
United Sfafes, an Amendment to the Additional Agreement for
Cooperation of | | June 1960, for the purpose of improving the condi-
tions governing the supply of enriched uranium from the lJnited
Stafes.
Finally. the Council adopted a draft verification agreement
with the lnternational Atomic Energy Agency.
ln the fields of technology and scientific research,  the Councit
laid the foundations of a common policy which was in accordance
with the recommendations made at the Paris Summit Conference.
Work on this is still going on.
It should also be mentioned  that the Dragon Agreement (on
the high-temperature  gas-cooled reactor project) was extended.
| 972 also saw the implementation  in the Council of a programme
of environmental activities. This is based on two communications
from the Commission and on a memorandum from the French Govern-
ment. An'Environment'  Working  Party was set up by the Council to
prepare a prcgramme  of activities in this area.
On | 9 April 1972 the Convention  setting up the European
University  lnstitution was signed in Florence.
Finally, work was carried out towards strengthening  cooperation
between the Council and the European  Parliament. Two procedures
-6-were adopted for collabontion  in the making of budgetary arrangements
and in the reviewing of Community acts which have financial inpli-
cations.
The Secretary-General  of the Council accepts no liability for
this Review which,likethose preceding it, is prepared  for documentation
purposes.
-7  -CHAPTER I
FREE MOVEMENT AND COMMON REGULATIONS
A -  Gustoms Union, free movement of goods
COMMON CUSTOMS TARIFF
1.  The Council has adopted three Regulations modifying the
Common  Customs Tariff, eight Regulations temporarily  suspending
the autonomous  duties in the Common Customs Tariff on certain
goods and 20 Regulations  on the opening,  allocation  and ad-
irinistration of Community Tariff quotas for certain products  or
increasing  quotas oPened in 1971.
B -  Right of establishment and freedom to provide services
2.  During the period under review the Council has finally adopted
only one Directive. This is due to the fact that because of the forth-
coming accession  of the new Member States, Directives have been
adopted in two stages, viz. agreement on a 'common approach' and
consultation  with Acceding States. While a common approach has
been possible on several Directives concerning the right of establish-
ment and freedom to provide services, it has only been possible to
complete consultations on one Directive, of a purely formal nature,
since the matter was basically  covered by Directives  already adopted
and therefore forming part of the secondary legislation. The other
requests  for consultation (particularly in banking, insurance and other
sectors) raised many problems since the Acceding states were being
suddeniy  faced with some difficult questions on which the Com-
mission and more recently the Council  had had to work for several
years, and which required some further amendments before they
could be applicable to the Acceding States'
-9-3.  On 26 July 1972 the Council adopted a Directive concerning
the details of publication  of notices of public works contracts  and
concessions  in the Official Journal of the European Communities.
One of its aims is to simplify the publication of these notices - 
which
is done at the expense of the communities -  by laying down a
standard and logical layout for them. lt also allows the Member
States to provide all the essential  details for each contract as concisely
as possible and ensures that in practice all the contractors  in the
Communities  are on the same footing. The conditions  for this have
been defined basically in the two Directives concerning public works
contracts  which have already been adopted.
4.  The six Member States were able to agree on a common
approach to eight Directives. These concern insurance, banks and
other finance establishments, activities concerning toxic products,
certain miscellaneous  activities and the movement and residence of
nationals of the Member States within the Community. Unfortunately
it was not possible to finalize this important matter and adopt the
Directives, although these had been submitted to Member States for
consultation  on 5 September 1972 (insurance)  and 2g November
(remaining Directives),  since it was impossible to complete consulta-
tions by the end of 1972.
The first Directive,  coordinating  laws, Regulations  and admin-
strative provisions  concerning the right to engage in the business of
direct insurance, other than life insurance, and the Directive  removing
restrictions in this sector, constitute  the first step towards harmonizing
legislation on the various types of insurance.  This work of coordination
will eventually result in a complete set of Community Regulations and
prepare the way for a Common Market in insurance.
The Directive removing  restrictions on freedom of establishment
and freedom to provide banking and other financial services on the
part of self-employed persons is the first step towards relaxing
restrictions on banking activities. For the time being the Council has
found it necessary to confine this relaxation to a carefully prepared list
of activities, in accordance with the Monetary  Committee's suggestion.
This list will be completed  as restrictions  on the movement  of capital
are removed.
The Directive giving self-employed persons and intermediaries
the freedom of establishment and freedom to provide trading and
distributive services for toxic products is designed to make good the
omissions on this point of the Directives concerning wholesale  trade,
-10-retail trade and the activities of intermediaries  in commerce,  industry
and small craft industries.l Another Directive is coupled with this
one concerning  transitional measures. This has a wider scope since it
also includes the commercial  use of these products.
Mutatis mutandis, restrictions on a series of activities  which
are not covered by those Directives which are specific to certain
broad sectors of business  activity will have to be lifted by the Directive
concerning  the attainment  of freedom of establishment and freedom to
provide services in respect of various activities of self-employed
persons (e.9. lSlC classes 01 to 85), which is also coupled to a
Directive concerning transitional measures.
Finally the Directive on the abolition of restrictions on movement
and residence within the Community or nationals of Member States
with regard to establishment  and the provision of services is designed
to replace Directive No 64/220/EEC  of 25th February 1 964 by amending
it in favour of the interested parties.
5.  No common approach  has been agreed in the field of the
liberal professions. Attention has been focused on the Directives
concerning doctors'  activities and the Council has tried to establish
general standards  applicable to all the liberal professions  when
dealing with the Directives.
Some questions of principle still have to be resolved concerning
pharmacists  and technically  trained people, such as architects and
engineers. Finally the Council has begun to examine the proposed
Directive  abolishing restrictions  on the provision of certain legal
services.
ln addition, the Council has examined a large number of
Directives in the field of itinerant occupations  (Directive  abolishing
restrictions on activities of itinerant self-employed persons), monopoly
activities, tobacco and salt (Directive abolishing restrictions on various
activities of self-employed persons in lSlC classes 22 and 61),
passenger and goods transport by road and inland waterway (Directive
concerning the attainment  of freedom of establishment), and cinema-
tography (Directive on coordination and Directive concerning  the
attainment of freedom  to provide services in respect of film distribution).
1 Directives  Nos 64/223/EEC, 68/363/EEC  and 64/224/EEC
-11 -Finally the Council has examined the second Directive,  on
company law, which aims to coordinate and eventually to make
equivalent,  the safeguards which are required in the Member States
from companies within the meaning of Article 58, paragraph 2 of the
Treaty, to protect the interests of members and others in matters
concerning the formation of a limited company, the maintenance  of
its capital and any changes in its capital. This Directive is one of
several Directives on company law, the first of which has already
been adopted.l
C -  Joint rules
1. RULES OF COMPETITION
(a) Rules applicable to enterprises
6.  On 19 December 1972 the Council adopted a Regulation
amending the EEC Regulation  No 2821 /71 on the application of
Article 85, paragraph  3 of the Treaty to categories of Agreements.
Decisions and concerted  practices. This was one of the technical
amendments  to the Community Regulations on the conditions for
the enlarged Community  which still remain to be formulated.
7.  On 23 December 1970 the Commission introduced a request
for consultation with the Council, under Article 60, paragraph  1 of
the ECSC Treaty, on a Commission Decision seeking to define uni-
laterally the extent to which discriminatory practices as mentioned in
Article 60, paragraph 1 should be prohibited without being directly
related to the obligation to publish prices. This Decision was intended
to amend Decision No 30/53 by abolishing the connection which
this Decision made between the prohibition of discriminatory  practices
and the obligation to publish prices, in order to define the application
of different conditions of sale to comparabletransactions,  and thusto
enable enterprises to adapt to market conditions more easily. The
Council  agreed with the arguments put forward by the experts during
the preparatory  work and granted the consultation in its 207th meeting
on 26/27 September 1972.
8.  In addition, in order to avoid severe increases in the expenses
of Community  coal and iron and steel enterprises  when changing
their price lists, the Commission  submitted a request for consultation
t  Directive No 68/1  51 /EEC of 9 March 1968
-12-to the Council on 22 September 1972in accordance with Article 50,
paragraph 2 of the ECSC Treaty, concerning a draft Commission
Decision amending Decision No 2-52 of 23 December  1952, fixing
basic rates and the imposition of the levies provided for in Articles 49
and 50 of the Treaty. The Council granted this consultation in its
217th meeting of 5 December 1972'
(b) Aid granted by the Sfafes
9.  On 20 July 1972 the Council issued a Directive concerning
grants for shipbuilding, which followed a first Directive on this
iubject which became invalid on 30 June 1 972. Underthe new Directive,
grants up to certain ceilings may be allocated for the construction
ind sale of vessels of a minimum tonnage (150 tonnes gross registered
tonnage). Waivers regarding the ceilings and tonnage limits are
providld for in order to take account of special conditions  in certain
States. The Directive  is valid until 31 December 1973.
2. FISCAL PROVISTONS  AND STANDARDIZATION
10.  On 12 June 1972 the Council adopted the second Directive
on the harmonization of provisions laid down by law, Regulation or
administrative  action relating to the rules governing turnover tax and
excise duty applicable in international travel. This Directive increased
the general exemption  granted to travellers between the Member
States from 75 to 125 units of account. The duty free allowance on
products, generally speaking, was increased  by 50% on the under-
standing  tliat allowances could be reduced for seasonal workers. The
new general and quantitative allowances came into force on 1 July
1972:The provisions remitting  taxes will come into force on 1 January
1 973 at the latest. ln addition on 4 July "1972 the Council adopted the
fifth Directive on the harmonization  of laws in Member States relating
to turnover tax - 
introduction of Value Added Tax in ltaly. under this
Directive the ltalian Republic is authorized  to postpone  the effective
introduction  of the common value added tax system for six months,
i.e. until 1 January 1973. Lastly, in its meeting ol 18/19 December
1972 the Council adopted the first Directive concerning taxes other
than turnover tax on the consumption of manufactured tobaccos.
The purpose of this Directive is to eliminate any disturbance  of
competition  in the sector of manufactured  tobaccos by harmonizing
tax regulations within the Community  and making it easier for countries
to p"ietrate each other's markets. This Directive thus forms part of
the work to be undertaken  in accordance  with the Resolution of the
council and Government Representatives of the Member states on
-  13-22 March 1972 concerning the progressive  attainment of economic
and monetary union. Part 1 of the Directive contains general principles
on harmonizing  the scales of excise duty applicable  to manufactured
tobaccos in the Member States. Part 2 contains specific  criteria
applicable during the first stage of the harmonization process. This
first stage is intended to cover the period from 1 July 1973 to 30 June
1975. The Council is expected to adopt a second Directive in this
field before 1 July 1974 establishing specific criteria for the next
stage. The United Kingdom and Eire will not implement the Directive's
provisions until 1 January 1978.
3. STANDARDIZATION  OF LAWS
(a) Harmonization of customs  laws
11.  On 24 April 1972 the Council adopted a Regulation relating
to the harmonized nomenclature  for the foreign trade statistics of the
EEC countries (NIMEX): on 27 June 1972 a Directive  amending
Article 31 of the Directive of 4 March 1969 on theharmonization  of
provisions laid down by law, regulation  or administrative  procedure  in
respect of inward processing; on 19 December 1972 a Regulation
amending Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 542169  relating to Com-
munity transit; a Regulation modifying Article 52 of Regulation (EEC)
No 542169 relating to Community transit; as one of the technical
amendments to Community Regulations on conditions of the enlarged
Community, it adopted  a Regulation modifying  Regulation (EEC) No
1496/68 of the Council relating to the definition  of customs territory
in the Community.
(b) Removal of technical obstacles to trade
12.  As part of the general programme to remove technical
obstacles  to trade in industrial  products the Council has adopted three
Directives, viz.;
(i) In the field of motor vehicles: on 20 June 1972, the Directive
concerning the standardization of laws of Member States relating
to the suppression  of radio-electrical  interference produced  by
internal combustion engines in motor vehicles; on 2 August
1972, the Directive  concerning  standardization of laws of
Member  States relating to measures to control emissions of
pollutants from diesel engines for propelling vehicles.
(ii) ln the field of textiles: on 17 July 1972, the Directive concerning
the standardization  of laws of Member  States relating to certain
methods of quantitative analysis of blends containing two
textile fibres.
-14-'!9._  ln its meeting on 18/19 December 1g72 the Council approved
12 Directives, thus bringing the number of Directives arready idopted
or approved in this field to 35. These 12 Directives concerned: electrical
apparatus for use in certain voltage ranges (low voltage) i.e. all electrical
apparatus and accessories  in current domestic and industrial use;
this Directive laid down that any article manufactured  in accordance
with the harmonized  standards must be accepted for use in all the
Community countries; detergents  and methods of checking the bio-
degradability of anionic surface active agents. These two Directives,
whose importance to environmental  protection should be emphasized,
set out the principle of increasing  the biodegradability of detergents
to an average 90% throughout the Community;  the approval of wheeled
agricultural  or forestry tractors; maximum speed according to construc-
tion and loading platforms for wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors
and certain parts and properties of wheeled agricultural  or forestry
tractors. These three Directives  represent a first attempt to codify this
sector. The Directive concerning the approval of tractors outlines the
framework of Community action in the same way as the Directive  on
'approval of motor vehicles' adopted in 1969; the classification,
packing and labelling of dangerous substances  and the classifi-
cation, packing and labelling of dangerous preparations  (solvents).
The first of these Directives,  which deals with 'substances',  amends the
Directive adopted in 1967 to take account of recent scientific and
technical  progress, the second concerns 'solvents'. In particular they
give the packing and labelling regulations which are compulsory for
these products and the warning formular which should also appear,
since particular attention should be given to these in view of the
risks surrounding the transport, storage and use of these goods; the
certification  and marking of cables, chains and hooks. This Directive is
also concerned  with provisions on labelling, and was the first concerning
the sector on hoisting equipment to be approved; non-automatic
weighing  apparatus and concrete measurement of length. These two
Directives come into the category of those on 'measuring instruments';
quantitative analysis of three-fibre textile mixtures,  extending the
scope of the existing Directives on the textiles sector and supplemen-
ting them. The Council's approval of these 12 Directives  constitutes
an important step towards the creation of a common market. The sectors
concerned together represent  a turnover of over ten thousand million
units of account  (500 000 000 000 BFrs). The Council also adopted
on 19 December 1972 a Directive amending  Directive No 71l31G/EEC
on the standardization  of the laws of the Member States relating to
common provisions for measuring instruments and methods of
metrological control. This was one of the technical  amendments  to
the Community Regulations  on the conditions for the enlarged  Com-
munity which still remain to be formulated.
-15-(c) Standardization  of other economic  laws
14'on24Apri|1972theCounci|approvedtheDirectiveonthe
standardization  of the laws of Member States relating to ins.urance
igii"rt civil liability in respect of the use.of motor vehicles, and to the
inlp""tion of the obligation to insure against such liability. ln particular
this Directive  stipulaies that no Member State shall check insurance
"giin.i 
civil liability in respect of vehicles which are normally  kept
in- another Membei State (abolition of inspection of the green card
within the Community).  Tiris exemption will also apply to vehicles
from other countries'iravelling  between two Community Member
states, but on the understanding  that for vehicles  entering the com-
;;"ity ih"t" *"y be spot checks on the green card' As.a technical
amendment to community Regutations on conditions of the enlarged
Community the Council also-adopted, on 19 December  '1972' a
Directive  amending that of 24 April1972.
(d) lndustrial  property (European patent)
15.  During the period under reference the inter-governmental
Conference t& ttre constitution of a European system for issuing
patents held two meetings. At the fifth meeting (from 24.January to
4 rebruury  1972), when the principality of Liechtenstein  became the
2oth country to 
'be 
admitted to the conference, interested parties in
the States iepresented were consulted on the second preliminary
draft convention establishing a European system for issuing patents
and appended documents  published  in 1971. In the 6th meeting (from
19 to'30 June 1972), at which Finland became the twenty-first
countryto be admitted,the  conference brought its w^ork to a close by
adopting a series of texts in draft form, viz., a draft Convention intro-
ducing i  Eutope"n  system for issuing patents, a draft Regulation for
impleirenting  this ionvention,  several draft protocols  relating  to
specific prob'iems  and a draft Regulation  relating to taxes. At the end
"t lgli, when the Governmeni of the German Federal Republic
submitted  these drafts, it invited the states present at the conference
to a diplomatic conference to institute a European system of issuing
patents, which would be held in Munich from 10 September to
6 October 1973.
16.  While the work mentioned in the previous paragraph was
going on, the Member States of the European Economic Community
ionti-nued their work on a Community patent system. At their meeting
on2-4May 1972,theteam  of experts on community patents  c_onsulted
with the inierested parties in the Member States of the EEC on the
subject of the second rough draft of the Convention  relating to European
- 
16 -patents for the Common  Market and the appended documents,  which
were published in 1971. At the next meeting (on 16-27 October
1972), the team of experts discussed the outcome of their talks with
the interested parties and also examined the comments which had
been submitted  meanwhile  by the delegations from the three Acceding
States concerning the second rough draft of the Convention and the
appended documents.  This team should complete its work by the end
of the first quarter of 1973 and present a report to the Committee  of
the Permanent Representatives.
D -  Transport
1. ORGANTZATION  OF GOODS TRANSPORT BY INLAND WATERWAY
17.  f n a Resolution  dated 27 January 1970, the Council stressed
the importance it attached to goods transport by inland waterway
and declared itself in favour of introducing a temporary laying-up
system for boats.
18.  After considerable  preparatory  work, the Council, on 28
December 1972, adopted a Decision proposed by the Commission
on the introduction  of an agreement to bring regulations into force
concerning the temporary laying-up of vessels used for goods transport,
applicable to certain inland waterways.  By means of this Decision,
the Council authorized the Commission to open negotiations  with
Switzerland on behalf of the Community  with the object of concluding
the abovementioned agreement and laid down some Directives for
the negotiations.  The Contracting Parties to the revised Convention
for the navigation  of the Rhine and the Convention on the canalization
of the Moselle and the European Economic  Community were invited
to take part in the negotiations and the conclusion of this agreement.
The proposed Regulations  would apply to the inland waterways
coming under the system laid down in these two Conventions.
Depending  on what amendments  proved necessarythese Regulations
could also be extended to the areas which were closely connected  to
the Rhine, both from the technical viewpoint of navigation and also
for economic  reasons. Their purpose would be to reduce the temporary
imbalances between supply and demand of cargo capacity  which
might occur and which could cause severe disruption in the trade.
An immobilization fund would be set up which would be financed by
compulsory  contributions from the boatmen  using these inland water-
ways and would be used to reimburse boatmen who laid up their
vessels voluntarily during periods of spare cargo capacity.
-17 -2. ORGANIZATION  OF ROAD HAULAGE  BUSINESS
(a) Tariff Regulations
19.  On 28 December 1972 the Council issued a Regulationl
postponing Regulation  No 1174168 for two years, until 31 December
1974, and amending certain details in this Regulation  which concerns
the introduction of a system of bracket tariffs for the carriage of goods
by road between  Member States. This new Regulation  also lays down
the deadlines  for the establishment of tariffs which are of direct interest
to the new Member States. A Working  Party has also been given the
task of examining,  by 30 June 1973, questions relating to conditions
of recourse to special contracts  and publication procedures, to enable
the Commission to submit a proposal on this subject during September
and to enable the Council to give an Opinion before 31 December  1 973.
(b) Community  quota
20.  On 15 May 1 972 the Commission submitted a proposal to
the Council for the introduction  of an overall system for the control
of road haulage capacity between Member States. On examining
this proposal it appeared that a finalized system could not be set up
much before 31 December '1972, on which date Regulation No
1018/68, concerning the determination of a Community  quota for
the carriage of goods by road between Member States, expires. In
order to be in a position to give a ruling, when required, and with
account taken of the experience  acquired on the system eventually
to be applied, the Council, in a Regulation of 28 December  1972,2
extended the Community quota system for a further two years. The
quota, which was fixed at 1 200 authorizations,  will be increased by
15% on 1 April 1973 and again by 15o/o on 1 January 1974 giving
1 584 and 1 792 authorizations  respectively. The distribution of these
among the original Member  Countries has also been amended  in
certain respects. A Working Party has also been given the task of
examining  the data on which the quotas for the new Member States
have been based, with particular reference to the increase in registered
traffic since 1969 between these Member  States and the original
Member States. At the Commission's proposal the Council  agreed
to decide before 31 March 1973 whether the number of authorizations
allocated to the new Member States should be amended.
1 Regulation (EEC) No 2826/72 of the Council of 28. 12. 1972, OJ No L 298
ol 31.12.1972 2 Regufation  (EEC) No 2829/72 of the Council of 28. 12' 1972
-18-(c) Regular and shuttle services
21.  On 28 February 1972 the Council formally adopted two
Regulations 1 on the introduction of common  rules for shuttle services
by coach between Member states and for regular coach and bus
services between Member States respectively.
(d) Engagement in the occupation of road haulier
22'  During the period under review the council has continued
to examine the commission's proposal  relating to engagement  in the
occupation of road haulier.
3. WEIGHT AND SIZE OF COMMERCIAL  ROAD VEHICLES
23.  During 1972 the council devoted a good deal of attention to
the problem of harmonizjng the weight and size of road haulage
vehicfes. At its meeting of 17/18 Mav the council adopted a general
point of view on the main features  to be covered by provisions relating
to the weight and size of commercial road vehicles, although  it
postponed taking a final decision  until after consultations  with Member
countries. This general view defines the maximum single axle weight
as 11 tons and the total load of the vehicle as a whole as 40 tonsl
while allowing certain exceptions on various points. lt also definei
the size of the vehicles, their specific engine power and the deadlines
for implementation.
3t its meeting on 18/19 December 1972 the Council drew up a
draft Directive on this basis which sets out the joint position of irre
original Member countries of the community.  However, this statement
and the draft have given rise to reservations  made by the Member
states which were expressed at meetings  at ministerial level on 6/7
November and 18/19 December 1g72 on the subject of maximum
single axle weight and total load for vehicle assemblies. During 1973
the council will continue its efforts to harmonize the weight and size
of commercial road vehicles.
4. AMENDMENT  OF NATIONAL VEHICLE TAXATION SYSTEMS  AND APPLI.
CATION OF A TARIFF FOR THE USE OF THE INFRASTRUCTURES
24.  On the basis of policies defined by the Council on 3 December
1972the Council has examined the Commission's  proposed  Directive
on the amendment of national systems  of taxation on commercial road
I  Regufations_(EEC)  No 516/72 and 517/72 of the Council of 29.2. 1972, OJ
No L 67 ot 20.3.1972.
-19-vehicles. on 12 December 1972, in reply to a verbal question, the
piesident of the Council addressed the Assembly on the progress
.lr"Jt  made and future plans in this field. In connection  with the
introduction of a system of tariffs for using the infrastructures,  the
Council  invited the Member States to undertake studies, which are
;;;  i; progress,  of the effects on the state of railway, road and inland
waterway transport of the progressive  m€asures to introduce a tariff
t;iil  f". using the infrastrrlctures.  Meanwhile' at the Council's
o*n t"qu.rt, its-staff are examining other problem_s i1 thls field, but
notconnectedwiththesestudies,onthebasisoftheCommission
memorandum  relating to the introduction  of a tariff system for using
the infrastructures.
5. HARMONIZATTON  OF SOCIAL LEGISLATION  RELATING  TO ROAD TRANS'
PORT
25.On23FebruarylgT2ltheCouncilformallyadopte-d.two
Rlgutations amending  certain provisions- of Regulation. (EEC) No
S+5lOg on the harm6nization of social legislation relatin_g to. road
tr"nrpott- The first of these is concerned with bringing Regulation
rrro s+glog into line with the AETR (European Agreement on work
Cerformed by Crews and Vehicles Engaged in International_Road
Transport  Operations, concluded within the framework of the ECE in
Geneva) and the second particularly  concerns short hauls' At its
meeting of 18 December  1972 the council also noted a statement
from th1 Commission concerning the implementation of Regulation
No 543/69.
6. RAILWAY POLICY
(a) Cooperation  between  railway enterprises
26.  ln its Resolution of 7 December  1970 on cooperation  between
railway enterprises, the council had invited the community  railway
unt"rprir"r to submit a joint annual report on their progress  in coopera-
tion. The European iommunity Railways  Committee submitted its
iiirt neport on 8 Octobe r 1971 . At its meetin g on 17 /18 May 1972 the
Councii recorded  its approval in its reply to the Railways Committee
and made certain suggestions and observations. At its meeting  on
Ofi ruou"rUer 1g72, itre Council examined the second Report, which
the Railways Committee had submitted  on 14 October 1972'
I  Regularions No 51 4/72 and 515/72  ot 28 February 1972, OJ No L 67 of 20 March
1972
-20-(b) Financial relations between the railway enterprises and the Sfales
27.  During 1972the Council authorities examined the proposed
Decision on the financial relations between the railway  enterprises  and
the States submitted  by the Commission, in implementation  of Article 8
of the Council's Decision of 13 May 1965 on harmonization.
(c) Action by Member Stafes concerning the obligations inherent  in
the concept of a public service
28.  On 6 November  19721 the Council adopted a Decision
authorizing the ltalian Government  to extend certain time limits laid
down in Articles 6 and 9 of Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 on action
by Member States concerning the obligations inherent in the concept
of a public service in transport  by rail, road and inland waterway.
7. OTHER MATTERS
29.  At its meeting on 17/18 May 1972 the Council agreed to
postpone the discussions  on the development  of a common  transport
poficy which it had initiated in December 1971 on the basis of a
bommission memorandum. The Council also noted declarations from
the ltalian delegation  on direct and indirect transport subsidies and the
coordination of investments,  and a declaration from the Dutch
delegation on the connection between transport policy and environ-
menial protection, road safety, the development  of infrastructures  and
maritime ports policy.
30.  At its meeting on 18/19 December 1972 the Council noted a
report from the Commission  on a meeting of representatives from the
main ports of the enlarged  Community which was held on 21 November
1972.
The Council has continued its work on transport statistics
aimed at drawing up a Directive on a census to be made within the
framework  of regional statistics on the carriage of goods .by road
within the territory of each Member State.
31.  Lastly the Council has forwarded several proposals from the
Commission io the Economic and Social Committee and the Assembly
r  Decision No 72/378/EEC  of 6 November  1972, OJ No L 257 ot 15 November
1972
-21 -for consultation,  concerning
transport, harmonization  of
testing, and harmonization
transport.
first steps towards joint action on air
laws on driving licences and vehicle
of social legislation concerning  road
E -  lron and 8teel Industry
(a) Scrap
32.  Throughout 1972 the technical departments of the Council
followed  the scrap market situation and took the measures  necessary
to adapt the system for exporting these products to non-Community
countries to the market situation. The main overall market features
were a surplus at the beginning of the year followed by an increasing
tightness in supply as the economic situation in the iron and steel
industry improved in the Community  and in the market generally.
This meant that at the beginning of the year the council wa1 able to
state that the good supply position and the low prices operating on
the open scrap market made it necessary  to implement the measures
adopted at the end of 1971. Consequently, when the Government
Representatives  of the Member states met in the council at its 1 gl st
meeting (13/15 and 20/22 March 1972) they decided to suspend the
general ruling prohibiting the export of scrap to non-Community
countries until 30 June 1 972 for all categories of scrap. The validity
of this measure was extended on 30 June  1 972 bv written procedure.
It was decided that the suspension  would remain in force until 31
December  1972 for low quality scrap and until 30 september 1972
only fo_r. good quality scrap, since there were signs of recovery in the
latter. Nevertheless, a final extension was granied on 29 september
1972to 31 October 1972. Atthe same time it was laid down that used
scrap metal collected in bulk (on which export restrictions had been
relaxed for the period up to 31 December 1972) included scrap metal
category 51 (Nimexe code No 73.03.59).
When the general temporary  concessions on the export of
all qualities of scrap metal to non-community countries were with-
drawn, the export facilities which it was usual to grant in certain
individual cases had to be expressly reinstated, i.e. roliing mill rolls - reprocessing of scrap under contract. At the 210th meeting of the
Council (30/31 October 1972) the Government Representitives of
the Member States therefore  authorized the Member  States to export
used rolling mill rolls to third countries  up to 31 December 1972
provided that they were a direct consignment of used goods from an
-22-iron and steel works in part exchange  for new goods, and not a separate
transaction. At the same meeting the Government  Representatives
of the Member States extended to 31 December 1972 the period of
validity for the Decisions  taken on 22 November 1971 which under
certain conditions allow temporary import and export of scrap covered
by the ECSC common customs nomenclature No 73.03.
Since these measures did not apply to alloy steel scrap, the
Government  Representatives  of the Member States agreed at the
199th meeting in the Council (20 June 1972) to extend for one
year, i.e. until 30 June 1973, the Decision taken on 14 June 1971
simplifying  conditions governing the export of this product.
The Council also commenced  the examination of a draft
recommendation from the Commission to the Governments of the
Member States which it submitted to the Council for consultation on
19 September 1972, in conformity with Article 73, paragraph 2 ot
the ECSC Treaty, relating to the movement of scrap and similar
products within the Community.
(b) lnvestments and Grants
33.  ln a letter dated 9 March 1972the Commission, in conformity
with Article 55, paragraph 2 (c) of the Treaty establishing the European
Coal and Steel Community, requested the Council's assent to allocate
sums of money from ECSC levies to grants for the following research
programme: steels with high yield points for thick-walled  vessels
(642 000 u.a.); the use of computers in the management of iron
and steel works (600000  u.a.); deep drawing properties of light-
gauge sheets (450000 u.a.); automation of reheating  furnaces  with
radiant roofs (64 816 u.a.); the use of electrochemical  transfer
techniques  in steel processing (58 334 u.a.); pre-reduction  of fluidized
iron ores (1O2148 u.a.); counter-bending  of rolling mill rolls and its
use for optimum control of rolling mills (105866 u.a.).
A similar request  was submitted by the Commission on 30 June
1972 for research programmes on: new mining techniques in the
iron'ore producing district of East France (144043 u.a.); the devel-
opment of a method for mining semi-hard iron ore of oolitic origin
(136612  u.a.); the development of a new mining technology for
difficult geological and mining conditions (327 865 u.a.); direct
reduction of iron ores, PUROFER,  (2 02O219 u.a.); improving  the
behaviour  of blast furnace tuyeres (31 148 u.a.); pig iron for casting
(128113 u.a.); sampling of pig iron and molten steel and its mech-
anization (58200 u.a.)f the organization  of the soaking-slabbing
-23-sequence  (270 000 u.a.); automatic process-control  by computel
(587 557 u.a.); thermomechanical  treatment of steel (447 960 u.a');
structural  mechanisms (156000 u.a.); physical metallurgy (72000
u.a.); creep behaviour  of welded joints (420000 u.a.); cold shaping
of steel (113228 u.a.); the suitability of steels for cold shaping
(360 000 u.a.).
The Council gave its assent to the Commission's request at
its 194th meeting on 24/25 April 1972 and its 209th meeting  on
9/10 October 1972 respectively.
f n a letter dated 13 July 1972the Commission  also requested
the Council's assent, under Article 55, paragraph 2 c of the ECSC
Treaty, to a grant for an international research project on materials
for gas turbines. This request from the Commission,  which appears
in the Cooperation Agreements signed in November 1971 by the
19 member  countries of COST (European Cooperation in the field
of Scientific and Technical Research), has been examined initially by
the Council's technical and legal departments.
*24-CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC,  FINANCIAL, REGIONAL
AND SOCIAL POLICY
A -  Economic  and financial problems
34.  Although the Decisions on economic and financial policy
taken by the Council during 1972 come under the general heading
of economic and monetary  union in the Community, they have been
more immediately concerned with the implementation of the Reso-
lution of 22 March' 1971 on the attainment by stages of economic
and monetary  union within the Community, coordination of Member
States' short term economic policies, the problems of the pound
sterf ing and the ltalian lira in June 1972, the adoption of an anti-
inflation programme  and other measures (economic  statistics).
1. TMPLEMENTATION  OF THE RESOLUTION  OF 22 MARCH 1971 ON THE
ATTATNMENT BY STAGES OF ECONOMIC  AND MONETARY  UNION
WITHIN THE COMMUNITY
35.  At its meeting on 31 January - 1 February 1972the Council,
on the basis of a Commission memorandum  on the organization of
monetary and financial relations within the Community,  made its initial
generaf examination of how the Resolution of 22 March 1971 on
the attainment  by stages of economic and monetary union within
the Community  was being implemented. At its meeting on 28 February
the Council continued this examination on the basis of an 'overall
review', submitted  by the Commission,  of the conditions necessary
for completing the first stage of economic and monetary union' The
general guidelines  which resulted from these initial exchanges of
views within the Council enabled the Commission  to put forward a
proposal for a 'Resolution of the Council and of the Member  States'
Representatives  on the implementation of the Resolution  of 22 March
-25-1971 on the attainment by stages of economic and monetary union
within the Community'. The Council, composed of the Finance and
Economic Ministers, made a very thorough examination of the
proposal on 6 and 7 February  and agreed on the text of a Resolution
which was formally  adopted at the meeting ol 21 March 1972.1
36.  ltem I of this Resolution lays down specific provisions for
improving  coordination  of the short term economic  policies of the
Member States. This states that whenever the Member  States are
considering adopting  measures or decisions which deviate from the
guidelines for economic policy laid down by the Council they must
consult both sides of industry  beforehand. To ensure that Member
States exchange information  on a reciprocal and continuous basis
and that they coordinate their economic  and financial policies, the
Council has set up a 'Committee for the coordination  of short term
economic and financial policies', composed of a single special
representative  of the appropriate  minister or ministers in each Member
State and a Commission representative.  Lastly the Commission has
been asked to submit as soon as possible a proposal for a Directive to
promote stability, growth and full employment in the Community.
37.  As for item ll of the Resolution,  dealing with measures
required in the regional and structural field to bring about economic
and monetary union on schedule, the Council agreed in principle
that:
(a) the EAGGF could be used from 1972 onward for projects of
regional development,  and
(b) a Regional  Development Fund should be set up or some other
system introduced, using Community  resources, suitable for
regional development.
38.  ltem lll traces the first steps taken by the Community  towards
the formation of a separate monetary zone within the international
system. ln this connection the Council invited the central banks of
the Member States to make progressive reductions  in the present
difference between the highest and the lowest rates of the Member
States' currencies, so that by 1 July 1972 bV the latest, the maximum
permissible margin of fluctuation between Community currencies
woufd be 2.25o/o. To keep the exchange rates within a narrower  intra-
Community  margin than was permissible on the open market, the
Council invited the central banks to intervene in the money market
I  OJ No C 38/3 ot'18.4.1972
-26-according to a new procedure, i.e. to use Community currencies  to
keep them within the reduced margin of 2.25o/o and to use US dollars
to support joint floating by the Community currencies within the
limits permiffed on the open market (to use the experts' jargon, the
Community  currencies were to be kept within a 'snake' of 2.25o/o
and the snake was to be prevented from leaving the 'tunnel' of 4.5%,
this being the spread of the fluctuation of individual Community
currencies against the US dollar). The imbalances resulting from these
interventions  in Community  currencies would be corrected within
one month by procedures  laid down by the central banks, although
the method of correcting these imbalances  should take account of
the structure of the monetary reserves of the debtor country. Sub-
sequently all these general provisions were included in a technical
agreement between the central banks who agreed to put the council's
Decisions on monetary matters into force with effect from 24 April
1972.
Under item lll of the Resolution,  the Council also decided to
adopt the Directive for regulating international capital flows and for
neutralizing their undesirable effects on domestic liquidity, which
was proposed by the Commission  on 23 June 1971.1
39.  Lastly, as regards item lV of the Resolution, the Council
agreed that the proposals submitted  by the Commission on completion
of the first stage of economic and monetary union, and especially the
proposals relating to tax harmonization  and the progressive develop-
ment of a European capital market should be given priority on the
Council's agenda.
2. COORDINATION OF MEMBER STATES' SHORT.TERM  ECONOMIC
POLtCTES
40.  In accordance with its Decision of 22 March 1971 on the
strengthening  of coordination of short-term economic policies of
the Member States of the European Economic Community,2 the
Council  made three special examinations of the economic situation
in the Community during 1972.
The Council first examined the problem at its 193rd meeting
on 21 March 1972; the aim was to assess the economic policy fol-
lowed in 1971 and adjust the policy guidelines  for 1972 in the Annual
OJ No L 91/3 of 18.4.1972
This Directive was examined at the 159th meeting of the Council on 2 July 1971
OJ No L 73/12 ol 27. 3. 1971
1
-27 -Report on the economic situation  in the Community 1 in the light of
recent economic  developments. The Council also analysed  the present
economic situation and the future economic prospects in the Com-
munity and agreed, with certain amendments,  on the guidelines for
short-term economic policy given in the memorandum which the
Commission submitted to the Council under the terms of Article 2 of
the above-mentioned Decision of 22 March 1971.
41.  At its 200th meeting on 26 June  1 972 the Council examined
for the second time the economic  situation in the Community  on
the basis of a memorandum  from the Commission  to the Council on
the economic policy to be followed in 1972 and on the preparation
of the published budgets for 1973. The Council adopted the guidelines
in the Commission  memorandum  and also agreed on the guidelines
suggested  by the commission  at the meeting on trends in budgeted
amounts in 1973.
42.  The third review was made at the 211th meeting on 30 and
31 October 1972. At this juncture the Council, acting on a proposal
from the Commission  and after consulting the European  Parliament,
adopted the Annual Report on the economic  situation in the Com-
munity,2  making it possible to set guidelines to be followed by each
Member State in its economic policy for 1973. The Council also
decided, in conformity with the procedure laid down by the above-
mentioned  Decision of 22 March '1971, to send this Report to the
Governments of the Member  States to enable them to bring it to the
attention of their parliaments.  The Report was also sent to the As-
sembly and to the Governments of the Acceding States.
3. PROBLEMS  OF THE POUND STERLING  AND THE ITATIAN LIRA IN JUNE
'p'n 43.  During June 1972 the European  exchange markets experi-
enced fresh monetary  pressures.  On 23 June the British Government,
faced with exceptionally large capital movements, was forced to
stop supporting  the parity of its currency and decided to float it.
Since there was a danger that the British decision would increase
existing pressure  on the ttalian lira, the ltalian Government  asked the
Council for measures  to be adopted before the opening of the exchange
markets to discourage  the speculation which might otherwise  have
taken place.
1 OJ No L253113 ot 16.11.71
2 OJ No C 133/1 of 23.12.72
-28-44.  On 26 June 1972, a consultation in Luxembourg, on the
monetary situation, was first held with the representatives  of the Acced-
ing Countries, at their request. Subsequently  the delegates of the six
Community Member States met within the Council to examine
measures io alleviate the pressure on the ltalian lira and also the
effect of the current monetary situation on the intra-Community
monetary agreements  as laid down in the Resolution of 21 March
1972. As a result of these discussions, the Council and the Rep-
resentatives  of the Governments of the Member states agreed to
maintain the European Agreement  restricting the margins between
Community currencies to 2.25o/o. However, in response to the special
situation which had been created on the exchange markets by the
United Kingdom's  decision to float the pound, the Committee  of
Governors  of tfte central banks, under the terms of paragraph  2 of
item  f lf of the Resolution of 21 March 1972, authorized the Bank
of ltaly to intervene with dollars so as to keep within the intra-Com-
munity margin ol 2.25o/o. The procedure  for these interventions,  their
exteni and ihe conditions  attached to them were subsequently laid
down by the Committee  of the Governors of the central banks'
4. ADOPTION  OF AN ANTT.INFLATION  PROGRAMME
45.  In accordance with the task which the Heads of state or
of Government entrusted to the Council at their meeting in Paris
on 19-21 October  1972,1 the enlarged Council adopted on 30 and
31 October a Resolution  on anti-inflation  measures 2 proposed by
the Commission. The purpose of this Resolution  is to introduce  overall
measures on a Community  scale against the excessive  inflationary
tendencies  which have been the main feature of the economic  trends
in Member states during 1972. These measures are general in the
sense that they must be based on national policies coordinated  at
Community  level as well as on common policies. The object is to
restrict the rate of the rise in consumer prices between  December 1972
and the end of 1 973 to 4o/o, not taking into account  the consequences
of any changes in indirect taxation.
46.  The national policies which the Governments must use for
their anti-inflation  policies are prices and incomes policy, employment
policy, monetary policy and the budget'
r  cf. item 3 0f the chapter on'Economic and monetary policy'in-the  de_claration
adopted by the conference  of the Heads of Government of the European
L"rimr"iii Member States or Acceding States (Paris, 19-21 October 1972).
2 Cf. OJ No C 133/12
-29-The prices and incomes policy aims to slow down the nominal
growth of wages and capital as part of a concerted effort with both
sides of industry. The object is to protect the purchasing power of
incomes and to share the benefits of expansion fairly between  expen-
diture on general social needs and increased individual incomes. This
means that Member States must make use of their control legislation
governing price trends in industrial products and services in the light
of the state of their respective economies, particularly in order to
avoid cumulative  increases  and to give consumers a share in the
benefits of increased productivity  in undertakings.
47.  The fight against rising prices must be accompanied by a
structural policy aimed at reducing the present regional imbalances
in the availability of labour and production capacity.  With this object
in view training and retraining  schemes  for workers  should be set up.
48.  The guidelines on monetary policy are directed particularly
at reducing the volume of money. In this connection  the speed at
which the volume of money (monetary  and quasi-monetary  liquid
funds) is expanding must be kept in line with the increase in the
gross national product in terms of volume, plus the legislated rate of
price increases allowed by the general economic  policy. This reduction
in the volume of money must be achieved by the end of 1g74, at
the latest, but those Member States enjoying full employment must
make a sizeable reduction in 1973 in the speed of expansion,  equal
to at least half of the reduction to be achieved  at the end of 1974.
It is also laid down that the monetary authorities must possess the
means necessary to control the monetary  situation and to direct the
credit policy of finance institutions along the right paths.
Coordinated  measures  should be taken by the Member States
to prevent undesirable inward flows of capital from outside the Com-
mon Market by giving more power, if necessary, to the instrument
created on 21 March 1972, but without effecting  relaxations  on
current transactions within the Common Market.
49.  Lastly, on budgetary policy, the Member  States agreed to
exercise strict self-discipline as regards government  spending for the
1972 and 1973 financial years. ln addition the increase  in expenditure
in real terms in the 1973 budgets should not exceed the rate of growth
of gross national product in terms of value. An exception wal made
for those Member States where there was marked unemployment,
allowing them to continue government  spending in order to maintain
general levefs of demand.
-30-50.  On the other hand Member States enjoying full employment
should follow an even more restrictive policy if, as is expected in the
first quarter of 1973, inflationary  pressures increase. The possibility
was also mentioned that if available credits were used for certain
items of expenditure there should be a corresponding reduction on
other items in the budget. lf the rise in prices resulted in an income
from taxes above the figure originally planned, the surplus should be
allocated to reducing the net balance to be financed, to reducing
indirect taxation, or to frozen accounts with the central bank. Lastly
it was recommended  that Member States with a debit balance to
finance should do so in real terms and not use the money market  at all.
51.  Besides these policies, which should be introduced  by the
Member States, the Council also decided to resort to policies which
are now Community policies, in order to make a direct contribution
to the efforts of the Member states to fight inflation. lt therefore
agreed on a considerable reduction in customs duty up to 1 April
1973 on the import of meat of bovine animals, calves and young
male bovine animals for fattening. Ouantity restrictions  on imports of
potatoes in some Member  States have been provisionally suspended.
The Council also undertook to examine proposals from the Com-
mission on commercial policy measures relating to quantity restrictions,
the application  of general preferences  and any specific tariff reductions
which might help in the fight against inflation.
52.  Another item in the Council Resolution provides for the
strengthening of measures taken by the Commission regarding
restrictions on competition  which could arise from price agreements
between competitors, agreed practices concerning  prices and price
discriminations  applied by enterprises in a dominant position, or from
agreements to split markets and other restrictive practices, or from
agreements on voluntary restrictions,  to the extent that these conflict
with Community commercial policy. The Member States were also
called on to apply their own laws on competition strictly.
53.  The last item of the Council Resolution concerning  Com-
munity means concerns the harmonization of national laws with
particular reference to relaxing intra-Community  trade in foodstuffs
and medicinal preparations. The Council will also ensure that public
works contracts and concessions are open to competition within
the Community,  in conformity with the Directive which it has adopted.
The Council will take a Decision  as soon as possible on the proposed
Directive concerning the procedure for awarding public supply
contracts.
-31 -54.  The Resolution also lays down that any measures taken by
the Member States' Governments concerning  economic, monetary
and budgetary policy must be examined and mutually agreed by
the specialist  Committees,  viz., the Committee for coordinating short-
term economic policies, the Monetary Committee, the Committee
on Economic Policy and the Committee on Budgetary  Policy.
Lastly, the Council will examine the results of the present
programme of action at its 1973 meetings on the economic situation
in the Community,  particularly  at its June 1973 meeting.
5.  OTHER MEASURES
Statistics
55.  At its meeting of 29130 May 1972 the Council adopted the
Directive concerning the organization of coordinated  statistical
surveys on the market situation in industry and craft industries,l  so
as to have available at Community level the statistical data necessary
to study market  trends in the Community.  In addition, on 6 June 1972,
the Council adopted a Directive concerning the organization of
coordinated annual surveys of industrial  activity.2  This Directive lays
down that data shall be collected annually on a certain number of
variables for all industrial  enterprises and small businesses employing
20 or more persons whose principal activity is listed in one of the
divisions of the Nomenclature of Economic  Activities in the European
Communities (NACE) for industry.
B -  Regional Policy
56.  On 21 March 1972, when the Council adopted the Reso-
f utiong relating to the implementation of the Resolution  of 22 March
19714 concerning progressive attainment of economic and monetary
union, it recorded its agreement in principle that the EAGGF could be
used from 1972 onwards for regional development  and that a regional
development fund should be set up, or that some other system should
be introduced to use Community resources suitable for regional
OJ No L 128 ol 3.6.1972
OJ No L 133 of 10. 6.1972
OJ No C 38 of 14. 4. '|972
OJ No C 28 ot 27.3.1971
-32-development. At that time the Council invited the Commission to
submit proposals, and it undertook  to take the necessary Decisions on
the proposals before 1 October 1972.
57.  On 19 June  1 972 the Commission submitted a memorandum
to the Council  accompanied by a proposal for a resolution. In this
document the Commission  refers to the three proposals  already
submitted to the Council, viz., a proposed Decision relating to the
organization of Community  resources for regional development
submitted in October 1969,1 and two Regulations  implementing this
proposed Decision,submitted in May 1971, one relating to the oper-
ating rules for the European regional development fund, and the
other concerning  the financing by the European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee  Fund of projects falling under the heading of devel-
opment in priority agricultural regions.2 The Commission  pointed
out that all these proposals were interrelated  and formed a coherent
whole, and for this reason it considered that the Council should make
a Decision on them in their entirety. In the same memorandum  the
Cornmission  proposed  that the Council should give its agreement  in
principle to the creation, as a supplementary measure, of a regional
development company, funded in part by the Community, and with
the Community's guarantee for its borrowings to give it easier access
to money markets. lf the Council agreed to this the Commission
would submit formal proposals, within a period to be agreed, giving
the practical operating procedures for this company.
58.  At its July and September  1972 meetings  and Council con-
centrated on two proposed  Regulations submitted by the Commission
in May 1971. Solutions were found to a large number of technical
problems, but at the same time it appeared  that unanimous  agreement
could not be obtained unless a certain number of political  decisions
were made on certain basic problems, particularly on the system for
granting Community  aid.
59.  Meanwhile the Conference of Heads of State the of Govern-
ment which was held in Paris on 19/2O October 1972 had given
a high priority to removing the structural  and regional imbalances
within the Community which might hinder economic and monetary
union. The Heads of State and of Government  invited the Commission
to make an immediate report analysing  the regional problems  facing
the enlarged  Community and to submit suitable proposals. They also
called on the Community Institutions to set up a regional development
fund which would be inaugurated  by 31 December 1973.
1 OJ No C152ol 28.11.1969 2 OJ No C 90 of 11.9.1971
-33-60.  Following the Summit Conference, the Council continued  its
work at two meetings held on 4/5 and 18/19 December 1972 re'
spectively.  A compromise  solution was worked out which overcame
the problems of finalizing the text of the Regulation on the EAGGF,
particularly  the problems  concerning the system of granting aid.
However, the Council was unable to reach unanimous  agreement on
this solution.  For this reason it decided to put the regional problem
on the agenda again for one of its forthcoming meetings. lt was
decided that the same meeting would examine the possibility of
drawing up a schedule of work to be done and decisions to be made,
taking account of information which the Commission  would supply,
in order to implement the decisions taken by the Heads of State and
of Government at their recent Conference in Paris.
C -  Soclal matters
1. SOCTAL POLTCY
(a) Action programme referred to in item 6 of the final Statement
issued by the Conference of Heads of States and of Government
on 19 and 20 October 1972
61.  The Council was eager to follow up the impetus given to
Community social policy by the Conference of Heads of States and
of Government  held in Paris from 19 to 20 October 1972, and at its
meeting of 9 November 1972 it therefore  invited the Commission
without delay to draw up a draft for the action programme mentioned
in item 6 of the final Statement issued by the Conference, which
would take account of the proposals  on social matters made at the
Conference and at the November  meeting. This document should be
submitted in good time for initial examination by the Council at a
meeting which could be arranged for February 1973.
(b) Conference  to examine the draft action programme mentioned
above
62.  At its meeting on 9 November 1972 the Council decided
to call a Conference in the Spring of 1973 to examine the draft pro-
gramme mentioned above, which would be attended by Representatives
of the Social Partners' Organizations, the Council,  the Representatives
of the Government of the Member States and the Commission. Finally,
it was decided to hold another meeting before 31 July 1973 at which
decisions on this programme could be made.
-34-2.  EMPLOYMENT POLICY
(a) Employment, vocational guidance and training and working
*  conditions  for young persons
63.  In accordance with the instructions received from the Council
at its meeting on 26 November 1970, the Commission submitted  a
letter to the Council dated 7 July 1972 containing a report which
offered conclusions and suggestions  on employment and unem-
ployment of young people. ln view of the importance  of this problem
the Commission considered that the report should be sudmitted to
the Standing Committee  on Employment for examination,  so that the
Commission could finalize it before finally submitting it to the Council.
The Standing Committee on Employment was unable to deal with
this item at its meeting on 26 October 1972 and had to postpone the
examination  of the question until another meeting in the near future.
However, this item was retained on the agenda for the Council
meeting of 9 November  1972, since the Council had insisted on
emphasizing the interest which it took in employment problems
among young people and on reiterating the high priority which it
gave to the examination  of these matters. After dealing with this item
the Council confirmed that the question would be on the agenda for
the next meeting of the Standing Committee on Employment and
that the Commission would work out more detailed  proposals  fol-
lowing the discussion with the Standing  Committee.
(b) Memorandum from the ltalian Government on employment
policy in the CommunitY
64.  After a discussion within the Standing Committee on Employ-
ment on 27 April'1972, the Council of Member States' Governments,
meeting in the Council on 12 June 1972, approved a certain number
of considerations and conclusions and called on the Commission  to
submit its proposals without delay on the various measures mentioned
in these conclusions. These were chiefly concerned with measures
to remove structural  imbalances  in employment and the progressive
integration of Member States' labour markets, as well as encouraging
vocational and geographical  mobility among workers in the Com-
munity. In addition the Commission set up a team of experts to examine
problems  raised by the ltalian Government's  memorandum.  The team
will submit a report on its deliberations to the Commission. The
Commission will then draw its conclusions and will be able to submit
suggestions  to the Council.
(c) Sample survey on work forces
65.  At its meeting of 19 October 1971, the Council had asked the
Commission  to prepare a plan on the statistics necessary  for a better
-35-knowledge  of the labour market and its development. lt had also
agreed that in 1973 and 1975 a sample survey should be made on
work forces in the Member States and that a specific survey on
vocational training should be planned  as part of the 1973 survey.
66.  ln a letter dated 7 December 1972the Commission  submitted
to the Council a draft Regulation on the organization of the sample
survey on work forces in 1973 and a specific survey on vocational
training. The Council made a certain number of amendments  to the
Commission's draft which took account of the special situation in
the new Community  Member  States and the problems which this
survey would cause them, and adopted the Regulation on 19 December
1972. The manpower survey will be made in accordance with this
Regulation  in the six original Member States and in Great Britain,  and
the specific survey on vocational training in the six original Member
States. lt was recognized that it was not possible to organize the
proposed surveys in lreland and Denmark at this juncture.
(d) Proposed Regulation  (EEC) of the Council on the drawing up
of comparable statistics  on foreign labour
67.  The Commission  submitted this proposed Regulation on
6 June 1972. At its meeting of 26 and 27 June 1972, the Council
decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee and, at its
discretion,  the Assembly  on the proposed Regulation.  The Assembly
delivered its Opinion on 13 November 1972 and the Economic and
Social Committee will do so in February 1973.
(e) Review of the work of the labour offices in Community Member
Sfafes
68.  The Commission submitted this review to the Council on
18 October 1972.The Council and the Commission  agreed to make
use of this important document when examining the Commission's
Report on labour problems in the Community (1972), which the
Commission intended to submit to the Council at the beginning  of
1 973.
3. FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR
(a) Survey on living and working conditions of foreign labour in the
Community
69.  At its meeting of 9 November 1972, the Council  noted that
the Commission  had submitted a draft survey on living and working
-36-conditions of foreign labour in the Community, in order to establish
whether there were any differences in earnings compared with
earnings of nationals. The Council did not comment on the various
parts of this draft but requested the Commission  to gather data, as
soon as possible, on the socio-economic  position of foreign workers
and their families, from Community  and non-Community  countries,
in law and in practice, as compared with nationals. lt emphasized,
on the understanding  that the Commission would act after consulting
national experts, that the following criteria could be applied to the
methods of gathering the required information. In each of the Member
States the Commission would in the first instance use suitable data
from Community  or national surveys already made or planned; in
addition, it would supplement this information  by means of specific
and appropriate methods of obtaining the information which it
considered necessary to fulfil the task entrusted to it, such as case
studies, sampling  among workers  and enterprises,  and interviews  with
some of the persons involved,  experts on the subject and public and
private bodies (including workers' and emptoyers' organizations,
immigrants' associations  and organizations)  to protect and assist
immigrants. The Commission will propose that the Council should
approve any formal procedures which may prove necessary.  The
survey would cover the six Member  Countries. After 1 January 1973,
the Council, on the Commission's  proposal, would examine  the
advisability of extending it to the Acceding  Countries.
(b) Social security for migrant workers
(i)  Amendments to Regulation  (EEC) No 574/72 of the
Council (lmplementing  Regulation)
70.  On 26 September  1972 the Council adopted the Regulation
(EEC) No 2059/72 of the Council supplementingArticle  26 of Regu-
lation No 574172  and correcting the German text of Article 50 of this
Regulation. These were technical and linguistic amendments  which
had to be approved before Regulation Nos 1408/71 and 574/72 on
social security for migrant workers could come into force on 1 October
1972.
(ii) Amendments  to the Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 of the
Council (Basic Regulation)
71.  ln December 1972, the Commission  submitted  to the Council
a third memorandum concerning  the technical amendments to be
made to the above-mentioned  Regulation to take account of the
situation in the enlarged Community. The changes  suggested arose
-37 -from some very important amendments which had been made to the
Danish laws on social security during the period when the documents
concerning accession were being prepared and after they had been
signed. To take account of this new legislation Appendix ll, chapter Vll
of the Act of Accession lays down, with reference to Regulation
No 1408/71 of the Council, that'The Regulation is to be amended
to the extent that amendments made to Danish legislation so require'.
At its meeting on 18 and 19 December  1972 the Council - 
acting
under the terms laid down in Article 153 of the Act of Accession - agreed to the Regulation making the technical amendments  to
Regulation  No 1408/71 mentioned  above.
(iii) Technical Amendments to Regulation (EEC) No 574/72
of the Council  (lmplementing  Regulation)
72.  The Commission  also submitted a fourth memorandum to the
Council on the technical amendments to be made to the above-
mentioned Regulation to take account of the situation in the enlarged
Community.  This memorandum  did not reach the Council soon
enough to be adopted according to the procedure  laid down in
Article 153 of the Act of Accession,  and so the Regulation  amending
Regulation No 574/72 of the Council will have to be adopted using
the normal Treaty procedure. The Commission was therefore requested
to amend its proposal,  particularly the preamble. The Council will be
able to adopt the modifying Regulation early in 1973 after consultation
with the Assembly.
(iv) Declaration from Member States concerning  the application
of social security schemes to migrant workers and their
families
73.  Article 5 of Regulation  (EEC) No 1408/71 of the Council
lays down that the Member  States should specify the legislation and
schemes referred to in Article 4, paragraphs 1 and 2, the minimum
benefits  referred to in Article 50 and the benefits referred to in Articles 77
and 78 in declarations to be made to the President of the Council and
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities  in
accordance  with Article 96. Since the Commission wished to stan-
dardize the text of these declarations as far as possible, the delegations
submitted  drafts of their declarations to the Secretariat-General  of
the Council.  They then examined these various drafts jointly with the
Commission  Representative  in orderto coordinate  the layout. After this
examination  the various Member States'Governments  submitted their
declarations to the President of the Council. The complete  text of the
declarations submitted  will be published  shortly in the Official Journal
of the European Communities.
-38-(c) Proposed Regulation of the Council relating to provisions
concerning conflicting laws on labour relations within tQe
Community
74.  In a letter dated 23 February 1972,the Commission submitted
to the Council the above-mentioned proposed Regulation,  based on
Articf e 49 of the Treaty. At its meeting on 25 and 26 April 1972 the
Council agreed to consult the Assembly and the Economic  and
Social Committee on this proposal. The Assembly has not yet delivered
an Opinion.  but the Economic and Social Committee formulated  its
Opinion on the matter at its meeting at the end of November 1972.
4. EUROPEAN  SOCIAL  FUND -  GMNTS FOR REDEVELOPMENT  AND TO
WORKERS
(a) Council Decisions concerning  the use of the Fund under Article 4
of the Decision of I February 1971 in favour of the agricultural
and textile sectors
75.  At its meeting on 9 November 1972, the Council  gave its
fundamental agreement to two Decisions  concerning the use of the
European Social Fund under Article 4 of the Decision of 1 February
1971, to help the agricultural and the textile sectors respectively.
These Decisions were formally drawn up in the Community  languages
on 19 December 1972.The use of the Social Fund to help the agri-
cultural sector is aimed at increasing the opportunities  for employment
and the geographical  and occupational mobility of persons who
leave an occupation which is their main occupation and which is
directly connected with agriculture,  to take up an occupation outside
agriculture  as an employee or self-employed  person. Assistance to
the textile sector is aimed at increasing the opportunities for employ-
ment and the occupational mobility of persons employed in this
sector whose employment is directly affected or threatened by meas-
ures for structural  change, whether quantitative or qualitative,  and
who are bound to work as employees either in the sector or outside it.
The Fund may also be used to benefit self-employed  persons managing
a textile enterprise,  particularly if it is a small craft industry, who are
bound to work as self-employed  persons. The Decision on the use
of the Fund in the textile sector applies to operations  for which the
plans have been approved by the Commission  before the expiry of a
period of three years after this Decision  comes into force.
(b) New measures  for the use of the Social Fund under Atticle 4 of
the Decision of I February l97l
76.  The French delegation  submitted three guideline notes to
the Council concerning  the use of the Social Fund under Article 4 of
-39-the Decision of 1 FebruarV  1971 in favour of the training of workers
in the sectors of data-processing  and management, enabling disabled
workers to lead an active life, and maintaining the balance  between
labour suppfy and demand. At its meeting of 9 November 1972, the
Council took note of the above-mentioned guideline notes and called
on the Commission  to study the suggestions they contained, under
Articfe 4 of the Council Decision  of 1 February 1971.
(c) Commission  memorandum to the Council on prcgress on the
implementation of the Council Decision of 22 December 1966
on the grcnting of Community aid to sulphur mine workers in
Italy affected by dismissal
77.  The Commission submitted a memorandum to the Council
containing  a progress  report on the implementation of the Council
Decision of 22 December 1966 on the granting of Community aid to
laid-off sulphur mine workers in ltaly who had been dismissed. lt
also calls on the Council to terminate the aid programme and to
decide on 31 December 1970 as the termination date, in view of the
effects of implementing  this Decision. During its work in preparing this
memorandum the Commission said that it was prepared  to collaborate
fully in the search for an overall solution which would form part of
an integrated scheme and result in the restructuring  of industrial
activity in the regions where the sulphur mines are situated. However,
the Commission is no longer prepared  to.give the subsidies and grants
laid down in the above-mentioned Decision since the conditions for
giving Community aid are no longer being met. But the question arises
whether the Council has authority to decide to terminate Community
aid. This question is being examined in court. The Council's future
work will be based on the court's ruling.
(d) Integntion of disabled and mentally retarded persons into
everyday life
78.  ln 1971 the Commission sent a questionnaire to Member
States in order to obtain a list of what provisions were in force and
what action had been taken to integrate disabled persons socially,
vocationally and medically. The first part of the questionnaire asked
the Member States to give a general review of their system for helping
disabled people and how it worked, the second part asked for detailed
replies to a certain number of technical questions.  Nearly all the
original  Member  States of the Community have replied to the Com-
mission. The same questionnaire was sent to new Member  States
in order to gain a general view of the situation in the enlarged  Com-
munity. The Commission is about to examine and process the very
-40-interesting data which the Member states have provided in the
questionnaire, although the procedure has not yet been defined. In
addition the Commission has set up a Working Party to draw up a draft
long term work programme  on the reintegration of disabled pelsons.
n first interim report has been submitted to the council and a further
memorandum containing concrete  proposals will probably be sub-
mitted to the council by the commission by the end of the first
quarter of 1973. Lastly, the commission is continuing  its work on the
question of expanding and continuing the research  programme
canied out by the Ecsc. The commission will shortly be submifting
a memorandum on this matter to the Council.
(e) Aid for industrial redevelopment under the ECSC
79.  The Commission has submitted  several requests to the
Council for its assent to the Commission facilitating  the reabsorption
into productive employment  of workers made redundant by the closure,
reduction or changing of business activities in coal or iron and steel
enterprises.  The council gave a favourable reply to the commission's
requests and at its meetings in February, April, September and Nov-
ember 1972 gave its assent under Article 56, paragraph 2 of the
ECSC Treaty altowing the commission to grant loans totalling a
maximum of SO mitlion FF (approximately 5.4 million u.a.) to the
firm Soci6t6 automobiles M. Belliet in Lyon, to help it to finance the
setting up of a production  unit for gear boxes and transmissions  at
Andr6-zieux-Bouih6on  (Loire); 2 million DM (approximately 546 000
u.a.) to the firm, Hackforth et co. Maschinenfabrik in wanne-Eickel,
to fiefp it to finance  increases in the capacity of its production  unit
ai Wanne-eicket  (Nordrhein  Westfalen); 4.5 million DM (approxi-
mately 1.2 million u.a.) to the firm, Stahlwerke Bochum  A'G', to help
it to finance extensions to the steel casting works and the construction
Jf a works for processing heavy cast steel components at Bochum
(Nordrhein Wesifaten); 25 million FF.(approximately  4.5 million u.a.)
to ttr" firm, S.A. Ghausson-Carrosserie at Asnidres, to help it install
a sheet deep-drawing  unit and a painting and finishing unit at Maubege
(Nord); 5 million FF (approximat-ely  0.9 million u'a.) to the firm,
tSAn[j Viessmann, to'help it to finance the installation of a boiler
iroduclion unit at Faulquemont (Moselle_); 7 million DM (approxi-
mately 1.913 million u.a') to the firm, VEBA-Chemie  AG, to help it
finance extensions to its Vestolen  GmbH production lines in Gelsen-
kirchen-Bauer  (Nordrhein Westfalen);  5 million DM (approximately
1.366 million u.b.) to the firm, Erste Deutsche Floatglas  GmbH & Co.
oHG in Hersogenrath (Aix-la-Chapelle),  to help it finance a 'Float'
plant for producing plate glass; 1.5 million FL' (approximately 0'4
-41 -million u.a.) to the firm, N.V. Nederlandse  Draadindustrie (NDl), to
help it finance extensions to its production capacity of prestressed
steel and of spot welded lattices at Blerick (Limburg in Holland).
s. woRKtNc cot{DlTtoil8
(a) Mass redundancy
80.  At its meeting of 12 June 1972 during a short discussion  on
the employment situation in the Community  and its development,
the Council touched on the problems raised by mass redundancies
with particular  reference  to multinational  enterprises. At that meeting
the Council asked the Commission to state its opinions on the matter
before its next meeting to enable a certain number of guidelines  to be
established.  These guidelines would then have to be discussed by
the Standing Committee on Employment  before any decisions were
taken.
In reply to this request the Commission submitted a note to
the Council on 17 July 1972 on mass redundancies  and stated that it planned to draw up concrete proposals  after the forthcoming
discussion  between the Standing Committee  on Employment  and the
Council. On the basis of this note from the Commission  the Councit
laid down a certain number  of guidelines. These were mainly concerned
with mass redundancy, communication  and consultation with the
workers' representatives and the role of public authorities.  The text of
the guidelines laid down by the Council and that of a note from the
Commission  were submitted to the Standing Committee  on Employ-
ment which discussed  the matter thoroughly at its meeting on 26
October 1972. Following this discussion the Council planned to
discuss a certain number of problems in its meeting on g November
1972 in order to define its policy in more detail. Decisions  had to be
made on the powers of public authorities to authorize redundancies,
on the appraisal of reasons for redundancy  and on the form of the text
to be adopted at Community level. However,  at the beginning of the
meeting the Commission  submitted a formal proposal  for a Directive
to the Council on the standardization of laws in Member States
relating to mass redundancies.  The Council was therefore unable to
discuss these problems in detail and confined itself to deciding to
consult the Assembly and the Economic and Social Committee on
this proposal, in conformity with Article 100, paragraph 2 of the
Treaty, with the rider that it was important for the Council to have
their opinions as soon as possible. At an information meeting which
also took place on 9 November  1972, attended by the delegations  of
the three Acceding states, the councit was able to learn their attitudes
towards the problem of mass redundancies.
-42-(b) Collation and examination of collective agreements
81.  Following the Council's Agreement  at its meeting on 29
February 1968 on the work programme adopted to implement  Article
't18 of the Treaty, the Commission  collated and examined -  on an
experimental  basis -  the collective agreements which had been
concluded in the Member States in the non-electrical  machine-
building sector and the electrical machinery sector. ln view of the
results of the test for these sectors the Commission proposed to
collate and examine the collective agreements for all industrial  sectors
on a regular basis. The Council examined the Commission's  sugges-
tions and it appeared  that the collective agreements  for the non-
electrical machine building and electrical  machinery sectors should
continue to be collated and examined so as to keep the data on these
agreements  up-to-date, and any extension of this work to other sectors
of industry should take place discretely and by stages' lt therefore
seemed advisable to decide in which sectors the collective agreements
should be examined first and the Commission will contact government
experts and find out in which sectors the agreements  should be
collated and examined. When it has prepared its case it will submit
to the Council the necessary proposals for the expansion  of its work
to the other sectors.
82.  Subsequently, on 14 July 1972, the Commission  submitted
a working document to the Council suggesting  a list of thirteen
priority sectors in which collective agreements  should be collated
and examined. These were: -  the iron and steel industry, the metal-
working industry, the textile and clothing industry, the building
trade, the chemical industry, the petro-chemicals industry, the food,
drink and tobacco industry, printing and graphic arts, leather and
footwear industries, paper industry (paper making and processing),
the woodworking industry, manufacture  of glass and glass products,
and mining.
83.  At its meeting of 9 November 1972 the Council agreed that
the work of collating and examining collective agreements concluded
in Member States should be extended by stages to the thirteen
sectors proposed by the Commission. lt was understood that the
questionnaire  drawn up by the Commission would be completed
when the various collective  agreements  were renewed or amended
and that the Commission  and the appropliate authorities in Member
States would agree on the procedure  to ensure that the work-load
on the national bodies was suitably spread over a period, so that a
review of the overall situation  in the thirteen sectors throughout  the
Community should be available as soon as possible.
-43-6. VOCATIONAL  TRAINING
84.  Following the guidelines adopted by the Council on 26 July
1971 1 the Commission  submitted draft preliminary measures to the
Council on 8 November 1972 for the introduction of a common
policy on vocational training. At its meeting on 9 November the
Council stated that since this draft had only recently been submitted
they had not been able to examine it and therefore  it was not possible
for the Council to make a statement. The Council therefore called
on the Committee  of the Permanent  Representatives to give priority
to examining this draft and agreed to draw up and finalize preliminary
measures for introducing a common policy on vocational training in
its next meeting on social affairs. lt was also agreed that in the course
of their work in the field of vocational  training  they would take account
of the survey on the provision of vocational  guidance in the Com-
munity (1971), which the Commission  had submitted to the Council
on 18 October 1972.
7. I'EASURES TO BE TAKEN REGARDING A SOCIAL SECURITY POLICY
(a) Preparation  of the first European Social Budget
85.  At its meeting on 9 November 1972 the Council took note
that the Commission  had submitted the report on the medium term
forecasts of expenditure on social services and how this was to be
financed in the Community Member States and also the draft working
programme  for preparing the European Social Budget. lt congratulated
the Commission on the work it had done in order to complete the task
which it had been given at the meeting of the Council on 26 November
1970. Without prejudice to the Decisions which would have to be
taken for later stages, the Council agreed on the following  points for
the first stage. The first European Social Budget would be based on
existing social accounts in the Community. The retrospective  section
would cover the period 1970-1 972 and the forecast section the
period 1973-1975. The Commission would prepare this Budget in
collaboration with the national experts. The Commission was called
on to start work, in collaboration with the national experts, on exam-
ining ways and means of extending the Social Budget to cover the
fields of adult vocational training and local authority housing, and to
submit to the Council any proposals  which might prove necessary.
The Permanent Representatives  Committee was given the task of
examining  the proposals formulated by the Commission  in Chapter ll
of the draft working programme mentioned above so that the necessary
Decisions could be taken quickly.
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-44-(b) Meeting of the Directors-General  for Social SecwitY in thc
Member Sfafes
86.  Since at its meeting on 26 November 1972 the Council had
emphasized the importance of coordinating  social policies, .including
policy on social $ecurity, the French delegation  sugge_sted  that the
bireciors-General  for Social Security in the Member States should
meet periodically to ensure coordination  of these policies. The first
meeting of the Directors-General was held within the council  on
24 October 1972 when the following points were discussed: questions
relating to the draft European social Budget; flexibility of retirement
ag"; .iop" of individual social security benefits. The exchange of
uiews at the meeting enabled everyone to learn of current develop-
ments in the laws of Member states concerning  flexibility of the
retirement age and the extent of individual social security benefits.
The Directors-General made a very great contribution on problems
relating to the draft European Social Budget tow_a1{s_  the Agreement
reache? in the Councit's  meeting on 9 November 1972 on the content
of the first European social Budget. The Directors-General  for social
security agreed to hold their second meeting during the first half of
1 973.
8. OTHER MATTERS
(a) second report from the commission  to the council on the
feasibitity 
'and 
the difficutties of obtaining ratification .by the
Membei States of an initial tist of agreements concluded within
the ftamework  of other international  organizations
87.  In a letter dated 26 June 1972, the commission  presented
its second report on this subject in accordance  with the conclusions
adopted by the Council on 29 February 1968. After the Council had
examined ihe report it was stated that it had been prepared in April
1971 from the replies provided by the governments  which generally
date back to 1969. Under these circumstances  it was considered that
the report should be brought up to date. The delegations  had therefore
been asked to submit thelelevant data to the Commission concerning
their countries' agreements mentioned in the report and also - 
at the
request of the Commission - 
concerning Agreements-Nos 118 and
t2l, as well as the European sociat security code and the protocol
appended to this document.  The commission would then prepare
an'updated report and submit it to the council. The delegations  from
the Acceding Countries had also been called on to provide the necess-
ary data for the commission so that it could prepare a supplement  to
this report, in the form of an addendum, on the current situation  in
the new CommunitY Member States.
-45-(b) Coordination of the standpoints of the Member Stafes' Govern-
ments on the work of the lnternational Labour Organization
Conference
98,  As in previous years, the standpoints of the government
delegations from the six Member States were coordinaied  for the
lnternational Labour Conference which was held at Geneva from
7 to 28 June 1972. Their coordinated  standpoint and consistent
opinions gave the delegations  of the six Member  states considerable
influence  in the case of several provisions  in deciding on the solutions
adopted by the committees responsible for examining the texts
submitted to the Conference. Some coordination work had been
necessary  on three items on the Conference agenda, viz., social
effects of new handling methods  (in docks), minimum  age for starting
work, and social effects of automation and other technical advances.
The delegations from the Acceding  states followed the coordinating
work of the six with particular interest and in several cases they agreed
with the six. ln addition the British and lrish delegations took an
active part in the meetings  held by the six to coordinate their views
on the Commission's work on automation, and the amendments
worked out in the meetings were submitted jointly by them and the
six delegations.
89.  During September  and November 1g72, a further series of
coordination meetings were held in connection with the work of the
International Labour conference to be held in Geneva in June 1973.
This work of coordination,  which will be resumed in May 1973,
concerned the following  items which are on the agenda of ihe next
lnternational  conference: paid holidays and educition periods, the
fight against cancer at work and preventive  measures, minimum age
for starting work (second reading),  social effects of new handliig
methods (in the docks) (second reading).
(c) statement  from the Dutch delegation  on certain reports produced
by the European Parliament
90.  At its meeting on g November  1972, the Council took formal
note of a statement from the Dutch delegation  that greater importance
ought to be attached to the following reports which were produced by the
Parliament,  viz., Mr Van Der Gun's report on certain problems sur-
rounding  the definition of a coordinated  policy on wages and incomes
and one by Mr Vredeling on preliminary  guidelines for a Community
social policy programme.
-46-CHAPTER III
AGRICULTURE
A -  General problems  concernlng the Common Agrlcultural
Policy
1. AGRICULTURAL  REFORM
91.  The Council's work on agriculture in 1972 falls into two
categories, viz. work of a general nature on the implementation  of the
Council's Resolution  of 25 May 1971 on the new guidelines for the
Common Agricultural Policyl, in translating its principles into legis-
lation, and more specialized work on individual measures which have
been taken in different sectors in order to to resolve some of their
specific structural problems.
92.  The work on general matters produced  three basic Directives
which were adopted in April 1972, on the modernization of farms
(72/159/EEC), on measures to encourage the cessation of farming
and the reallocation of utilized agricultural areas for the purposes of
structural improvement (72/160/EEC)  and on the provision of socio-
economic guidance for and the acquisition of occupational  skills by
persons engaged in agriculture (72/161/EEC).  Each of these Directives
has three main sections, viz. a definition  of its objectives,  a definition
of the means of attaining these and rules for financing the action to
be taken.
The basic aim of the Directive on 'Modernization', as laid down
in the Resolution  of 25 May 1971, isto enable farms capable  of develop-
ment to achieve in six years an earned income comparable  to that
enjoyed by non-agricultural enterprises in the region in question'
I  OJ No C 52 of 27 Mav 1972
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of the Resolution.  Whereas originally the intention was only to help
those outdated farms which could be modernized,  it has now been
accepted that farms whose profitability is at present comparable to
that of nonagricultural activities could also benefit from the measures
laid down in the Directive if their intrinsic structure was such as to
jeopardize or even seriously affect the maintenance of that income at a
comparable level in the long term. In addition, although it is still
allowed that comparability of earned income may be established by
the direct method, i.e. by comparing the figures for average  gross
wages of agricultural  workers with those of non-agricultural  workers,
it was also allowed that it could be established by the indirect method
of comparing  the income of farms seeking to benefit from incentives
with that of reference farms chosen as such because their income is
already sufficient.
The means of attaining these aims fall into two categories,
common measures and the optional subsidiary measures of supplemen-
tary aid granted by the national government.  The main common
incentive measures are: to make available land released under Directive
72/160 on the cessation of farming; aid, in the form of payments to
cover interest, for the investment necessary to modernizethe enterprise;
and guarantees for loans and the interest on them. The Directive also
provides for a system of incentives to keep business  accounts, and the
encouragement of mutual technical aid between farms, land reallocation
and a switch to beef production.
93.  Since one of the fundamental drawbacks of the agricultural
structure in the Community is the large number of enterprises which
cannot be modernized either because  they are too small or the farmer
is too ofd, Directive 72/160/EEC  has the specific aim of at least partly
correcting this state of affairs. To this end it incorporates  two main
categories  of measures, the first concerning  persons who cease farming
and the second organizing  the utilization of land thus released.
To encourage persons aged between 55 and 65 to leave agricul-
ture, provision is made, under certain conditions,  for granting  them
an annuity of an amount left to the discretion of the Member  States
but 900 or 600 u.a of which will be borne by the Community depending
on the marital status of the recipient. In addition any farmer, of what-
ever age, who leaves farming will be able under certain conditions
to obtain a premium calculated  on the area of land which he releases.
Land released must be reallocated in such a way as to contribute
to general structural  improvement. On this basis it must either be
leased or conveyed in absolute ownership by way of emphyteutic
-48-lease to farmers benefiting from incentives to modernize farms, or be
permanentt'  withdrawn fiom agricultural  use, in particular by being
ieallocated ior afforestation  or for public purposes,  and these measures
In"v u" implemented by land organizations which Member states
may set uP.
94.  The third text, drawn up in Apri| 1972, has three main parts
concerning  means of providing adequate  socio-economic guidance for
p"r.on. eigaged in agriculture,  additional occupational  skills for them
ind occupiti6nal retiaining for such persons who decide to leave
agriculture.
95.  For all three of these Directives, the measures of which consti-
tute common measures  within the meaning  of Article 6 I 1 of Regulation
Ni lZgttO on the financing of the Common Agricultural Policy, the
council'decided  that the community would reimburse the costs of
impf ementing these at the rate of 25%, but that this could rise to 65%
foi incentiveJto  leave farming in agricultural regions where unfavourable
conditions exist and where such measures  were still not in operation
unaer national legislation or regulations on 19 April 1973, wtrich is
when Directive 72/160/EEC  enters into force. Although the Council
laid down that the common measures as defined in Directives 159,
1 60 and 1 61 should be implemented  in ten years, it only defined their
estimated  totalcosttothe  community for the first five years; these costs
"i" 
+g2,288  and 110 million units of account respectively, i.e..a total
of 830 million uA to be debited to the EAGGF. To this sum, which has
u"rn rpptoued by the community, the lVlember states will contribute
a turtfrei Z +90 miltion UA and overall the funds to be used for agricul-
turaf reform will increase between  1973 and 1977 to 3 320 million UA
96.Far-reachingastheyare,themeasuresmentionedabovewould
ue inaoequate to achieve this reorganization if theirtotal implementation
did no more than create the condiiions under which a reformed  agricul-
iural economy could be better integrated into the general economy,
.i "q""ff'lt 
ihey aid not provide a sufficient  guarantee_  that certain
.p".lJ-typ"s of igriculturai activity would develop smoothly.  Realizing
itrir, ttt" b'ouncil agreed to round off tfre matter by adopting  a Regulation
on pioOr."n'orginizations which was aimed at increasing the power
which should belong to these economic agencies; a! th9 same time
it considered that sich a Regulation would be ineffective unless it
*"i"  u""otpanied by 'dow;stream'  Regulations to improve the
r.if."tinS oi agricultuial produce and to regularize certain practices
in if'" pr"o""ssiig of this produce. The Commission  issued proposals
ontheselasttwomatterswiththeeconomicaimofsimp|ifyingthe
agri;ultural market. ln addition, the Council noted that in early 1973
-49-the Commission  would submit proposals  on hill farming where the
weather and ecological  conditions required special Regulations if it
was intended to maintain a minimum  of human activity in these areas.
subject obviously to the material  means of supporting existence,  i.e.,
in the final analysis, income. Furthermore, in a more general way, the
Council has requested the Commission  to look into the problems of
granting direct income supplements and to submit a report on this
subject.
97.  Apart from these general measures adopted or projected  in
1972 the Council adopted or began to study various specific measures
to correct certain structural  imbalances in different sectors. One of
these was Regulation (EEC) No 2722/72 on the financing by the
EAGGF, Guidance Section, of conversion projects in the salt cod-
fishing industry. This Regulation  has two main features. Firstly, it seeks
to resolve only some of the problems  concerning the structure of the
cod-fishing  industry. The reason for this is that at the time of enacting
basic Regulations on the common organization of the markets foi
fisheries products, it had been agreed to mitigate the adverse effects
which a complete liberation of trade, accompanied by a suspension
of fishing rights - 
particularly  on cod - 
would have had on the pro-
ducers concerned,  by initiating certain common measures  particularly
aimed at restructuring the cod-fishing fleet. At the same time, the
Councif fet it be understood  that Regulation (EEC) No 2722/72  was
not its final measure, and it invited the Commission to submit proposals
at an early date on measures for the structural improvement  of small-
scale in-shore fishing and deep-sea  fishing, other than cod-fishing,
taking account of the dangers  of exhausting the fishing grounds which
might arise from these measures, so as to enable it to adopt them before
1 August 1973. The second feature of Regulation 2722/72 concerns
the date when it enters into force. lt was decided that EAGGF aid
would be available  for equipment whose construction  was begun on or
after 1 June 1971 on condition that it could not have been put into
service before the submission  of an application for aid. The object of
this ruling is to cover conversion projects undertaken  on the basis of
the intentions declared at the time of adopting the basic Regulations
on maritime fishing.
98.  f n quite a different field, in 1972,the Commission  submitted
a proposal to the Council,  on the granting and reimbursement of aids
granted by the Member States to recognized producers'  organizations
in the hop sector. The reason why this proposal - 
which is still being
examined by the Council - 
concerns only one sector, lies in the delay
in adopting the general Regulation concerning all groupings  of
agricultural  producers.
-50-99.  Finally, in the field of statistics, which are essential for a correct
understanding  of agricultural problems, and particularly  of agricultural
structures, the Council decided to follow up its previous measures  by
setting up a Standing Committee forAgricultural  Statistics,  which would
ensure close cooperation  between  Member States and the Commission
in facilitating the implementation of current measures.
2. AGRICULTURAL  PRICEg
100.  One of the Council's measures  to direct the common trade
organizations was to fix, in March 1972, atter some marathon sessions,
the prices of the main agricultural  products, on the basis of Commission
proposals, after noting the Opinion of the Parliamentary  Assembly
and the Economic and Social Committee  and after consultations  with
the new Member States. These Decisions  were made together with
the adoption of the three Directives on 'Structures' mentioned  above.
The Council fixed prices increases for the marketing year
1972/73 of the order of 4o/o for cereals, rice and sugar, 3% for oil
seeds, 7 o/o tor wine, about 8o/o for tobacco,  8o/o for milk and 7 Yo in two
stages for beef and veal. These different increases demonstrated  the
Council's  concern to make the price structure  more favourable towards
animal products than vegetable products.
3. EFFECTS OF TRENDS  IN THE MONETARY  SITUATION  ON THE WORKING
OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL  POLICYI
101 .  Although the period covered by the present Review saw a
return to relative stability in monetary relations following  the Washing-
ton Agreements in December 1971, the working of the Common
Agricultural Policy, although not directly affected by the monetary
situation, was nevertheless  impaired by the various uncertainties caused
by the monetary situation. ln order to forestall the possible undesirable
consequences of these uncertainties,  in March 1972 the Council pro-
duced certain hypotheses  concerning  monetary relations within the
Community and on the basis of these laid down the measures to be
implemented should the situations described in these hypotheses - 
of
which there were three - 
should actually come about' Firstly it
considered that the new parities for the currencies of the Member
States should be fixed at the central rates adopted following the
Washington Agreements,  secondlythat the value of the unit of account
should not be altered and finally that if this value expressed in gold were,
nevertheless, to be altered during the 1972/73 marketing  year prices
expressed in units of account should be altered so as to leave prices
1 See also the Chapter, 'Economic and Financial Matters'
-51 -expressed in national currencies unchanged throughout the year. On this
basis itwas agreed that MemberStateswho  revalued their currencywould
be authorized to introduce national measures, e.g. of a fiscal nature, to
compensate for a large part if not all of the effect of such revaluation.
In countries where this compensation  was partial or even non-existent
the intervention prices and direct aids, fixed in terms of UA, would be
increased provisionally  so as to maintain the prices and other sums
expressed in national currencies, adherence to these prices and sums
being ensured by a system of compensatory amounts in trade ex-
changes,  which would be progressively reduced while measures would
be taken simultaneously  to prevent any decrease in farmers' incomes.
Furthermore the Council decided that the compensatory  amounts
would be taken into account  by the scheme for financing the Common
Agricultural  Policy as from 1 July 1972lor amounts relating to trade
with non-Community countries and as from 1 January 1973 in other
cases.
Apart from this last item, these measures agreed by the Council
did not have to pass into law since the Member States concerned  did
not declare any new parities to the International  Monetary Fund,
and the system of central rates remained in force throughout 1972.
On the other hand the inclusion of the compensatory  amounts in the
Community system of financing the Common Agricultural Policy
was the subject of a Regulation which touches on the terms of the
Agreement concluded in March and which, in order to do this, had
to enlarge the legal basis of Regulation  (EEC) No 974/71 in particular
by adding Article 43 of the Treaty to it.
102,  The new monetary relations resulting from the system of
central rates entailed the wider implementation  of Regulation No
97 4/71 at the end of 1971, a process which the Councilfollowed  closely
by means of reports from the Commission. A particular problem  arose
over imports of cereals which were exempt from the compensation
since they formed part of contracts  concluded  before the new de facto
values for the various Community  currencies had been fixed. On 9 May
1972 the United States dollar was officially devalued, which entailed
an increase in the levy and a corresponding reduction in the amount
of compensation. To avoid an increase in import charges when in fact
the price levels had remained the same - 
since the dollar had only
been officially devalued in relation to its central rate -  the Council
decided that imports of cereals under previous contracts would, at
the request of the parties concerned, be exempted from paying the
amount by which the levy had increased following the official devalu-
ation of the dollar up to 31 July 1 97 2, i.e. the end of the 1 97 1 /7 2 market-
ing year.
-52-103.  Lastly another special problem  arose at the end of 1972 due
to the fact that the amounts of compensation applicable under the
Treaty of Accession corresponded to United Kingdom and lreland
prices based on the Central Exchange rate of the pound,  whereas on
23 June 1972 the British Government decided to withdraw the pound
provisionally  from the central rates system. The floating of this currency
resulted in a loss in value which at the beginning of 1973 was more
or fess stable at9.82%.The  Council's  attention  was drawn to this situa-
tion at the end of 1972 and the Commission  then announced  that it
was putting forward proposals to enable the Agricultural Common
Market to function  normally in the enlarged Community as from 1
February  1973 1.
B -  Additions and amendments  to Regulatlons on the common
organlzations of markels
1. NEW BASIC PROVISIONS
(a) Special measurcs  in the silkwom sector
1O4.  On 24 April 1972 the Council introduced  a Regulation2
laying down special measules to encourage silkworm rearing. By
adopiing this Regulation  it recognized the importance  of this industry
to itre economies of certain regions of the Community, whete it
constituted a source of additional income for the farmers. ln order to
preserve the very existence of this industry which has steadily declined
in the face of international competition, the Council made provision
for aids to be granted for silkworm rearing so as to facilitate  the adjust-
ment of suppiy to market requirements,  while ensuring a fair income
for silkworm'rearers.  Furthermore, on 2 May 1972it laid down general
rufes for granting aid in respect of silkworms for the 1972173  rearing
year3. Lastly, in a Regulationa  of 29 May 1972, it fixed the amount
of aid in respect of silkworms for the 1972/73 rearing year at 30 UA
per box of silkworm eggs.
(b) Common  organization of the market in alcohol
Ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin
105.  On 18 December 1959 the Council decided to include
ethyf atcohol of agricultural  origin, as shown under items 22.08 A
2
3
4
These problems were resolved by the Council in J-anuaryl-973
Regulation (EEC) No 845/72, OJ No L 'lOO ot 27. 4. 1972
Redulation (eec) no 922/72, oJ No L 106 of 5'5'1972
Regufation  (rec) no fioo/72, oJ No L 125 of 31. 5"1972
-53-and B and 22.09 A of the CCT, in the list in Annex ll of the Treaty
and had thus made it possible to include this product in one of the
forms of organization  of markets laid down by Article 40, paragraph 2
of the Treaty. However, this Decision did not include spirituous
beverages/liqueurs and alcoholic  preparations shown under items
22.09 B and C which are to be considered as industrial products
obtained either from the conversion of alcohol of agricultural  origin
or of alcohol-producing products.
106.  On the basis of the abovementioned  Decision,the  Commission
submitted to the Council on 6 March 1972 a draft regulation on: (a)
the common  organization  of the market for ethyl alcohol of agricultural
origin; (b) additional provisions governing  ethyl alcohol of agricultural
origin and certain alcohol -contai ning products.
The primary object of this proposal is to find a solution which
will preserve the production of an 'agricultural' alcohol, which is
proving essential, notably for valorizing  agricultural products,  regulari-
zing certain markets, contributing to the improvement of quality,
maintaining an industry which is a social necessity in certain regions,
while at the same time placing the fewest possible restraints on the
production  and marketing of synthetic alcohol and spirituous beverages/
liqueurs. This proposal also takes account of the essential points in its
proposed directive on the harmonization  of excise duties on alcohol,
particularly  in the matter of a single rate1.
The aim of this proposal is to ensure a balance between agricul-
tural necessity and industrial realities. To accommodate these the
Community  Regulations  on alcohol include the setting up initially of a
common  organization of the market structured for ethyl alcohol of
agricultural origin (including cider, perry, mead and other fermented
beverages of more than 15o strength  as well as alcohol vinegar).
Furthermore the Commission  has not discounted  the possibility
that in some cases it will be necessary to examine to what extent certain
basic amendments should be made to its proposal as decribed  above
after comments from the new Member States of the Community  when
this proposal is submitted to the Council.
107.  ln accordance with the provisions of Article 43 of the Treaty,
the Council decided at its session of 13/15 March 1g72 to consult
'  OJ No C 43 ot 29.4.1972
-54-the Assembly  and, without being bound thereby, the Economic  and
social committee on the proposal of the commission,  this body having
delivered its Opinion on 27 June 1973.
The different Council departments  commenced  examination
of this proposal during April 1 972 and representatives  of the Acceding
States started to work in these departments in autumn of the same year.
It soon became clear that to draw up a common policy on the market
in alcohol of agriculture origin would be a difficult undertaking, because
of the divergenl structures and interests,  both agricultural and industrial,
existing in tfris sector in the enlarged Community,  and also because of
the coiplexity of the problem and the number of very different possible
solutions. tn ifris connection  particular attention should be drawn to
the difficulties of defining  the scope of the common organization  of the
market for alcohol of agricultural  origin, which necessitates, in the
first instance,  a definition of this alcohol to distinguish it from other
distillation products not shown in Annex ll of the Treaty. Another crucial
problem lies in the choice and type of mechanism to be set up'
108.  Finally, during negotiations  on accession, a certain link was
established  between the common policy to be evolved on alcohol
and the measures to be adopted by the Council to facilitate the use
of Community  cereals in the manufacture of spirituous beverages,
particularly of whisky.l This link was strengthened at. the end of the
iirst stage of the workon evolving  a common p![cy 9n alcoholresulting
in a CJuncil Resolution2 on 28 December  1972 in which this body
agreed to adopt, simultaneously, the Regulation.  9n tl'9.common
oiganization  of the market concerning ethyl alcohol, which.was  to
colme into force on 1 August 1973, and the measures for ensuring that
export rebates would in fict be granted for spirituous  beverages. obtai-
ned from cereals, also to come into force on 1 August 1973 within the
framework of this market organization and in accordance with the
provisions of Protocol No 19. lt also agreed to hold a discussion on this
matter in January 1973.
2. MATERTAL AMENDMENTS TO BASIC REGULATIONS
(a) Provisions concerning  various sectors: advance fixing of levies
and export refunds
109.  During the year under review, the Council decided after
several debateJto supplement  the existing provisions  concerning the
I
2
Protocol  No 19 annexed to the Act concerning  the conditions  of Accession and
the Adjustments  to the Treaties, OJ No L 73 ot 27.3' 1972
OJ No C 141 ol 31. 12. '1972
-55-advance fixing of levies and refunds, so as to make the system more
efficient by increasing the Commission's  powers to implement it.
(i) Suspension of the application  of the provisions for the advance
fixing of levies and export refunds
110.  Firstly, on 21 November 1972, the Council enacted a Regula-
tion concerning the suspension  of provisions for the advance  fixing
of levies and export refunds in different sectors of the common  organi-
zation of the market.l By means of this Regulation, which concerns the
cereals, eggs, rice, sugar, milk and milk products and oils and fats
sectors, the Council, in the light of its practical experience, provided the
Commission with additional  powers to take action which would enable
it to suspend the system of advance fixing if difficulties  should arise
in the market as a result of its implementation.  Such a suspension
measure should be taken in accordance  with the Management
Committee procedure, and for the period strictly necessary, but in
cases of extreme urgency the Commission could decide to implement
the suspension  for a maximum of three working days after simply
consulting  the Committee.
(ii) Extension of the application of the provisions  for the advance
fixing of export refunds
111.  The Council subsequently adopted five Regulations to
extend the application  of the provisions for the advance fixing of export
refunds already provided for in other sectors, and supplemented as
indicated  above under (i), to cover all the products in the egg sector
other than eggs in shellz and all products in the pigmeat  sector3 and
the poultrymeat sector4.
(b) Fruit and vegetables
112.  After prolonged debates and consultation  with the Acceding
States, the Council in its session sot 2O/21 November  an d1B/1g Decem-
ber 1972 adopted a set of provisions to improve and strengthen the
common  organization  of the markets in the fruit and vegetable sector
Resulation (EEC) No 2429/72,  OJ No L 264 ot 23. 11.1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 2683/72, OJ No L 289 ot 27.12.1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 2685/72, OJ No L 289 ot 27.12.1972, and
Regulation  (EEC) No 2686/72, OJ No L 289 ol 27. 12. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No2688/72, OJ No L289 ot27.12.1972,and
Resulation (EEC) No 2689/72,  OJ No L 289 of 27,'t2. 1972
1
3
4
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of the basic Regulation and certain acts governing their implementation,
as well as the extension of supporting measures.l
1 13.  The main amendments contained  in the Regulation amending
the original Regulation  No 1035/722 adopted by the Council on
21 November 1972, atter consultation with the Assembly, are as
follows:-
As regards the price and intervention system, the sytem of calculating
basic prices arithmetically (average of prices during the last
three marketing  years) was replaced by a method of fixing these
prices comparable to that operative for most of the other agricultural
products  and which allows the Council a margin for increases, to
be applied according  to criteria of an economic or political nature,
in order to support  farmers' incomes and stabilize prices while
taking care not to create structural surpluses, in the consumers'
interests. This amendment  should produce trends in basic prices
and purchasing prices (which are correlated  according to the method
of fixing them which remains practically  unchanged) which will be
comparable and in line with price trends in other agricultural
sectors. lt should be pointed out that the Council also agreed to
take these criteria into consideration when fixing all agricultural
prices.
114.  Furthermore, additions have been made to the previous
provisions  of the basic Regulation  which relate to f inancial  compensation
granted by Member States through Community funds to producers'
organizations which withdraw products from the market and which
lay down that only withdrawals  at an equal or lower price than the
Community  withdrawal  price are eligible for this compensation.  These
additions, in certain cases and under conditions determined by the
Commission according to Management  Committee  procedure, enable
financial compensation to be granted upto the Community withdrawal-
price level, even when the prices actually paid by the producers'
organizations  exceed this level.
Finally, it appeared that the provisions concerning  the obligation
to intervene publicly in cases where the Commission  has declared  a
'grave crisis', were too rigid and irrelevant, seeing that in most Member
States the market is regulated by the producers' organizations; this
1 Regulation  (EEC) No 1035/72, OJ No L 118 of 20. 5' 1972
2 Regulation (EEC) No 2454172, OJ No L 266 ot 25. 11'1972
-57 -was why the rule became the exception; in future the Commission will
declare a 'grave crisis' at the request of a Member State and the resultant
measures will be applicable only in that State.
The different  ways of disposing  of products withdrawn from the
market laid down in the original Regulation  have occasionally proved
inadequate. lt was therefore laid down that in certain cases these
products could be distributed in schools after processing.
115.  Regarding  trade with non-Community countries, the new
provisions aim at stricter adherence to Community preference by
strengthening protective measures.  This applies in the first instance
to the general  system of reference  prices, and makes the Commissions'
method of determining them more flexible, since it must now take
account of average trends in basic and buying-in  prices; as well as the
arithmetical  mean of production prices, the amendment to the method
of fixing these prices mentioned above will therefore have a certain
effect on the reference  price level.
In addition,  the costs of transporting Community products from
the place of production  to the marketing centres will in future generally
be included in the reference price calculation on a flat rate basis, but
one which will reflect the real costs more closely. This was impossible
under the previous system of deducting  the selling price from a uniform
fixed price corresponding to marketing costs, a system which operated
against Community products from production  areas which were
furthest from the ports of the importing  country  and the main marketing
centres. However, this rule does not apply to certain ltalian citrus fruits,
notably oranges  and mandarines, since for these products the Council
has agreed to retain specific measures  favouring the production  and
marketing of these as well as the processing  of certain varieties of
oranges.l
116.  The method of determining the entry price, under this system,
has also been altered so as to make the recorded prices on which this
price is calculated reflect the actual market situation  more faithfully.
But the most significant  and original amendment in this matter concerns
the inclusion of the prices for Community  products  in the calculation  of
the entry price for those products most at risk (summer pears, tomatoes,
cucumbers, dessert grapes  and peaches), when there is a high volume
of imports which cannot give a meaningful indication of prices. This
provision is aimed at the practice, which is particularly  widespread in
I  The Regulations modifying Regulations (EEC) Nos 2511/69 and 2601/69 in
this way were adopted  by the Council in January 1973.
*58-this sector, of concluding long-term contracts directly between, for
example, chains of supermarkets and the exporters, at generally lower
prices; this provision enables allowance to be made for the fact that
these prices cannot be included in the prices survey which is used to
fix the entry price, since the products imported in this way - 
and the
proportion of them is growing -  do not go through import markets
where the survey is made.
117.  Lastly, these amendments to the system of protection in this
sector include additions to the protection  clause according to a formula
- 
also new - 
which provides for the application of special protective
measures to certain products (cauliflowers,  tomatoes, table grapes,
peaches, apples and pears - 
except those of foreign origin) in cases
of intervention in the Community markets, when large quantities are
involved. In order to implement  this provision the Council adopted a
Regulation on 19 December 1972 laying down the conditions for
applying protective  measures for fruit and vegetables;1  this Regulation,
which replaces Regulation No 2514169, specifies the observation
period (7 days) necessary  for the application of these measures  and
their nature, suspension of imports or the levying of an additional
amount on importation, and the responsibility of the Commission, in
accordance with Management  Committee procedure' to take the
additional steps to apply it where necessary.
Lastly, the system of export refunds was amended so that they
could be fixed on the basis of recorded prices and also of foreseeable
prices, which increases the efficiency of the system, particularly  at the
beginning of the marketing year and for products  which are marketed
quickly. Furthermore  there is an additional provision giving the facility,
which'is already enjoyed by a number of other agricultural sectors, of
fixing the refunds in advance. These amendments  have also given rise
to additional implementation  measures taken by the Gouncil at the
same sbssion in the form of a Regulation  amending Regulation (EEC)
No 2518/69 laying down general rules for the granting of refunds on
exports of fruit and vegetables  and criteria for fixing their amounts.2
118.  Finally, although these are measures designed to affect the
production structure, it should be mentioned  here that the system
of grubbing-up premiums  for peach, pear and apple trees was continued
as 
-an 
auxiliary measure to this set of provisions in the fruit and
vegetables sector.
Regulation  (EEC) No 2707 /72, OJ No L 291 ot 28. 12. 1972
Relufation  (eec; ruo 2455172 oJ No L 266ot25.11.1972
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1(c) Flax and hemp
119.  Under Article g, para. 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70'
the Council adopted the Regulation2laying down conditions  for apply-
ing protective measures forming part of the system of support established
for flax and hemp, and stipulating  under what circumstances  and to
what extent Member States may take interim protective measures.
(d) Oils and fats
(i) Oil seeds
12O.  At its session on26/27 June 1972 the Council  adopted  a
Regulation3 to bring forward from 1 October to 19 September  the
beginning  of the sunflower seed marketing year, so as to take account
of the representative  dates for the beginning  of the sunflower  seed
harvest in the main Community  production areas.
Furthermore, in connection with the monetary  problems facing
the Community, at its session of 20 July 1972 the Council had to
adopt a Regulationl laying down special measures for colza and
rapeseed;  these measures consisted chiefly of levying or granting
differential amounts for processed or exported seeds, taking account
of the effect of the exchange  rate on the prices of seeds in different
Member  States.
(ii) Olive Oil
121 .  The Council was requested to intervene in this sector on
two occasions. ln February 1972 it adopted two Regulations  on
refunds and levies. The first, on the levies on refined olive oil and on
certain products  containing olive oil,s replaces the former Regllation
No 166/66/EEC on criteria for imposing levies on the olive oil
concerned, by making two types of amendments concerning the
customs nomenclature and the procedure for defining the specification
for the refined oils. The second text,6 following the replacement  of
Regulation  No 166/66/EEC by the new Regulation  mentioned  above,
consequently amends the reference made to this text in Regulation
OJ No L 146,4.7.1970
Resufation  (EEC) No 1054172, OJ No L 120 ot 28.5.1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1335/72, OJ No L 147 ot 29,6. 1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 1569/72, OJ No L 167 ol 25.7.1972
Regufation (EEC) No 443/72. OJ No L 54 of 3. 3, 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 444/72, OJ No L 54 of 3. 3. 19'12
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in July 1972,to  amend the German text of Regulation  No 136/66/EEC
where the term 'Jungfernol' was replaced by the term 'naturreines
Olivenol'.1
(e) Cotton  seeds
122.  In accordance with Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) 1516/712
on 20 June 1972 the Council adopted the Regulations  laying down
general rules for granting the subsidy for cotton seeds. As the system
of aid for cotton seeds is analogous to that for flax and hemp, the Regu-
lation in question is largely based on the provisions of Regulation (EEC)
No 61 9/71 laVing down general rules for granting  the subsidy for flax
and hemp.
(f) Sugar
123.  During the period under review three proposals  were sub-
mitted to the Council  concerning  amendments to be made to the basic
Regulation.
The first proposal was for an addition to Article 16, the provisions
of which appeared inadequate to meet the risk of disturbances  in the
supply of sugar at reasonable  prices which would not exceed the
threshold price, notably in the poorest regions of the Community,  and
particularly  in case of shortage on the world market. In order to mitigate
these difficulties the Council, after receiving  the Assembly's  Opinion'
adopted Regulation  (EEC) No 6071734 on 23 March1972'
The second proposalsubmitted  by the Commission to the Council
on 8 December  1972, was to extend until 30 June 1 975 the intervention
system for raw beet sugar. This proposal is being examined by the
Council.
The third proposal, which the Council is still examining  because
of the consultations with the Acceding States and theAssembly,  aims
at removing uncertainty in the import trade over the correct Common
Customs Tariff number for syrups and molasses.  lt seeks to establish a
uniform classification throughout the Community for molasses and
Resulation (EEC) No 1547 /72, OJ No L 165 of 21. 7. 1972
OJ No L 160 of 17.7.1971
Regulation (EEC) No 1334172,  OJ No L 147 ot 29.6. 1972
OJ No L 75 ot 28.3.1972
-61  -syrups and to apply the standard levy applicable to molasses of a lesser
purityto imports of extremely  pure molasses,  notably those from devel-
oping countries, and syrups for special uses.
(g) Wine
124.  The basic Regulation on winet which has been in force
since June 1970 and subsequently  amended  on various occasions,z
was supplemented in 1972bV a certain number of economic and purely
technical texts in order to clarify some of its provisions, to define them
more precisely or to make them more readily comprehensible.
The first amendment  was Regulation (EEC) No 2680/723 which
the Council adopted on 12 December  1972, after receiving the Opinion
of the Assembly and the Economic and Social Committee.  One of the
main items of this Regulation concerns the extension of the provisions
for the organization  of the wine market to grapejuice with an added
sugar content of less than 30%, which, although it accounts for a
considerable amount of the production of the wine trade, had hitherto
only been subject to the provisions of the basic Regulation on wine
dealing with oenological practices  and supply to the market. The Council
on a proposal from the Commission, agreed to rule subsequently  that
grape-juice with an added sugar content exceeding 30o/o, which is
subject to the provisions  for the common organization of the market
in products processed from fruit and vegetables,a should be included
in the basic Regulation  on wine in cases where it proved preferable,
notably on importation, to include all grape-juice in the same system.
A number of other provisions of this Regulation are aimed at
tightening  up supervision-to bestandardized  atCommunity level - of adherence to the quality requirements stipulated by the basic
Regulation and to ensure in this way that wine, whether imported or
not, which has undergone  oenological treatment prohibited at Com-
munity or national level should not be made available for direct human
consumption.  The new provisions also made it possible to delete
'Diluted alcohols  of agricultural origin' (ex 22.09 A in the CCT) from
the list of those products mentioned in Article 1 and Annex ll of
Regufation (EEC) No 816/70. The original intention of making this
Regufation  (EEC) No 816/70,  OJ No 299 of 5.5. 1970
See 19th Review,  paragraphs 2O8 et seq.
OJ No L 289172 ot 27.'12.1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 865/68, OJ No L 153 of 1.7.1968
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-62-item 'others', to include all products of the wine industry whose
manufacture  infringes the rules governing oenological  practices,  proved
incompatible with the requirements of customs classification.
Furthermore,  in the interests of obtaining as exact an overall
view as possible on the production potential  of the Community's  wine-
producing areas, it proved advisable to amend Article 17 of the basic
Regulation and to lay down that vineyards which were grubbed  up or
abandoned  should be declared  in the same way as new plantations
and replantations.
125.  Furthermore, because of certain difficulties  in the table wine
trade during 1972, particularly in the southern regions of the Com-
munity because of the large harvest from the preceding year, the
Council, on a proposal from the Commission  and after receiving  the
Assembly's opinion, inserted into the basic Regulation  an Article 6 a 
1
which allowed aid to be granted for the restorage  of table wines being
stored under contract at the beginning of a new marketing year, in
order to avoid a drop in prices through putting these wines on the
market simply to make room in the cellars for the new harvest.
(h) Living plants and nursery products
126.  As mentioned  in the last Review,2 the Commission submitted
to the Council two proposals concerning this sector which would
make fundamental alterations  to the basic Regulation,  one by laying
down that the import rules applied by each of the Member States to
non-Community  countries should be standardized,  and the other by
defining the conditions under which protective measures should be
taken. The difficulties  which the first of these proposals in particular
raises in certain Member States in providing for the removal of restric-
tions on imports of living plants and nursery products from non-
Community countries have so far prevented the Council from taking
a Decision on this matter. The appropriate  departments of the Council
are still working on these proposals, and also on those relating to the
financing of publicity for products in this sector3 and the addition
of a further quality category to the quality standards  for fresh cut
flowersa.
1 Regufation  (EEC) No 1651 /72, OJ No L 174 ot 1.8. 1972
2 See 19th Review, paragraphs  2O3 and 204 3 See 19th Review,  paragraph 204 a Proposal submitted by the Commission  to the Council on 20 November  1972
-63-(i)  Milk and milk products
127.  ln this sector the Council took steps on three occasions  to
alter or extend the market organization.
The first time was in February when the Council amended
Regulation (EEC) No 2864/71 regarding  levies on fresh milk by
revoking the limit on the period of application 1. In March 1972 the
Council adopted a Regulation  making it possible, up to 30June 1972,
to limit exports of skimmed milk powder, because of the special
situation in this market, where supplies were short. This Regulation
makes it possible to levy taxes on exports of this product, or to suspend
them completely or in part 2. In May 1972, the Council amended
Regulation (EEC) No 986/68 laying down general  rules for granting
aid for skimmed milk and skimmed milk powder for use as feed, by
laying down that the additional  conditions  for the payment of aid could
be specified in accordance  with Management Committee procedure
if this proved necessary, and by clarifying the scope of certain pro-
visions in order to make it easier for Member States to verify the
intended use of the products.3
(j)  Beef and veal
128.  On 30 October 1972 the Council decided to consult the
Assembly on a proposed Regulation  amending Regulation (EEC)
No 805/68 concerning the import system in the beef and veal sector.
This proposal would make it possible to establish a specific import
price for calves and full grown cattle originating  in and coming from
countries with a trading organization  and production system for cattle
comparable  to those of the Community.
129.  On 28 December 1972 the Council also made a further
amendment to Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 concerning intervention
measures in the beef and veal sector. The intention of this Regulation
was to supplement the conditions  for intervention  by laying down
permanent  measures to be applied according to procedures  suitably
adapted to the production system in each Member State. One of these
procedures  pertains to buying-in by intervention agencies, for which
it is faid down that each year, at the beginning of the marketing  Year,
purchasing  prices will be fixed by category of product, calculated by
applying to the intervention price a coefficient expressing the correct
Regufation  (EEC) No 445/72, OJ No L 54 of 3. 3' 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 646/'12,  OJ No L 79 of 1. 4. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 103872, OJ No L 118 of 20. 5. 1972
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3ratio between the price of the quality in question and the price of
adult bovine animals under normal production circumstances.  The
Council also made provision for a certain flexibility in the application
of optional intervention  measures.
Measures in case of shortage
130.  In accordance with Article 17 of the basic Regulation, on
30 May 1972 the Council adopted a Regulation laying down the
general rules to be applied if beef and veal prices increased signifi-
cantly 1. This Regulation was intended to define the measures to be
implemented if a shortage in the market of Community adult bovine
animals should cause a significant  increase in prices which was
liable to be long term and so to disturb the market.
The first interesting  item in this Regulation  is the definition
of the method for establishing  that there has been a significant
increase in prices. Two parameters were to be applied, viz. simul-
taneous increases - 
above a certain percentage of the guide prices -
in the prices recorded  on the representative  markets of all the Com-
munity and those of a Member State. The measures which can be
taken when a price rise is recorded are the total or partial suspension
of the autonomous Common Customs Tariff duties and of the levies.
131 .  On 31 July 1972 the Council  adopted a second Regulation  2
to replace the first. This text extends the scope of the previous  Regu-
lation to calves, but limits to 50% the percentage of the autonomous
Common  Customs Tariff duties for these animals which may be
suspended.
132.  Finally, as part of its counter-inflation  measures,3  the
Council decided on 31 October 1972 to suspend the autonomous
Common Customs Tariff duties and extended Regulation (EEC)
No 1654/72 mentioned  above to 31 January 1973 a and on 21
November  1972, also following from the extension of this Regulation,
it decided to suspend levies in this sector.5
Regufation  (EEC) No 1109/72, OJ No L 126 ot 1' 6.'1972
Resulation (EEC) No 1654/72, OJ L 176 ot 1.8.1972
OJ No C 133 of 23.12.1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 2324/72, OJ No L 249 ot 4. 11. 1972
Resulation  (EEC) No 2457 /72, OJ No L 266 ot 25' 11. 1972
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-65-(k) Eggs and poultry
133.  The Council continued  its work on implementing the basic
Regulations  Nos 122/67 lEeC t and 123/67 lEeOz of the Council on
the common organization of the market in eggs and in poultry meat,
by iesuing certain rules on standardization  and marketing.
On 27 June 1972 it adopted a Regulation on the production
and marketing  of eggs for hatching and of farmyard poultry chicks.3
This Regulation, which lays down precise rules on taping and marking
so that eggs for hatching can easily be distinguished from eggs for
consumption, and to give the breeders exact information on the type
and destination of the eggs for hatching and the chickens  which
they buy, has the other important object of introducing basic legis-
lation on collecting and using the statistical data necessary to provide
a better knowledge of market trends in eggs and poultry.
On the same date a certain number of amendments  4 were also
made to Regulation (EEC) No 1619/68 of the Council on marketing
standards for eggs.5 These basically consist of certain amendments,
which have proved necessary in the light of experience, to the rules
for marking and taping operative in the trade in eggs for consumption.
The Council has also continued its examination  of the proposal
submitted by the Commission during the previous business year 0
concerning  a Regulation  on certain marketing  standards applicable  to
poultrymeat.
(l)  Fishing industry
134.  ln March 1972the Council  enacted a Regulation  7 amending
Regulation (EEC) No 170/71 8 concerning the statutory provisions
on producers'  organizations  in the fishing industry.  The main amend-
ment provides for a minimum period of three years' membership of
the producers' organizations before members  are free to leave the
organization.  The appropriate  Council departments  have also actively
continued to examine the Commission's  proposals relating to the
standardization  of certain varieties of fish and frozen shell-fish.
OJ No 1'l 7 of 19. 6. 1967
OJ No 117 of 19.6.1967
Regufation  (EEC) No 1349/72, OJ No 148 of 30. 6. 1972
Resufation  (EEC) No 1348172, OJ No L 148 of 30.6.1972
OJ No L 258,21.1 0. 1 968 and OJ No L 96 of 24. 4. 1 969
See 19th Review, paragraph  183
Resulation (EEC) No 490/72, OJ No L 59 of 10. 3. 1972
OJ No L 23 ol 29. 1. 197'.
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-  66 -8. IN CONNECTION WITH THE TREAW OF ACCE$9ION  OF THE THREE
NEW MEMBER STATES
135.  In order to inform persons engaged in business of the
conditions under which Community Regulations would take effect
in the new Member States as from 1 February 1973, and also to
allow the Council to complete its work within the required time-limit
and to take account of the fact that certain relevant acts could not
be formally adopted  before this date in accordance with the provisions
of the Treaty of Accession, the Council agreed, on 20 JulV 1972,
upon a procedure  in the form of a Resolution  1 containing in annex
the draft Regulations  on which agreement  had been reached  before
accession within the framework  of the consultations.  Some of the
provisions  mentioned  below in connection with different sectors were
also covered by this procedure, and had to be formally adopted after
the date of Accession.
(a) Cereals and rice
136.  With these aims in mind, on 20 July 1972 the Council took
the necessary Decisions to fix the derived intervention prices for
cereafs for the new Member States for the 1972/73 marketing year
and also the system of compensatory  amounts necessary  to accom-
modate any price differences during the transition  period among the
Member  States both between each other and between  them and the
original Community countries, in accordance with the provisions of
Articles 51 and 52 of the Act.
(i)  The determination  of the principal marketing  centres for
cereals and the relevant derived intervention prices for
certain new Member States
137.  On the same date, in accordance with the provisions  of
Article 153, 51 and 73 of the Act of Accession,  the Council adopted
the Regulation amending the Regulation relating to the 'regionali-
zation' of the common prices for cereals by inserting in the Annexes
to this Regulation the principal  marketing centres for cereals in the
new Member  states and the derived intervention prices applicable in
those centres.2 In accordance with the rules laid down by Regulation
No 131 /67 of the Council for deriving prices in the original Community
countries,  and taking account of the special provisions laid down on
this subject in paragraphs  2 and 3 of Article 51 of the Act, it determined
I  OJ No C 86 of 10.8.1972 2 Regulation (EEC) No 1724172, OJ No L 1 82 of 1 0. 8.1972
-67 -the derived intervention prices for common wheat and barley for the
three new Member States and that of rye for Denmark, since maize
and durum wheat are not produced in any significant quantity in any
of these States, and thus integrated the three new Member States
into the regionalization  system for cereal prices.
The intervention  prices determined in this way were in two
tiers in Denmark,  one for the area of over-production (particularly
Bandholm,  Ronne and Aalborg), and the other for the area of under-
production (Aarhus, Esbjerg, Kolding and Odense). Two price
levels were also determined for lreland,  one for the centres of under-
production, viz. the ports, and the other for the centres of overproduction
inland. ln the United Kingdom three price levels were set up, one for
the ports serving the area of under-production (west coast ports),
another for the ports serving the area of excess production  (east and
south cast ports) and the third, derived from these two, operative
for the inland production  area (Cambridge).
(ii) System of compensatory  amounts
138.  In accordance  with the provisions of Article 55 of the Act
and as part of the procedure  laid down in its Resolution of 20 July
1972, the Council  also approved a draft Council Regulation deter-
mining the general rules for the system of compensatory amounts
for cereals.l The compensatory amounts operative  until the end of
the 1972/73 marketing year (31 July 1973) for trade between the
original Community countries and the new Member States and
non-Community countries were determined in accordance with
Community Regulations  by applying coefficients to the prices so as
to compensate for the differences in the prices fixed for common
wheat and barley (reference  cereals) and the other cereals (durum
wheat, rye, oats, maize, millet and grain sorghum). The amounts
applicable to products processed  from cereals were determined  by
using the coefficients given in different Regulations adopted by the
Council in 1968 and 1969 in order to determine in particular the
levies and refunds for'products  processed'from  cereals and rice.
It was laid down that they should be reduced, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act of Accession,  in the course of following
marketing years, so that they would come into progressively closer
alignment with Community price levels.
I  OJ No C 86 of 10.8.1972
The Regulation  in guestion was formally adopted immediately after the Treaty
of Accession  came into force and in accordance  with the procedures laid down
by this Treaty.
-68-On 19 December  1972 the Commission  submitted a proposal
to the Council for certain amendments  to the system of compensa-
tory amounts briefly described above, so as to ensure its smooth
working. ln particular, the Commission  proposed that the compensa-
tory amount for denatured  wheat should also apply to trade between
the new Member States and non-Community  countries and that an
export levy should be instituted in order to prevent trade from being
diverted.
139.  On rice, the Commission submitted a proposed Regulation
to the Council on 19 December 1972 which, in accordance with
Article 80 of the Act concerning the conditions of Accession  and the
adjustments to the Treaties, lays down the general rules for the system
of compensatory  amounts to be valid from 1 February to 31 August
1973, the end of the rice marketing  year, to both groups of products,
viz. round-grained  husked rice, long-grained  husked rice and broken
rice, and paddy rice, semi-milled rice, wholly milled rice and products
processed from rice.
140.  Lastly, amended  Regulations were submitted to the Council
concerning  both cereals and rice, viz. on 15 December 1972 in a
Commission proposal to determine the general rules on the component
for the protection of the cereals and rice processing industry,  particu-
larly for the new Member States,l in accordance  with the provisions
of Article 61 of the Act of Accession. This proposal seeks in particular
to change the protection components operative in the new Member
States on 1 January 1972, which in certain cases were in the form of
ad valorem duties or quantity restrictions,  into a fixed component of a
specific nature, in accordance with Community Regulations.
141 .  Moreover, as regards the calculation of production  refunds
on starches  and quellmehl in the new Member States, Regulation
No 371167 of the Council, fixing production refunds on these products,
lays down that in calculating these amounts account must be taken
of the common  price levels for the basic products' Since the difference
between cereal prices in the original Community countries and the
three new Member States, is made up by compensatory  amounts, in
accordance with the provisions  of Article 57 of the Act of Accession,
the Commission  submitted a proposed Regulation  to the Council on
19 December 1972, on which the Councildelivered  its Opinion at the
r The protection components for products covered by the common otg_ari-zation
of the markets in cereals and rice were fixed by Council  Regulations  (EEC) Nos
1 397/69, 1052/68, 1408/72 and 968/68.
-69-end of the period under review. This supplements  Regulation No
371167 mentioned above by provisions laying down that in calculating
the production refunds for the new Member  States the compensatory
amount is to be deducted.
(b) Fruit and vegetables
System of compensatory  amounts
142.  Article 65 of the Treaty of Accession  lays down that compen-
satory amounts must be fixed for fruit and vegetables  on which the
new Member State concerned  applied quantitative restrictions  during
1971, when a basic price is fixed for them in the Community  and
when the producer price in the new Member State appreciably
exceeds the basic price applicable in the Community  as originally
constituted.  Since this applied to apples and pears in the United King-
dom, lreland and Denmark, the Commission submitted a proposed
Regulation to the Council on 19 December 1972 determining  the
general rules for the system of compensatory amounts for fruit and
vegetables.
The Councilapprovedl thissystem  at itssession of 18/2O Decem-
ber'1972 as part of the procedure laid down in the Resolution menti-
oned above. Since the common basic prices and the production prices
in the new Member States correspond,in the case of apples,to certain
varieties, the basic amounts laid down on the basis of the prices
mentioned  above can therefore only be applied to these varieties and
to varieties with approximately  the same increased commercial  value
(Group l). As regards the other varieties, two other categories have
been drawn up and the amounts for these have been catculated by
applying  adjustment coefficients to the amounts for the first category
fixed at the overall figure of 0.70 for Group ll and 0.4b for Group lli.
The compensatory amounts apply only to apples and pears to be
supplied  as fresh fruit to the consumer.  Under Article 66 of the Treaty
of Accession they will be reduced by 2Oo/o each year, starting on 1
January 1974, so as to finally disappear on 1 January 1978.
(c) Vegetable fats
143.  At its 215th session, held on 2A/21 November 1972, the
Councif adopted a Regulation supplementing Regulation No 1332/72
r rhe Regulation  was formally approved  in accordance  with Article 66, para, 1 of
the.Act in JanuarylgT3  after the council, on a proposal from the commission,
had amended certain  amounts which had been flxed previously.
-70-fixing, for the new Member States,l the main intervention centres for
oif seeds for the 1972/73 marketing  year and the derived intervention
prices applicable in those centres. At the same time, as part of these
procedure  laid down in its Resolution  of 20 July 1972,2 the Council
approved a draft Regulation on the compensatory  amounts for colza
and rapeseed.  As laid down in the Resolution mentioned above this
draft Regulation  had to be formally adopted  by the Council  at the time
of the accession of the three new Member  States.
Lastly, at its 220th session on 18/20 December  1972the Council
adopted a regulation on colza and rapeseed harvested in the United
Kingdom and Denmark 3 which lays down that intervention in these
countries shall be limited to the seeds harvested there.
(d) Sugar
144.  On 7 November 1972 a a number of proposed Regulations
were submitted to the Council  amending  Regulation  (EEC) No 795/72
in order to fix derived intervention  prices for the 1972/1973 sugar
marketing  year for white sugar, intervention prices for raw beet sugar
and minimum beet prices as they concern the new Member States,
determination  of the general rules for the system of the compensatory
amounts for sugar following the accession of the new Member States
to the Community, fixing the marketing price of sugar imported into
the United Kingdom under the Commonwealth  Sugar Agreementand
establishing  rules for the implementation  of the system of augar
imports into the United Kindgom under the Commonwealth  Sugar
agreement. These proposals are being examined by the Council's
departments.
(e) Trade arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from the
processing  of agricultural  products
145.  On 28 December  1972 the Council on a proposal from the
Commission adopted the Resolution on determining the procedure
for implementing  Article 47 of the Act of Accession  concerning  trade
arrangements applicable to goods covered by Regulation (EEC)
No 1059/69, without prejudice to the agreements  to be concluded with
Norway and Finland.
Regufation  (EEC) No 2496/72, OJ No L 270 of 1.12. 1972
OJ No L 186 of 10. 8.1972  t
Regufation  (EEC) No 2713/72,  OJ No L 291 ol28'12.1972
OJ No L 298 of 31. 12.1972
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-71  -(f)  National tariff suh-divisions for certain agricultural  products
146.  The Council adopted a Resolution concerning the authori-
zation of the new Member States to retain national subdivisions for
certain agricultural products in the Common  Customs Tariff nomencla-
ture on the understanding  that the provisions in question would not
prejudice Regulationswhich  might in appropriate cases be published
on the subject as part of the specific provisions of the Act of Accession
concerning  fruit and vegetables, peef and veal and fishery products.
@) Milk Products
147.  Regarding amendments to Regulations in this sector
resulting from provisions of the Act concerning  the conditions of
accession of the three new Member  States, the Council, at its 220th
session of 18/19 December 1972, approved four texts of Regulations
dealing with the fixing of prices for the 1972/1973 marketing year
and the general system of compensatory  amounts applicable to
trading and also with two specific problems concerning  the extension
of intervention to cover salted butter and the system of butter and
cheese imports from New Zealand.
The Regulation laying down the intervention  prices for butter
and skimmed milk powder for new Member States  1 and the Regulation
amending  Regulation  (EEC) No 985/68 laying down general rules for
intervention  on the market in butter and cream 2 were formally adopted.
At the same time, as part of the procedure laid down in its
Resol ution of 20 J u ly 1 97 2,3 the Cou nci I a pproved two draft Reg u lations
concerning  the determination  of general rules for the system of
compensatory  amounts for milk and milk products and the establish-
ment of general rules regarding the import into the United Kingdom
of butter and cheese from New Zealand. These two draft Regulations
were to be formally adopted by the Council at the time of the official
accession of the new Member States to the Community.
(h) Pigmeat
1 48.  ln order to take account of the accession of the new Member
States it proved necessary, in accordance with the guidelines  laid
down in Annex ll of the Act of Accession, to supplement the list
of representative markets for pigmeat in the Community. Regulation
Regulation  (EEC) No 2715/72, OJ No L 291 ol 28. 12. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 2714/72, OJ No L 291 ot 28. 12. 1972
OJ No L 86 of 10. 8.1972
-72-No213l671EEC 1 was supplemented by Regulation (EEC) No2708/72
of the Council of 19 December 1972,2 so that the list of these markets
now also includesthe  marketof  Guildford,that  of Copenhagen and also
the markets of Cavan, Reeskey,  Limerick,  Roscrea and Cork.
(i) Maritime Fishing
149.  As part of the provisions of the Act joined to the Treaty of
Accession,  the Council was requested to fix a guide-price for plaice
in lreland  s a procedure which was not adopted for all the other main
varieties of fish, where the system of prices applicable  in the original
Community was extended  to the new Member States. The fixing of
a special price for this product in lreland, which was justified by the
appreciabiy higher price levels in the market in this country, necessitated
the introduction of a system of compensatory  amounts. As part of the
procedure  laid down in its Resolution of 20 July 19724 the Council
iherefore approved a draft Regulation laying down the general rules
for the system of compensatory  amounts  for trade in plaice between
lreland and the other new Member states and the original community
countries.  As laid down in the Resolution  mentioned  above, this draft
Regulation  was to be formally adopted by the council on the official
accession of the three new Member States.
G -  Management of the common organlzatlons  of the markets
1. CEREALS AND RICE
(i) Cereal prices
150.  Besides agricultural (structural) reform one of the matters
of fundamental  importance facing the Council at its March 1972
sessions was the fixing of the prices for certain agricultural products,
and particularly cereals, for the 1972/73 marketing  year. The Decision
of the Council. taken after consultation with the Assembly and as part
of an overallsolution, includes an amendment to the system for fixing
cereal prices laid down by the basic Regulation  (1 20/67 /EEC) and the
import system for importing feedgrain in ltaly, and the due fixing of the
prices for the different products in this market.
OJ No 135 of 30.6. 1967
OJ No L 291 o128.12'1972
Aesulation (EEC) No 2825/72, OJ No L 298 of 31' 12' 1972
OJ No L 86 of 10. 8.1972
-73-The first amendment to the basic Regulation I revokes the
provision that a basic intervention  price should be fixed for durum
wheat and maize, of which there was a deficit since, in the light of
experience,  this system has been replaced by that of fixing single
intervention prices operative for all the marketing centres for these two
cereals.
The other amendment  concerns  the special system of imports
established  by Article 23 of the basic Regulation which allows ltaly
to reduce the levy on imports from overseas of the main forage cereals
by 7.5 units of account  per ton.2 ln order to facilitate  the transition  from
this temporary system to the final system of common prices this
Regufation  lays down that for marketing years after 1972/1973 the
amount by which the levy is reduced will be fixed by the Council, as
well as the prices for each marketing year. Proposed Regulations were
also submitted to the Council by the Commission on 4 October'1972,
one authorizing  Member States to grant a subsidy to deliveries of
wheat to the Republic of ltaly and the other relating to the Community
financing of the expenses arising from subsidies for maize deliveries
to the Republic of ltaly. These proposals  are being examined  by the
appropriate Council departments.
151.  Once it had made these amendments to the system of fixing
cereal prices the Council determined the actual level of these prices to
be operative for the 1972/1973 marketing year.3 As in the previous
year the Council  raised prices generally in this market, but the rise
was even steeper in order to make up as far as possible for the delay
which had occurred. The effects of this, in absolute figures and in
percentages showing the trend in this field, are given below:
Regulation  (EEC) No 796/72, OJ No L 94 ot 21 . 4. 1972
See 17th Review, paragraph 91
Regulation  (EEC) No 757 /72, OJ No L 94 ot 21. 4. 1972
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-75 -Taking into account the target price increases  mentioned  above
and the function assigned  to the threshold price, i.e. to ensure that the
selling price for imported cereals on the Duisburg market should be
the same as the target price, the Council decided on 27 June 1972to
raise the threshold prices for the 1972/73 marketing year by the same
proportions  as the target prices for these cereals.l
As regards the 'regionalization' of cereal prices the Council
decided 2 on 27 June 1 972 not to alter the principal marketing centres
for the previous marketing year, but to alter the intervention  prices
for these centres, mainly because of the rise in basic intervention prices
fixed for the 1972/73 marketing  year and the trend in transport
charges.
(ii) Monthly price increases
152.  Since the object of the device of 'monthly price increases'
for cereals and the principal products processed from cereals was to
compensate  mainly for storage costs and interest  charges for storing
cereals in the Community,  the Council adopted  the Regulation  fixing
these increasese on 27 June 1972, and thus took account of the
charges by increasing the prices by some 4.90 compared with the
previous year, except for the durum wheat price, although this price
remained higher than those for the other products since interest
charges for storing durum wheat are higher than those for other cereals.
Compared with the previous  marketing  year there were no changes  in the
number of price increases or in the periods for which they were granted.
(iii) Carry-over  payments
153.  As in previous  years and for the same reasons as given at
the time+, on 18 May 1972 the Council fixed a compensatoty carry-
over payment for common wheat, rye of bread-making quality and
maize in stock at the end of the 1971 /72 marketing year,b granting for
cereals the maximum carry-over  payment allowed by Article 9 of
Regulation  No 120/67, i.e. the difference  between  the target price for
the last month of the 1971/72 marketing year and that for the first
month of the new marketing year. On the basis of the price levels
Regufation  (EEC) No 1405/72, OJ No L 1 50 of 4. 7. 1972
Resulation  (EEC) No 1406/72, OJ No L 150 of 4. 7.1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1407/72, OJ No L 150 of 4.7.1972
See 19th Review, paragraph 228
Regufation  (EEC) No 1020/72, OJ No L 117 ot 19.5.'t972
1
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-76-decided by the Council for the 1972/73 marketing year these amounts
are therefore 5.94 UA per tonne for common wheat, 3.25 tor rye and
1.63 for maize.
(iv) Aid for durum wheat production
154.  Article 10 of Regulation No 120/67 stipulates that aid for
the production of durum wheat shall be equal to the difference
between the guaranteed minimum price and the intervention  price
for this cereal. Since the former was fixed by the Council for the
1972/73 marketing year at 153.80 and the latter at 116.93 u.a. per
1 000 kg, the resultant amount of aid which the Council fixed on
17 July 19721 was 36.87 u.a. per tonne for the 1972/73 marketing
year.
(v) Extension of powers to make a levy on the export of maize
starch residues
155.  Following the insertion of products under subheading
23.03 Al 2 into Annex A of the basic Regulation on cereals, on 15
December 1972 the Commission submitted a proposed Regulation
to the Council, on which the Council was not in a position to make a
Decision during the period covered by the present Review, amending
Regulation No 371 /67 of the Council in order to be able to subject
the starch products mentioned above to an export levy, where the
conditions laid down by the Council in December 1970 3 are met.
(vi) Price of rice for the 1972173 marketing  year
156.  Although no basic amendments  were made to the system
of prices to ensure the smooth working of the common organization
of the market in rice established  by Regulation No 359/65/EEC
of the Council during the period covered by the present  Review, the
trend of production costs and the criteria laid down by the basic
Regulation to this end led the Council,  after consultation  with the
Assembly, to effect a certain rise in the price level established  by the
Council the previous year, as it did for the other cereals.
On 17 April 1972the Council fixed the target price for husk
rice for the 1972/73 marketing year at 21.15 units of account per
100 kg,a which means an increase of 0.95 UA(4,7Yo)  comparedwith
Resufation  (EEC) No 1526172, OJ No L 162 of 18. 7. 1972
See 19th Review, paragraoh 161
Regufation  (EEC) No 2273/70, see 1gth Review, paragraph 166
Resulation  (EEC) No 798/72, OJ No L 94 ot 21. 4. 1972
-77  -the previous year. This measure, which was partly in response to the
rise in costs of husking paddy rice, also had the object of increasing
the intervention price of this product by 4o/o (to 13.00 UA/l00 kg)
in order to take account of the general  increase in costs and in particular
increased rice production costs.2
The threshold prices for husk rice and balkan rice, fixed by the
Council on 27 J une 1 97 22 in li ne with the intention  of the system, follo-
wed the trend of the target prices and basic intervention prices given
above. On the other hand the sum to be included in the threshold
prices for milled rice, in order to protect the industry,  was fixed by the
same Regulation  at the same level as for the previousyear  (0.55 UA
per 100 kg).
Lastly, on the same date, the Council fixed the monthly price
increases for the 1972/73 marketing  year for paddy rice at practically
the same level as for the previous marketing year (0.120 UA/100 kg)
and husked rice prices at0.1 50 UA/l00 kg (1 971 /72:Q.140 UA/l00 kg)
so as to take account of the level of monthly increases for paddy rice
and the differential between the two levels.
2. FRUIT  AND VEGETABLES
(i)  Consolidation of the various Regulations on the common
organization  of this market
157.  After consultation with the Assembly the Council adopted
the Regulation on the common  organization of the market in fruit
and vegetables 3 on 18 May 1972. This embodies the eight basic
Regulations adopted in three main stages, viz. 1962,4 19666 and
1969,6 which hitherto had formed the basis of the organization of
Regufation (EEC) No 799/72, OJ No L 94 ot 21 . 4. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No  1 408/ OJ No L 1 50 ot 4.7. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1035/72, OJ L 118 ot 26.5. 1972
Regulation  No 23 on the progressive establishment  of a common organization
of markets in fruit and vegetables and No 65/65 amending the so-called,reference
price'system.
Regulation No't58/66  on the application of quality standards to fruit and
vegetables  marketed within the Community and No 159/66 laying down ad-
ditional provisions for the common  organization of the markets in fruit and
vegetables
Regulation No 2512169 laying down further amendments  to the 'reference
price'system,  No 2513/69 on the coordination  and unification  of the systems
of importing fruit and vegetables  applied by each Member State in respect of
non-Community  countries;  No 251 5/69 amending  numerous items in Regulation
No 159/66 and No 1516/69  amending Regulation  No 158/66.
-78-the markets in these products.  The new Regulation  thus incorporates
the provisions  of the Regulations  mentioned above into a single
coherent text. Some amendments  have been made to the form where
necessary but there are no amendments  to the content affecting the
political or economic nature of the Decisions  previously  taken by the
Council in this mattet.
(ii) Basic prices and buying-in prices
158.  ln accordance  with the provisions of the basic Regulation
on 'fruit and vegetables'  the Council adopted a series of Regulations
during the period covered by the present Review fixing the basic
prices and buying-in prices for certain products.
Taking account of the large stocks of pears in ltaly towards
the end of the period for which basic prices and buying-in  prices were
fixed in 1971 (July 1971 to March 1972),1 on 23 March 1972the
Council decided by way of exception to extend this period for pears
by applying the basic price and the buying-in price for March to
Aprif 1 9723 On 27 June'1972,3 it fixed prices for pears to be operative
for the period 1 July 1972to 31 January 1973'4 For the same reasons,
when the Council fixed a basic price and buying-in price for apples
for June 1972 5 it extended by one month the intervention  period
for apples, for which the prices had been fixed by the Council  on
31 Juiy 19726 for the 1972/1973 marketing period. Lastly, during
this period,the Council adopted a further series of Regulations  fixing
the basic prices and buying-in prices for cauliflowers,T tomatoes,s
peaches,s lemons,l o dessert grapes,l l sweetorangesl2  and mandarinst s
thus determining  for the main products in this market the intervention
4
7
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See 1gth Review,  paragraph 258
Regulation  (EEC) No 605/72, OJ No L 75 ot 28.3' 1972
Thdpricesoperative  from 1 Februarv  1973 to the end of the marketing year
(30 April) will be the subject of a special Regulation  on order to take account
of the'factors  relating to the production of pears in the new Member  States to
which the Treaty of Accession  applies from 1 Februaty 1973
Regulation  (EEC) No 1337/72, OJ No L 147 of 29'6.1972
Resuf ation (EEC) No 1OO9/72.  OJ No L 125 of 31. 5' 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1652/72, OJ No L 174o1 1.8. 1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 923/72, OJ No L 106 of 5. 5. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1173/72, OJ No L 130 of 7' 6' 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 1'174/72,  OJ No L 130 of 7. 6. 1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 1175/72, OJ No L 130 of 7' 6. 1972
Reguf ation (EEC) No 1404172, OJ No L 150 ot 4.7. 1972
Regufation (eec) ruo 2430/72, OJ No L 264 ot 23. 11. 1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 2431 /72, OJ No L 264of 23.'11'1972
-79 -price levels to be adhered to by the producers' organizations  and the
appropriate  government bodies in the Member States if they should
intervene in the market in these products.
169.  Taking into account the general  increases in agricultural
prices decided on by the Council for the 1972/73 marketing year,1 the
intervention prices for the products mentioned above were also
increased by an average of approximately  5o/o, except for dessert
pears and lemons, for which the prices were increasedby  2o/o and 9%
respectively.
(ii) Use of products  withdrawn  from the market
160.  On 24 April 1972 the Council adopted the Regulation2
amending, for tomatoes, the provision of Regulation No 159/66/EEC
laying down that contracts should be awarded for processing tomatoes
which have been the subject of intervention measures.  In fact experi-
ence has shown that, as in the case of pears and peaches withdrawn
from the market,s because tomatoes soon perish, the market may be
subject to sudden and concentrated  shortages over brief periods, and
the tendering procedure,  because of the time required in applying  it,
cannot always provide for the maximum use of tomatoes withdrawn
from the market. For this reason the Council decided to permit con-
tracts for processing to be awarded by private agreement.  This measure
will be reexamined by the Council after a quantity of 20 000 tonnes
of tomatoes have been processed according to this procedure.
(iii) Reorganization  of the production of certain fruits
161.  On 21 November  after consultation with the Assembly the
Council adopted all the amendments to the basic provisions for this
sector I and also a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2517 /69
laying down certain measures for reorganizing Community fruit
production 6 extending once again, although for a short period only,
the closing dates for lodging requests for premiums and for completing
grubbing for apples, pears and peaches.
See paragraph 100 of the present Review.
Regulation  (EEC) No 846/72, OJ No L 1OO ol27. 4. 1972
See 19th Review, paragraph 260
See paragraph 1 1 2 of the present Review
Regulation  (EEC) No 2456/72, OJ No 266 ot 25. 11.1972
I
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-80-3. PBODUCTS PROCESSED FROM FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
(i) Trade with non-Community  countries
162.  Since the work on the unification of import systems applied
by each of the Member States in respect of non-Community countries
for these products was not complete on 30 June 1972, the Council
extended the period of validity of Regulation (EEC) No 1428/71
laying down conditions  for applying protective measures for these
productsl to 30 June 1973 (a Regulation  which it had adopted in
July 1971 so as to be able to intervene effectively in cases where
fruit and vegetable preserves, and particularly tomato concentrates,
had been imported at abnormally low prices2)'
(ii) Calculation  of the levy on various additive  sugars in fruit and
vegetable preserves
163.  On 26 July 1972 the Commission submitted  a fresh proposal
to the council on this question which arises in the case of preserves
containing a high concentration  of natural sugar only and which
in accordince with the basic Regulation  should be exempt from the
levy on various additive sugars, a matter which the Council has
already discussed in previous years.3 This proposal was submitted to
the Assembly  for its Opinion but because of the complexity  of the
problems which it raises the departments  of the Council concerned
have not yet been able to complete  their examination  of it.
4. SEED
160.  In accordance with the provisions  of the basic Rregulation
on 'Seed'adopted  in October 1971 4 and particularly  those provisions
ensuring a fair return to the producers concerned, the Council laid
down on 20 July 1972 the general rules for fixing reference  prices
and establishing  free-at-frontier offer prices for hybrid maize for
sowing  5 and on 2 August  1 972 general  rules for granting and financing
aid for seed.6
The first Regulation  lays down the principles and practical
provisions  necessary to enable the Commission to fix reference prices
annually for each type of hybrid maize for sowing.  These reference
Resufation  (EEC) No 1374/72, OJ No L 149 of 1' 7.1972
See 19th Review, paragraPh  199
See 19th Review, paragraphs 201 and2O2
See 19th Review, paragraphs 154 and 157
Regulation  (EEC) No 1578/72, OJ No L 168 of 26. 7.'1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 1674/72, OJ No L 177 ot4.8. 1972
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-81  -prices will be used as parameters,  as in the case of fruit and vegetables,
for activating the protective measures laid down in the basic Regu-
lation, if the import prices for these products should be below the
reference  prices.
On the basis of the Council Directive of 14 June 1966 on the
marketing of forage seeds,l the second Regulation  lays down the
conditions under which the production of base seed and other seed
may receive aid from the EAGGF. On the basis of these rules and
after consultation  with the Assembly the Council adopted on the
same date the Regulation fixing aid for seed for the 1972/73 marketing
year.2 This aid, which was designed to offset part of the production
costs so as to guarantee a fair income to producers, taking account
of the situation on the Community  market  and its foreseeable develop-
ment, was fixed, for 12 varieties of Gramineae  and 5 varieties of
Leguminosae, at amounts varying between 5 and 30 UA/100 kg.
On 19 December 1972 the Commission  submitted a proposal
to the Council providing for the insertion of textile flax (Linum usi-
tatissimum L. partim) in the list of products in the Annex to the basic
Regulation which are eligible for a production  aid. This proposal is
being examined by the appropriate Council departments.
5. FLAX AND HEiIP
165.  The Council fixed aid for flax and hemp for the 1972/73
marketing year.3 This aid, which under Article 4, paragraph 2 of
Regufation (EEC) No 1308/70 is fixed per hectare sown and harvested
so as to ensure a balance between the required volume of production
within the Community  and potential outlets for this production, taking
into account the price for flax and hemp fibres and seeds on the world
market, and of the prices for other competing natural products,  is
fixed by this Regulation at 135 UA/hectare for flax and 115 UA/
hectare for hemp.
6. VEGETABLE FATS
166.  The Council was requested to adopt a certain number of
Regulations relating to the day-to-day management  of the markets
for vegetable fats and more especially to the fixing of prices and the
main procedures for applying them.
OJ No 125 of 11.7.1966
Regulation  (EEC) No 1675/72, OJ No L 177 ol 4.8. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 802/72,  OJ No L 94 of 21 . 4. 1972
2
3
-82-(i) On oil seeds the Council adopted the Regulationt at its
session on 26/27 June 1972 fixing target and basic intervention
prices for oil seeds for the 1972/73 marketing  year, which have
been fixed at a higher level than for the preceding year; these increases
are 3o/o and 3.1o/o for colza and rape seed respectively and 4o/o and
4.1o/o lor sunflower seeds. At the same time the Council adopted the
other Regulations  on prices - 
monthly increases and derived inter-
vention prices - 
and also a Regulation extending the period of the
additional subsidy for colza and rape seed processed in ltaly, although
this was reduced  by 0.50 u.a./100  kg.2
(ii) The Council adopted Regulations fixing the target pro-
duction price for olive oil a which was increased by some 6 u.a./100 kg
compared with the 1971/72  marketing year, and the market target
price, the intervention  price a and the threshold price 5 which were
increased by 4 u.a./100 kg; the olive oil aid and the standard amount
applicable to unrefined olive oil from Greece, remain the same as
for the previous  year.6
The Council took formal note of a report submitted by the
Commission  on market trends in olive oil in ltaly between the mar-
keting years 1966/67 and 1970/71.
7. COTTON
167.  The Council fixed the subsidy for cotton seeds for the
1972/73 marketing year.7 This subsidy which under the terms of
Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1516/71 was established  so as to
ensure fair returns for the producer, taking account of the market
situation and foreseeable market  trends, was fixed at 80 u.a./hectare,
i.e. an increase of 10 u.a. over the previous marketing  year.
r Regufation  (EEC) No 1331 /72, OJ No L 147,29.6. 1972
2 Regulations  (EEC) Nos 1332/72,  1333/72  and 1336/72, OJ No L 147 ot
29.6.1972 3 Regulation  (EEC) No 8OOl72, OJ No L 94 ot 21 ' 4. 1972
a Regufarion  (EEC) No 2320/72, OJ No L 249 ot 4. 11. 1972
5 Regufation  (EEC) No 2322/72, OJ No L 249 of 4' 11.1972
6 Regulation  (EEC) No 2321/72, OJ No L 249 of 4.1'1.1972, No 2323/72,
OJ No L 249 ol 4. 11.1972 and No 2319/72,  OJ No L 248 of 1. 11. 1972 7 Regulation  (EEC) No 801172, OJ No L 94 ot 21' 4.1972
-83-8. SUGAR
168.  As part of its task in managing the common organization of
the sugar market the Council was requested to fix the prices for the
1972173 marketing campaign, to amend certain implementation
procedures in the light of experience,  and to adopt general rules on
the implementation of Community Regulations in certain specific
cases.
As regards prices,l when the Assembly and the Economic
and Social Committee  had delivered their Opinions the Council fixed
the target price for white sugar at 24.55 UA/100 kg (compared  with
23.80 UA per 100 kg for the previous marketing year), the inter-
vention price for white sugar at 23.34 UA per 100 kg (compared with
22.61 UA/100 kg), the intervention price for raw beet sugar at
19.85 UA/100 kg (compared with 19.22 UAflOO kg) and the
minimum price for beet at 17.68 UA/tonne and 10.40 UA/tonne
for beet outside the quota respectively (compared with 17.00 uA
and 10 UA).
The threshold  price for white sugar was fixed at 27.05 UA
per 100 kg (compared with 2630 UA/100 kg), for raw beet sugar
at 23.73 UA/l00 kg (compared with 23.07 /"10O kg) and for molasses
at3.2O UA/100 kg (unchanged). The Council also fixed the derived
prices for ltaly and the French overseas departments. The Council
also fixed the standard quality for white sugar in Regulation  (EEC)
No 793/722 ol17 April 1972.
169.  On a more technical level the Council supplemented
Regulation (EEC) No 206/68 laying down outline provisions  for
contracts  and inter-trade agreements on the purchase of beet by
Regulation (EEC) No 225/72 of 31 January 1972,3 particularly  as
regards the payment  of an additional price. In order to ensure equal
treatment  in the future for sugar exported  as such and sugar exported
in the form of products not listed in Annex ll, the Council amended
Resulation  (EEC) No 766/68 by Regulation  (EEC) No 433/72 ot
29 February 1972.4
Regufations (EEC) No 795172 and No 794172, OJ No L 94 ot 21 . 4. 1972
OJ No L 94ot21.4.1972
OJ No L 28 ol 1.2. 1972
OJ No L 53 of 2. 3.1972
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-84-Since it had recently become apparent that the formula for
calculating the yield of raw cane sugar did not give the truefigure,
the Commission  submitted a proposal to the Council on 6 December
1972 amending with effect from 1 July 1973 the yield given in
Regulation (EEC) No 431/68. This proposal,  which is of a technical
nature, is at present being examined  by the Council departments.
17O.  The Council also adopted Regulation  (EEC) No 226/72t
on 31 January 1972laying  down conditions for applying  protective
measures in the market on sugar, comparable  to similar Regulations
concerning  the organization of other markets in agricultural products.
Lastly, because of rising prices and the situation  in the world
sugar market,the Council adopted Regulation  (EEC) No 6O8/72 of
23 March 19722laying down rules to be applied in cases of significant
prices rises on the world sugar market for the criteria for fixing a
special levy, particularly when it is found that supplies to the Com-
munity or to a high-consumption region thereof can no longer be
maintained from Community  resources.
9. W|NE
(i) Prices
171.  In accordance with the provisions of Articles 2 and 3 of
Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 3 the Council is bound to fix annually,
on I proposal from the Commission, guide prices and threshold prices
activating the intervention  system for three types of both red and
white wine as defined in Regulation (EEC) No 945/70.4 Since the
establishment  of the common organization of the market in wine in
1970 these prices, which apply during a period from 16 December of
one year to 15 December  on the following Veat, had been kept at
tevels which on avelage corresponded to the prices previously recorded
in the different national markets.
Thus these prices were only changed for the third year in
which the basic Regulation was valid. ln Spring 1972, as part of the
annual revision of agricultural  prices, on a proposal from the Com-
I  OJ No L 28 of 1.2.1972
2 OJ No L 75 of 28.3.1972
3 OJ No L 99 of 5.5. 1970
4 OJ No L144 ot27.5.1970
-85-mission and after receiving the Assembly's Opinion, the Council
decided to increase the guide prices for wine by an average of 7o/o1
in order to take account of the rise in production  costs and also the
fact that the price of wine is a large item in the agricultural  revenue
in certain community  regions. This rise in the guide prices naturally
fed to the Decision taken by the Council on 12 December  1972 on a
proposal  from the Commission  to raise the level of activating  prices
for wine.2 This increase, which was particularly pronounced for table
wine from the most southern regions of the Community, was also
regarded  as a measure which would help the long term reorganization
of the wine producing market, where, since the end of the '1g71/72
marketing year, the prices had generally  become firmer, making it
possible to set a limit to the conclusion of private storage contracts
for several types of wine.
(ii) lntervention  system
172.  Besides the general improvement  in the working of the
intervention mechanism after an amendment to the basic Regulation,
i.e. the insertion  of Article 6 (a) concerning the possibility of granting
subsidies at the start of a marketing year for relocating wine in store,g
the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, was forced to
adopt the measures for the special distillation  of table wines provided
for by Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) *o 8t 6/tO.o This Decision, which
initiaf fy was only valid for the period trom 24 April to 27 May 1972,
but which was subsequently extended to 31 July 1972,5 appeared
iustified particularly by the difficulty of finding outlets for wine
harvested  in Autumn 1971 and for the large stocks resulting from
particularly abundant previous years. On the basis of the first special
distif lation, in Spring 1971, it seemed realistic to estimate that the
effect of distilling some 1 500 000 hl of wine in France and ltaly
would be to restore wine prices which, particularly in the southern
Community  regions, had been lower than the activation prices for
some weeks, even though private storage contracts were still being
concluded. In order to ensure that a voluntary distillation  programme
would be effective, the minimum  buying-in price which the intervening
bodies were bound to pay for this wine was fixed at 1.10 UA per
degree and per hectolitre compared with 1.07 UA in 1971. On the
other hand, however, these bodies were entitled to a subsidy from
the EAGGF intended to enable the distillates  obtained in this way
Regufation  (EEC) No 804/72, OJ No L 94 ol21.4.1972
Regufation  (EEC) No 2684/72,  OJ No L 289 ol 27. 't2. 1972
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Resulation (EEC) No 766/72,  OJ No L 91 of 18. 4. 1972
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1to be marketed, which amounted to approximately  40 to 45% of the
minimum buying-in price for the wine, after adjustment  according to
the nature of the finished product to be marketed (alcohol or spirits).
(iii) Supervision of production  capacity and requirements
173.  The basis Regulation on wine provides for two main devices
for following trends in availability and requirements in wine very
closely.
The first is the final balance of resources and utilization which
the commission submits annually to the council under the provisions
of Article 43 ot this Regulation. The balance for the 1970/1971
marketing  year, formally noted by the council at its session of 29130
May 1972,-shows that in spite of a net increase in human consumption
due mainly to very low market prices and the absorption of part of
the wine'production  (approximately  7 million hectolitres) by the
compulsory distillation of the by-products  of the wine industry and
voluntary distillation, as part of the measures to reorganize  the market
in the spring of 1971,1 t-he quantities in stock were still large enouglt
to con"iitrt6 an obstacle to the normal marketing of the 1971/1972
harvest.2
ln this connection it may be recalled that the report submitted
by the Commission to the Council on 6 April 1972 under ArticlelT,
piragraph  4 of Regulation (EEC) No 816/70, which constitutes the
r""o'nd'deuice for iupervising the market situation  in wine, leads to
the same conclusions as the final balance mentioned above. Never-
theless it should be emphasised that the basic aim of this type of
annual report on foreseeable trends in new plantings and replantings
and the eifect of the latter on the future balance between production
and consumption  is to give the council adequate warning of the
risk of distuibance  of tfre wine market resulting from an abnormal
economic  situation or structural surpluses, and to provide it with
information on the scope of any remedial  measures  which the com-
mission may consider appropriate to restore or maintain a given
situation. For this reason the Commission's report emphasised
certain short-, medium- and long-term measures  which it considered
appropriate  mainly to mitigate the successive decreases in prices
reiorded  for certain types of iable wine from the largest wine producing
regions in the CommunitY.
1
2
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-87 -fn the first half of 1972 the Council has on several occasions
debated these measures,  which could be of great benefit as regards
quality and also the restructuring  of the wine sector, fiscal coordination
and the rationalization of production and marketing.
(iv) Free circulation of wine within the Community
174.  At its session of 29/30 May 1972 the Council took formal
note of the report submitted  by the Commission on the implemen-
tation in the Member States of the necessary procedures for managing
the wine-producing  market. This report shows that Regulation (EEC)
No 816/70 has now been fully implemented,  as the viticultural land
register was also introduced into ltaly at the end of 1971.
(v) Ouality policy
175.  As in previous years,l the Council was requested to fix,
under Article 24 of the basic Regulation,  the price applicable under
the system known as 'wine production system' and the share of
intervention costs to be borne by the EAGGF. By Regulation (EEC)
No 1565/72 of 20 July 19722 the Council, on a proposal  from the
Commission,  fixed this price and aid at 0.696 UA and 0.0814 UA
respectively per hectolitre per degree of alcohol, which is an increase
of 5o/o on the amounts for the previous year. The reasons for this
increase were increased costs of processing, transpoft and collection
of by-products of wine production. However, it was reduced by
comparison with the increase in the guide price for wine 3 mainly
because of the necessity  to intensify the promotion of a quality policy.
ln addition, as regards exceptions to the general prohibition
from adding alcohol to wine for consumption as such,a the Council,
on a proposal from the Commission, adopted Regulation (EEC)
No 1564/72  6 on 20 July 1972 which extends the exceptions men-
tioned above to cover table wines and quality wines produced in
specified regions when they are exported to non-European  territories
and on condition that they are not redespatched  to the European
territories of Member States. This Regulation also extends until
31 August 1973 the validity of the provisions  authorizing the addition
of alcohol to wines or grape must intended for the production of
wines flavoured  with aromatic  extracts under CCT reference 22.06.
See 1gth Review, paragraph 113
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-88-Lastly, on 1 5 June 1972 the Commission submitted  a proposed
Regulation to the Council laying down the total sulphur dioxide
content of wine. After consulting  the Assembly on this matter the
Council debated this proposal on several occasions but was unable
to come to a solution acceptable to all the Member States. lt was
therefore  necessary on three occasions to postpone the date on which
Regufation (EEC) No 1599/711 should enter into force, so as to
avoid discrimination between wine producers in non-Community
countries, who would have had to conform to the maximum  SO2
contents fixed for imported wines by this Regulation, and the Com-
munity wine producers subject to national legislation which in some
cases is more flexible than Regulation  (EEC) No 1599/71.
10. HOPS
(i) Aid to producers
176.  As laid down in the basic Regulation governing  this sector,z
when the Council  adopted the Regulation on 18 May 1972 laying
down general rules for granting and financing aid for hop producers,3
the Commission submitted a report on the situation regarding the
production and marketing of hops on the basis of which it adopted
on 19 December 1972, alter consultation with the Assembly, the
Regulation  laying down, in respect of hops, the amount of the aid to
producers  for the 1971 harvest.4 Since, as the Commission's report
shows in several places, the 1 971 harvest was particularly notable as one
of the worst for the last 20 or 30 years, the Council considered that
the aid of 250 UA per hectare proposed by the Commission  for the
Hallertauer variety should be extended to a number of other varieties  6
the aid for Strisselspalt being 550 UA/hectare.
(ii) Certificates of origin
177.  Work is proceeding in the appropriate Council departments
on the draft Regulation  relating to certificates of origin for hops,
submitted by the Commission in February 1971.6 The question of
certificates of origin for hops raises numerous technical difficulties,
1 Regulations  (EEC) No 60Ol72, OJ No L 75 ol 28.3. 1972; No  1 373/72,  OJ No
L 149 of 1.7. 1972: No 2292/72,  OJ No L 248 ot 1.11. 1972
See 1gth Review, paragraph 152
Regulation  (EEC) No 1037 /72, OJ No L 1 18 of 20. 5. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 2717 172, OJ No L 291 ot 28. 12' 1972
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-89-particularly concerning extracts of this product, and the appropriate
Commission departments will have to do a further general  study
before a solution can be found.
11. TOBACCO
178.  On 17 April 1972 the Council adopted a Regulation fixing
the norm price, the intervention price and the reference qualities for
leaf tobacco from the 1972 harvest.l This Regulation of the Council
maintains  most of the prices fixed for the previous year, altering only
those where the market situation  has changed.  Subsequently,  on
29 November 1972 it adopted two Regulations fixing the intervention
prices and reference qualities respectively for packaged tobacco z
and premiums  granted to purchasers of leaf tobacco,3 valid for the
same marketing  year.
12. iIILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
179.  The main feature of the period covered by the present
Review was an increase in surplus butter compared with the previous
year, and the Council was requested to intervene in order to fix the
pricing system applicable to the 1972/73 marketing  year, and to
amend certain specific items in the existing Regulations.
180.  As regards prices, the Council decided at its 191st session
hefd on 13/16 and 20/24 March 1972 to increase the target price of
milka from 10.90 UA/100 kg to'11.77 UA/100 kg. There was a
corresponding  increase of 8o/o in the support level. This increase was
the result of the increase in intervention prices for skimmed milk
powder, skimmed milk and butter and Grana Padano and Parmigiano
Reggiano cheeses.s  ln view of the market situation this increase was
made in two stages, i.e. on 1 April, divided between butter and skimmed
mif k powder at the rate of 1/4 for butter and 3/4 tor powder, and on
1 5 September  when there was an additional increase in the intervention
prices for butter and Grana Padano and Parmigiano  Reggiano cheese.
Lastly the aid granted to skimmed  milk intended for use as feed was
maintained unchanged for liquid skimmed milk but increased  from
13 UA/100  kg to 17.62 UA/100 kg for skimmed milk powder.6
Regulation  (EEC) No 805/72, OJ No L 94 ol 21 . 4. 1972
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-90-181.  The Council made two sets of amendments to the milk
Regulations, viz. measures to reduce butter surpluses and some
purely technical amendments.
Regarding the first set of amendments,  in December 1972 the
Council adopted a Regulation  1 laying down general  rules for measures
to increase the use of butter by certain classes of consumers.  This
Regulation, which is valid until 31 December 1973, makes it possible
tor aids to be granted to enable persons receiving social assistance  to
purchase butter at reduced prices. In October 1972 the Council had
iequested the Commission to take measures within the Community
to enable butter to be sold from private or public stocks up to 1 April
1973, either as such or as butter oil.
The technical amendments were three sets of amendments
which the council made to Regulation (EEc) No 823/68 determining
the groups of products and the special provisions for calculating levies
on mitt< and milk products. The purpose of these amendments was to
amend the descriptions of certain goods and to amend the free-at-
frontier values of certain cheeses,2 to increase minimum prices for
kashkaval and cheese of buffalo or sheep's milk as part of the general
increase in prices for cheeses  s and finally to limit autonomously to
60/o of the customs  value the levy on Glaris herb cheeses (known as
Schabziger).a
13. BEEF  AND VEAL
(i) Prices
182.  On 30 March 1972, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC)
No 651 /72 fixing guide prices for calves for the 1972/73 marketing
year. The purposebt tfris Regulation is to retain the guide price of
b+.ZS Un,'which was operative in the preceding year, for this mar-
keting year. The guide piice for adult bovine animals  had been fixed
atTd UA/1OO t<g tive weight by the Council Regulation (EEC) No
672/71 of 30 March 1971.6
f n addition, on 31 July 1972,the Council adopted a Regulation
amending the guide prices for calves and adult bovine animals
1
2
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-91  -operative for the 1972/73  marketing year.1 By this Regulation the
Council decided that as from 15 September  1972 these guide prices
would be fixed as follows: calves (96.50 UA/100 kg live weight),
adult bovine animals (78 UA/100 kg live weight).
183.  Lastly, on 28 December 1972, the Council adopted a
Regulation 2 amending Regulation  (EEC) No 1653/72 in order to
fix guide prices for calves and adult bovine animals to be operative
in the new Member States for the 1972/73  marketing  year. Since the
Council considered that the implementation of the provisions of the
Treaty of Accession allowed uniform prices to be fixed for lreland and
the United Kingdom and prices for Denmark to be fixed at Com-
munity levels, it decided by this Regulation that the guide prices
operative for lreland and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern lreland would be as follows: calves (83 UA/100 kg live
weight)  and adult bovine animats (67 UA/'100  kg live weight).
(ii) Specific  medium term measures
184.  One of the proposals concerning  the fixing of prices for
certain agricultural products and the granting of income aids to
certain classes of farmers, and which was also submitted to the
Councif on 4 February 1972, was to establish  a system of premiums
to encourage  the production of beef and veal. The Council decided
to consult the Assembly and the Economic and Social Committee
on this proposal.  These bodies delivered their Opinion on 13 March
1972 and 24 February  1972 respectively.
The Council has examined  this proposal on several occasions
during the year under review. At its session of 30/31 October 1972
an amended proposed  Regulation  was submitted by the Commission
establishing a system of premiums to encourage beef and veal pro-
duction and premiums for converting  from dairy herds to beef and veal
herds. The object of this text is to express as a formal proposal  from
the Commission various suggestions from the appropriate  Council
departments made by the representative of the Commission  after
discussions held bythe special Agricultural committee and the council
(premiums  for slaughtering heifers when they have calved once, for
rearing calves from pedigree bulls for beef and veal,and for converting
dairy farms to beef and veal production).  In this connection it should
Regufation  (EEC) No 1653/72, OJ No L 174 ot 1. e. 1972
Regulation  (EEC) No 2823/72, OJ No L 298 of 31. 12.1972
-92-be mentioned that the Council, in its Resolution  of 5 December 1972
on measures to be taken against inflation, had decided to adopt
'without delay . . . measures intended to promote the production of
beef and veal'.l
(iii) Frozen meat estimate
185.  fn accordance with Article 14, paragraph 2 of the basic
Regulation,  on 11 December  1 972 the Council adopted the estimate
of the meat intended for the processing industry for the period 1 January
to 31 December  1973. This estimate  forecasts  a deficit of 21 1 000
tonnes for 1973.
(iv) Ouota measures
186.  On 10 November 1972 a proposed Regulation was submitted
to the council opening, allocating and providing for the administration
of the community Tariff quota of frozen beef and veal falling within
subheading  No 02.01 A ll (a) of the Common  Customs Tariff (1973).
On 20 November 1972 the Council decided to consult the Assembly
on this proposal, and this is still being examined,  mainly because of
the allocation problems arising from the enlargement of the Com-
muniW.
187.  As in previous years the Council adopted Regulations
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of the
Community tariff quotas at a fixed duty under GATT, viz:
(a) the Community tariff quota of 20 000 head of heifers and cows
otirer than those intended for slaughter, falling within subheading
No 01.02 A ll (b) 2 of the Common Customs Taritf 2 at a fixed duty
of 60/o. Because of the special factors to be considered, both geo-
graphical and zootechnical, a first instalment of the quota amount
iras allocated  among three Member States only, France, Germany
and ltaly, who were alloted 275O,7 000 and 4 250 head respectively;
the remainder forms a reserve in case of any increase in imports of
these animals.
(b) The Community tariff quota of 5 000 head of bulls, cows and
heifers, other than those intended for slaughter,  or certain mountain
breeds falling within subheading  No ex 01.02 A ll (b) of the Common
Customs Tariff,e at a dury ol 4o/o. This quota will be allocated  on the
t  OJ No C 133 of 23'12.1972 2 Resufation  (EEC) No 1464/72, OJ No L'!!Q o! t2.7.1972
3 Re6ulation  (EEc) tto 1465/72, oJ No L 156 of 12. 7. 1972
-93-same basis as the previous quota, the first instalment being allocated
as follows: France 100 head, Germany 200 head and ltaly 3 800 head.
The choice of management  system is left in each case to each Member
State for the quota allocated to it.
1{. PIGMEAT
188.  Decisions on the common organization  of these markets
have been concerned with fixing prices and certain technical improve-
ments in Community Regulations. As regards prices, the Council,
taking particular account of the effect of increased feedgrain prices
on the cost of producing pigmeat, adopted Regulation (EEC) No
803/72 of 17 April 19721 fixing the basic price for the 1972/73
marketing year at 82.5 UA, i.e. an increase of 2.5 UA compared with
the preceding reference period.
As regards technical amendments  to Community  Regulations
the Council  considered, as far as the FRG was concerned, that greater
account should be taken of those markets on the list of representative
markets for pigmeat which are in the production regions, and accord-
ingly it amended this list by Regulation (EEC) No 224/72 ot 31
January 1972.2 lt also amended  Regulation No 134/67 /EEC 3 as
regards the standard amounts for calculating  the sluice-gate  prices
for pig carcases by Regulation  (EEC) No 2139/72 of 30 October
1972 4 so as to take account of the increase in world market prices
for feedstuffs rich in protein and the increase in general production
and marketing costs.
15. FISHERY PRODUGTS
189.  1972 was the second fishing year under a Community
system for marketing fishery products and organizing  the market.
When the 1972 fishing year prices were fixed, the Council, in the
absence of sufficient  data on price trends, maintained  the price
operative for the 1971 fishing year, and it therefore  proved necessary
in Jufy 1972 5 to effect an interim price increase for fresh fishery
products.  Subsequently  in, December, when the prices were fixed for
I  OJ No L 94 of 21.4.1972 2 OJ No L 28 of 1.2. 1972 g OJ No L 120 ot 21. 6.1967 a OJ No L229 o17.10.1972 5 Regufation  (EEC) No 1563/72, OJ No L 167 ot25.7.1972
-94-the 1973 fishing year,all the prices, i.e. guide prices for fresh 1 and
frozen 2 products, the Community producer price of tunny 3 and
intervention  prices for sardines and anchovies a were increased
to take account of the increased prices recorded during the reference
period.
D -  Trade arrangements
1. PRODUCTS  NOT SUBJECT TO THE COMMON ORGANIZATION OF THE
MARKET
(a) Measures in connection with non-Community countries con-
cerning potatoes
190.  Following its Resolution on measures to be taken against
inflation, and more specifically section Vll,5 on 6 December 1972the
Council  adopted the Regulation on measures to be taken to overcome
the shortage of potatoes.6 This Regulation suspended,  until 1 5 February
1973, all quantitative restrictions  and measures having equivalent
effect in Member States on imports of potatoes from non-Community
countries.
(b) Minimum prices
191.  For the reasons which lead the Council in December  1971
to extend for one year the system of minimum prices and taxes which
could replace them for products  not subject to a common  organization
of the market,T a system established by the Council Decision of
20 December 1969,8 it decided, after consulting  the Assembly, on
19 December 1972, to authorize Member States once again to apply
these measures  e up to 31 December 1973 in intra-Community trade,
thus allowing France to apply minimum prices to potatoes for storage
and Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Luxembourg
to apply them to potatoes and fresh vegetables,  and allowing them
to apply countervailing charges to replace the minimum  pricest
Regufation  (EEC) No 2709/72,  OJ No L 291 ot 28. 12. 1972
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-95-allowing France to apply minimum prices to seed potatoes,  and
allowing Germany to apply minimum  prices to edible vinegars and
edible substitutes therefor, other than wine vinegar.
2. CERTAIN PRODUCTS PROCESSED FROM AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS
192.  The Council made certain amendments  to the basic Regu-
lation (EEC) No 1059/69 in the light of experience, consolidated  the
Regulations  on the granting of refunds and made technical  amend-
ments to certain implementation procedures.
193.  On 23 March 1972the Council therefore adopted  Regulation
(EEC) No 609/72r supplementing  Regulation  (EEC) No 1059/69
laying down the trade arrangements applicable to certain goods
resulting from the processing of agricultural products. This Regulation
estabfished a procedure for giving the Commission  power, alter
consulting the Member States, to make certain goods -  and par-
ticularly transactions mentioned in Regulation (EEC) No 1059/69
and involving a large quantity of basic agricultural products - 
subject
to measures (for example import duties) which might be applied to
the exportation  of these products, if such exports were likely to
frustrate the provisions concerning the basic agricultural products.
The Commission considered that the procedure laid down in Article 14,
paragraph 4 of Regulation  (EEC) No 1059/69 and the six month
period of validity for the measures  taken under this Article were not
very appropriate  to the circumstances.  The measures which may be
taken under the new Article 9 A of Regulation (EEC) No 1059/69
adopted by the Council are basically concerned with the mixtures
listed in various Common Customs Tariff subheadings (18.06, 18.07
etc.) which, because of the high content of a given basic product,
could have the same end uses as the basic product, either as such or
after separating  their ingredients. To implement this new procedure
the Commission submitted  to the Council on 6 April 1972 Regulation
(EEC) No 677/72 which it had adopted for skimmed milk powder
contained  in certain export products not listed in Annex ll.
194.  ln adopting Regulation (EEC) No 2682/72 of 12 December
1972 2laying down general  rules for granting  export refunds on certain
agricultural products exported in the form of goods not covered by
Annex ll to the Treaty, and the criteria for fixing the amount of such
refunds, the Council consolidated all the provisions adopted on this
OJ No L 75 ot 28.3.1972
OJ No L 289 ot 27.12.1972
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-96 -subject since 28 January 1969 1 and took the opportunity to lay down
special rules for egg and milk protein, to revoke Article 10 of Regulation
(EEC) No 204/69 which was rendered invalid by the implementation
of the Council Directive of 4 March 1969 (inward processing system),
to add to the provisions governing  advance fixing of prices (mechanism
for suspending this process) and to make certain editorial corrections
and amendments.
At the time of taking this Decision it was also agreed that when
the Commission  or a Member State considered it necessary  to con-
solidate the Regulations again it would make a submission to the
Council.
195.  In the light of its experience the Council, on a proposal
from the Commission, adopted Regulation (EEC) No 446/72 of
29 February 19722 amending Regulation (EEC) No 2831/71 on the
imposition  of an export duty on certain goods mentioned in Regulation
(EEC) No 1059/69. lt appeared that the definition of goods subject
to export duty laid down by this Regulation  included a certain number
of products in which there was an established  trade and which are
packed in immediate packing. The new proposed definition of the
goods covered by these Regulations must prevent exporters from
the Community from being treated differently  according to the type
of package they use.
E - Agrlcultural  surveys and statistlcs
1. STANDING  COMMITTEE  FOR AGRICULTURAL  STATISTICS
196.  In order to facilitate the implementation of Acts adopted
by the council relating to agricultural  statistics and cooperation  in
this field between Member States and the Communities,  on 31 July
1972 the Council set up a standing committee for Agricultural
Statistics.3
2. FARM AGCOUNTANCY DATA NETWORK
197.  In accordancb with the guidelines  laid down in Annex ll
of the Act of Accession of the new Member States to the Community,
Regulation  (EEC) No 204169, OJ No L 29 of 5' 2. 1969
OJ No L 54 of 3. 3.1972
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-97 -the Council decided to increase to 13600 the number of farm units
whose accounts are to be collected and it added the district ins
each new Member State to the existing list.
The Commission submitted  its first General Reportto the Council
on the operation of the farm accountancy-data  network for the Eur-
opean Economic Community network for the 1968/69/70  financial
years. The Council will be requested to deliver its Opinion, on the
basis of this Report, on proposals concerning  amendments or additions
to be made to Regulation  No 79165/EEC, particularly concerning
the field of survey and the number of farm units whose accounts are
to be collected for the enlarged Community, since the network
constitutes one of the guideline  components of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy.
3. STATISTICAL  SURVEYS ON MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
198.  After a year of preparatory work the Council adopted at
its session on 17/18 July 1972 Directive No 72/28O/EEC on the
statistical surveys to be made by Member States on milk and milk
products,l and a Decision setting up a Standing Committee  for
Agricultural Statistics. The surveys laid down by the Directive include
weekly, monthly, annual and triennial data on the most important
products in this sector to be supplied to the Commission  by Member
States. The adoption of this Directive is a significant advance  in
enabling precise, uniform and up-to-date information to be made
available to the Commission on market trends in milk and milk products
in the Community.
4. STATISTICAL  SURVEYS  ON BOVINE ANIMAL HERDS
199.  On 18 May 1972 a proposed Council Directive was sub-
mitted to the Council concerning statistical surveys on bovine animal
herds, estimates of the availability of bovine animals for slaughter
and slaughter statistics for bovine animals to be drawn up by the
Member States. On 23 May 1972 it decided to consult the Assembly
and, optionally,  the Economic and Social Committee, on this proposal.
These two bodies delivered  their Opinions on 3 July 1972 and 22
February 1973 respectively. ln order to take account of the Assembly's
Opinion, on 29 December 1972 the Commission submitted  a proposed
amendment to the Council  in accordance with Article, 149 paragraph 2
of the Treaty. This is under examination.
I  OJ No L 179 of 7.8.1972
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1. EAGGF, GUIDANCE SECTION, AID FOR 1972 (gTH INSTALMENT)
2OO.  Regulation No 847 /72, adopted on 24 April 1 972 by the
Council 1 on a proposal from the Commission  and after the Assembly
had delivered its Opinion, retains the main features of the 1971
system.2 lt will allow certain measures to be financed which mainly
concern the organization of milk and fruit production, and individual
projects designed wholly or in part to improve the agricultural  structure
(projects within the meaning of Article 13 of Regulation  17/64).
Lastiy, the Regulation  lays down that an additional reserve to that of
previous years should be set up by financing  common measures
concerned  with the agricultural structure (cf. Article 6 of Regulation
(EEC) No 729/70).
2. AMENDmENT OF ARTICLE 6 OF REGULATION (EEC) 729/70 ON THE
FINANCING  OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL  POLICY
201.  On 28 December 1972 the Council adopted Regulation
(EEC) No 2788172 3 amending Regulation (eeC) ltlg 729/7O on
the financing of the Common Agricultural Policy. This Regulation
adjusts the credits of the guidance section of the EAGGF to 325
miilion units of account from 1 January 1973, in order to meet in-
creased requirements in the enlarged  Community'
3. EXTENSION  FOR THE YEARS 1971, 1972 AND 1973 OF CERTAIN TIME-
LIUITS FOR GRANTING AID FROM THE GUIDANCE SECTION OF THE
EAGGF
202.  ln view of the Commission's delay in making Decisions  on
aid from the Guidance section of the EAGGF for 1971 and 1972,
and because the dates for submitting applications  for this aid had
already been postponed, the Council, on a proposal  from the -Com-
mission and after-the Assembly had delivered its opinion, adopted
Regulation  (EEC) No 2140/72 of 3 October 1972 postponing  the
timi limits for taking a Decision on aid from the Fund to 31 December
1g72 and 30 Sepiember  1973 respectively. This Regulation  also
postpones the time limit for the submission  of applications for aid for
the year 1973 to 30 June 1973.
1 OJ No L 1 00 of 27. 4. 1972
2 Cf. p. 120 of 19th Review of the Council
3 OJ No L 295 of 30'12.1972
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SECTION OF THE EAGGF
203.  Taking account of the fact that, under Article 3, paragraph  2
of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70, the rules governing the financing
of intervention in the different agricultural sectors which were drawn
up in accordance with the provisions  of Regulation 17/64/EEC, were
abrogated on 31 December 19721 the Council, on the basis of Article 3,
paragraph 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70 adopted on 29 De-
cember 1972, on a proposal from the Commission the Regulation  on
the general rules on the financing of intervention  by the guarantee
section of the EAGGF.2
The Regulation has two main features. lt contains a list of
measures which are interventions intended to stabilize the agricultural
markets within the meaning of Article 3 paragraph 1 of Regulation
(EEC) No 729/70, and it also lays down that expenditure resulting
from intervention measures, for which a sum per unit has been fixed
within the framework of the common organizations of markets,
should be met entirely from Community funds. However, this general
provision  does not apply to intervention for which an overall amount
has not been fixed within the framework of the organization of the
market. Although it has been confirmed in general that such measures
will be financed from the communities'own  resources, the multiplicity
of problems which these measures  raise is tiable to call for some very
sophisticated solutions. The Regulation lays down that the councii,
on a proposal from the Commission  will, before 1 April 1g73, adopt
the generaf rules for the financing  from own resources of the inter-
vention measures mentioned  above, since these should enter into
force by 1 January 1974. Meanwhile the provisions governing inter-
vention in the different sectors concerned  remain in force.
G -  Harmonlzallon of provlsions lald down by law, regutailon
and admlnlstratlve actlon
1. GENERAL REVIEW
204.  During the period under review the Council  has continued
its work of aligning national legislation in Member States and removing
barriers to trade, on the basis of Articles 43 and 100 of the Treaty,
Regulation  (EEC) No 1566/72, OJ No L 167 of 20.7.1972,p.5
Regulation  (EEC) No 2824/72, OJ No L 298 of 31. 12.1972-
t
2
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100 -in the various agricultural sectors listed below. To a large extent this
work lies in implementing the Council  Resolution  of 12 March 1968
on measures to be taken in the veterinary fieldt and its Resolution  of
28 May 1969 setting up a programme to remove technical barriers to
trade in foodstuffs.2  Furthermore, at the end of this year, in its Resolu-
tion of 5 December  1972 on measures to be taken against inflation,
Section lXs reaffirmed its intention, with the participation of the
Acceding states, to finalize in the fairly near future the coordination
of nationll laws which, because of their divergences,  were still restricting
intra-Community trade in foodstuffs, particularly on grounds of
hygiene and public health.
205.  lt has been possible to make Decisions principally in the
veterinary field and on seeds and seedlings after consulting the Acce-
ding Staies. In other cases a joint policy has emerged from the dele-
gations of the original Member States although the Council has not
6een able to complete that part of its work. Furthermore,  the Council's
work has been supplemented to a large degree by projects  for coordina-
ting the attitude oi Member  States towards standards worked out by
the FAO/WHO.a
2. VETERINARY LEGISIATION
206.  on 7 February 1972the Council extended up to 31 December
1975 the facility, aftoided to countries of destination,  of granting,
under certain conditions, general authorization or authorizations
restricted to specific cases for the introduction into their territory
of bovine animals for slaughter less than 30 months old. To this end
it adopted a Directives extending the period set in Article 7,pangtaph1,
subparagraph C of the Directive of 26 June 1964 on animal health
proUt"mi iftecting intra-Community trade in bovine animals and
swine.
2O7.  On 12 December  1972 the Acceding  States took part in a
session at which the council adopted a Directive on health problems
affecting intra-Community  trade in fresh meat.6 ln 1969, when a
Directiv-e was adopted amending the Directive of 26 June 1964 on
1
2
3
4
OJ No C 22o118.3.1968
OJ No C 76 ot 17.6' 1969
OJ No C 133 of 23. 12.1972
Cf. para.219  (see item 1, general Review above)
Directive  No i2/97 lEEC of the Council, OJ No L 38 of 12.2. 1972
Directive  No 72146'l |EEC of the Council,  OJ No L 302 of 31 . 12' 1972
-101 -health problems affecting intra-Community  trade in fresh meat, the
council had decided to extract the provisions on veterinary inspections
from the Commission's  proposal, so as to deal with them separately
from the hygiene provisions. In adopting  the Directive on veterinary
inspections, it supplemented  the existing procedure  and at the same
time removed  the discrepancies among the Member states concerning
Regulations on the veterinary inspection  of meat. The text adopted  laid
down in particular that the only fresh meat acceptabte for intra-
community  trade was that of animals which had remained  in com-
munity territory for 21 days or had come from a holding which was
not subject to any animal health restrictions.  To this end it was laid
down that fresh meat which did not comply with community  Regula-
tions would not be marked as being free from disease as require? for
intra-community  trade, and would not be put into circulation  in the
territory of the importing  Member state but re-exported, unless
instructions to the contrary were given. Lastly, Member states retain
the right to use the appropriate procedure laid down to prohibit the
importation into their territory of fresh meat from a country or region of
a country where an epizootic disease has appeared.
The adoption of this Directive, which creates conditions for
the free circulation  of fresh meat in the community, is in line with
chapter lX of the council Resolution on measures to'be taken against
inflation.l The new Member states have a transition period of 5 to 4
years for implementing  this Directive, during which they will be able to
continue  to apply their own regulations  onlhe prevention of foot and
mouth disease and swine fever.
208.  on the same date the council arso adopted a Directive on
health.and  veterinary inspection problems upon importation of bovine
animals  and swine and fresh meat from non-community countries.2
^  This text lays down that by 1 January 1g76 at the latest a
community  system must be introduced laying down health condition.
for the importation of bovine animars and swine and fresh meat from
non-community  countries. ln this act the council  taid down the general
health conditions deemed  necessary by the community for tlie pro-
tection of human hea.lth.and the safety of its herds, for allowing
importation  of these animals from non-community  countries or regions
of these countries, a list of which the council will draw up later oir ttre
basis. of health guarantees offered by these countries. Th"s" gineral
conditions concern the state of health of the animals, the orgalir'zation
1 Cf. para. 51 of this Review z Directive  No 72/462/EEC, OJ No L 302 of 31 .12. 1g7Z
-102-and powers of the veterinary services and existing health Rregulations.
The supervision  of animal imports into the Community will in future
take place at the Community frontier; its object will be to check that
the Community's  conditions are being complied with and in particular
to check on the origin and the state of health of the animals. Never-
theless, Member States will still have the right to carry out additional
checks at their frontier or at any other point in their territory which
may be necessary.  On the basis of these checks, Member  States will
be able to take the necessary health measures for the protection of
human and animal health when the animals arrive on Community
territory or during the journey to their destination. In the same way
fresh meat can only be imported from approved establishments,  a
list of which will be drawn up later by the Standing Veterinary Com-
mittee on the basis of the guarantees  mentioned above concerning
imports of animals.
In general the Member States will adopt a joint attitude to
prohibit on health grounds the introduction into the Community of
certain fresh meat, and particularly meat containing  residues of
certain substances  which are harmful or are likely to make the consump-
tion of the meat dangerous or harmful to human health. Fresh meat,
which must be accompanied by an animal health certificate and a
public health certificate, must be given an animal health inspection
upon arrival in community  territory. This practice will make it possible
to prevent the transportation of fresh meat which is not accompanied
by ihese certificates, and which is from non-Community countries from
which importation of fresh meat would be prohibited,  or whose animal
health certificates  are not acceptable.  Furthermore,  to ensure that
Community  Regulations are being adhered to and to prevent the impor-
tation of meat which is dangerous to human health, each consignment
of fresh meat must be given a public health inspection  on importation
and an animal health inspection carried out by an official veterinarian.
These inspections will be carried out in a uniform manner according
to procedures which will be laid down later.
Following these inspections - 
except where meat is to be cut
in an approvei cutting plant - 
fresh meat which has been allowed
into a iommunity Member state must be accompanied  by an official
certificate to the effect that the conditions of importation into the
community have been fulfilled, when the meat is transported to another
Member State.
lmportation inspections for animals and fresh meat must be
carried out at approved posts, in accordance with certain criteria and
Community procedure. lt will be the responsibility  of Community
veterinary  experts to check, particularly in non-Community  countries,
that the guarantees required by the Community  are being fulfilled.
- 
103 -209.  On 29 December  19721 the Council amended the Council
Directive of 26 June 1964 relating to intra-Community trade in bovine
animals and swine, to take account of the enlargement  of the Com-
munity. The main object of this amendment is to add to the various
certificates laid down in the Directive an indication for each new
Member State of the status of the person  designated in these States to
sign the certificates.
21O.  During lgTzthevarious Council  Departments have continued
to examine proposed Regulations  in consultation with the Acceding
States: these concerned health problems affecting intra-Community
trade in meat products, health inspection  problems affecting intra-
Community  trade in meat products, health conditions and health
inspection conditions which whole raw milk should meet as a raw
material for the preparation of heat-treated  milk and its derivatives, and
health problems concerning the production and marketing of heat-
treated milk.
211.  On 30 October 1972 the Council decided to consult the
Assembly on a proposed Council Decision on an act to protect Com-
munityherds against foot-and-mouth  disease. At that time italsodecided
to submit to the Assembly for its information  a draft Council Resolution
on measures to be taken by the community to prevent exotic foot-and-
mouth disease viruses. These proposals were necessitated  by fresh
outbreaks of type A 22 foot-and-mouth  disease,  particularly in Greece
and Turkey.
3. LEGISLATION  ON FOODSTUFFS
212.  Work has continued on examining the problems in this
sector on a proposed Directive to supplement  the lists of authorized
additives  for all foodstuffs, and various Commission  proposals,  each
concerning  Regulations for a specific class of foodstuffs.  This has
produced a consensus among the Six on 'emulsifying and stabilizing
agents', 'products of cocoa and chocolate', and 'certain sugars
intended for human consumption'. A fresh examination of these draft
texts was started immediately as part of the interim procedure for
consulting  with the Acceding  States.
213.  On 26 December 1972the Counciladopted  a Directive con-
taining the eighth amendment2 to the Directive on the approximation
r Directive  No 72/445IEEC,  OJ No L 298 of 31. 12. 1972
2 Directive  No 72/444/EEC, OJ No L 298 of 31 . 12. 1972
-104-of the laws of the Member States concerning the preservataves,
authorized for use in foodstuffs intended for human consumption.l
This amendment extended  up to 1 JanuarV 1974 the provisional
authorization of some of the additives mentioned by the Directive
because the scientific investigations  which they are at present under-
going have not yet led to any certain conclusion as to whether they
are harmless or toxic.
4. LEGISLATION  ON ANIMAL FEEDINGSTUFFS
214.  On 20 Julv 1972the Council  adopted an amendment2  to the
Directive on the introduction of Community methods of sampling
and analysis  for the official control of feedingstuffs. s This amendment
confirms that the procedure will be retained whereby methods of
sampling and analysis are laid down in conjunction with the standing
committee for Feedingstuffs  in the sector concerned. This procedure,
which at first was limited to a probationary period of 18 months,  has
proved entirely satisfactory.
215.  On the basis of the Opinions delivered  by the Assembly and
the Economic and social committee, the council examined two pro-
posals submitted bythe Commission in 1971 + on the fixing of maximum
contents of undesirable products  and substances in feedingstuffs,  and
the other on general rules governing definitions,  ingredients and mark-
ing for the marketing of animal feedingstuffs.
216.  Lastly, in July 1972 a new proposal  was submitted to the
council amending the council Directive of 23 November  1970
concerning  additivls in feedingstuffs.6 The Councit decided to consult
the Assem-bly  and the Economic and social committee on this proposat,
the main object of which is to introduce the Standing Committee for
Feedingstuffs'procedure  to decide on the amendments to be made to
the lisd of additives or the conditions of their use in line with technical
and scientific develoPments'
5. LEGISLATION  ON PLANT PROTECTION
217.  At the end of 1972the Six reached a concensus concerning
three commission proposals in the form of three draft Decisions, one
Directive  No 5/1 1/63, OJ No 12 ot27'1.1964
Directive No72l275lEEC, OJ No L 171 of 29.7'1972
Directive of 20 July 1970, OJ No L 170 of 3. 8. 1970
See 1gth Review, paragraph 31 5
Directive  No70/524/EEC,  OJ No L270 ot 14' 12.1970
I
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105 -setting up a Standing Committee for Plant Protection,  one fixing
maximum contents of pesticide residues  on and in fruit and vegetables
and one laying down measures  against the introduction  into Member
States of organisms which are harmful to plants. These drafts will be
examined again by the enlarged  Community.
6. LEGISLATION  ON SEEDS  AND SEEDLINGS
2'18.  The Council's work falls under two headings:
(i) Amendments  to basic Directives
On 20 July 1 and 6 December 19722 the Council adopted  two
series of new amendmentsto  its basic Directives of 14June 1966e (beet
seed, fodder-crop seed, cereal seed and seed potatoes), of 30 June
19694 (oleaginous and fibrous plant seed) and of 29 September 19705
(vegetable seed and the Common Catalogue of Varieties  of Agricultural
Plant Species).  The object of the first series of amendments  was to
amend existing texts to accomodate the enlargement of the Community
and to make them applicable from 1 January  1973 to determinations  of
equivalence  concerning seeds of non-Community  country origin and
seeds of certified  Community origin. The second series of amendments,
which resulted  in a more generalwayfrom developments in the situation
and experience  gained, made it possible to improve existing Regulations
on a number of points of technical  detail.
When the Commission submitted  its proposal concerning the
latter series of modifications it included an Article providing for this
body to be made responsible for publishing the order of each of these
Directives on seeds and seedlings  in its final version after the various
amendments  adopted so far. Although the Council recognized that
it was essential to publish these in view of the number and complexity
of the provisions  involved and their successive amendments, it would
not accept the procedure proposed by the Commission.  Finally it was
agreed that the General Secretariat  would be responsible for publishing
an up-to-date  version in the 'C' series of the OfficialJournal of the
Communities, with a reference  to all the original executive texts and
their publication, and with a rider that the fact of publication did not
confer any legal authority.
OJ No L 171 o120.7.1972
OJ No L 287 ot 26.12.1972
OJ No 125 of 11.7.1966
OJ No L 169 of 10. 7.1970
OJ No L 225 ot 12.10. 1970
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106 -(ii) lmplementing Measures
On 20 July 1972the Council adopted three Decisionsl on the
equivalence of field inspections carried out in non-Community  countries
on seed producing crops, the equivalence  of seed produced in non-
Community  countries and the equivalence of seed potatoes produced
in non-Community  countries. These Decisions  lay down precisely for
what species, which non-Community countries and under what condi-
tions seeds or seedlings directly imported into the Community,  or
simply propagated in non-Community  countries in order to be sub-
sequently re-imported  into the Community,  are deemed as equivalent
to seeds and seedlings produced in the Community  according  to
current Regulations.  The former right of Member States to determine
these equivalences themselves was automatically revoked.
ln December 1972 the Commission submitted five new draft
Decisions on equivalence to the Council which were designed to
supplement  those mentioned above as regards new species of seed
or seedlings and also new non-Community  countries.
7. COORDINATION  AMONG MEMBER STATES REGARDING  WORK ON THE
CODEX  ALIMENTARIUS
219.  As part of the FAO/WHO  combined  programme  on the Codex
Alimentarius  several standards are being studied which effect the
Community aims of alignment and standardization as regards foodstuffs
(additives  and regulations  by-product), veterinary medicine (hygiene)
and plant protection (pesticide residues). Consequently, in accordance
with the procedures  on which the delegations agreed in their joint
Declarations on 23 March and 20 September  1971,2 the delegations
from the Member States and the representatives of the Commission
undertook several projects under the aegis of the Council to coordinate
these studies and prepare for the various Committee meetings (12
meetings), and the plenary session of the Commission  on the Codex
Af imentarius  (Rome, November  1 972).
In the great majority of cases these projects produced a joint
viewpoint among the Member  States. In the case of the various pro-
jects on standards which reached the final stage (stage 9) of the Codex
procedure  and which were submitted to goverments  for acceptance,
the delegations confirmed  their willingness to agree unanimously
before any final decision in this matter.
1 Decisions  Nos 72/292,72/293  and 72/294/EEC, OJ No L 186 of 26.8' 1972
2 See 19th Review, paragraph 320
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A - Energy pollcY
1. THE ENERGY  SITUATION  IN THE COIITTIUNITY:
THE POSTTION IN 1971 - PBOSPECTS FOR 1972
22O.  As in previous years, the Commission, after consultation
with the joint Councit-Commission Committee,  has prepared a report
on the en'etgy situation in the Community  reviewing  the energy market
situation in t'gzt and the prospects tor 1972. This report is part of the
scheme of initiatives  on the energy policy proposed by the commission
in its communication to the council in 1968 on',the initial posture for
a community energy policy'.1 As in the past, the report reflects the
situation at the end of the Vear 1971.
The energy requirements  of the community in 1971 increased
less rapidly tfrin in'other years because of the slowing down in
overall'economic  development demonstrated  by a rate of increase in
G N P of 3.4 % and in industrial production  of only2 %. climatic  conditions,
which were quite favourable during 1971, also contributed to the
slackening  in the demand for energy,  especially in the domestic sector,
where the increase can be considered  quite modest in relation to the
preceding period 1+ 5%). Overall, the internal energy consumpti-on of
ttre Com-munity can be estimated at 871 million tcez in 1971, an
increase  of 3%% over 1970.
The slowing down in the increase in demand did not bring about
any basic structural change in the range of Community requirements.
The only notable factor was natural gas, whose development was
CHAPTER IV
I  See the 1 gth Survey of the activities of the Council,  paragraph 321 .
2 Tonnes carbon equivalent
-109-pursued to the detriment  of all other forms of energy and which is now
contributing  11o/o of total energy requirements. lnternal electricity
consumption,  which amounted to 632 TWh, also reflects the slowing
down in the consumption of all primary energy sources;
the fall in the rate of expansion, which was under 6%, was the result of
a considerable  slackening in the increase of industrial consumption,
but also of a slight check in domestic  demand. The overall trend was
the same in all the Community  countries, in which the increase in 1971
was generally over a third less than predicted.
On the supply front, 1971 was above all notable for negotiations
between the producing countries and the international petroleum
companies and for the conclusion of the Teheran and TripoliAgree-
ments. TheseAgreements  involved considerable  increases in the revenues
of the oil-producing  countries  and large rises in the cost of crude oil.
The lull on the freight market and the difference between  the cost of
crude oil from the Persian Gulf and North Africa meant that Community
supplies of petroleum tended to originate in the Middle East, which in
1971 supplied almost  600/o of Community imports.
221.  Economic prospects tor 1972 are subject to uncertainties
which could be reflected in investments being deflected away from
Community  companies. Operations  in the iron and steel industry and
metal working industries could suffer from this fact. Overall, the increase
in industrial production will be at a very modest  rate, of the order of
1 to 2o/o; the increase in GNP will also be relatively low, under 3%.
However, this forecast for the development of the economic
situation is clearly conditional upon an improvement in the world's
financial situation and the reestablishment of a better climate in inter-
national exchange. With these reservations, the internal energy con-
sumption of the Community could reach 903 million tce in 1g72, a
modest rate of increase  of about 4o/oi 600/o of energy requirements wilt
be covered by imported energy, mainly in the form of petroteum. Of
Community energy sources,  coal will cover no more than half the
requirements and will continue to diminish in importance in relation
to natural gas. ln contrast to the situation in 1971, the development  of
energy consumption in 1972 will not be the same for all the Community
countries;  it will depend mainly on the level of the market in each one.
Finally, the overall energy requirement for the whole of the Commu-
nity will develop more or less in parallel to internal consumption and
will increase by more than 3%, thereby exceeding one thousand million
tce. Whether demands  are met will depend on the two thirds of imported
energy.
- 
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222.  In its 195th meeting on 17 and'18 May 1972,the Council,
after consultation with the Member  States of the European Communities,
adopted two Regulations, one based on a communication  to the
Commission concerning the import of hydrocarbons  and the other on
a comunication to the Commission  concerning investment  projects of
Community interest in the sectors of petroleum,  natural gas and elec-
tricityl. Following a request from the United Kingdom, the Council also
agreed to take the necessary steps to grant this country a period of
6 months from when the Treaty of Accession came into force to put
these two Regulations  into effect.
223.  The following  considerations have resulted in the adoption
of these Regulations.  The establishment  of an overall Opinion on the
supply of hydrocarbons to the Community  is one factor in the Communi-
ty energy policy which would enable the Community  to appreciate the
supply position from a security point of view. Thus, the Regulation  on
imports provides that the Member Countries should communicate  the
following information  to the Commission for crude oil and natural
gas: - 
by company, by 30 September and 31 March of each year at
the latest, imports during the preceding  six months; - 
overall, by country
of origin and by 31 December  of each year at the latest, imports forecast
for the following  year for all companies in the Member State concerned'
The Commission may insist on an individual  forecast for each company.
To meet this requirement,  any person or company who has imported
or proposes to import into the Communitya  quantity of crude oil or
natural gas equal to or over 100 000 t per annum is obliged to provide
the following details to the Member State in which these imports have
occurred or will occur: - 
before 15 September and 15 March of
each year, the imports during the preceding  six months; - 
before 15
December  each year, imports forecast for the following  year. The Com-
mission would present the Council with a summary  of the data collected
in the enforcement  of this Regulation.
Thesecond Regulation is aimed at providing an overall view of
the development  of investments in the sectors concerned to enable the
Community to undertake the required negotiations. To this end, the
Member States must provide the Commission,  before 15 February
of each year, with certain details on investment projects concerning
the production, transport,  storage and distribution of hydrocarbons  as
well as the production and transport of electricity whose actual com-
pletion, that is to say commencement  of operation, must normallytake
1 OJ No L 120 of 25.5.1972
-111 -place within three years from 1 January of the current year. To enable
the Member States to have the necessary details available, persons  and
companies  concerned are obliged to informthe MemberState  on whose
territory they intend to carry out these projects, before 15 January of
each year, of the technical data relating to the investment  project.  The
Commission will present the Council with a summary  of the data collec-
ted in enforcement  of this Regulation.
224.  In a letter dated 29 July 1971, the Commission submitted  to
the Council  a communication on the establishment  of a 'basic posture
for a Community energy policy', accompanied  by three texts. The
first was a proposal for a Council Directive amending that of 20 Decem-
ber 1968 (No 414168) obliging the Member States of the Community
to maintain a minimum level of crude oil and petroleum  products.  The
second text was a proposal  for a Council Regulation relating to the
application of Community company  articles to activities in the hydro-
carbons industry. The third communication  was a draft Council Decision
authorizing  loans as a form of Community  contribution to the financing
of nuclear power stations.
At its 165th meeting on 20 and 21 September 1971, the
Council decided to opt for consultation with the Assembly  and with
the Social and Economic Committee on the proposal for a Council
Directive and the draft Council Decision and also for consultation with
the Economic and Social Committee on the proposal for the Regulation
mentioned  above.
On the matter of the proposalforthe Council Directive,theAssem-
bly gave its Opinion in its session of 15 November 1971, and the Econo-
mic and Social Committee  gave its Opinion on 24 November 1971.
ln a letter dated 30 December  1971 the Commission informed the
Council of an amended proposal for this Directive which took account
of the Assembly's Opinion.
225.  At its 221st meeting on 19 December 1972, the Council after
consultation with the Member States of the European Communities,
adopted the Directive which amended the Council Directive of 20 Dec-
ember 1968 making it obligatory for Member States of the EEC to
maintain a minimum level of crude oil and/or petroleum  products
stocks.l Under this Directive, the reference  period of 65 days in the first
Article of the Council  Directive of 20 December 1968 was extended
to 90 days. The increase in stocks was to be effected as soon as possible
and at the latest by 1 JanuarV 1975. The Council considered that
because of the substantial increase in the petroleum requirements  of
t  OJ L 291, oI 28.12.1972.
-112-the Community which involved its greater dependence on supplies
from countries outside the Community and because of the changes
which had occurred  in recentyears  in the petroleum  supply structure for
Western Europe, it was expedient to increase the level of stocks in
order to have available  the time necessary to put the appropriate  meas'
ures into effect if certain current supplies were interrupted.
226.  On the matter of the proposal for a Council  Regulation relating
to the application of the Community  Company Law to activities in the
hydrocarbons  industry, the Assembly gave its Opinion at its session of
18 April 1972. On the basis of this Opinion, the Commission communi-
cated an amended  proposal  to the Council in a letter dated 6 June 1973.
This proposal is now being examined in Council.
227.  On the matter of the draft Council Decision authorizing  loans
as a Community  contribution to the financing of nuclear power stations,
the Assembly gave its Opinion during its session of 17 JanuarV 1972.
The Economic and Social Committee gave its Opinion on 24 February
1972. The Assembly and the Economic and Social Committee gave
their agreement to the Commission's  draft Decision with certain
reservations. On the basis of the Opinion given by the Assembly' the
Commission  communicated  an amended draft Decision to the Council
in a f etter of 19 April 1972. The Atomic Ouestions  Group examined
this amended draft, but was unable to come to an agreement about it
and referred it to the Permanent  Representatives  Committee.  At the
663rd meeting of this Committee on 16 November 1 972, the Commis-
sion representative announced  that his lnstitution proposed to reexa-
mine the draft in the light of new factors which had arisen in the mean-
time and that the lnstitution would probably make new proposals at
the beginning of 1973.
228.  In a letter dated 13 October 1972, the Commission wrote
to the Council concerning  the progress necessary for the Community
Energy Policy and also about the problems  of and the means for the
Energy Policy; forthe period 1975 to 1985' lt also communicated  a
proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of a joint
ilegulation  for the import of hydrocarbons from countries outside the
Community  and a further proposal for a Council  Regulation  relating to
oil and gas pipe-lines  across Community frontiers.  In addition,  the
Commission sent a proposal for a Council Directive on measures desig-
ned to reduce the effects of supply difficulties in the case of hydrocar-
bons.
At its 21Oth meeting on 30 October 1972, the Council decided
to consult the Assembly  and the Economic and Social Committee  on
the last proposal mentioned  above and also to opt for consultation on
the communications and proposals mentioned  above.
-113-B - Problems in the coalindustry
I. CONSULTATION  BY THE COUNCIL IN ACCORDANCE  WITH ARTICLE 5,
PARA. 1 OF DECISION  No 3/71ICECA OF THE COMMISSTON ON FINAN-
CIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE MEMBER  STATES  TO THE COAL
INDUSTRY IN 1971
229.  At its 186th meeting on 31 January/1 February  1972, the
Council gave the consultation requested by the Commission.
2. CONSULTATION  BY THE COUNCIL IN ACCORDANCE  WITH ARTICLE 5.
PARA. 1 OF DECISION  No 3/71/CECA OF THE COMMTSSION ON FINAN.
CIAL CONTRIBUTIONS  BY MEMBER STATES TO THE COAL INDUSTRY
IN 1972
230.  In a letter of 13 July 1972, the Commission sent the Council
a Memorandum on these measures. An examination  by the Commission
of the contributions provided for in 1972 showed  that these contribu-
tions presented  no obstacles  to the proper operation  of the Community
coal market. The memorandum  showed that direct aid given in
accordance with Articles 6 to 9 of Decision No 3/71ICECA amounts
to 329.6 million U.A., a decrease ol 13.3o/o in comparison with 1971
(380.1 million U.A.). Overall aid,that is to say including  aid to coking coal
and indirect measures, to the Community coal industryis 5.3% below
the amount provided in 1971 (497.7 instead o1525.7 million U.A.).
For the Community  as a whole, financial aid to the coal industry
during the years 1969 to 1972 reached the following amounts (in
million U.A.):
1972
1.
2.
3.
Direct aid in accordance  with
Decisions  Nos 3/65 and 3/71
Aid to coking coal
Indirect  aid
Total
Change in relation to preceding
year
504.1 497.7
-5.3%
380.1
53.7
91'9
329'6
69.4
98.7
332.4
87.4
84.3
Amount of aid perton output (U.A.)
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16'OYo + 4-3%
3.21This aid does not include financial contributions  made to cover
deficits incurred by social security organizations  (within the framework
of Article 4 of Decision No 3/71/CECN,  which rose in 1972 to
approximately  1.6 million u.a. (an increase  of 11.3o/o over 1971).
At its 207th meeting on the 26 September 1972, the Council
gave the consultation  on this item requested by the Commission in
accordance with Article 5, paragraph 1 of its Decision  No 3/71ICECA.
3. NEW SYSTEM  OF COMITIUNITY  AID FOR COKING COAL AND COKE  FOR
THE COMMUNITY  STEEL INDUSTRY
231.  In a letter of 17 October 1972. the Commission submitted to
the Council for its assent in accordance  with Article 95, paragraph 1
of the ECSC Treaty, a draft for a Decision calling for the establishment
of a new system of Community aid for coking coal and coke for the
Community  steel industry, to replace, from 1 January 1973, Decision
No 7011/CECA which was about to expire. This draft provides for two
distinct forms of aid to help both the production of coking coal in the
Community  and its sale within the areas situated along the production
zone or within the framework of trade between Community countries.
The level of this financial aid should be established by the governments
concerned according to common criteria. The financial aid for trade
with other countries in the Community would receive a Community
grant, the burden of which will be distributed  between the Member
States and the iron and steel industry. In regard to the fixing of prices
for the sale of coking coal, the draft Decision expands on the alrange-
ments laid down in the ECSC Treaty which enables coal industry
organizations  to allow reductions in prices in relation to the list price
even if there is no effective competition with coking coal and coke from
non-Community countries at the point of utilization.
After prolonged discussion  at its 221st meeting on 18 and 19
December  1972,the Council stated that it was not able to give its assent
as requested by the Commission  on this new Community aid system
for coking coals and coke for steelmaking  within the Community and
instructed the Permanent Representatives  Committee, in the light of the
discussion which had taken place, to work out the basis for a proposal
to solve the problem of Community coking coal for the iron and steel
industry within the Council and to submit this basic proposal  to the
Council as soon as possible and at the latest by 31 March 1973.
4. INVESTMENT AIDg
232.  ln the letter dated 23 June 1972the Commission  requested
the Council to give its assent in accordance with Article 54, paragraph
- 
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at the Centrale thermique minidre de l'Est de Charleroi (CETEX)
(coal-fed steam generating station) at Farciennes in Belgium. lt is
emphasised in this communication  that such an expansion  would
contribute 'directly and principally'to aiding the sales of ECSC pro-
ducts. At its 207th meeting on 26 September  1972 the Council gave
its assent as requested by the Commission.
G - Supplles  of enricfied uranlum
1. LONG.TERM  SUPPLY OF ENRICHED  URANIUU - CREATION  OF A EURO.
PEAN URANIUM ENRICHI'ENT FACILITV
233.  In December  1970, the Council instructed the special working
group for'long-term  supplies of enriched  uranium'  of the Consultative
Committeefor Nuclear Research (CCNR) to submit to the Council and
to the Commission a report comprising an analysis and an evaluation
of certain factors relating to the creation of a European uranium-
enrichment facility.l The group submitted its report on 30 May 1972.
On the basis of this report's conclusions the Commission made new
proposals to the Council in its letter of 27 June 1972 which adopt the
proposal formulated  on this point in May 1969 to the present situation.
In particular, it proposes that the Council approves a Resolution
recognizing  the need for the Community to have available a uranium-
enriching facility which would enable a considerable  and increasing
proportion of Community needs to be met from the beginning of the
next decade. ln the opinion of the Commission  it would, therefore,  be
expedient to get under way immediately  with preparatory work which
would enable a Decision on the construction of suitable plant to be
taken in good time. Because  of the basic importance  of such proiects
to the Community,  the Commission  considers that it would be worth-
while to create a legal framework within which to concert the efforts
of the Community and integrate its projects. In this respect, 'joint
undertakings'  in the sense of Chapter V of the Euratom Treaty are seen
as the best means of ensuring concerted efforts by all concerned in
the initial stages and the development of a joint study, and subsequently
the institution and operation of the necessary isotope separation plants.
f n a f etter of 4 October 1972, the Chairman of the Assembly requested
that his organization should be consulted  in an advisory capacity on the
Commission proposals. In its 21Sth meeting on 20 and 21 November
1972, the Council  agreed to this request. The Commission  proposals
are now being examined in Council.
t  See 19th Review, paragraph 357
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URANIUM FROM THE UNITED STATES OF ATTIERICA
234.  On 26 May 1 972 the Council adopted by written procedure
supplementary  Directives to the Commission for the recommencement
of negotiations with the American autholities with a view to improving
conditions  of supply of enriched uranium from the United States. In
a fetter of 17 July 1972,the  Commission reported to the Council on
the results of these negotiations  giving in addition the text of an amen-
ment to the codicil to the Cooperation Agreement of 11 June 1960
between the Government of the United States of America and the
European  Atomic Energy Community.  The Commission  recommended
the Council to agree to this draft amendment.  On 18 August 1972, the
Council agreed by written procedure to authorize  the Commission  to
sign this amendment to the codicil to the Agreement  togethe with the
Government of the United States. The amendment was signed on
20 September 1972 in Washington  and immediately put before the
United States Congress  for ratification.
3. RENEWAL  OF THE MEMBERS  OF THE CONSULTATIVE  COTIIMITTEE OF
THE EURATOM SUPPLY AGENCY
235.  At its 215th session on 20 and 21 November 1972, the Coun-
cil agreed to the proposal  by the Member  States and to the text of a
CouncilDecision  relating to the renewal of the members of the Con-
sultative Committee of the Euratom SupplyAgency.
D - Agreement  between Belglum, the Federal Republlc ol Ger'
miny, ltaly, Luxembourg, Holland, the Furopean Atomlc
Eneigy Gommunlty and the International  Atomlc Agency on
the ippllcation of paragraphs 1 and 4 of artlcle 3 of the
treaty on the non proliferation  of nuclear arms
236.  At its 165th meeting on 20 September 1971, the Council
adopted the Directives to the Commission for negotiations with the
lnternational Atomic Energy Agency for an inspection agreement. At
the end of August 1972, the commission  placed the draft agreement
and the protoiol resulting from the negotiations  undertaken by the
Commission on the basis of these Directives  before the Council.  After
examining this draft agreement  and the protocol, agreement was reached
within the Council on certain amendments to be made to a small
number of Articles in this draft agreement. The IEAA approved these
amendments, and so the Council adopted by written procedure the
draft agreement and amended protocol on 18 October 1972 afler
consultition with the Member Countries of the European  Communities.
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A - Scientific and tec*rnical research
1. DEVELOPMENT OF A JOINT POLICY WITHIN  THE COMMUNITY
2g7 .  Ontheeve of itsenlargement, the commission considered tha
it had become necessary to esiablish in general terms a joint research
and development policy which would meet the needs of the whole
community and to'establish  the way in which joint and national initia-
tives should be linked so as to make the best use possible of the scien-
iific, technical and industrial potential of the Community.  To this end
the 
'Commission, 
in a letter dated 14 June 1972, sent a communication
to the Council on the objectives and means for a joint scientific  research
and technical development policy. This communication was chiefly
made up of a draft Council Resolution concerning  the drawing u.p and
execution of such a joint policy, on the allocation of community re-
sources to this type oi activity,  and on the establishment of the organiz-
ations necessary to ensure the planning and execution of joint and
Community  iniiiatives and the initiation of certain concrete actions
from 1973 onwards.Appendices  l,lland lllof thisdraft Resolution  define
respectivelythe  role inA tfre functions with which the JRC would be
charged, a programme of research to be undertaken from 1973 in the
envifinmentallielO and a programme of research and pilot investi-
gationstobeundertakenfrom 1973 in the field of materials. Duting its
ireeting on 24 July 1 972 the Permanent  Representatives.Committee
instituted  its first exchange of opinions on this communication  and
found it expedient  to request an ad hoc working party composed  of
representatives of the Member States responsible for research in their
country to begin as soon as possible,  and with the participation_ of the
prospective  Mlmber States, on an examination  of this communication
from the Commission.
CHAPTER V
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Permanent  Representatives  Committee on 30 November 1972 and
submitted to it a revised draft Resolution.  The delegations were not
able, however, to take up a definitive  position on this question.
While drawing up the report, the ad hoc working party had taken
account of the desire expressed by the Heads of State or Government
in the final Statement  after the Paris Summit Conference that a new
impetus should be given to Community efforts in the field of science
and technology. This Statement provides, in particular:
'7. lt is important to define the objectives and to ensure the devel-
opment of a joint policy in the field of science and technology.
This policy implies the coordination within the Community insti-
tutions of national policies and the joint execution of initiatives
in the Community  interest. To this end, a programme of initiatives
along with a detailed timetable for the execution  of these initiatives
and appropriate means should be arrived at by the Community
institutions  before 1 January 1974.'
'1 5. . . . . . . in order to achieve the tasks set out in the various pro-
grammes  of initiative, it is clear that use should be made as widely
as possible of all the arrangements  allowed for in the Treaties
including Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.'
At its meeting of 1 December  1972, the Permanent  Represen-
tatives Committee,  having noted the wish of the Commission  to see
the communication from the Commission dealt with by the Council
towards the end of January or the beginning of February 1g73,
agreed to undertake  the examination of the ad hoc working  party
report as soon as possible.
2. FINANCIAL AID TO TECHNICAL  RESEARCH IN THE COAL INDUSTRY
239.  Continuing its constant  efforts to improve and modify
production methods, valorization methods and methods for the
utilization of coal in the Community  coal industry in order to safeguard
and improve the competitiveness of the coal industry on the inter-
national market, the Commission  has applied itself, as it is obliged to
under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, to encourage technical and
economic research into the production and growth in consumption
of coal as well as industrial safety in this industry by organizing the
appropriate  contacts between the research organizations  in this field.
To this end, it has requested in a letter dated 21 February 1972, in
accordance with Article 55, paragraph 2, subparagraph (c) of the
ECSC Treaty, assent from the Council to enable it to allot funds
-120-derived from the levies provided for in Article 50 of the Treaty to
financial aid to research, to meeting the expenses  of the dissemination
of information  arising from this research - 
which the commission
is bound to do in alcordance with Article 55, paragraph 2 of the
Tr"uty - 
as welt as to other costs arising from the projects described
in the table below:
Research  projects
Amount of
aid in U.A.
(incl. costs
of dissemi-
nation of
information
and other
costs)
Area: 'Preparation  work techniques' and 'Operating methods
and cutting'
Conventional gallery excavation processes
Control of firedamp emission
Forecasting and contlol of strains in mineworkings
'General bottom services'
4. Reliability of hoisting cables in high output pits
Area: 'Briquetting  and coking of coal'
5. Tests on new refractory materials in coke ovens aimed at
increasing coking Plant capacity
6. Effect of combined  charging  of dry and preheated coal on the
operation of coking plants and on coke quality
Area; 'New chemical  and physical processes'
1.
2.
3.
7.
8.
48 000
559 083
1 200012
226 698
573771
110658
240 003
144 000
82047
Stabilization  of waste Products
New processes  for the production of- industrial chemical
compounds  from by-products resulting fiom new coking
processes
9. New products obtained from the fermentation of coking by-
products
Total 3184272
240.  The commission,  in collaboration  with the coal Research
committee  which is composed of representatives from the coal
producers,  from coal research institutes, from universities and from
bommunity syndicates,  selected  these I projects from 17 for which
a request for aid was received. Thus, the Commission has taken account
-121 -of the need to concentrate Community financial efforts on certain
priorities in the research field which measure up best to the criteria
established in the medium-term  aid programme for technical research
in the coal industry (1970-1974) drawn up by the services of the
Commission  in collaboration with the Coal Research Committee  and
sent for information to the Council on 27 June 1 972.1 At its 194th
meeting on 24 and 25 April 1972, the Council gave its assent as
requested.
3. EUROPEAN  COOPERATTON IN THE FIELD OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECH.
NtcAL  RESEARCH  (COST)
241.  Within the framework of this cooperation  between 19
European  countries, the Council authorized the Commission at its
meeting on 22 and 23 November 1971 to sign three cooperation
Agreements  in the name of the Community with the reservation that
the formalities  required by virtue of the articles in the Treaties be
completed in order that these Agreements could be put into effect.
The first agreement, signed by the Commission in the name of the
ECSC deals with the establishment of a European  information network
(5 years - 
estimated  cost 4.95 million U.A.). On 25 Aprit 1972 the
Council decided on a research programme designed to allow the
Community to participate  in this initiative. The second Agreement,
signed by the Commission in the name of the ECSC, concerns the
operation of a combined European initiative in the field of materials
for gasturbines (3 years -  total estimated  cost 7.47 million U.A.).
The third Agreement, signed by the Commission in the name of the
ECSC, deals with the implementation of a European initiative in the
field of health hazards on the topic 'Research into the physico-
chemical behaviour of sulphurous anhydride in the atmosphere'
(4 years - 
total estimated cost 2.06 million U.A.). In the case of the
two latter Agreements, the internal procedures required by the ECSC
Treaty to enable the Community to participate in these initiatives are
under way.
B - Nuclear research
1. LONG-TERM  TRAINING AND RESEARCH  PROGRAMME  FOR THE EURO.
PEAN  COMMUNITIES
242.  The Council received the proposals for a medium-term
research programme from the Commission only on 13 November
'1972 and had therefore not succeeded in examining these proposals
I  OJ No C74 ot 10.7.1972
-122-before the end of the year. As a result of a prolonged exchange of
opinion on these proposals, the Council established during its meeting
on 12 December 1972thatthere were considerable  differences  in the
positions of the various delegations with regard to the various initiatives
proposed by the Commission and to the measures planned by the
bommission for certain large-scale  nuclear power plants. The council
therefore proposed to take time for further consideration  and to
continue its work on this topic at a further meeting arranged for
18 January 1973.
2. RESEARCH AND INVESTMENTS GRANTS FOR 1973
243.  Since the research  plogramme  had not arrived before the
final establishment of the general Community Budgetfor 1973, the
Council  decided at its session of 5 and 6 December  1972 to write
into the section for 'lnvestment and Research  Expenditure' in this
budget only those grants required in 1973 for the execution  of previous
programmes or programmes which had already been completed,l
AnO an amount of 10 million U.A. which would enable the Commission
to meet obligatory  expenses not covered by a Decision on the pro-
gramme from 1 January 1973 and until a new research programme
iras fixed. However,  since it was anxious to respect the principle of
universality of the budget without prejudicing the Decision. which
it would have to take af a later date on the initiatives provided for by
the Commission in its research programme proposals, the Council
also agreed to write into the section for non-allocated provisional
grants-in the general budget, with a deduction of the 10 million U.A.
irentioned above, the provisional grant provided for by the Commission
in its draft Budget foi the execution of these initiatives during 1973.
It was provided that this amount could not, however, be used until
after the Council had agreed on the Euratom programme  and after
consultation with the European Parliament on either a supplementary
budget or a corrective  budget for the distribution of the grants among
the irarious sections and articles relating to research and investment
activities.
3. OUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME
244.  In addition to its Resolution of 30 June 1969 2 aimed at
ensuring that research programmes were properly carried out-and at
proper liaison between programmes  carried out on Community  and
1
2
See 19th Review, paras.367 and 371
See para. 193, 17th Review
-123-national levels, the Council, at its meeting of 20 July 1972, decided
to constitute three new Consultative Committees for the management
of programmes on the following topics: safety in reactors, data-
analysis centres, nuclear measurements and standards.
+ EXTERilAL REI-ATIONS
(a) Continuation  of the DnAGON Agreement
245.  Having directed the Commission in April and September
1972 to negotiate continued Community participation in the high
temperature gas cooled reactor project (DRAGON) from the 31 March
1973, the Council approved  in writing on the 17 November 1g72the
conclusion by the Commission  of a new Agreement  for the continu-
ation of this project for a period of three years, that is from the 1 April
1973 to 31 March 1976, and it amended theDecision on the corre-
sponding  research programme,  bringing the level of expenditure
incurred by the participation of the Community in this project to
10.63 million U.A.The DRAGON project was commenced  at the end
of March 1959 within the framework of the OECD with the partici-
pation of the Community, the United Kingdom, Denmark, Austria,
Sweden and Switzerland.  In accordance with the Treaty of Accession,
the United Kingdom  along with Denmark and lreland will participate
in this project from 1 April 1973 as part of the enlarged Community,
whose contribution to the expenditure  involved in this project  is
fixed at 47.1o/o,43.260/o  being contributed by the UKAEA and the
other 9.64% by Austria, Sweden  and Switzerland.
(b) Relations between  Euratom and the lJnited Kingdom: further
continuation  of the Agreement
246.  The nuclear cooperation Agreement between the European
Atomic Energy Community  and the United Kingdom was due to expire
on3 February 1972. The Council, therefore, approved at its meeting
of 31 January and 1 February 1972,the exchange of letters proposed
by the Commission  providing for a further continuation  without
amendments  of the Agreement for the period 4 February 1g72 to
31 Decembet 1972, the date fixed for the accession of ihe United
Kingdom  to the Communities.
(c) Cooperation with the American Atomic Energy Commission on
Nuclear Documentation
247.  At its meeting of 28 February 1g72, the Council approved,
in the name of Euratom, the conclusion of an Agreement  of nuclear
documentation  exchange  negotiated by the Commission with the
-124-USAEC in accordance  with the Directives given by the Council in
October 1969. ThisAgreement which was for a period of three years
with options on afurtherperiod by jointagreement  of the parties, was
aimed at providing the USAEC with the collaboration  of the Com-
munity in the supply of documentation resulting from Euratom
research programmes and all the nuclear science documentation
produced in the Member States who had expressed  1 or who would
express a demand for it. ln return, the Community  would receive,
in theform of magnetic tapes, all the documentation  published in the
United States, and if possible in those other countries  with which the
USAEC might conclude  agreements for the exchange of documen-
tation.
(d) Relations  between Euratom and the OECD: continuation  of the
Agreement on a computet programme  library
248.  At its meeting on 24 and 25 April 1 972, the Council agreed
to authorize the Commission to extend the Agreement between the
OECD and Euratom on the ENEA computer programme library to
31 December 1972. This Agreement had been signed in 1967 and
had expired on 31 December 1 971 aftet several temporary extensions.
r  Namely, Belgium,  Germany, ltaly, Luxembourg  and Holland'
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NEGOTIATIONS  WITH THE NON.CANDIDATE  COUNTRIES
249.  These negotiations have their origin in the Decision on
general principles  taken at the Hague Conference, at the end of
which a communiqu6  was issued indicating in paragraph 14 that
'after negotiations were opened with the countries applying for
membership, discussions would be held with the other EFTA members
on their position vis-d-vis the Community"  These discussions  began
in November 1970 with a series of meetings at ministerial level with
each of the countries  concerned, followed by exploratory talks led
by the Commission.  As a result of these, the Council authorized  the
Commission in November 1971 to open negotiations, the objective
of which was described as follows: 'to seek solutions  to the problems
created for these countries by the enlargement  of the Community and
thus to cause them to assist the work of constructing  Europe, more
particularly  through the development  of trade and economic relations.'
The intention was essentially to avoid as far as possible the
erection of new barriers to intra-European trade as a result of the
enlargement  of the Community and denunciation  of the Stockholm
ConvLntion by some of the new Member States. The aim was thus
to maintain the free trade achieved through EFTA by extending it to
trade between the Member States of the original Community  and
lreland, on the one hand, and the non-candidates,  on the other hand.
25O.  The negotiations conducted to this end were followed
closely by the Council, which discussed them at most of its meetings
from the beginning of the year up to the end of July' The negotiations
were completed in July with Austria, Finland' lceland,  Portugal,
Sweden and Switzerland.l With each of these countries two
r  Since then Norway has decided not to join the community.  Negotiations have
been opened with this country with a view to an agreement  similar to those
concluded  with the EFTA countries  not applying  for membership.
-127 -Agreements  were negotiated, one of them under Article 113 of the
Treaty of Rome, dealing with EEC products, and the other on
products covered by the Treaty of Paris, this latterAgreement requiring
ratification by the Member States.
On 22 July, the Agreements  negotiated with Austria,l lceland,
Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland together with the additional
Agreements  with Liechtenstein were duly signed at ministerial level
in the same room of the Palais d'Egmont in Brussels,  where the
Treaty of Accession had been signed exactly six months earlier. The
Agreements negotiated with Finland, however, were only initialled,
as the Finnish Government  preferred to defer signature until later.
At its meeting of 19 December 1972, the Council approved the
Regulations concluding  the Agreements between the EEC, on the
one hand, and Austria, lceland, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and
Liechtenstein,  on the other. The instruments notifying completion  of
the procedures required for these same Agreements to come into
effect were exchanged  on 21 December 1972, except for the agree-
ment with lceland, and they thus came into force on 1 January 1973.
As regards the Agreement between the EEC and lceland, the
Council noted that completion  of the procedures  necessary for the
Agreement to take effect could not be notified until lceland had
completed its own conclusion procedure.2
251. Procedure for ratification of the Agreements  negotiated on
ECSC products is currently being followed in the various Member
States. These Agreements will take effect on the first day of the
second month from the date on which the contracting  parties have
notified each other that the procedures  necessary  to this effect have
been completed, the final date for this notification  being 30 November
1973. However, it is proposed  that the parties, by independent and
reciprocal measures,  should implement the first tariff cuts for ECSC
products  on the same date as that scheduled for EEC products (from
1 April 1973), if the ratification procedures are not yet completed  in all
Member States by that date.
252.  Before analysing the content of the Agreements in greater
detail, we shall first give a general outline of them.
ln addition, two interim Agreements  were signed with this country  aimed at
bringing  forward  the introduction of tariff cuts to 1 October 1972, as opposed
to 1 April 1973 in the other Agreements.
This Agreement came into effect on 1 April 1973.
-128-The Agreements  essentially confine themselves to industry
and provide for free movement  of goods for this sector in five years'
time within a free trade area. The Community judged that free trade
in the industrial field (which is, in fact, the very essence of EFTA)
was the only commitment  it could take at this time vrs-d-vis  the non-
candidate countries of EFTA, without endangering  its own operational
independence  and development.  The Community structure is in
effect a single entity founded on common rules, special discipline and
overall objectives; the ultimate Community  aims of economic  inte-
gration cannot be achieved without full participation  in the Com-
munity lnstitutions and adherence to their rules and disciplines, all
elements of which are interdependent.
This explains,  in particular, why the Agreements  do not cover
agriculture. lt is clear that the achievement  of free trade in agricultural
products is only conceivable within the framework of a common
agricultural  policy and that the establishment of a system of preferences
might also create problems for the operation of market organizations
within the Community. However, for reasons which will be explained
later, an agricultural protocol was appended to the Agreements with
lceland and Portugal, whilst a number of independent concessions
were exchanged  alongside the other Agreements.
Nor did the Community think that requests not to restrict the
Agreements  solely to trade in industrial products could be complied
with. Several countries had, in effect, expressed  interest in participating
in a number of Community endeavours, such as the removal of
technical obstacles,  harmonization  of tegislation, industrial policy,
energy policy, and economic and monetary union. The Agreements
do not, however,  preclude the possibility of later expansion  if the two
parties should deem it useful in future to extend them to areas such
as those listed above, as will be seen hereafter (evolutive clause)'
253.  First of all we shall analyse the Agreements with Switzerland,
Sweden, Finland and Austria. To achieve a free trade area in the
industrial sector, the simplest way in which the various tariff operations
to be conducted for the Community in the next few years could be
simplified as far as possible, was clearly to synchronize the transitional
measures  for inclusion in the Agreements with non-candidate  countries
with those laid down in the Acts of Accession.  ln effect, it has proved
possible to do this for the majority of industrial products, which will
thus be subject to a system of tariff cuts similar in duration  and rhythm
to those adopted in relations between the old and new Member
States of the enlarged Community. In concrete  terms this means that
-129-customs duties on most products will be phased out in five stages of
2oo/o each, with the first reduction scheduled for 1 April 1973 and
complete free trade being achieved by 1 July 1977.
254.  lt was not possible, however, to apply this simple scheme
blanket-fashion  to all industrial products. lt has been found necessary
to separate certain particularly sensitive economic sectors from this
general system and apply a system of more gradual tariff cuts to
them. For imperative economic and social reasons, the Community
has been obliged to provide special safeguards for the paper sector
which is going through a phase of restructuring  requiring the following
special measuresl
a) First of all, tariff cuts in this sector will be spread over a period
of 11 years, with complete  free trade from 1 January 1984.
As a result of extending the transitional  period, the United Kingdom,
Denmark and lreland will - 
admittedly to a limited extent and
one made necessary by the risks of deflection of trade - 
introduce
customs duties on trade with their former EFTA partners, thus
departing, in effect, from the principle of maintaining  the free
trade achieved under the Stockholm Convention.  On the other
hand, the consequences of this departure are strongly attenuated
by the fact that these three new Member States are allowed to
fix zero-rated tariff quotas in favour of the EFTA countries.
b) A second precaution taken by the Community is the subjection
of the paper sector to the system of indicative  ceilings'. These
ceilings are set annually on the basis of imports in previous years
assuming, in principle, an annual growth rate of 5%. lmports
below these ceilings, which are valid for the Community  as a
whole, are charged  at the preferential  rate under the schedule of
tax cuts drawn up in the Agreements. lmports in excess of this
ceiling may be charged at the rates of duty applicable to non-
Community  countries,  but this is an optional and not an automatic
procedure and, in any case, the option of charging  the full rate of
CCT on imports from EFTA countries is only open until the end
of the current calendar year. This system of indicative  ceilings' will
cease when complete free trade is achieved on 1 January 1984.
255.  Apart from the paper sector, which undoubtedly  was the
most delicate problem of the negotiations,  the Community considered
that certain adjustments to the general system of tariff cuts were
also indispensable in a number of other sectors, namely, staple fibres,
certain ferro-alloys, certain special steels, tube for ball-races, tubes of
stainless steel, aluminium, lead, zinc and certain rare metals, since the
sensitive nature of all these products will not allow the complete
-  130 -removaf of tariffs on them as from 1 July 1977.Tarift cuts in these
products will be spread over seven years with complete free trade
effective  from 1 January 1980, the cuts being fairly small at the
beginning of this period. These sectors will also be subject to the
system of indicative ceilings' described earlier.
256.  The EFTA countries in turn have devised special systems
for certain products. Those adopted by Austria, Switzerland and
Sweden are as follows. The measures decided upon by Austria  are
identical to those of the Community and cover the same economic
sectors. The Swiss measures are confined to the paper sector and
also reflect to a large extent the measures taken by the Community
in this sector. The Swedish measures provide for a seven-year  period
of tax cuts with the possibility of setting 'indicative ceilings' for a num-
ber of iron and steel products.
257.  The case of Finland merits closer attention' The paper
sector is undeniably  of vital importance for this country since its
economy depends very much on the revenue from forestry products
and their derivatives  which account for some 600/o of Finnish exports
subject to Community  import duties. Nor can one ignore the rather
'precarious state of the Finnish balance of payments and the fact that
the opening of the Finnish market to imports from the Community
undeniably  creates delicate problems for the economy of that country
which is going through a period of restructuring  aimed at greater
diversification  of industry. Because of the system adopted by the
Community  for the paper sector, it is understandable that Finland
should, in turn, have made special provisions for a large number of
products originating in various economic  sectors. These special
provisions include, in particular, adjustments to the period of tariff
cuts which, for one list of products,  are spread over twelve years and,
for a second list, over eight years. In addition, 'indicative ceilings' will
be applied to products covered by these special tariff systems. For a
certain number of products concerned,  however, the restrictive effects
of these various measures on Community exports will be mitigated by
the fixing of reduced tariff quotas.
258.  ln addition to tariff provisions, the Agreements in question
include other provisions essential to the smooth operation of a free-
trade area, in which not only customs duties, but also charges of
equivalent  effect and quantitative restrictions  will be abolished.  These
Agreements thus contain provisions  on competition and dumping,
and safeguard  clauses to ensure harmonious expansion of trade
between the Community and its partners.
- 
131 -As regards the rules of origin, a problem given particular
attention by the Council, a certain number of difficulties had to be
overcome during the negotiations,  as the rules of origin normally
applied by the Gommunity  in its preferential trade relations are different
from those applying within EFTA. The solution finally adopted in the
Agreements  grants preferential  treatment to iroods which have been
substantially transformed within the Community  or in partner countries,
but does not, despite the bilateral nature of each of the Agreements
in question, preclude the possibility of successive transformations in
a number of countries, thereby essentially safeguarding  the traditional
patterns of trade already established in Europe.
259.  The Agreements also provide for the setting up of Joint
Committees to ensure that they function smoothly. Regarding the
field of application of the Agreements, it should again be pointed
out that the free trade areas do not cover simply the industrial sector
in the limited meaning  of Chapters 25 to 99 of the Brussels Nomen-
clature, with the exception of the products in Annex ll to the Treaty
of Rome; they also cover products described as 'transformed agri-
cultural products'.
260.  Finally, mention should be made of the various specia'
provisions  adopted in the Agreements  negotiated by the Community
with Finland, Sweden, Austria and Portugal on iron and steel products
covered by the ECSC Treaty. lt will be recalled that Article 60 ff. of
this Treaty guarantees producers in the Member States fair conditions
of competition  over prices. lt was agreed with the four countries  in
question, which are producers of steel products, that application of
these provisions would be extended to trade within the context of
the free-trade areas to be set up. This solution was not adopted  in
the case of lceland and Switzerland, which are not steel-producing
countries.
261.  The question of agricultural  products posed particularly
delicate problems during the negotiations.  We outlined  earlier the
considerations which argued in favour of excluding  the agricultural
sector from the negotiations.  However, other equally valid reasons
called for a more constructive solution. For trade in agricultural
products, though not forming an overwhelming proportion of the
trade between the Community and the four countries in question, is
nevertheless of some importance. Particularly within Europe, the
Community  undeniably  has a r6le to play as an exporter of agricultural
products. lndeed, for some Member States, these products account
for some 2oo/o ol their total exports.
-132-The solution finally adopted as part of the Agreements  nego-
tiated with Austria, Finland, switzerland and sweden has two aspects.
Firstly, these Agleements  contain general provisions  whereby the
Contiacting  Parties express their willingness, whilst adhering to their
own agricultural  policies, to promote the harmonious expansion of
trade in agricultural products. Secondly, when the Agreements  were
initialled, the delegations exchanged letters on independent conces-
sions which the iontracting parties proposed to apply within the
framework of these Agreements. By this procedure,  the Community
successfully  obtained attractive concessions for some of its agri-
cultural exports, particularly horticultural  ptoducts and wines.
262.  The objective of the Agreements negotiated with Portugal
is the same as that of the Agreements  negotiated  with the other non-
candidates, viz. the gradual  removal of barriers to most forms of trade,
with the aim of est;blishing a free trade area for industrial products.
consequently, the general  pattern of these Agreements with Portugal
is the same is for ihe other Agreements  and many of the provisions
are identical. Because of Portugal's economic structure, however,
which is marked by a tesser degree of development and the con-
siderable  importance of agriculture, particularly in respect of exports,
the results oi negotiations  with this country show a number of special
features, which were the necessary  consequence of the treatment
enjoyed by Portugal within EFTA, i.e. fairly wide-protection  for new
industries in the industrial sector and substantial concessions  for a
certain number of agricultural products.
On the Community side, full exemption for Portuguese indus-
trial products will come into effect on 1 July 1g77,.following  the
geneial system of tariff cuts. The Community_was  obliged, however,
io make iwo exceptions.  The first relates to the papel sector,-as the
special provisions adopted in this sector apply generally to all non-
candidaie  countries,  including Portugal.  However, as that country has
virtually no paper export interests,  it is virtually unaffected The second
exception ii tirat the system of indicative ceilings' will a.pply until
the end of 1979 to certain products, particularly in the textile sector.
The system agreed on for Portugal's imports is, of necessity,
more complex.  A large number of products come under an extended
timetable of tariff cuti which postpones the achievement of complete
free trade for some of them until 1 January 1980, and for others until
1 January 1985. Thus some 50% of all imports of industrial products
from the enlarged Community are subject to these special tariff-
cutting schedules. Portugal will also, on certain conditions  and
within-certain limits, be able to make use of a new industries  clause
-133-allowing tariffs to be raised. Nevertheless.  Portugal may be said to
have made a considerable effort by agreeing to establish complete
free trade by deadlines which are certainly reasonable and by under-
taking to remove virtually all quantitative  restrictions by 1 January
1 980"
In order to take into consideration the system of free trade
already established by EFTA for a number of agricultural  products,
on the one hand, and the fact that some 30% of portuguese  exports
to the Community are agricultural products, on the other, the Com-
munity granted tariff reductions, amounting to between 30 to 100%
of the CCT, on some thirty agricultural  products, on condition that
certain special terms such as reference prices or schedule limitations
were complied with in regard to some of these products. In this
context, three categories of products merit special attention because
of their importance in Portuguese exports: fish conserves, tomato
concentrates  and certain wines.
263. - . The Agreements  negotiated with lceland are also designed
to establish an area of free trade in the industrial sector. However,
lceland's  industry is developing  slowly and the only form of industrial
production likely to be of importance to that country's exports in
future is that of aluminium, which started a few years ago. lmports of
this product into the Community are given special treitmeni, viz. a
seven-year period of tariff cuts and an 'indicative ceiling,.
An Agreement limited to industrial products would have been
virtually meaningless  for lceland. Therefore in order to satisfy that
country's export interests adequatel% it was vital to offer concessions
in the major sector of lcelandic exports, that of fishery products. The
community did in fact grant concessions in this secioi in the form,
in some cases, of an offer of full tariff exemption and, in others, of
a more limited reduction. some of these tariff offers are also conditional
on lceland's respecting minimum prices or reference  prices, particu-
larly in the case of the offer of tariff exemption on deep-frozen fish
fillets. Based on these considerations, balanced Agreements, satis-
factory to both sides, were reached.
The results of the negotiations  will only become  operative,
however, when a solution to the problem of lceland's fishing limits
has been found. In effect, the community is reserving the rig-ht not
to apply the concessions proposed for fishery products,  should a
solution satisfactoryto  the Member states not be iound to the economic
difficulties resulting from the measures adopted by lceland over its
fishing rights.
-134-264.  There remains a final point, viz. the possible subsequent
extension of the special relations thus established  between the
Community and these various countries  to areas which, at this stage,
are not covered by the Agreements. This is provided for by an evolutive
clause adopted  for all the countries concerned,  with the exception of
Finland, since this country did not consider a clause of this kind to be
expedient.  The procedure envisaged for extending the Agreements  in
this way already exists in a sketchy form, in that one Contracting
Party may submit to the other party a reasoned request which may
be examined  by the Joint committee. lt is understood  that the result
of negotiations held as a result of a measure  of this kind will have to
be submitted thereafter for ratification or approval  by the contracting
Parties in accordance with their normal procedures.
- 
135 -CHAPTER  VII
EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
A - The Declslons reacfied at the Summlt Conference
265.  At the Conference of the Heads of State and Government  in
Paris on 19-21 October  1972 some important Decisions  were reached
in the field of external relations. These were as follows:
External Relations
10. The Heads of State and Government affirm that their work
towards  building the Community  cannot be completely mean-
ingful unless the Member  States act together in facing Europe's
growing responsibilities  in the world'
11. The Heads of State and Government are convinced  that the
Community ought, without prejudice to the advantages enjoyed
by countries with which it has special relations, to be still more
attentive than in the past to the needs of the developing  countries
as a whole.
In view of this, it attaches great importance to the policy of
association as set out in the Treaty of Accession as well as to
the carrying out of its commitments to the Mediterranean
countries,  with which Agreements have been or are to be reached.
These Agreements  will have to be approached as a whole and
with impartiality.
In the same sphere, and bearing in mind the results of the
UNCTAD Conference, the Community's Institutions  and the
Member States are requested, in accordance with the United
-137 -Nations development policies, to bring about the gradual
achievement of an overall policy for cooperation  development
on a world wide scale. This will consist of the following:
(a) the promotion, where necessary, of agreements  relating to
the basic products of the developing countries for the
purpose of stabilizing markets and increasing their exports;
(b) the improvement of general preferences for the purpose of
bringing about a steady increase in the imports of manu-
factured goods from the developing countries. The Institutions
of the Community will, at the start of 1973, examine the
conditions  necessary  for achieving a substantial increase  in
such imports;
(c) an increase in public financial aid;
(d) the improvement  of the financial conditions governing these
aids, which will benefit mainly the least favoured developing
countries, in accordance  with the recommendations of the
development  aid Committee  of the OECD.
These matters will be examined  and decisions will be taken on
them during 1973.
12. With regard to the industrialized countries, the Community  wishes
to ensure the harmonious development of world trade and is
determined:
(a) to contribute, whilst respecting  Community patrimony,  to
the gradual liberalization of international trade by means of
measures  which are based on mutual agreement and which
relate both to tariff and other barriers;
(b) to maintain a constructive dialogue with the United States
of America, Japan, Canada, and the other industrialized
trading partners. A spirit of openness should be maintained
and the most appropriate  means for achieving  this should be
used.
ln this connection the Community attaches great importance to
the multilateral negotiations to be carried out as part of GATT.
It will participate in these in accordance with its Declaration  made
earlier.
For this purpose the Institutions of the Community are requested
to make their overall position known by 1 July 1973 at the
latest.
-  138 -The Community  hopes that the partners  will all strive to complete
the negotiations by 1975.
It affirms its wish for the developing countries to participate
fully in preparing  for and in participating  in these negotiations,
in which attention should be paid to these countries' interests.
Moreover, in view of the Agreements reached with the EFTA
countries which have not joined the EEC, the Community  is
willing to help Norway seek a rapid solution to the trading
problems which it faces in its relations  with the enlarged  Com-
munity.
13. The Community,  desirous of fostering the d6tente in Europe,
reaffirms its wish to pursue a common trade policy with the
eastern countries from 1 January 1973. The Member  States are
resolved to promote a cooperation policy based on mutual
agreement.
This cooperation policy has, at present, considerable bearing
on the preparations  for and to the actual taking place of the
European Conference on security and cooperation,  a field in
which the Community and the Member States are called upon
to make a concerted and constructive contribution.
Political Cooperation
14. The Heads of State and Government felt that political cooperation
between the Member States in the field of foreign policy had
begun satisfactorily and should be improved still further. They
agreed that consultation would be intensified at all levels, and
that in particular the Ministers for Foreign Affairs would in future
meet four times instead of twice a year.
They thought that the purpose of such cooperation was to deal
. with matters of present-day concern and, as far as possible, to
define common medium- and long-term positions,  bearing in
mind, among other things, the implications and effects which the
Community policies now being prepared could have in the field
of international  politics. Close contact will be maintained with
the Community  lnstitutions in matters affecting Community
activities. They agreed that the Ministers for Foreign  Affairs
would, between now and 30 June 1973, draw up a second
report on means of improving political cooperation, as had been
suggested in the Luxembourg report.'
-139 -B - Bilateral and multilateral relatlons
1. GATT. -  EXAIIIINATION OF THE ACCESSION TREATY AND RENEGOT-
IATION UNDER ARTICLE XXIV OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENT
266.  On being signed on 22 January 1972,the Accession  Treaty
and all related  texts were duly communicated to GAfi in accordance
with the terms of Article XXIV of the General  Agreement.  lmmediately
afterwards, the GAfi Council set up a Working Party to examine the
Treaty in the light of the terms of the General Agreement,  particularly
Article XXIV, paragraph 5 (a). The Community has naturally  followed
this work very closely and the Council set up an ad doc Group of
Representatives of the Six and the acceding  States to examine all
questions relating to this work and to give guidelines  on what position
the Community Representatives  shoutd take with regard to it. The
Council itself often had to take a stand on important questions con-
cerning the Community's position on observations  and criticisms
expressed by other GATT Member States on the consequences  they
felt the enlargement  of the Community would have on their exports
to the nine Member States, particularly in the agricultural sector.
Though the Group continued its work throughout  1972, it was
not possible to arrive at results acceptable to all the participating
countries. Towards the end of 1972 the work of GATT dealt increas-
ingly with questions concerning  renegotiation  under Article XXIV/6
of the General Agreement.  At its session of 19 December  1972,the
Council of Ministers  was thus forced to adopt Directives allowing  the
Commission to officially undertake such renegotiations  at a date
agreed upon by the various GATT Member  States, viz. the beginning
of January 1973.
2. YUGOSLAVIA
267.  The Joint Committee provided for in Article 7 of the Trade
Agreement between the Community  and Yugoslavia  ratified on 1 May
1970, met on 10 and 11 April 1972in Brussels. Atthis meeting, the
Yugoslav delegation  referred to Protocol No 1 in the Trade Agreement
- 
which provides for a phased reduction in levieson importsof full-
grown cattle and of beef from Yugoslavia in the third year of the
Agreement's  application - 
and asked for the status quo to be main-
tained for Yugoslavia during the Agreement's third year of application.
As a result of this request, in July 1973 the Council, following a
proposal by the Commission,  adopted a Regulation providing  for an
independent  extension throughout  the remainder of the Agreement's
-140-application,  i.e. until 30 April 1973, of the import system instituted
in the second year of the Agreement to cover imports of full grown
cattle and beef from Yugoslavia. Moreover, on various occasions,
particularly in memoranda dated 9 November 1971, and 1 March
1972, the Yugoslav Government  drew the Council's attention to the
fact that the Trade Agreement between the Community  and Yugoslavia
was due to expire on 30 April 1973 and stressed the necessity  of
beginning work in 1972 on negotiations for the conclusion of a new
agreement. As a result, the Council agreed in principle at its session
of 5 and 6 June 1972thatthe time was ripe for conducting exploratory
talks on the new agreement to be negotiated with Yugoslavia and
requested the Commission to enter into contact with the Yugoslav
Government before such talks were held in order to obtain information
on the various questions brought up in the above memoranda. This
information was provided by Yugoslavia  in a document dated 14 July
1972, and as a result in October of the same year the Commission was
authorized to hold exploratory  talks with Yugoslavia.
3. INDIA
268.  The Indian Government  had frequently asked the Com-
munity to commence  negotiations with a view to concluding  a
comprehensive trade agreement.  Finally, in September  1970 the
Indian Government  issued a note asking for negotiations  to be under-
taken without further delay with a view to concluding a trade coop-
eration agreement. At this point, it should be mentioned that in the
course oi negotiations  on the enlargement of the Community, the
importance of relations between the enlarged Community  and the
Commonwealth countries, particularly  India, had been raised and a
declaration of intent concerning  relations with these countries  had
been appended to the Accession Treaty. After concluding negotiations
for accession,  in July 1972 the Commission,  with special reference
to this declaration of intent, made a recommendation  to the Council
concerning  the opening of negotiations  with India for a trade cooper-
ation agreement. At its session of 4 and 5 September 1972, the
Council  agreed in principle to opening negotiations with India and
agreed to take a final decision on opening negotiations  once the
necessary  directives had been laid down'
4' DIALOGUE  BETWEEN THE EEC AND LATIN AMERICA
269.  The Council continued to deal with the problem of relations
between the Community  and the South American  countries  under the
-141-terms of the dialogue procedure with these countries adopted on
18 June 1971. Thus, on 11 December 1972, a third meeting was
held at ambassador level between the representatives  of the South
American countries and those of the Member  States of the Com-
mission of the European  Communities. Many specific problems
concerning  international  economic relations  were discussed at the
meeting as well as some matters of particular  concern to bilateral
relations between  these two groups of countries.  The most important
results of this meeting were as follows: firstly, the formation of a joint
group of trade policy experts which was given the task of presenting
a report at the fourth meeting on questions relating to the technical
functioning of general  preferences and to instituting and reciprocally
expanding  trade and, secondly, the creation of a joint EEC-Latin
American Committee with a view to attaining the objectives of the
dialogue between  the Community and the South American countries
concerning regional integration questions of common interest to
both groups.
5. ARGENTINA
270.  The first meeting of the Joint Committee provided for in
Articfe 5 of the Trade Agreement concluded  on 8 November 1971
between the Community  and the Republic of Argentina was held
on 31 January 1972. At this meeting the parties outlined various
aspects of their current economic activities and stated how these
were likely to evolve in the future. Several matters were discussed,
including the possibility of importing  frozen beef and veal into the
Community in 1972, the gradual elimination  of deposits required by
Argentina for imports from that country, shipping probtems, and
questions relating to the terms of administrative cooperation  under
Article 4 of the Trade Agreement  on agricultural cooperation.
6. URUGUAY
271.  In April 1970, Uruguay asked for negotiations  to be opened
with a view to concluding a trade agreement  with the Community.
After holding exploratory talks with Uruguay, the Commission duly
submitted on 27 October 1971 a Recommendation to the Council
calling for negotiations to be opened. At its session of 31 January
1972, the Council authorized the Commission  to open negotiations.
These started on 25 April 1972 and continued throughout the year.
-142-7. BRAZIL
272.  On 2 June 1971, the Brazilian  Government askedfor  negotia-
tions to be opened with a view to concluding  a trade agreement with
the Community. Following exploratory talks with Brazil, on 27 July
1972 the Commission submitted  a Recommendation  to the Council
calling for negotiations to be opened. At its session of 4 December
1972, the Council agreed in principle to the opening of trade nego-
tiations with Brazil and undertook to make a final decision on the
matter once the necessary guidelines for negotiations had been
established.
8. JAPAN
273.  Though negotiations with Japan were opened in 1970 with
a view to concluding  a trade agleement, no further meeting between
the two delegations  took place during the period under review.
However, the question of trade development between the Com-
munity and Japan led to numerous contacts  being made between
EEC and Japanese  representatives. The Special Committee provided
for in Article 113 also examined the situation on many occasions.
By 1972, as a result of these contacts  and discussions it became
clear that as far as comprehensive  trade negotiations  were concerned,
it was not possible  at this stage to make any progress in arriving at
bilateral solutions to problems arising in connection with trade
relations  between the Community and Japan.
9. SPECIAL MEASURES CONCERNING TRADE POLICY
(Textiles)
(a) Yugoslavia
274.  lt should be mentioned  here that the offer made by the
Community to UNCTAD  (United Nations Conference  on Trade and
Development)  providing for general preferences for cotton textile
products covered by the Long-Term  Arrangement on international
irade in cotton textiles (LTA) could be extended beyond the LTA
signatory  countries to non-signatory countries  on condition that these
mide undertakings  with the Community similar to those provided by
the Arrangement. On the basis of this offer, Yugoslavia - 
not an
LTA signatory - 
requested the Community to open negotiations on
an agreement for trade in cotton products with a view to benefiting
from the Community's  general  preferences.  The Council examined
this request on the basis of a Commission recommendation and in
-143-June 1972 arfived at a decision  concerning the opening of nego-
tiations. The decision included directives enabling the Commission
to open negotiations in July 1972; these continued throughout the
second half of the year.
(b) Jute and coir products
275.  As the trade agreements  on jute and coir products concluded
by the Community in 1970 with India and Pakistan respective  were
due to expire at the end of 1972, the two countries concerned, i.e.
India and Bangladesh (the latter having accepted the rights and
obligations contained in the EEC-Pakistan Agreement) requested that
new agreements be negotiated, if possible with more substantial
concessions  on the part of the Community. The Council examined
these requests on the basis of a Commission  recommendation  and at
the end of December 1972 arrived at a decision allowing  such nego-
tiations to be opened and laying down the necessary directives.
(c) LTA and GATT work on a new multilateral arrangement
276.  As the Long-Term Arrangement on cotton textiles was to
expire on 30 September 1973 and owing to the fact that the state of
international  trade in cotton textile products - 
not to speak of wool
and synthetic and artificial fibres - 
was considered to be unsatis-
factory by a large number of countries, at the beginning of 1972 the
contracting countries in GATT started to study the possibility of
replacing the LTA on its expiry with a multilateral  system for the
entire textile sector. To this end, the GATT Council set up a working
party in June 1 972 to make a factual study of the economic,  technical
and social factors affecting world textile trade.
The Community  made an active contribution to the work of
GATT in this area, and at the end of December 1972 a lengthy report
was presented to the GATT Council. The contributions  made bv the
Community  representatives  were prepared and the guidelines  were
laid down by the Council bodies, particularly by an ad hoc group in
whose work representatives of the acceding countries took part
during the second half of the year. lt was to be expected that internal
work in this area undertaken at the Community  level would not simply
deal with preparations  for GATT meetings but would also provide
for more extensive examination of trade policy in the textile sector
including the difficulties involved in progressively  standardizing the
import systems  employed  by the Member  States in this sector.
-144-C - Community  relatlons wlth the developlng countrles
1. THE UNITED  NATIONS  CONFERENCE  ON TRADE AND DEVELOPIIEI{T
(uNcrAD),  SANTIAGO,  CHILE
277.  ln 1972 the most important event for relations  between
the developing countries and the industrialized  countries was the
third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-
opment held in Santiago, Chile, from 13 April to 21 May 1972.
Although  this session of the Conference, in which all United Nations
members were represented, was conducted along lines similar to
those of the two previous sessions (1964 in Geneva and 1966 in
New Delhi), it may nevertheless be considered  as a particularly
important step in the development  of relations  between industrialized
and developing countries; indeed, discussions  between the interested
parties went much further than they had in the past, not only between
rich and poor countries but within the various geographical groups.
Another important result of this meeting was that it showed that
UNCTAD could be used to implement development policy.
278.  ln considering the results of the Conference,  it is importan
to remember that it was faced with a sizeable cleavage between the
ctaims of the developing countries included in the 'Lima Declaration'
and the concessions which the industrialized  countries  were in a
position to grant. lt must also be remembered that the 'Lima Dec-
laration' - 
even more so than the Algiers Charter which was drawn
up for the second UNCTAD meeting - 
had to take account of the
varied, if not divergent, interests of almost 100 developing countries
and that, as an expression of compromise between these interests, it
consisted too often of no more than a compilation of the requests  made
by these countries.  The fact that the Conference  recognized  a group
of 25 developing countries as being 'the least advanced' and that it
adopted a number of resolutions providing for special measures in
their favour, may be considered as an important step in relations
between the developing countries and may well constitute a useful
guideline  for the aid policies of the industrialized  countries'
The Conference adopted  some 50 resolutions  (either unani-
mously or by majority vote). These may be thought of as constituting
a working plan for development aid. Of course not all these reso-
lutions were of equal significance. Some of the most important were
the 1973 multilateral trade negotiations on GATT, the international
monetary situation and the problem of access to price policy markets
for basic commodities.
-145-279.  The 'Community, which has observer status at UNCTAD,
was represented by a large delegation at the Santiago session and
took an active part in all the work of the conference.  On the basis of
documentation  prepared by the Commission, the Council (latterly
at its session  of 21 March 1972) and its advisory bodies spent a great
deal of time and effort in preparing for the conference particularly
with regard to the complex problem of trade with developing  countries.
In Santiago itself, the representatives of the Member States and the
acceding States ensured close and continuous coordination on all
questions  concerning Community interests. Furthermore, meetings
and consultations were held with the representatives  of the African
and Malagasy  States associated with the Community.
2. THE SUMIIIT  CONFERENCE  AND COOPERATION IN DEVELOPMENT
280.  The problems of relations between the Community and the
developing countries were devoted much attention in 1972. Suffice
it to mention the final statement of the Paris Summit Conference which
affirmed the Community's wish to 'respond even more than in the
past to the expectations of all the developing countries without
detracting from the advantages  enjoyed by countries with which it
has special relations'.  Taking account of the results of the UNCTAD
conference  and of the development strategy adopted by the United
Nations, the Institutions  of the Community and its Member States
were invited to implement progressively an overall policy of co-
operation in development on a world-wide scale. The guidelines
established  by the Summit Conference for basic questions on devel-
opment were to be the subject of studies and decisions in 1973.
On 26 September 1972, the Council had thorough  discussions
on the Community's future policy for cooperating in development.
The debate, in which Ministers responsible  for questions of cooperation
in development took part, was based on the Commission's 'mem-
orandum  on a Community policy for cooperation in development' as
well as on corresponding  memoranda from the MemberStates.  At the
end of discussions,  the Council  gave the Committee of Permanent
Representatives  the task of defining the mandate and membership of
the working party responsible for assisting it in problems of develop-
ment aid. lt should be noted that the Working Party'Cooperation  in
Development'started its work in autumn 1972.
3, GENERAL PREFERENCES  IN FAVOUR OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
281.  At its session of 19 December  1972, the Council  adopted
a series of Regulations  and Decisions on how general  Community
- 
146 -tariff preferences were to be applied in 1973 to benefit manufactured
and semi-finished products from the developing countries. These
Regulations and Decisions, adopted on the basis of proposals and draft
Decisions submitted to the Council by the Commission, led to certain
amendments being made to the texts previously  adopted by the
Council relating to the application of preferences  from 1 July 1971 to
31 December 1972. Apart from enlarging the volume of trade able
to benefit from the preferences and without prejudice to the inclusion
of the new beneficiary  countries mentioned below, the terms for
1973 - 
as far as the original six Community  countries were con-
cerned - 
remained  very much the same as those applied in 1972.
The new Member States were to apply their own system of generalized
preferences until 30 December 1973, as provided for in the Treaty of
Accession.
282.  The question of including  new States in the list of countries
benefiting from the Community's general tariff preferences was
examined by the Council in 1972 on the basis of documents  presented
by the Commission. As its sessions of 5/6 and 26/27 June 1972 the
Council expressed  its agreement on extending  preferences  to a number
of countries which had been admitted to the UNCTAD Group of '77'
(Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cuba, Fiji), as well as some countries in the
same category  as those in the Group ot'77' (Oman, Nauru, Western
Samoa, Tonga). As to the requests  made by a number of Mediter-
ranean countries  and Rumania for general preferences  to be extended
in their favour, the Council  agreed to examine the matter at a later
stage.
4. MULTILATERAL  AGREEI'ENTS ON BASIC  PRODUCTS
283.  A negotiatory conference took place in March and in
September-October 1972 under the auspices of UNCTAD in order
to arrive at an international  agreement on cocoa with a view to
stabilizing trade in this commodity. The conference followed on from
a series of vain attempts to arrive at a cocoa agreement between  the
consumer and producer countries of which the most important  are
Ghana, Nigeria, the lvory Coast, Brazil and Cameroon.  The text of
the agreement adopted by the conference provided for the following
methods to be used to stabilize the market: adjustments in export
quotas for producer countries combined with the use of a regulator
stock based on the fluctuation of prices on the world market in relation
to a scale of prices fixed by the agreement (a minimum price of
23 US. cents per pound and a maximum price of 32 US cents per
pound).
-147-284.  With particular regard to the participation of international
organizations such as the European Economic  Community in the
agreement,  and following  a proposal bythe Community, the conference
adopted special terms according to which any reference in the text
of the agreement to a 'Government invited to the United Nations'
Conference  on Cocoa, 1972', can apply to any inter-governmenta!
organization able to negotiate, conclude  and apply international
agreements, particularly those on basic products; such inter-govern-
mental organizations  would not be able to vote but in the event of
questions involving their competence being put to vote, would be
authorized  to dispose of the votes of their Member States and cast
them en bloc; in such cases, the Member States of these organizations
would not be authorized to exercise  their individual voting right.
285.  The international  agreement  on cocoa was open for signature
between 15 November  1972 until 15 January 1973 inclusive; it was
expected to come into effect on 30 April 1973 after being ratified by
the signatory governments.
5. FOOD  AID
286.  With reference to undertakings  within the framework of the
agresment on food aid, the period under review was characterized
on the one hand by a great deal of work aimed at defining the terms
of application at Community level of the 1971 agreement and, on the
other, by normal activities relating to aid programmes.
287.  The second agreement  on food aid which was finalized  at
the United Nations' Conference  on grain at the beginning ol 1971
included undertakings  for supplies  over a period of three years. With
a view to implementing  the undertakings  specified in this agreement,
the Council  worked towards introducing a new internal system for
covering aid operations.
Aiming for greater efficiency, the Council, at its session of
28 February  1972, taking account of the relevant proposals of tho
Commission, recognized  this was an opportunity for increasing the
amount of Community  action in relation to the total number of undsr-
takings under the agreement as well as ensuring closer coordination
in national action carried out bilaterally by the Member States. The
Council thus fixed the Community's  share of aid at 40% for the
financial year 1971/72.  Moreover, for the same period the quantity
of cereals to be granted to developing  countries through the WFP
(World Food Programme) as Community  aid was set at 15 000 tonnes.
-148-The Council also spoke of the opportunity of strengthening  the
control of operations so as to allow the Community to ensure in a
more concrete way than in the past that aid was carried out in accord-
ance with the desired objectives. Furthetmore,  it made arrangements
concerning the way in which administrative plans were to be drawn
up, the objective of Community aid action, responsibility for trans-
portation costs and urgent Community action.
Later at the May and August 1972 sessions, the Council  laid
down new criteria for the movement  of cereals and rules stating how
the Community was to cover expenses involved in applying the food
aid agreement.  The Community's  'own resources  programme' made
these particularly necessary.
288.  In carrying out undertakings included in the first agreement
in 1967, the Council concluded many supply agleements with the
developing countries and with intbtnational  bodies operating  in
favour of such countries. In particular, these included  Afghanistan,
Algeria, Egypt and Syria, the International Conmittee  of the Red
Cr6ss (ICRC) and the World Food Ptogramme (WF!). Moieover, the
Council established an implementation  plan for 1971/1972 relating
to the distribution of aid between the various countries  and requesting
bodies. Under this plan, aid for some 35 countries and organizations
was provided either on an national or Community basis, Community
assisiance covering 23 of these countries and bodies. Under this plan
the Council atso ioncluded supply agreements with Dahomey and
Bangladesh. lndeed, the Council paid special attention to Bangladesh
beciuse of the extremley dramatic situation of the country at the time.
289.  As for food aid in commodities other than cereals granted
by the community outside any international undertaking,  the council
decided on two proglammes covering  dairy produce. The first, adopted
on 2 August 1972, provided for 13 000 tonnes of butter oil under the
World Food Programme(WFP)and2000 tonnesof the same commodity
under the United Nations Relief and WorksAgency(UNFWA)  to be
supplied to Palestine refugees.  The second adopted, on 19 December
1972, provided  for a total quantity of 60 000 tonnes of powdered  skim
milk to be altocated  to the following developing countries and inter-
national bodies: Bangladesh, Jordan, Lebanon,  Egypt, Ruanda,  WFA,
ICRC, and UNRWA. In addition, at its session of 26 May 1972, the
Council agreed to conclude a supply contract with the WFA for 500
tonnes of egg powder. Finally, on 18 December 1972, the Council
concluded an agreement with UNRWA for a three-year  assistance
programme to refugees in the Middle East countries' This programme
-149-covered the supply of various food products for distribution to needy
populations  (6 150 tonnes of white sugar, 4 636 tonnes of wheat,
309 tonnes of rice and 1 1 00 tonnes of powdered skim milk), and on
the other, a contribution of 1 610 000 U.A. in cash to cover distribution
costs, the construction  of distribution centres and the purchase of
other food products such as tomato concentrate, corned beef, dried
vegetables and fresh produce.
D - Regulations concerning Gommunity trade policy
Harmonization  of trade policies
290.  During the period under review, the Council under the terms
of existing regulations, adopted a number of regulations and decisions
which either added to existing regulations  on trade policy or governed
the application of such regulations.  Thus, at the contract policy level,
the Council on various occasions  authorized  the extension of certain
trade agreements concluded between Member States and third coun-
tries. Similarly it authorized  several Member States to negotiate trade
protocols for 1973 with the Eastern countries within the framework of
long-term agreements concluded with these countries in accordance
with the transitional terms of the Council's decision of 16 December
1969 on the standardization of trade agreement between Member
States and third countries and on the negotiation of Community  agree-
ments.
291.  As for independent policies, the Council enacted a series
of regulations extending the field of application of regulations  covering
the establishment of a common system for Community  imports. Finally
by applying the programme of transitional  measures for the progressive
standardization  of trade relations between Member States and state
countries  established in July 1971, the Council, at its session of
19 December  1972, made a decision laying down a precise consultation
procedure for measures  taken by Member States to amend their own
import plans.l
1 Decision of 10 December 1972, OJ No L 299 (31 December 1972).
_ 150 _RELATIONS  WITH THE COUNTRIES  OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN  BASIN
A - The global solutlon In relatlons between the Gommunity  and
the cbuntries of the Mediterranean basin
2g2.  The enlargement of the Community  raised the problem of
acceptance by the new Member States of the Agreements concluded
by the community  with various countries in the Mediterranean  basin.
The principle  and ierms of application of these Agreements to the new
members  were laid down in Article 108 of the Treaty of Accession.  In
accordance with the responsibilities  delegated to it as part of the
conference  of Accession, the commission  contacted the candidate
countries  and co-contracting  non-Community  countries in 1971 with
a view to drawing up a list of tfre problems  involved. lt subsequently
submitted to the council a report, later supplemented by proposals,
suggesting that the community should not confine itself simply to
speJifying transitional  measures and adjustments  to enable the new
Member states to accept the Agreements, but should furthermore
undertake to adapt the substance of those Agreements  as a result of
the enlargement  of the Community. lt had become apparent to the
commission that tlhe accession of the three new Member states was
such that it would, to a varying extent depending  on the circumstances,
alter the balance of the Agreements  concluded by the original com-
munity.
293.  On 20/21 March 1972, the Council thus called on the Per-
manent Representatives  Committee to continue examination of this
question,  taking into consideration not only the transitional measures
and adjustmenis of a technical nature, but also the adjustments of
economic significance which might prove necessary,taking into account
the Commisiion's  proposals thereon.  Since, in the Council's view, the
CHAPTER  VIII
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151 -basic substance  and structure of the existing Agreements  could not
be tampered with, the planned adjustment was designed to resolve
selectively and pragmatically  a number  of difficulties which the enlarge-
ment of the European Communites was likely to raise for countries
with which preferentialtrade links had been established.
294.  Work conducted on the basis of these directives gradually
revealed how difficult it was to operate on a case-by-case basis and
the need to work towards an overall view of Community  relations with
the various countries  of the Mediterranean  basin. The problems posed
by enlargement of the Community, principally in the agricultural
sector, would require an overall appraisal of possible concessions and
harmonization of the machinery  necessary to protect Community
producers against possible market disturbances. In addition, the fact
that some of the Agreements (Morocco,  Tunisia, Spain, lsrael) were
shortly due to move into their second stage or be renegotiated on
broader bases naturally led, on the one hand, to consideration  of
possible solutions to the difficulties of enlargement within this far
wider context, which also enabled a better equilibrium to be sought
and, on the other, to reflection  on the kind of relations the Community
proposed to maintain in future with the countries of the Mediterranean
basin,
This approach was in the last analysis and no doubt over-
whelmingly  dictated by political considerations: over the years and
through a varied assortment of Agreements, the Community had
gradually conducted  a balanced campaign in the Mediterranean region
based on the desire to contribute to its economic and social develop-
ment and designed to help stability in this sensitive area of the world.
It was clearly important, with enlargement of the Community  imminent
to consider the expediency of harmonising  these various Agreements'
or at least grouping them in an overall perspective,  and to consider
stepping up Community  activities in the area. This explains why, after
the Council meeting of 5/6 June had confirmed the impossibilig of
reaching satisfactory solutions by the case- by-case method, the Coun-
cif caf led upon the Commission on 26 and 27 June to submit to it, be-
fore the October session, concrete  proposals for a global approach to
the Community's  entire relations with the various Mediterranean
countries, taking into account the problems  created by the new
Member States' acceptance from 1 January 1973 of the Agreements
previously concluded  by the Community. This communication  was
submitted at the Council meeting of 9/10 October.
295.  The Conference of Heads of State and Government  in Paris
on 19 and 21 October 1972 tormally reiterated the objective of a
-152-global and balanced solution by the Community to relations with the
Mediterranean  basin, thus restating the political importance of this
objective  as part of the Community's  external relations.l
On 6 and 7 November 1972 the Council, in implementation
of this decision by the Summit, discussed  the general and political
problems  of the global solution in detail together with the candidate
countries and subsequently examined  the principal questions which
implementation of this solution raised. As a result of these discussions
a number of working hypotheses were retained, notably in respect of
those countries to which, if they wished, the global solution would
apply, the possible content of the Agteements from the trade point
of view (sections on industry  and agriculture,  reciprocal concessions),
the inclusion of a cooperation  section in the Agreements and the
timetable for negotiations. At the same time the Council called on
the Commission  to put before it concrete proposals  based on these
working hypotheses. As a result the Commission submitted  a com-
munication  to the Council,  at the beginning of December,  on relations
with the Maghreb countries, Spain and lsrael. On 18 and 19 December
1972 the Commission laid the concrete proposals outlined in its
written communication  before the Council which then instructed  the
Permanent  Representatives  Committee to examine all the proposals
from the Commission and report to it so that they could be discussed
as soon as possible.
B - Adaptatlon of exlstlng Agreemenb  to the new clrcumstances
of the enlarged Communlty
296.  Whilst the prospect of a global solution made it possible for
the problems of substance for those countries which would experience
them most acutely to be referred to the negotiations on a wider agree-
ment, nevertheless  the enlargement of the Community required clarifi-
cation, in the form of additionalprotocols,  of the nature of the relations
which would take effectfrom 1 January 1973 between the new Member
States and each of the States with which the Community  had previously
negotiated agreements.  For this reason negotiations were held with
each of the Co-contracting  States, though not all of these were
completed by 31 December 1972.
297.  ln the case of Spain and lsrael, the two countries most affected
by problems of economic adjustment  as a result of enlargement,
1 See para, 265 of this Review
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153 -negotiations on the additional protocols were completed  by the
Commission  on 22 December 1972 and are scheduled for signature
at the beginning of 1973. These additional  protocols specifythatthe
provisions  of the existing Agreements  with Spain and lsrael on trade
preferences will not apply to trade in products between  Spain and
lsrael, on the one hand, and the new Member States, on the other,
during 1973. Under the provisions  of the Act of Accession, however,
the three new Member  States will apply the mechaniams  of the common
agricultural  policy and in particular  reference prices for fruit and vege-
tables in trade with Spain and lsrael as from 1 February 1973. The
preamble  to the additional protocols states that this solution has been
adopted in the light of the Community's declared objective of
negotiating  new separate Agreements with Spain and lsrael during
1973, intended to come into force on 1 JanuarV 1974, as part of a
global solution to relations between the Community and the Mediter-
ranean countries to be worked out with due regard to these countries'
interests.
298.  For Morocco and Tunisia, the Council, at its meeting of
30/31 October 1972, issued directives  for negotiations to enable the
Commission to conclude  additional protocols. The negotiations  on
these will take place in the first few weeks of 1973 and should be
concluded  without much difficulty, for the following two reasonsl
the first is that the economic problems likely to be encountered by
these two countries  as a result of the enlargement  of the Community
are relatively less important than in the case of Spain and lsrael.
The traditionally important market of Morocco and Tunisia is, in
fact, the Community as originally composed, especially France. The
second reason is that the current agreements  with Morocco  and Tunisia
are due to expire on 1 September 1974, after which trade will be
continued under new agreements on a broader base, negotiations for
which were due to open in September 1972. The Community  proposes
to indicate in the Final Act that its objective  is to conduct the negotia-
tions so that these new agreements  can come into force on 1 September
1974, and, if possible, on 1 JanuarV 1974 as regards the provisions  on
trade.
Thus, Morocco and Tunisia have a sufficiently  clear idea of their
future relations with the Community, with a sufficiently  precise time-
table, as a framework  for consideration  of the problems  likely to arise
as a result of the enlargement of the Community.
299.  Greece and Turkey are not included in the global solution,
being linked to the Community  by an Association  Agreement  based on
a customs union whose timetable is fully set out and on certain joint
-154-activities in other fields. For Greece, the Agreement  does not provide
for renegotiation  with a view to a new and more broadly based agree-
ment, while for Turkey, this renegotiation was effected in 1970 by the
conclusion of an additional protocol. In the case of Greece, in fact,
enlargementof  the Community  was found to create only a few problems
of substance. Turkey, however, requested amendments to the Agree-
ment. Negotiations with these two countries were not yet completed at
31 December 1972. ln the case of Greece, the only difficulty still
oustanding  is that of the treatment to be given to Greek wines imported
into the enlarged Community.  For Turkey the problems were more
numerous,  particularly  with regard to agricultural policies and the
flexibility clause, which was wider than that already contained in the
additional protocol requested by Turkey, to enable the process of
industrialization currently under way in that country to hold its own
against increased  competition from the enlarged Community.  Negotia-
tions with Malta have not yet begun.
C - Application  of exlstlng agreements
1. THE ASSOCIATION  AGREEMENTS
(a'1 Greece
300.  During the period reviewed the Council maintained  its earlier
stand on the Association between the EEC and Greeceand confined
itself, because  of the political circumstances, simply to the day-to-day
administration of the Agreement. This was again confirmed  by the
President  of the Council, in connection with the statement on the
Council's  activities made before the Assembly in March 1972.
301.  As regards progless towards establishing  the customs union,
it shouldberecalled  that, for Greek imports into the Community,  there
is and has been since 1 July 1968, total tariff derestriction for industrial
products, as quantitative restrictions  on these products were abolished
from 1 November  1962. For the Greek agricultural products listed in
Annex lll of the Association Agreement -  of special importance to
Greece - 
the 'intra' tariff treatment is applied.
On entering Greece, industrial products from the Community
have enjoyed an 80% reduction  of basic duties since 1 November
1972; industrial products listed in Annex l, however, (articles subse-
quently manufactured in Greece) only enjoy a reduction ol 28o/o of
the basic duty, also since 1 November 1972.
- 
155 -ln the case of agricultural products originating in Member
States of the Community, Greece has applied the following tariff cuts
since 1 Novemberl 972:80%forproducts in Annex lll (general  tegula-
tion on the abolition of customs duties), 28o/o for products shown in
Protocol No 13 (regulation tariff derestriction  during an extended
transition period), whilst larger cuts were also introduced at the same
time for ham (46%) European-type cheeses (415%)  and butter (37Yo).
As regards the abolition  of quantitative restrictions Greece has
regularly increased  the global quotas, which may be imported  without
discriminating  against Member  States, in respect of non-duty-free
products into Greece (implementation  of Article 26 of the Athens
Agreement).
302.  During the period under review, the Association Council met
twice, at Ambassador level, on 21 June and 13 December.  These
meetings discussed a variety of problems  connected with implemen-
tation of the Agreement. The Association  Council gave particularly
long consideration  at each of its meetings to the Greek delegation's
request that a system of minimum  prices for imports of tomato concen-
trates from Greece should be introduced  and extended. Other questions
were also examined, notably implementation  of Article 64 of the
Agreement, fieatment of imports into the Community of fruit and
vegetables,  in particular, peaches. The Community  also raised a number
of problems which, in its view, arise with regard to the customs union.
Finally, the Association Council adopted  a number of decisions
(suspension of the 3% CCT duty on oil of turpentine, fixing the
percentage of CCT duties to be taken into account in determining the
rate of the levy envisaged by Article I of the Association  Agreement).
As for the Association Committee, this met on several occasions
to prepare - 
at departemental  level - 
the abovementioned  meetings
of the Association Council and, in addition, to examine  certain problems
of a more technical nature.
(b) Turkey
303.  1972 was the eighth year of the Association  between the
EEC and Turkey. lt was the first full year of application of the trade
system provided for in the additional  Protocol.  This system had been
introduced prematurely  on 1 September  1971 as part of an lntetim
Agreement and extended on 20 JulV 1972, pending ratification of the
Protocol. The procedures for ratifying the Additional Protocol,  the se-
cond Financial Protocoland  the othertexts  signed on 23 November 1 970
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156 -were completed this year. These Acts came into force on 1 January
1973. As the partial figures for the last four months of 1971 already
suggested, the statistics  for 1972 confirm that Turkish exports to the
Six have made important advances since the Interim Agreement  came
into effect on 1 September 1971 . At the same time Turkish imports from
the EEC continued to make considerable progress, increasing at a
faster rate than exports. Turkish imports from the Six were 625.5
million dollars for the same period.
304.  During 1972, the Association  Council met only once. The
meeting was held in Brussels on 20 July, at ministerial level, and was
principally concerned  with discussing a number of problems  of sub-
stance connected with the extension of the Association to the new
Member States.  On this occasion the Turkish delegation  also outlined
its reasons for asking that Turkey be included among the countries to
which the Community granted generalized  preferences. At this same
meeting the Community also consulted Turkey, in implementation of
the Ankara resolution of 2 April 1971, on its intention to conclude
agreements with the non-candidate  members  and associates of
EFTA, viz. Austria, Finland, lceland, Portugal,  Sweden  and Switzerland'
tn addition,  to enable Turkey to apply the Protocol it had nego-
tiated in Geneva with a number of other developing  countries, the
Association Council passed a resolution on 21 June 1972 authorizing
Turkey to waive the most-favoured  nation clause referred to in Article  1 7
of this Agreement for thirty or so tariff headings.
The Association Council also passed a number of resolutions  on
customs matters connected with the coming into force on 1 January
1973 of the Additional Protocol (concerning  the compensatory amount
laid down in Article 3 of the Additional Protocol, definition of the
concept of 'products originating'  in Turkey for products listed in
Chapter I of Annex No 6, and methods of administrative  cooperation
between the Parties to the Additional Protocol).
305.  The Association Committee  met four times tn 1972. At these
meetings a number of technical problems were considered and the
meeting of 17 July 1972 was devoted principally to preparatory work
for the meeting of the Association  Council on 20 July. At the two
meeti ngs of the Joint Parliamentary  Committee - 
the thirteenth  meeting
in Marmaris from 5 to 8 June and the fourteenth at Catania from 2 to
6 October - 
the Association Council was as usual represented by its
Chairman.
-157 -(c) Morocco - 
Tunisia
306.  The bodies of the Association did not meet in 1972. The
following problems arose, however, in connection with administration
of the Agreements:
It will be recalledl that following the establishment in 1971
of a joint marketing organization for fishery products, in September
of that same year and after consulting the associated  countrieg the
Community introduced a system of Community import treatment for
most of these products oirginating in and coming from Morocco and
Tunisia. For certain fishery products,  however, and in particular tinned
tuna and sardines (which are the most important item of Tunisian
and above all Moroccan fish exports) the lack of a common marketing
organization prompted the Community to extend, unilaterally, the
application of the national arrangements  provided for in Annex 2 of
the Association Agreements. In 1972 these national arrangements were
again extended from 1 February to 31 December 1972. The continued
absence af a common market organization  at the end of 1972 obliged
the Council to extend these national arrangements  once more2 until
31 December 1973.
On 30/31 October 1972the Council passed  a resolution author-
izing the Commission to open negotiations  with Morocco and Tunisia
to revise, at the request of those countries, the arrangements applying
to imports into the Community  of unrefined olive oil originating in and
coming from Morocco and Tunisia.3
Pending finalization  of the definitive treatment to be given to
wines originating in and coming from Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria,
the Council once more (in a regulation of 20 July 1972) 4 extended
its unilateral arrangements establishing a transitional system (also
appf icable to Turkey) involving a 40o/o cut in the CCT duties, on condi-
tion that the reference  price was adhered to.
307.  lt should also be recalled that Article 14 of the Rabat and
Tunis Agreements specifies that 'as from the end of the third year at
the fatest (i.e. 1 September 1972), negotiations may be opened with
See 19th Review, paragraph 41 8
EEC Regulations  Nos 2827/72 and 2828172  dated 28 December 1972; cf. OJ
No L 298 of 31 December 1972
This revision is similar to that mentioned hereafter for Spain (see paras. 303
and 307 of this Review.
EEC Regufation No 1 567/72 dated 20 July 1972; cf. OJ No L 67 of 25 July  1 972.
I
2
3
I
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158 -a view to concluding new Agreements on broader  bases'. At its meeting
of 1 0 May and on approval of its brief to open negotiations with Algeria,
the Council agreed that the new Agreement to be concluded with
Morocco and Tunisia should take the form of comprehensive  agreements
as in the case of Algeria,  i.e. should include not only preferential treat-
ment for movements of goods, but also other undertakings  connected
with economic and financial cooperation.  This was an important
decision of principle which will, however, have to be implemented
as part of work on the global solution described in the first part of this
chapter.
(d) Malta
308.  The first meeting of the Council of Association of the EEC
and Malta was held in Luxembourg on 24 April 1972 at ministerial
level. The Maltese delegation was headed by Mr Dom Mintoff, Prime
Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs. During this meeting the
Maltese Prime Minister  raised the question of extending the Agreement
to areas of industrial cooperation and agriculture,  as he considered
the present Agreement to be inadequate and too limited. The following
conclusions  emerged  from this meeting:
'The Council of Association  takes note of the declaration  by the
Community delegation, according to which the Council of the
Community:
- 
has instructed the Commission to open exploratory discussions
with the Government of Malta on the requests (concerning Malta's
industrial development, the granting of concessions  for Maltese
agricultural products and a certain relaxation of the rules of origin)
expressed by the Maltese delegation at this meeting and which
go beyond the Valetta Agreement;
-  will pronounce on whether or not to extend the Association  Agree-
ment to the above areas in the light of the findings  of the Association
Committee  's activities and the report to be submitted  to it by the
Commission  on its exploratory discussions, taking due acount of
the need to consult the candidate countries and to consider  the
context of relations  between the Community and the other States
bordering the Mediterranean with which the Community maintains
close relations.'
In accordance with these conclusions, the Commission held
exploratory discussions with the Maltese delegation  (from 7 to 10 June
1972) and subsequently  submitted a report on them to the Council
on 18 July 1972.
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159 -Z OTHERAGREETENTS
(a) Spain
309.  Under the Agreement between the European Economic
Community and Spain,theJoint Committee set up underthatAgreement
held its second meeting in Brussels on 25 February  1972. This meeting
was essentially  concerned with examination of a certain number of
technical problems connected  with implementation  of the Agreement.
The Community delegation informed the Spanish delegation that in
the light of the provisions of Article 5 of the Agreement  regarding the
most-favoured nation clause, it did not propose to impede Spain's
implementation  of the Protocol it had negotiated in Geneva in connec-
tion with negotiations  with other developing countries, provided that
it took up a definite position on problems likely to arise in concrete
cases, after examining  the list of proposed  concessions. Work within
the Council is continuing  on this point.
310.  In addition, the Council passed a resolution on 30/31 October
1972 authorizing the Commission to open negotiations with Spain
(together with Tunisia,  Morocco and Turkey), with a view to revising
the treatment of imports into the Community of olive oil (other than
refined), originating in and coming from these countries. lt will be
recalled  that this treatment is based on a system of export duties (proof
required from the importer that the exporter has duly paid the export
duty). The aim of the proposed  revision would be to encourage  the
Community importer to complete the formalities required in order to
obtain economic benefit for the exporter and thus remove the disadvan-
tage which has appeared underthe  system as at present operated,  where
by the receipt by the exporter of economic benefit depends on the good-
will of the Community  importer.
311.  ln addition, in accordance with the declaration  annexed
to the Final Act of the Agreement, whereby the Community undertook
to grant Spain a number of advantages in the wine sector following the
coming into force of the common  policy on wine products, the Council
gave its Opinion on 7 and 8 February  1972 on the treatment to be given
in 1972, as part of the joint Community arrangements, to the wines
of Jerez, Malaga, Jumilla, Priorato, Rioja and Valdepenas,  on the
understanding that these wines are also subject to the provisions
governing the common organization of the market in wine products.
Following this decision, the Council introduced regulations on 2 and
3 October 1972 regarding the fixing, distribution and administration
of the 1 972tafitf quotas for the above-named  wines. The Council also
- 
160 -passed regulations,  on 28 December 1972, tor the fixing, distribution
and administration of the 1973 Community tariff quotas laid down in
the Agreement concerning certain cotton textiles and petroleum
products.
(b) lsrael
312.  Under the Agreement  between the EEC and lsrael, the Joint
Committee set up under the Agreement held its second meeting in
Brussefs on 26 January 1972. This meeting was devoted to considera-
tion of a number of technical  problems connected  with implementation
of the Agreement. Concerning the provisions of Article 5 of the Agree-
ment on the most-favoured  nation clause, the Community delegation
gave the lsraeli delegation  information identical to that mentioned
earlier in connection  with the Agreement with Spain, regarding the
implementation by lsrael of a protocol it had negotiated in Geneva
in connection with negotiations  with otherdeveloping countries. As in
the previous year the Council also, on 28 December "1972, passed a
regulation  on the fixing, distribution and administration in 1973 of the
Community tariff quota laid down in the Agreement concerning  certain
cotton fabrics.
(c) Lebanon
313.  The Agreement  on trade and technical cooperation between
the Community and Member States, on the one hand, and the Lebanese
Republic,  on the other, which was signed on 21 May 1965, brought
into effect on 18 June 1968 and extended  for the first time in 1971,
was further extended for a period of one year from 1 July 1972. ln the
declaration  prescribed in the annex to the preferential trade agreement
between the EEC and the Lebanese  Republic, signed on 18 December
1972,1 it was agreed that the 1965 Agreement would continue to
operate normally for those areas not covered  by the preferential trade
agreement.  Furthermore, when negotiations on this latter agreement
were concluded, the Lebanese delegation asked that the term of the
two agreements besynchronized  and that the provisions  of Article Xll
of the 1965 Agreement be amended accordingly.  The Council took due
note of this request at its 18/19 December 1972 meeting, and it is
now being studied.
r  See paragraph 322 of this Review.
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161 -D - New Agreements  concluded In 1972
1. EAR
314.  At its meeting ot 2A and 21 July 1970, the Council decided
to open negotiations with the EAR with a view to concluding an
Agreement.l The negotiations  with that country in autumn 1970
were nearing completion when appreciation of the principle of non-
discrimination among Member States, their nationals or companies2
arise. The negotiations were not resumed until April 1972 when a
third negotiating  session was held on 27 and 28 April 1972in Brussels.
They ended on 2 October 1972 on the basis of an additional directive
of the Council dated 20 July 1972. These negotiations with the EAR
culminated  in the signature of a preferential trade agreement between
the Community and that country in Brussels on 18 December 1972.
315.  This Agreement is designed to promote the growth of
trade between the EEC and the EAR and thus contribute  to the develop-
ment of international trade. lt is concluded for a period of five years
and abolishes many of the obstacles to trade between the EEC and
the EAR.
The reciprocal  concessions  made by the two parties are part of
the plan to establish a free-trade  area by a fixed date. Eighteen months
before the Agreement  expires, negotiations may be opened on a new
agreement on a broader base, by which obstacles relating to the prin-
cipal trade transactions, in compliance with the terms of GATT, will
gradually be removed.
Under the Agreement, the parties agree to grant reciprocal
concessions either in the industrial sector or in the agricultural sector.
An additional protocol, introducing the adjustments  to this
Agreement, rendered necessary as a result of the accession  on 1 January
1973 of Denmark, lreland and the United Kingdom to the Community,
was negotiated on 18 December 1972 and signed in Brussels  on
19 December  1972. The Agreement and additional protocol are to
come into force on the same date, expected to be some time in 1973.
(a) Advantages to the Egyptian Arab Republic
316.  ln the industrial  sector, over 45Yo of Egyptian industrial
products imported into the Community and liable to customs duties
1 See 18th Review, paragraphs 291,293 and 296 2 See 19th Review,  paragraph  42'l
-162-will receive tariff concessions. Bearing in mind imports which are
already zero rated in the Community, it will be found that after the
Agreement comes into force, almost 90% of the EAR's industrial exports
to the Community  will enjoy full exemption  or tariff reductions.
Generally  speaking, there will be a tariff cut of 55% with the following
timetable: 45% when the Agreement comes into force and a further
1oo/o as from 1 January 1974. For a number of products, the cut is
slightly less (between  357o and 41% for some aluminium  products
and motor vehicles) or alternatively, it may be granted in the form of
a quota (cotton fabrics under heading 55.09: annual quota of 2 500
tonnes;l refined petroleum products: annual quota of 200 000 ton-
nes.2). The Community  will not grant concessions in respect of certain
products. Apart from products subject to a specific treatment on
importation into the Community as a result of implementation of the
common agricultural policy, these are generally  speaking plywood,
blockboard, laminated board or veneered panels, and certain textile
products (cottonfibres). As faras quantitative  restrictions are concerned,
the Community has also removed  these completely for the EAR for
industrial products with the exception of petroleum  products and
textile products excluded from the tariff concessions,  for which the
existing import arrangements  and particularly, in the case of textile
products, the voluntary restraint arrangements will continue to apply.
317.  Concessions are also granted for the EAR's principal exports
in the agricultural sector. These concessions cover more than 50% of
agricultural products exported by the EAR to the EEC and liable to
customs  duties or charges. Rice -  the production of which involves
a considerable  part of the EAR's population - 
enjoys a concession
economically advantageous to the EAR, in the form of a 25o/o
reduction in the import charge up to 31 000 tonnes per annum.3  This
concession  is granted under a septum which guarantees  that the level
of prices within the Community is not affected. The EAR will charge a
special tax on rice exports equal to the amount by which the charge is
reduced, which will be recovered in the price on importation into the
Community.  Onions and fresh garlic enjoy a50% cut in customs duties,
from 1 February to 30 April for fresh onions, and from 1 February to
This figure applies to the Community of Six. The figure for the Community of
Nine, as agreed in the additional  protocol, should be substituted, viz: 3 250
tonnes.
This figure applies to the Community of Six. The figure for the Community of
Nine, as agreed in the additional  protocol, should be substituted,  viz: 360 000
tonnes,
This figure applies to the Community of Six. The figure for the Community of
Nine, as agreed  in the additional  protocol, should be substituted, viz: 32 000
tonnes.
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163 -30 May for fresh garlic. The CCT for citrus fruit (oranges, mandarines,
lemons) is cut by 40%. This concession  is granted as part of a system
of observing a minimum  offer price, to ensure maintenance  of prices
within the Community,  and is identical  to that for concessions granted
by the Community to the other main producers in the Mediterranean
Basin. The reduction is granted for as long as the price of Egyptian
citrus fruits on the Community's internal market remains higher than
or equal to the reference  price for the period concerned, increased
by the Common Customs Tariff on that reference price and fixed a
charge of 1.20 units of account/100 kg. Tariff cuts of 25 to 5O%oare
also envisaged for a number of other products (notably grapefruit,
mangoes,  certain sweet peppers, watermelons  and some frozen or
preserved fruits).
(b) Advantages to the Community
318.  In determining the reciprocal concessions to be granted by
the EAR, the authors of the Agreement  bore in mind the development
requirements of that country. Account was taken of the circumstances
in two ways: firstly, in determining the tariff and quota concessions;
secondly, by providing in the Agreement for specific provisions  aimed
at meeting the industrialization needs of the country and its budget
requirements.
On the tariff side, the EAR will grant concessions for a number
of products classified in three categories, for which the cuts operate
in accordance with the following timetable:
Rate of Cuts
List I
List ll
List lll
Products
when the
Agreement
comes into
force
30%
30%
30 
o/o
40%
4OY"
as from
1. 't. 1975
50%
The EAR's concessions  mainly apply to products not currently
manufactured in that country and which thus have to be imported.
These are principally products in chapters 84 (machinery,  mechanical
appliances and electrical equipment),  28 and 29 (inorganic and
as from
1.1.1974
-164-organic chemicals)  and a number of agricultural products (fats of
cattle, sheep or goats, vegetable oils). Taking into account Community
imports already zero-rated on entering the EAR, about 55% of Com-
munity exports to that country will be charged at a reduced rate of
duty or no duty after the Agreement comes into force. Regarding quan-
titative restrictions, the Agreement only requires the EAR to observe
a standstill  and to consolidate its current level of tariff abolition on
products originating in the Community.  ln connection  with this, it
should be noted that in regard to currency allocations, the EAR
undertakes to take the requisite measures to approve the allocation
of currencynecessarytoensure  thatgood  use is made ofthe concessions,
such allocation of currency being based on previous years increasing
annually to match the economic development  of the EAR.
319.  As regards the specific provisions to take account of the
EAR's development  requirements, these consist primarily oI a special
safeguard  clause for industrialization  needs similar to that contained
in most of the Agreements with the Mediterranean Basin countries.
This provides that if protective measures prove necessary for the
industrialization and development needs of the EAR, that country
could withdraw the concessions  provided  that they were replaced by
others, in order to preserve the balance of the Agreement.  The other
specific provision is designed to take account of the EAR's budget
requirements and authorizes  that country, for the term of the Agreement
and in a non-discriminatory fashion, to retain the charges equivalent
to the customs duties levied by it at the time the Agreement comes into
effect, since these charges are important from the point of view of
Government revenue. The EAR is required not to introduce any charges
other than those being levied at the date on which the Agreement
comes into force.
(c) Other Provisions
320.  The Agreement includes a number of other general provisions:
a non-discrimination  clause relating to the system of trade applied
by the EAR to products originating in or for export to the Community;
a safeguard clause which may be invoked by either party in the event
of economic  or balance of payments problems; application by the
EAR of the most-favoured-nation  treatment to products originating
in the Community. The Community will, however, waive application
of the latter, clause, if the EAR should set up a customs union or free-
trade area or conclude an agreement aimed at regional  economic
integration.  The Community has also confirmed the importance it
attaches to efforts by developing  countries to promote their own
*  165 -economic development, particularly as regards trade, and has expressed
its approval  of implementation by the EAR of agreements concluded
to this end within the framework  of GATT and in accordance with the
rules of GATT. Consequently, it has waived its right to invoke the
most-favored-nation  clause in the case of the agreements concluded
by the EAR with India and Yugoslavia.
321.  Administration of the Agreement  is entrusted to a Joint
Committee  composed  of representatives of the Community  and
representatives  of the EAR. The task of the committee is to ensure that
the Agreement is properly implemented and it may,to this end,formulate
recommendations. lt meets once a year on the initiative of its Chairman
and, whenever necessary, at the request of one of the Contracting
Parties. lt may set up any working party which will help it to fulfil its
duties.
2. LEBANOil
322.  At its meeting of 2O and 21 July 1970 the Council decided
to open negotiations with Lebanon with a view to concluding an
agreement.l  Negotiations began in autumn 1970. They were sub-
sequently suspended when application of the principle of non-
discrimination  among Member States, their nationals or companies
arose, as in the case of the EAR.2 The negotiations were resumed in
autumn 1972 and, after a third negotiating  session in Brussels on
11 December  1972, were completed on 15 December 1972. These
negotiations with Lebanon culminated  in the signature of a preferential
trade agreement between the Community  and that country on 18
December  1 97 2 in Brussels.
923.  As this Agreement  was negotiated by the original Community
of Six, an additional protocol will be negotiated  and signed later, and
will make the adjustments to that Agreement required as a result of the
accession,  as from 1 January  1973, of Denmark, lreland and the United
Kingdom  to the Community. The Agreement and additional protocol  are
intended to come into force on the same date, expected  to be sometime
in 1973.
g24.  This Agreement  is designed to promote the growth of
trade between the EEC and Lebanon and thus contribute to the
development  of international  trade. lt is concluded for a period of five
See 18th Review, paragraphs 196 to 293.
See 1gth Review, paragraph 127 aid paiagiaph 31 3 of this Rwiew:
I
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-  166 -years and abolishes many of the obstacles to trade between the EEC
ind Lebanon.  The reciprocal concessions made by the two parties
are part of the plan to establish a free-trade area, by a fixed date.
Eighieen months before the Agreement expires, negotiations -may be
oplned on a new agreement on a broader  base by which obstacles
relating to the principal  trade transactions, in compliance with the
terms of GATT will gradually be removed.  Under the Agreement,  the
parties agree to grant reciprocal concessions either in the industrial
sector or in the agricultural sector'
(a) Advantages  to Lebanon
925.  In the industrial sector, over 58% of Lebanese  industrial
products imported into the community and liable to customs duties
will receive tariff concessions. Bearing in mind imports which are
already zero-rated in the community, it will be found that after the
Agreement comes into force, almost 85%1 of Lebanon's  industrial
eiports to the Community  will enjoy full exemption ortariff re-ductions.
Generally  speaking, there will be a tariff cut of 55% with the following
timetabl;: 4b% when the Agreement comes into force and further
10% cuts as from 1 January 1974. For a number of products, the cut is
slightfy less (between3S% and 41 % for some aluminium products and
mitor'vehicies) or alternatively, it may be granted in the-form of a
quota (cotton fibrics under heading 55.90: annual quota of 70 tonnes.2
A cut ilt 30% in the fixed component is envisaged for biscuits under
heading 19,08. The community will not grant concessions  in respect
of certJin products. Apart from products  subject to a specific treatment
on importation into the community  as a result of implementation  of the
common  agricultural  policy, these are generally speakinq plywood,
blockboard, laminated board or veneered  panels, certain textile products
(some knitied and crocheted articles, cotton yarn, certain articles of
clothing) and refined petroleum products. As far as quantitative
restrictio-ns are concerned, the Community  has also removed these
completely for Lebanon for industrial products with the exception of
petroleum' products and textile products excluded from the tariff
concessions for which the existing import arrangements will continue
to apply.
Excluding  crude petroleum, which  is fully exempt.
itris tiguie appliis to the Community of Six. The, figure.for the Gommunity of
Nine, is agrdid in the additionat protocol, should be substitutod. (lt has since
been decided to fix the latter figure at I00 tonnes).
I
2
-167 -326.  ln the agricultural sector, concessions are also granted for
some of Lebanon's principal exports. These concessions cover almost
40% of agricultural  products exported by Lebanon to the EEC and
liable to customs duties or charges. Taking into account  zero-rated
imports, almost 79% of Lebanese agricultural  exports will enter the
Community  free of duty or at a reduced  rate. Crude olive oil receives
a trade preference in the form of flat-rate cut of 0.50U.A./100k9 on
the import charge levied on third countries, and a economic  advantage
in the form of a reduction, up to 4 u.a./100 kg, on the above charge.
This economic advantage is granted on condition that Lebanon applies
a special export charge and that this charge is recovered in the price
on importation into the Community. This mecanism  guarantees that
the concession does not affect the level of prices within the Community.
The concession is similar to that granted to other countries in the
Mediterranean Basin, notably Spain. The CCT for citrus fruit (oranges,
mandarines,  lemons),  is cut by 40%. This concession is granted as part
of a system of observing a minimum  offer price, to ensure maintenance
of prices within the Community,  and is identicalto that provided for in
the concessions granted by the Community to the other main producers
in the Mediterranean Basin. The reduction is granted for as long as
the price of Lebanese citrus fruits on the Community's internal market
remains higher than or equal to the reference  price forthe period con-
cerned, increased by the Common Customs Tariff on this reference price
and a fixed charge of 1.20 U.A./100 kg. Dehydrated onions and garlic
enjoy a concession entailing a reduction  in duty of 15o/o and 14o/o
respectively.  Finally, tariff cuts of 25 to 50o/o are also envisaged for a
number of other products (notably fresh onions and garlic, grapefruit,
mangoes, certain sweet peppers, watermelons, and some frozen or
preserved fruits).
(b) Advantages to the Community  on the Lebanese market
327.  ln determining the reciprocal  concessions to be granted by
Lebanon, the authors of the Agreement bore in mind the development
requirements of that country. Account was taken of the circumstances
in two ways: firstly; in determining the tariff and quota concessions;
secondly, by providing in the Agreement for specific provisions aimed
at meeting the industrialisation needs of the country and its budget
requirements.
On the tariff side, Lebanon will grant concessions for a number
of products classified in three categories, for which the cuts. operate
in accordance with the following  timetable:
- 
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Products
Lebanon's  concessions  mainly apply to products not currently
manufactured in that country and which thus have to be imported.
These are principally products in chapters 84 (machinery,  mechanical
appliances and electrical equipment), 28 and 29 (inorganic and
organic chemicals) and a number of textile and agricultural products
(meat, certain cereals, vegetable materials).  Taking into account
Community  imports already zero-rated on entering Lebanon, about
60% of Community exports to that country will be charged  at a reduced
rate of duty or no duty after the Agreement comes into force' Regarding
quantitative  restrictions, products which enjoy tariff reductions and
other products already duty-free on entry under the Agreement will be
consolidated with regard to the Community.  In addition, Lebanon
undertakes to take al I measures necessary  to ensure  the gradual  abolition
of duties, compatible  with Lebanon's economic development, on those
imports which will still be subject to quantitative restrictions when the
Agreement comes into force.
328.  As regards the specif ic provisions  to take account of Lebanon's
development requ irernents,these  consists primarily  of a special safeguard
clause for industrialisation needs, similar to that contained in most of
the agreements  with the Mediterranean  Basin countries. This provides
that if protective measures prove necessary for Lebanon's industrial-
ization and development  needs, that country could withdraw the
concessions  provided that they were replaced by others in order to
preserve the balance of the Agreement. The other specific provision is
designed  to take account of Lebanon's budget requirements  and autho-
rizes that country, for the term of the Agreement and in a discriminatory
fashion, to retain the charges equivalent to customs  duties levied by
it at the time the Agreement comes into effect, since these charges are
important from the point of view of Government  revenue. In addition,
Lebanon is not required to refrain from introducing charges other than
those levied at the date on which the Agreement comes into force'
when the
Agreement
comes into
force
as from
1.1.1974
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329.  The Agreement includes a number  of other general  provisions:
a non-discrimination  clause relating to tho system of trade applied
by Lebanon  to products originating in or for export to the Community;
a safeguard clause which may be invoked by either party in the event
of economic or balance of payments problems; application by Lebanon
of the most-favoured -nation treatment  to products originating  in the
Community. The Community will, however, waive application of the
latter clause if Lebanon should set up a customs union or free-trade
area or conclude an agreement  aimed at regional economic integration.
The Community  has also confirmed  the importance it attaches to
efforts by developing countries to promote their own economic
development,  particularly as regards trade, and has expressed its
approval  of implementation by Lebanon of agreements concluded to
this end within the framework of GATT and in accordance with the
rules of GATT. Consequently  it has waived its rightto invoke the most-
favoured-nation  clause in the case of the agreements concluded  by
Lebanon with lraq, Jordan, Syria, the EAR, Saudi Arabia and Sudan.
330.  Administration  of the Agreement is entrusted to a Joint
Commiftee composed of representativos of the Community  and
representatives  of Lebanon. The task of the Committee  is to ensure that
the Agreement is properlyimplemented  and it may, to this end, formulate
rgcommendations. lt meets once a year on the initiative of its Chairman
and, whenever necessary, at the request of one of the Contracting
Farties. lt may set up any working party which will help it to fulfil its
duties.
3. CYPRUS
331.  An Agreement  establishing an Association between the
European Economic Community  and the Republic of Cyprus, together
with an additional protocol to that Agreement  made necessary by the
enlargement of the Community  ,were signed in Brussels on 1g Decem-
ber 1972. Negotiations  between the Community and Cyprus for
conclusion of the Association Agreement  and the additional protocol
were completed  in three phases in January, Apriland December 1972
resp€ctively, on the basis of the directives for negotiations adopted  by
the Council on 30 December 1971 and additional directives  drafted at
the meetings  of 4/5 December  and 18/19 December  1972.
332.  The Association Agreement is very largely patterned on ths
Association Agreement qoncluded with Malta. The two Agreements
have the same gensral structure and most of the provisions are ths
- 
170 -same. The only notable difference which should be pointed out is
that the Agreement  with Cyprus contains_  agricultural concessions,  in
particulai for citrus fruits, in order to bring Cyprus's competitive  position
into line with that of its main competitors  in the Mediterranean region.
333.  The purpose of the Agreement  with Cyprus is gradually to
remove obstacles to the greater part of trade. This is to be achieved
in two stages. Only procedures  for the first phase, due for completion
by 30 Junl 1977, have so far been laid down. As regards the second
phase, which will, in principle, last five years, the Contracting Parties
deemed it wiser to specify its content at a later date, on the basis of
experience acquired  in the interim. The Preamble and Article 2 of the
Agreement,  however, state that negotiations  may be begun eighteen
months  before the first phase ends with a view to fixing the terms for
creating a customs  union between  the Community and Cyprus.
334.  As regards the content  of the first phase, when the Agreement
comes into forae Cyprus will in essence be given a preferential tariff on
industrial products of 7oo/o of the customs  duties, with the exception
of petroleum products. The Community  has also given Cyprus conces-
sions on agricultural products: full exemption for locust beans and a
40% reduciion in the CCT for citrus fruits, this latter concession  being
conditional  on the observation of a rninimum offer price, similar to
other countries of the Mediterranean  Basin such as spain, Morocco
and lsrael. This was, of course, to avoid disturbing prices within the
Community. These agricuttural concessions  cover some 80% of
Cypriot agricultural exports to the original Community.
The concessions  to be given by Cyprus in return were determined,
taking into account the stage of development reached  by that country's
economy.  Cyprus will thus,'generatly  speaking, cut tariffs in the Com-
munity's favour according to a timetable, aiming at a 35% reduction
by th6 beginning  of the fifth year. This tariff reduction is partly or
totally waiied foi a number of products, in order to protect sectors of
activiiy which are not yet cornpetitive,  or to maintain  revenuo derived
from duties of a fiscal nature. Similarly, the Agreement  contains a
safeguard clause for industrialization  needs, whereby Gyprus rnay,
within certain limits, reintroduce or raise customs duties,'in'order  to
facilitate  the completion of future industrial  projects. Lastly, the status
quo is to be maintained over quantitative restrictions, though ths
treatment given to the Community must be,,at least as favourable as
that given by Gyprus to the most-favoured'nation. 
r:
-M-Another important  feature of the Agreement with Cyprus is that
it allows that country, like Malta, to continue to enjoy, during the first
phase, the preferential treatment it receives from membership of the
Commonwealth, the Community  deciding not to invoke the most-
favoured-nation clause in this respect.
335.  lt is perhaps useful to give a brief outline of the economic
scope of the Agreemeng  concessions granted by the Community
cover 80% of Cypriot exports liable to customs duty, whilst Cypriot
concessions cover 85% of dutiable Community  exports.
It should be noted, however, that zero-rated imports account
for a very large proportion of trade between  the two parties. In effect,
84o/o of a I I Cypriot exports  to the Com m u n ity a nd 45 o/o of all Comm  u n ity
exports to Cyprus are duty-free on importation.
The Agrreement  also has the usual general provisions  found in
the other Agreements  concluded with Mediterranean countries,  viz.:
safeguard clause for economic or balance of payment difficulties,
non-discrimination clause, normal provisions  on dumping and foreign
currency payments,  cancellation clause and a protocol defining the
concept of 'products originating in'. Administration of the Agreement
is entrusted to an Assoc ation Council.
336.  The Association Agreement  is supplemented  by an additional
protocol designed to regulate trade between Cyprus and the three
new Member  States of the Community. This will come into force at
the same time as the basic Agreement. This additional protocol deter-
mines the tariff system which will apply during the transitional period
between Cyprus and Denmark and provides for the status quo in
tariffs throughout the first phase in relations  between Cyprus, the
United Kingdom  and lreland, hitherto based on the Commonwealth
system of preferences.
In this context it is appropriate to mention the special procedrues
for exports of 'Cyprus Sherry'. In view of the very considerable import-
ance of this product to the agricu ltural economy of Cyprus, it was agreed
that up to a maximum  of 200 000 hl, it would not be subject to the
reference price on the British and lrish markets. This exemption will
apply for two years, on the understanding  that the marketing of the
1974 harvest will be suitably covered.
-172-E - Gurrent negotiations
1. ALGERIA
337.  On 1O May 1972, the Council decided to open negotiations
with a view to concluding an all-in agreement with that country, i.e.
one containing a system of trade preferences  plus other measures
concerned with economic  and financial cooperation.l
During the first negotiating  session  held on 10 and 11 July 1972
the Commission, not yet having received any directives from the Council
on the proposed area of cooperation, suggested to Algeria that, in
the first instance,  they should negotiate an interim trade agreement
based on the content of the Association  Agreements currently in force
with Morocco and Tunisia.  The Algerian delegation considered  most
of the Community's offers to be inadequate,  particularly on wine and
refined petroleum  products, and it was also disappointed  that the
Community  made no offers in respect of ECSC products.
The Algerian delegation was also afraid that negotiation  of a
provisional arrangement  of this kind might in fact delay the negotiation
and conclusion of the proposed all-in agreement. lt was thus not
possible to end this first phase of negotiation with an agreement with
Algeria. However, it enabled the Algerian delegation to restate2 its
views on the content  of the proposed all-in agreement, both as regards
trade and the possibility of cooperation. In this regard the Algerian
delegation particularly stressed the importa nce it attached to the  i ncl usion
in the all-in agreement of provisions on labour. ln the light of these
statements, work in the Council to prepare directives for negotiations
on trade and cooperation has been energetically  pursued and is
currently part of a much wider approach, aimed at working out a global
solution for all the Community's  relations with the countries of the
Mediterannean  Basin.
2. JORDAN
338.  In a letter of 3 July 1972 the Jordanian Mission notified
the Council and the Commission of its Government's  wish to open
negotiations on a preferential  trade agreement with the Community.
The Councif , at its meeting of 9/1O October 1972, called on the Com-
mission to begin exploratory  discussions with Jordan.
At the same time, the Council also decided to open negotiations  for all-in agree-
ments with Morocco and Tunisia.
It had done so earlier in a memorandum  to the Commission  of the European
Communities  dated 17 March  1972.
1
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THE ASSOCIATIONS
A - Assocatlon  wlth the AASM
339.  During the period covered  by this Report, relations between
the Community and the AASM were governed  by the Yaound6  Con-
vention which came into force on 1 January 1971 and was thus in its
second year of application.
Before considering the main activities of the Association,  it
should be noted first of all that the Community  briefed the Association
Council, which had discussed this subject, on its negotiations with
the candidate countries which culminated in the signing of the Acts
of Accession in Brussels on 22 Januarv 1972. These Acts, which took
effect on 1 January 1973 for the original Community, Denmark,
lreland and the United Kingdom, involve fairly considerable  changes
in Communiry life. However, relations between the original Community
of Six and the Associated  African States and Malagasy are left intact
until the expiry of the Yaound6 Convention,  i.e. until 31 January 1975.
Similarly, untilthis date, the United Kingdom will maintain  its existing
relations with the Nations of the Commonweatlh.
340.  Besides this status quo rule, which guarantees  the Associated
States the full benefit of the 1969 Convention,  the Acts of Accession
contain an offer for a number of independent  Commonwealth  countries
to arrange their relations with the Community in one of three ways
when the Yaound6 Convention  expires. One of these would allow them
to subscribe to the Association Convention  which will govern relations
between the Community  and the AASM. The second formula consists
in the conclusion  of one or more individualAssociation  Agreements on
the basic of Article 238 of the Treaty of Rome - 
comprising  reciprocal
rights and obligations - 
particularly with regard to trade. The third
formula is the conclusion of trade agreements to assist and develop
-175-trade between the Community and other countries. Negotiations for
renewal of the Yaound6 Convention  are scheduled to open on 1 August
1 973, and the present asociates and potential Commonwealth  associates
have been invited to begin negotiations from that date with the enlarged
Community'.
However, one of the independent Commonwealth  States did
not wish to await the outcome of the future negotiations  and expressed
its desire to become a party to the Yaound6 Convention  immediately.
This State is Mauritius, whose links with some of the Member States
are of long standing. Signed  at Port-Louis on 1 2 May 1972,theAssocia-
tion Agreement providing for Mauritius' accession to the Yaound6
Convention is at present awaiting rafitication by the competent
authorities of the Member States and of Mauritius and will, in all
probability, enter into force in '1973.
341.  At the same time as the negotiations  for enlargement  of the
Community and the accession  of Mauritius to the Yaound6 Convention,
the Association Council exchanged views on the subject of talks bet-
ween the Community and the countries of the European Free Trade
Association  (EFTA) which have notappliedfor membership.Thesuccess
of these negotiations means the creation around the Community of
a vast economic unit capable of playing an important international
r6le and which, when established,  is likely to have some effect on
the interests of the AASM.
342.  In addition, the third UNCTAD  Conference held in spring
1972 in Santiago, Chile, provided the Community  and the AASM
with a further opportunity  to make a joint examination of development
problems and to look for solutions, in a world-wide  context, on the
basis of points emerging from the Association  Convention.
1. THE INSTITUTIONS  OF THE ASSOCIATION
(a) The Association Council and Committee
343.  The Association Council held its 13th meeting on 10
October 1972 in Luxembourg. This meeting was prepared by the
Council of the European  Communities at its meeting of 9 October
1972. During the same period the Association Committee held three
meetings, on 24 March (35th meeting), 30 June (36th meeting) and
29 September  1972 (37th meeting).
-176-ln addition, the joint EEC-AASM  Experts Working Party set
up by the Association Committee  continued its examination  of certain
problems regarding the quantitative  restrictions on imports into the
Associated States. This Working Party also met to prepare, for the
Association Council, a draft resolution on the general pattern for
financial and technical cooperation. Finally, the EEC-AASM  Customs
Cooperation Committee continued its examination of the effects of
the amendments made to the Brussels  Customs Nomenclature on
the rules defining the concept of 'products originating  in' within the
context of the Association.
(b) The Parliamentary bodies of the Association
344.  The Association  Council continued  the policy of efficient
collaboration which it has been pursuing for several years with the
Parliamentary conference of the Association  and its Joint committee.
Thus the President in office of the Association Council, Mr Mohamed
Ould Cheyk-Sidia, Minister for Planning  and Research of the lslamic
Republic of Mauritania,  represented the Council at the 8th annual
meeting of the Parliamentary Conference which was held from 12 to
14 January in The Hague. On that occasion, Mr Gaston Thorn,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg  and
President in office of the council of the communities informed the
Parliamentary Conference on the exchange of views held at the
30 November 1971 meeting of the Association Council with regard
to enlargement of the Communities. The Parliamentary  Conference
subsequently adopted a resolution on the report of the Association
Council's activities,  which the latter duly noted at its meeting of
10 October 1972.
345.  In addition, the Joint Committee of the Parliamentary
Conference held two meetings in 1972. At the first meeting in Luxem-
bourg from 29 May to 1 June 1972, the Council was represented by
its Piesident, Mr Gaston Thorn. The second meeting was held in
Ouagadugu  (Upper Volta) from 24 to 26 October 1972' On that
occalion. the Chairman of the Association Council, Mr Harouna
Bembello, presented the 8th Annual Report of the Activities of the
Association Council to the Parliamentary Conference and commented
on the outcome of the Association Council meeting held on 10
October 1972. Mr T. Westerterp, Under-Secretary  of State for Foreign
Affairs of the Kingdom of the Netherlands,  attended this meeting in
his capacity  as President in office of the council of the communities.
He briefed the commission on the results of the conference of Heads
of State and Government  held in Paris on 19 and 20 October 1972.
-177 -2. ENLARGEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY  AND OF THE ASSOCIATION
(a) Association of Mauritius with the EEC
346.  ln reply to the application of Mauritius to join the Yaound6
Convention, the Council of the European Communities indicated its
willingness to open negotiations which were conducted  rapidly and
which led to the signature in Port-Louis on 12 May'1972 of the
Association Agreement between Mauritius and the Community
whereby Mauritius  acceded to the Yaound6 Convention.  On com-
pletion of the procedures necessary for the Association  Agreement
to come into force, Mauritius will thus become the nineteenth  member
of the AASM.
The main features of this Port-Louis Agreement  are as follows:
it provides for the creation of an association  between the Community
and Mauritius,  the accession of Mauritius to the Yaound6  Convention
and Mauritius' right of appeal against the acts of the EEC-AASM
Association Mauritius. When the Agreement comes into force Mau-
ritius will enjoy the same rights and be subject to the same obligations
as the AASM.
This principle, however, allows a number of exceptions, the
main ones being the timetable for creation of a free trade area between
the Community and Mauritius (full customs exemption for products
originating in the Community will be implemented  gradually) and the
application of the decisions of the Association Council on the rules
of origin (the Association  Council may be requested to make any
adjustments deemed necessary to enable Mauritius to conform to
the rules of origin).
347,  As regards sugar, the main Mauritian export, a Protocol
provides for the status quo to be maintained  until the Commonwealth
Sugar Agreement expires, by reference elsewhere to the texts enacted
on this subject in the Treaty of Accession.
With regard to financial and technical cooperation,  the Member
States of the Community, in order to meet the requirements of Article
60 (3) second subparagraph  of the Convention, decided to increase
the amount  made available to the European  Development Fund by
5 million units of account.  ..
In addition,"the Board of Governots of the EIB included Mau-
ritius among the beneficiaries  of loans granted to the AASM by the
Bank from its own resources, in implementation of Article 18 (b) of
the Convention.
- 
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the context of the enlargement  of the Communities,  the Association
council and committee were closely associated with the negotiations
by means of the consultations provided for in Article 60 of the Con-
vention. ln addition, the Chairman of the AASM Coordinating Com-
mittee attended the negotiations. since the Associatod states had
been favourable  from the outset to Mauritius' application to the
Community, discussions in the Association  Council and the Com-
mittee weie brief and mainly concerned the volume of financial  aid
and implementation of certain concessions granted to Mauritius  to
enable it to adapt to the system of the Yaound6  Convention  gradually
and smoothly.
The Associated States expressed their satisfaction at the
speedy conclusion of this agreement which protects the interests
of ttre parties to the Yaound6 convention and the prerogatives of
the Association Council, particularly with regard to definition of the
concept of 'products originating in'.
349.  Since the ratification procedures would take some time,
the Association Council, at its meeting of 10 October 1972, decided
to invite the representatives of Mauritius to attend the meetings of
the Association  council and committee and their working Parties
as observers, for the period between the signing of the Agreement
and its entry into force. At that same meeting the Association Council
adopted Decision No 44/72 delegating  powers to Jle Association
Committee in order to provide, in relations with Mauritius, for a
number of temporary  adaptations to decisions  by the Association
Council on the rules of origin.
(b) Effect of enlargement of the community on the lnstitutions of
the Association
350.  At its meeting of 30 November 1971, the Association
council exchanged  views on the problems which enlargement of the
Community endiled for the Association. lt examined  the conditions
under which the Yaound6  Convention would be applied as from
1 January 1973. On this occasion, the Community upheld the agree-
ment reached between the original Community members and the
candidate countries that existing relations between the original
community  and the new Member states and the 18 associated states
should be maintained until expiry of the Yaound6  Convention,  i.e.
until 31 January 1975. lt also indicated that the United Kingdom
would continue to maintain  preferential relations with the member
countries of the commonwealth.
-179-351.  At the Association Council's  meeting of 10 October 1972,
details were given on the composition and operation  of the Institutions
of the Associations as from 1 January 1973. Since the Council of
the European Communities  would no longer have six, but nine
members, the logic of the various texts required all members of the
Council of the European Communities to sit on the Association
Council. This change, however, would not affect the way in which
the Association  operated. In effect, this new institutional arrangement
can only be beneficial since it enables the candidate  countries to
acquaint  themselves more easily with the problems of the Association
and thus to make the best possible preparation  for the negotiations
which will open in 1973 with the AASM. At the same time the As-
sociated States will suffer no disadvantages  since the Community
position under the Yaound6 Convention continues to be determined
by the same conditions as those which applied before the Treaty of
Accession took effect, i.e. by the Six.
ln addition, the United Kingdom,  one of the new Member
States, will be permitted  to maintain its traditional  relations  with the
co.untries  of the Commonwealth up to 31 January 1975. Regarding
the period from 1 February 1975 onwards, the Community drew the
attention of the Partner States to the terms of the offer made to a
number of Commonwealth countries to enable them to adjust their
relations with the Community.
3. COOPERATION AT INTERNATIONAL  LEVEL
(a) 3rd United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
352.  Taking into account the views of the Council of the European
Communities with regard to this Conference, the Association Council
and Committee  provided a virtually constant exchange of views
between the Community and the Associated States both before
and during UNCTAD lll which was held in April and May 1972 in
Santiago, Chile.l
Bearing in mind the links between the Community  and the
group of industrialized countries on the one hand, and the AASM
and the 'Group of 77' on the other, this constant search for the best
possible common interest was made possible by consultations
organized in Brussels before the Conference opened, and in the
Chilean capital, to deal with problems on the agenda.  Frank and
1 Seepara.277.
-  180 -detailed  discussions  were held. At the Association  committee's
meeting of 24 March 1972, the Community  notified_the Associated
States,lollowing  a decision by the Council of the Communities, of
the broad approlch it meant to follow at UNCTAD lll with regard
to the chief problems affecting the developing  countries, and par-
ticularly the Associated States. This approach was concerned especially
with questions relating to basic commodities, diversification of
economies, manufactured  goods, export promotion  and regional
cooperation and integration among developing  countries- other than
AASM. They were alsb concerned with the'least advanced'developing
countries, the effects of the formation of regional economic groups
amongst industrialized  countries and the effect of the monetary
situat'r-on on world trade and development, especially  as regards the
developing countries.
setting out their ideas on the problems to be discussed at the
conference,-tne nRsvt drew attention to a number of points of
special concern to them, particularly basic commodities, in the light
oi policies directed towards the conclusion of world commodity
rgr""r"ntr, maintenance  of special tarif{ preferences, diversification
aia i6uring of markets, geneialized preferences, the least advanced
Ou""iopinS- countries anJ the effects of the formation of regional
economic groupings.
During the Conference, several on-the-spot consultation
meetings w6re held in Santiago, Chile, between the Community
O"t"gut.ionr  and those of the AASM on 24 April, 5 May and 11 May
1g7i.m" two parties were thus able to make known their respective
points of view on a whole series of questions discusseo at the con-
i"i"n"" or specialized  Commissions  and relating directly or indirectly
to the Yaound6 Convention.
353.  The Associated states considered the results of this con-
f"r"n"" very closely for the lessons to be drawn in respect of devel-
opr"nt poii"y and the Association's  future. They ascertained  that,
*tritrt positive results had been achieved in a number of sectors,
particut'arty in favour of the least advanced countries, no precise
iorritr.int had been undertaken for a plan of action in the essential
sectors such as basic commodities, which are of vital importance
to them. They consequently  asked the Community, at the Association
Council,s meeting oi tO October 1972, to rectify this system of
generalized  preferlnces on their behalf and to agree to regular con-
Juft.tio". in'Brussels with a view to preparing  and holding the 1973
muiiitateral trade talks, so that the talks could not prove detrimental
to the advantages they enjoyed on the Community market'
- 
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which should continue to be of prime importance in Community
policy, take concrete  measures  not only in respect of financial assist-
ance, but also of market outlets:and their export prices, notably by
the conclusion of regional agreements to stabilize the prices of 
'raw
materials.
Lastly, the Community would keep the Associated States
regularly informed of the findings of studies it conducted to foster a
Community policy of development aid. The Association  Council
heard an important declaration  by the Community which had begun
an overall study of development  aid problems both at the conference
of Heads of State and Government in paris on 19 and 20 October
1972 and within the council of the European communities.  on this
occasion the community expressed  its willingness to respect both
the spirit and the letter of commitments  it had undertaken,  particularly
vis-d-vis its existing associates.
Like the Community, the Associated States are convinced that
the Association will occupy a position of prime importance  in a
community  policy towards the entire Third world and will be one of
the essential elements of this policy.
4. TRADE
(a) consultations  on generalized preferences in favour of devetoping
countries
354.  ln accordance  with Article 15 of the yaound6 Gonvention
and Decision No 35/71 of the Association council regarding the
information and consultation procedure  provided for in Title I oJ the
convention, the community notified the AASM of the directives
9qryn up by the Council of the European Communities,  renewing for
1972, with a number of adjustments, the generalized preferences
granted to developing countries.
355.  At the Association Committee's  meeting ot 24 March 1972,
the Associated States emphasized the need, in ltre present circum-
stances, to examine the Community's offer, in order to protect the
interests of the AASM by achieving a bettei bafance. Furthermore,
they opposed a move towards  enlarging the list of beneficiaries  to
incfude countries which were not members of the 'Group of 77,, and
requested that there should be detaited consultations within the
Association  council cin the results of the study then being conducted
on this subject b,y the Commission:
- 
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1972, the Community informed the Associated  States of its common
position with regard io the extension,  from 1 January 1973, of gen-
eratizeO preferenles to certain countries which were all members of
the'Group ot77'. tt declared, on the other hand, that no decision  to
extend the enjoyment of generalized  preferences to countries other
thin those mehtioned  was likely to be taken in the next few months'
Moreover, as the AASM were experiencing difficulties over
their exports of plywood, laminated board and blockboard, the
Associated States'hid asked the Community to review the position
of these products within the context of generalized preferences.
357.  At the Association Council's  meeting of 1o-October  1972,
ih" Corrunity confirmed that the Council of the European  Com-
munities,  in ord'er to allay the anxieties of the Associated  states, had
decided in the case of plywood, laminated board and block-board,
irr"i-it" ceiling for plywood, laminated board and block-board
imported from non-associate  developing contries would not be raised
i" igZg, and that the specific ceiling for each exportilg tgylly would
be lowered (it was lowOred from 50% in 1972 to 20o/o in 1973)'
on this occasion, the Associated states wished to obtain an
assurance  for the future that the community would refrain from
making any new offer in respect of products being exported,  or
*tri"rr"right be exported by the AAsM, that the list of offers. would
not be inireased  until suctr time as all the developed countries had
iniroduced  generalized  preferences, and that the list of beneficiaries
would ,"rain limited exclusively to the members  of the 'Group ol77'.
358.  The council of the European communities ruled on 17
becember 1g72 on the extension of generalized preferences  for 1973.
The measures adopted for 1973, of which the AAMS have been
notified,  are along the lines of the requests formulated by the Associ-
ated States.
(b) statements on the negotiations between the EEC and EFTA
non-candidafe  Sfafes
359.  In the spirit of Article 15 of the Yaound6 convention and
bearing in mind Decision No 35/71 of the Association council
relatini to trade policy procedure, the Community informed the
AASM-of the progiess of negotiations with the non-candidate EFTA
countries, viz, Austria,, Finland, lceland, Portugal, Sweden and
Switzerland, which culminated in the agreements signed in BrusselS
-183-on 22 July "1972. At the Association Council's meeting of 10 October
1972, the Community  supplemented the information given by the
Association  Committee on 24 March, 30 June and 29 September
1972, stressing that the prime objective of these agreements was to
avoid the reerection  of customs barriers between the candidate and
non-candidate countries. lt also indicated that, in an effort to take
account of the AASM's interests over products of concern to them,
the Council of the European Communities had been prompted to lay
down a specific  safeguard clause in favour of plywood, laminated
board and blockboard originating  in the AASM. The only comments
made by the AASM concerned the agreement with portugal.
(c) System applied to agricultural products and tropical products
(i) Treatment of certain fruits and vegetables originating in
AASM countries
360.  At its meeting of 20 and 21 March 1g72, the Council of
the European Communities agreed on the treatment to be given to
certain fruit and vegetables originating in AASM countries-. These
would be exempt from duties but subject to the restrictions of a
marketing timetable in the case of some of these products (peas,
beans of the species Phaseolus, sweet peppers, aubergines, courgettes,
melons and the like). when it consulted the Associaied states at the
Association committee meeting of 24 March 1972, the community
stated that the timetable would be reexamined by the council of the
Communities  one year after introduction  of the system, to make any
improvements dictated by the development  of trade in these products.
The Associated states declared  that they were not satisfied, as the
products concerned  had until recently been completely duty-free
without any time limit and, furthermore,  the treatment envisaged  for
fruit and vegetables from the AASM was also less favourable than
the treatment  given to the same products originating in third countries,
su_ch as Greece. They emphasized the importance they attached to
this point of law and asked that this question should remain on the
agenda of the coming meetings of the Association  Committee and
Association Council.
The Council of the European Communities  stood by its position
and, at its meeting of 25 April 1972, enacted Regulation No gS9/72.
The Associated states again raised the problem at the Association
Committee  meetings of 30 June and 29 September 1g72, and at the
Association  council meeting of 10 october 1972. The Associated
States repeated the comments they had made during their consul-
tations with the Association Committee. The Community, for its
-184-part, expressed  understanding  of the concern voiced  by the Associated
btrt".. it confirmed  that it did in fact propose to review the treatment
in-qr.Joo UV t  May 1973, to make improvements in-favour of
AAdM exports. However, it stood by its interpretation  of- the term
;"conon1i"'interest' given in the aforementioned Protocol No 1 and
considered,  moreover, that comparison with the treatment given
to Greece was not a fair one in this case. In these circumstances, the
bommunity and the Associated States deemed that the best way
to roru" the difficulties prompted by the treatment in question was
to make use of the amicable arbitration procedure  provide^d  for in the
Declaration in Annex Vlll to the Final Act of the Yaound6 convention,
r.if,"i if.rrn taking their disagreement  before the Court of Arbitration
ot- itr" Associairon. Undei this Declaration, Contracting Parties
"ng'g"oinadisputewithinthemeaningofArtic|e53oftheCon. ;;;iil"  may, if circumstances  permit, avail themselves of an amicable
riUiirution 
'procedure  before taking their differences before the
nsso"iriion  council. This task, which had to be completed no later
than 31 December 1972, was entrusted to a person_nominated  by
iii" t*o parties, Mr J. iey former president of the commission  of
if," iu.pr.n iommunities.  Mr Jean Rey submitted his conclusions
UV tfr" end of December and the Community gave its comments  on
ihem. lt informed the Associated  States of its readiness to accept one
oi-rvtr .tern Rey,s two proposals, for amendment of the timetable
"ontuin"d 
in Cbuncil iegulation No 859/72, provided tha-t the
airprt"-"ould  then be coniidered as settled. The Associated States
declinedtocomment,sayingtheywoulddosoatthenextmeeting
of the Association Council.
(ii) Measures to be taken in favour of sugar originating in
the AAMS
36l.AttheAssociationCommitteemeetingof24.Marchl9T2,
the Associated states iemarted that those of them which exported
tugtt *"t" unfavouiably  treated in-comparison with the majority of
cointries which benefit from the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement
"nJ 
ir,"t this situation  would result in an unbalance in advantages
n"i*."n the Associated states and the potential Associated states
ii  tro, 1 January ig73, *hen the Treaty of Accession came into
"tt""i. 
They therefore requested the Community to grant the -AASM
. pi"i"r.nti.l  price quota of 50 o0o tonnes of sugar as from 1 January
1 973.
AttheAssociationCounci|'smeetingofl0octoberl9T2,the
CommunityreiteratedthattheSugarquestionwouldformanintegral
p# 
"tif.t"'f 
973 and 1974 negotiitions for renewal of the Convention
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bility of -fixing a preferential quota for a small quantity of sugai orig-
inating in the AASM. lt also recalled that given the commitments
undertaken in Protocol No 22 to the Treaty of Accession, the solution
to. be found by the enlarged comrnunity for the potential associates  of
the commonwealth would apply under the same terms and conditions
to the AASM sugar producers. The treatment given to AASM sugar
under the present convention should thus in no way prejudice the
solution to be found for all producer states in implementation of the
a.forementioned  Protocol No 22. The Associated states applauded
the considerable advances made by the community in this field, but
remarked that the situation was changing so fast that reference to the
small quanthy quoted five years ago would compromise  the dynamic
progress of the Association.
(iii) Protection  of the designation ,natural  vanilla,
362.  ln 1971 the AASM had brought before the Association the
question of the protection of natural vanilla. A proposal for a directive
on this product was submitted by the commission to the council of
the European communities. lt was based on Articfe 100 of the Treaty of Rome and proposed the approximation of provisions riid down
by law, regulation or administrative action by the Member states
concerning ice cream and similar edible products. The community
observed that the problem of vanilla was part of a whole body of
complex measures. lt was, however, fully awa.re of the importance of
the. increasing consumption of natural vanilla, particularly  ior ttre
Malagasy- economy, and decrared itserf favourabiy disposeb to give
due consideration to the AASM request,  saying that'more specitic
information would be given at a later date, once ihe experts hid been
able to work out the most suitable  solutions from the iechnicai  point
9f view..After the Association states again raised this problem at the
Association  council meeting of 10 october 1g72, the community
promised to speed up examiiration.of tne Commisri'"";" pi"p"r"l.
(d) Quantitative restrictions  in the AASM
969: . Thq joint_ EEC-AASM Expert,s Working party instructed
by the Association  cornmittee to examine the question of quantitative
restrictions on imports into the AASM continued its woik concen-
{ating mainly on the quantitative  restrictions notified by the Associated
stqtes to the Association council in aceordance with'Article e it) ot
Protocol No 3 to the convention. lt reported to the lssociaiion
cgqmjttee,  whigh hefd. a general exchange of views at its meeting
ot 24 March 1972. At rhe Community's request, the AASM furnished
-186-s number of details of the measures concerned during the Association
committee meeting of 30 June 1972. The Community stressed that
it wished to know the, exact reasons behind the restrictive measures
adopted by the Associated  states, so as to prevent the development
oi }port patterns  which would later have to be broken because of
indusirialization policies followed by the AASM'
(e) Definition of the term, 'product originating .in' Adoption of
Decision No 43/72.of the EEC-AASM  Association Council
364.  As a result of changes to the Brussels customs Nomenclature
it proved necessary to make changes to lists A and c of Association
Council Decision No 36/71 regarding the definition of the term,
,pioOu.$ originating in' in order to apply Title I of the Association
Convention a-nd retaling to methods  of administrative  cooperation.
Basingitse|fontheworkoftheCustomsCooperationCom-
mittee and ihe recommendation of the Association  Committee, the
Asiociation  Council adopted Decision No 43/72 at its meeting of
10 october 1972, amending Decision No 36/71, for this purpose.
The Council of the European Communities,  for its part, adopted
Regulation  No 2656/72 concerning implementation of the above-
meitioneO Decision No 43/72, at its meeting of 6 December  1972'
(f)  Consultation of the banana-exporting  Associated  States
36S.Atameetingon13JunelgT2,thebanana-exporting
Associated  states werJconsulted,  in implementation  of the provisions
;id";;  XLto tne Final Act of the Second Yaounde  Convention, on
tt 
"ii "Uif it' to supply, on suitable term€, all or part of the- quantities
oi U.nin.i, tor wlricfr'tfre  Federal Republic of Germany had requested
.nln"i..id in the duty-free tariff quota due to it for 1972, under the
F oto"oL on the Tariff Ouota for lrnport of Bananas annexed to the
i;;;it  ot Ror". The outcome of the consultation  and of the offers
r.J"  UV the:Associated States enabled an agreernent to be reached
ilong ihe delegationsiof the Member States concerned  whereby  the
,uppiJr"nt"ry iariff quota for 1972 was fixed at 250 000 tonnes;
foitbwing  a new consultation  on27 NoVember 1972,it was decided
6 ;ir;  in" tgtz supplementary quota by 27 000 tonnes, bringing
the totat b 277 000 tonnes.
'187"-(S) Problem  regarding the sale of bananas produced  by the Associated
Sfafes on the Community market
366.  At its meeting of 10 October 1g72,the Association Council
heard a declaration by the Associated states on the decline which
had been observed for some time in sales of bananas exported to the
Community and originating  in Somalia.
B - Overseas countries and territories
367.  In implementing  the Council  decision  of 2g September 1969
on the association  with the ocr, the council has usuaily adapted  or
extended the legislation applying to the AASM. Thus, Council  Regu_
lation No 859/72 of 25 April 1972 on the treatment applicabte to
certain fruits and vegetables originating in the AASM is also'applicable
to the OCT.
Just as the Association Council had done in the case of the
EEC-AASM, the council of the European communities, following
changes made to the Brussels customs nomenclature.  passed i
resolution on 6 December 1972, amending the decision oi 7 June
1972 defining the concept of 'products oiiginating in, and admin_
istrative cooperation methods.
368.  ln other cases, however, the Council  drafted and adopted
decisions of a specific nature. The Council also, on 2g July 1g72,
adopted a decision waiving the decision of 7 June 1971, to make
allowance for the special situation of surinam. This decision, which
is valid from 1 August 1972 for a period of one year and renewable
by resolution  of the council, lays down that in certain circumstances
and up to an annual maximum of 150000 u.a., calculated on the
basis of the ex-factory price, certain articles of clothing manufactured
in surinam  are considered as products originating in su"rini; piouiu"a
the value added in Surinam is not less than 30%.
369.  ln addition, the council working party concerned therewith
completed  its draft specifications  for public works tenders and supply
contracts financed  by the EDF in the overseas countries  and territorles
(and in the French overseas departments). To allow this text to be
applied, the council subsequently passed a resolution amending the
decision of 29 september 1970 relating to association of the bcr
with the community. Title 1 of this generil specification,  which applies
only to public works and supply contracts, contains the regulation
provisions  which must form an integral part of all tenders 
"nJ ritl" 2
the contractual, administrative  and technicat clauses to which reference
will be made, depending  on the type of services to be supplied under
the special specifications. Adoption of a single proceduie for public
_  188 _works and supply contracts, unifying the basic conditions relating to
competition and invitations to tender, constitutes an important
cont;ibution  towards the creation of equal opportunities of access to
,rr["ir financed by the Community for all nationals  and companies
in the Member States and the OCT.
C - Activities of the European  Development  Fund
370.  The Committee of the European Development Fund held
"l"u"n 
meetings in 1972- The favourable opinions  e-xpressed. by the
Committee apitieA to the projects  and programmes financed by both
the 2nd and 3rd EDF (EDF 1969).
371.  At its 64th meeting on 11 January 1972, the-.Committee
gave favourable opinion on if," following  project, to be financed by
the 2nd and 3rd EDF:
Beneficiary
country
Beneficiary
country
lslamic
Republic  of
Mauritania
The Republic
of Niger
Republic
of Mali
Project Title
Project Title
Complementary  survey of the water table
of Boulanouar
(Water  suPPIY for Nouadhibou)
Social and cultural  programme  for women
Aid for exceptional  situation - 
Disaster
Approx.
total
in u.a.
TheCommitteea|sogaveafavourab|eopiniononthefo||owing
projects which are to be financed by the 3rd EDF:
Approx,
total
in u.a,
252000
65 000
407 000
Powel Grid infrastructure
Construction  of transPort lines
The appropriate  decisions for financing were made
'Commission  on 24 January 1972'
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by the372.  At its'65th meeting on 22 February 1972, the Commitree
gave a favourable opinion on the following projects to be financed
by the 3rd EDF:
Republic
of Burundi
Republic
of Rwanda
People's
Republic of
the Congo
Dutch
Antilles
Surinam
Republic
of Mali
Republic
of Mali
Republic
of Senegal
Republic  of
Upper Volta
Enlargement of the Teza and Muramvya
tea plantations, Additional finance  for the
Rwegura plantation
Continuation and extension of the
Cyangugu and Nwaga-Gisakura  tea
projects
PurChase of a dredger for the port of
Pointe-Noire  (project No 21 1.005.20)
Addition  finance
Road construction in Curacao
lmprovement  of the east-west  coast road,
Coppename-  Ingikond16 section
Reconstruction  of 2 bridges over the
Bagoe and Bafing  rivers
Development  of rice-growing  with
controlled flooding in the S6gou region
lrrigation system  for the Nianga district
Continuation  of rural development  project
of thO South West Regional Development
Office (ORD)
Approx.
total
in u,a.
200 000 000
2 997 000
522 000
772000
521 000
1 008000
11 883000
6017000
1 908 000
The committee arso passed a favourable opinion on finance
to be provided to the whole of the AASM, for a programme to study
the prospects  of industrialization in the AASM wit[ a view to ex- porting, amounting to 600 000 u.a. The appropriate  decisions  for
financing were passed by the commission on'g ana 13 March 1972.
373.  At its 66th m€eting of 21 March 1972,the committee passed
a fav_o_urable opinion for the following projects to be financ"a'ny *re
3rd EDF:
-  190 -Beneficiary
country
Republic
of Chad and
Federal
Republic of
tho Cameroons
Republic
of the
Cameroons
Surinam
Beneficiary
country
Republic
of DahomeY
Republic
of DahomeY
Republic
of the
lvory Coast
Republic
of Senegal
Republic
of Chad
Central
Afiican
Republic
Survey of the Mundu-Gidjiba
(Ngaundere) road
Programme of selection and propagation
of plants for a tea Plantation
Municipal offices for Paramaribo
(project  11.41 .104) Additional  finance
720 000
I 37 000
1 094 000
Approx.
total
in u.a.
4213000
2 809 000
1 0 335 000
2 038 000
I 672 000
739 000
The Committee also passed a favourable  opinion on taking
financial responsibility amounting to 136000 u.a. for seconding
4 schoolteacirers,  to the Member States of the Joint Afro-Malagasy
and Mauritius Organization.  The appropriate  financial decisions  were
passed by the Commission on 12 April 1972.
374,  At its 67th meeting on 25 April 1972,the Committeegave.gfav-
ourabte opinion on the following  projects to be financed bythe 3rd ED F:
Aqricultural and industrial  development  in
thi Department of OUEME
Development  of 10 000 ha. cashew nut
plantation
Development  of rice-growing
Extension of edible groundnut  growing
in the Sin6-Saloum area
Extension  of Ab6ch6 hospital - Additional
finance
Bambari Agricultural  College - 
Additional
finance
-  191 -Project Title
People's
Republic  of
the Congo
and Central
Afiican
Republic
_  The appropriate  decisions for financing  were made by the
Commission on 10 May 1g72.
375.  At its 68th meeting on 2 May 1g72, the Committee  gave a
favourable opinion on the following project to be financed by the
2nd EDF:
Approx.
total
in u.a.
Republic
of Senegal
Establishment of a seed deoartment
Project Title
2972000
At the same meeting the Committee  gave a favourable  opinion
on the following project which is to be financed by the 3rd EDF:
Beneficiary
country
Approx,
total
in u.a.
^  The appropriate  decisions for financing  were made by the
Commission  on 18 May 1g72.
376.  At its 69th meeting on 23/24 May 1972, the Committee
passed a favourable  opinion on the following projects to be financed
by the 3rd EDF:
Purchase of maintenance  equipment for
waterways
-192-French
Guyana
Malagasy
Republic
Republic
of the
lvory Coast
Republic  of
Upper Volta
Republic
of Mali
Democratic
Republic
of Somalia
Project Title
Cayenne River Crossing
Development  of the MarovoaY
(COMEMA)  plains (left bank)
Restructuring  of the road network in-the
Koussou-Bandan  region
Asphalting of the Koup6la-Nianguedi
seCtion (92 km) of the main Ouagadugu-
Lom6 road
Completion  of the Mopti Regional  Health
Centre, Grant
Road surveys
2 584 000
1 764 000
3 961 000
6518000
367 000
1 040 000
The appropriate  decisions for financing were made by the
Commission on 5 June 1972.
At the same meeting, the Committee  gave a favourable  opinion
on the granting ofr
(a) an interest bonus at a rate of 3o/o to be applied to- a loa.n to be \-' 
grrnt"J by the EIB to finance the ,UTEX;',-  (lndustrialTextile
iJnion of ihe lvory Coast) - 
project at Dimbokro (lvory.Coast).
ifre amount of this bonus was fixed at' 612 22O u'a" and
(b) a contribution towards the equity of the 'UTEXI' company - \-' 
itnartttitt Textile Union of the lvory Coast), by taking a share
in capital amounting to 275 000 000 CFA francs'
The appropriate  decisions were made by the Commission on
26 June 1972.
377'AtitsT0thmeetingon2TJunelgT2,theCommitteegave
a iavourable  opinion on th; following project, to be financed by
the 2nd EDF:
- 
193 -Dopartment
of Guade-
loupe
Access roads - 
Leeward  coast I 643 000
At the same meeting, the committee gave a favourable  opinion
on the following projects, to be financed  by the 3rd EDF:
Comores
tenitory
Territory  of
Wallis and
Futuna
lslands
French
Polynesian
Teritories
French
Territory
of Afars
and lssas
Republic of
Upper  Volta
Rwanda
Republic
Republic
of Burundi
The appropriate
Commission  on 7 July
Wat€r supply for Moroni
Road making equipment for Wallis-lsland
Relief road west of pepeete
Further development  of the south break-
water of the Port of Djibuti
Surveying  fo1 lre  Ouagadugu-Kudugu
road section (1 00 km)
Extension of  small tea plantations,
Assistance  for the national  organization
for the development  of tea-growing
lmprovement  of the Muramvya-Gitega
road (project No 2t 1.001 .28). Addition;l
finance
Approx.
total
in u.a,
2 693 000
41 0 000
198 000
7 300 000
1 42 000
decisions for financing were made by the
1972.
- 
194 -378.  At its 71st meeting on 18 July 1972, the committee  gave a
favourable opinion on the iollowing projects to be financed by the
3rd EDF:
Beneficiary
country
Approx.
total
in u.a.
Republic
of the
lvory Coast
Malagasy
Republic
Malagasy
Republic
Republic
of Niger
Republic
of Chad
Central
African
Republic
Central
African
Republic
Republic
of Burundi
People's
Republic of
the Congo
Atthesamemeeting,theCommitteepassedafavourab|e
opinion on a programme of ;ducation grants covering  the-years-1972
ti igZS, amounting to 29 937 000 u.a. for all countries  of the AASM
and g77 900 u.a. tb all associated overseas countries,  territories and
u"p"rtr"nb. The appropriate decisions for financing were made by
the Commission  on 26 JulV 1972.
379.  At its 72nd meeting on 26 September  1972, the Committee
;;;;  " 
tavouraUte opinion on the following project to be financed by
the 2nd EDF:
Sending out an experienced schoolteacher
Productivity  campaign for rice-growing
(final stage)
East Coast coffee  scheme
Palletization  bay for Niamey Airport
mprovemont  of road to Mundu-Kutu
Aerodrome
ntegtated  development  programme for
the cotton slea
Watet supply for the towns of Bouar and
Bambari (Proiect No 21 1'003'17)'
Additional finance
Technical aid and tea factory for the
Tora plantation. Enlargement  fo  the
plantation
Farms for cattle rearing in the Niari Valley
(Stage 2)
6158000
1 587 000
252000
61 2 000
4 798 000
61 I 253
1 060000
1 308000
- 
195 -Republic
of Togo
Beneficiary
country
Beneficiary
country
Republic
of Dahomey
Republic
of Niger
lslamic
Republic
of Mauritania
lslamic
Republic of
Mauritania
Democratic
Republic
of Somalia
Project Title
Agricultural  development scheme in the
Kara Valley
Porto-Novo,  Yoko, Pobe Road
Completion of the extensions  to the
millet mill at Tinder
Enclosure of small, irrigated rice-growing
areas
Survey of the Kiffa-Nema  road
Construction  of the port of Mogadiscio
At the same meeting, the Committee  gave a favourable  opinion
on the following projects to be financed by the 3rd EDF:
459 000
4 177 000
407 000
700 000
1 080 000
1 1 524 000
Approx,
total
in u.a.
_  The appropriate  decisions for financing were made by the
Commission  on 10 October 1g72.
380.  At its 73rd meeting on 24 October 1g72, the Committee
gave^a favourable  opinion on the following project to be financed by
the 2nd EDF:
Rural development of the Zinder Region
- 
196 -At the same meeting, the Committee  gave a favourable  opinion
on the following project to be financed by the 3rd EDF:
Project Title
Approx.
total
in u,a.
The appropriate  decisions for financing were made by the
Commission  on 10 November 1972.
381.  By a decision dated 26 october 1972, the Commission
ti"nt"A " rlr  of 49 409 u.a. in the form of a flat-rate  interest bonus
io-U".ppri"d  to an EIB loan for the extension of a clinker crushing
p}"i ri 6"rberi (United Cameroon Republic)  in the Douala industrial
Ione. The EDF bommittee had approved this project by written
procedure.
g82.  At its 74th meeting on 20 November 1972, the committee
;t;  " 
favourable opinion on the following projects to be financed
by the 3rd EDF:
People's
Republic
of the Congo
lslamic
Republic
of Mauritania
Guadeloupe
Republic
ol Zaire
Construction of an extra berth (infra-
structure) at the port of Pointe-Noire
Development of stock raising in .South
East Mauritania (preliminary phase)
Drinking-water subply for the Grands
Fonds zone
Survey of the Bonger-Lai  road
Akula dyke
4 681 000
Approx,
total
in u.a,
Republic
of Chad
2 485 000
1 620 000
504 000
2 069 000
-197 -383.  The Committee  also gave a favourable opinion on the
financing  of lraining courses and study courses to be organized by
the Commission departments in 1973, tor nationals of the AASM and
O_CT gounlries (award of 84 000 u.a.). In addition a globat amount
of 145000 u.a. was fixed for financing the series of lymposia and
the 'Courrier de l'Association'  during 1973. Finally, the iommittee
gave a favourable opinion on an interest bonus o! 20/o representing
an updated global amount of 358 992 u.a. to be applied to the
3 million u.a. long-term loan from the ElB, to finance replacement and
extensions  to the rolling stock of the Abidjan-Niger Railway  Board
(-nAru1 (Republic  of the lvory coast and Upper vorti). The appropriate
decisions for financing were made by the commission on 30 irlovember
1972.
384.  A decision to provide finance was taken by the council,
since the application had_ been given an unfavourable  opinion by the
EDF committee and the commission decided, according  to Article 1s,
page 2, of the Internal Agreement  on the financing and administration
of community aid, to refer the matter to the councir. The project
concerned  relates to the 'Establishment  of an agricultural and'ind-us-
trial complex.for sugar in Banfora', put forward by the Upper Volta
and submitted to the 73rd meeting of the EDF commiftee (i4 october
1972). The differences of opinion concerning  procedures for financing
the project whose importance  and priority iating for the Republic of
upper Volta were not in question, were eliminated-during  the bouncil,s
preparatory  work. The council was thus able to decide to provide
finance for this project on 6 December 1g72.ln accordan"" *ith tni"
resolution, the council authorized the commission to grant the
Republic of upper Volta a roan of s o4o oo0 u.a. on 
"pe""iri 
terms,
as welf as non-refundable aid equivatent  to approximateiy 3 241 ooo
u.a.
since loans for economic  capitar investment projects can, in certain circumstances,  (under the terms of the convention)  be granted to a business concern, through the state concerned,  on
terms different from those granted to the beneficiary state, the council
approved the amount of the loan on special terms as follows: the
community would grant a loan of s 040 ooo u.a. to ttre Repuutic  or
Upper Volta at a rate of I % p.a. for a period of 24 years, commencing
repayments  after the 10th year. The Republic of upper Volta was
then to reassign the loan, which was to be administered 
'by 
the European
fnvestment Bank, to the volta sugar company at a rate of 2o/o p.a.
lor the same period of time, repayments again io commence  atter tne
1Oth year. The revenue resulting from the difference  in interest rates
was to be used to finance the development  projects covered by
Article 19 of the Association Agreement.
- 
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385.  Examination by council bodies of the various dossiers  on
tinancial and technical cooperation within the framework of the
association with the AASM and associated overseas countries and
ierritories gave rise to two Council decisions designed to improve
p."eJur"s-tor administering the aid provided by the Community.
During its 196th meeting of 30 May 1972-the.Council auth-
orized tfte C-ommission to carry-ouer to the 2nd EDF the balances of
"irAiir 
from projects completed under the 1st EDF and to earmark
if,"r, in accordince witfr the procedures of the 2nd EDF' for the
financing of economic and social investment  projects'
Atits2lTthmeetingof6DecemberlgT2theCounci|madea
number of amendments t; the internal regulations  of the EDF Com-
ritt"". lt decided to introduce a speedier procedure to. enable action
io U" tuf."n urgently in ttre event of disasiers within the meaning  of
Article 20 of the Convention of Association'
386.  The Council, as usual, drafted the Community's  position
*it|.,in the Association' council regarding implementation -of Article 29
of the Convention of Associationl At ita 13th meeting of 10 October
|giZ, tn" Association Council passed a resolution on the broad lines
oi tinanciat  and technical  cooperation (Association  Council Resolution
f'lo b/72). This Resoiuiion abats with problems of training, adminis-
i,.lio'n ind operation oi inu"tttents and measures to be taken with
; "i"* 
io assisting industrialisation  of the Associated  States'1
E - The East Afrlcan States (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania)
387.  During the period covered by this Report'-the Council of
Association beiween the EEC and East Africa held a meeting on
Zi-FeUtuaw 1972 in Nairobi. The Association  Committee also had
tt'rr""- t""tings: 7 J.nuurv (2nd meetins) ang 17. February (3rd
meeting)inNairobiandl0Ju|y1972(4thmeeting)|ntsrusse|s.
In addition a Joint Experts working  Party met on 4 January
1972 in Nairobi to rtuav the'conditions governing the issue of AA 1
rForthetextofthisResolution,see'Recueil^detextes,nolll,conventionde
Vib,i',iae JJ r sog;. tcorreciea ii*ts, no | | t. 1 969 Yaound6 convention).
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199 -movement certificates for coffee, the replies to the GATT questionnaire
on the Arusha Agreement  and various problems relating to quantitative
import restrictions: these latter problems were studi;d further at a
meeting of the Working party on 7 July 1972 in Brussels.
-  Finally, the customs cooperation  committee, estabrished under
Articfe 34 of Decision No 1/71 of the Association councit to oetine
the concept  of 'products  originating in' and administrative  Cooperation
methods, met for the first time on 15 February 1g72 in Nlirooi. lt prepared the work of the Association committee and council in connection with the effects of the amendments to the Brussels
customs  Nomenclature  on the rules defining, the concepi witr,in tte
Association  of 'products originating in', andlhe conditions governing
the issue of AA 1 movement certificates for coffee.
988.  _The^setting up of the parliamentary Committee, provided
for in Article 29 of the Arusha Agreement,  was an important event for
the Association  during the period under review. ftre rirst m""iin-g *".
held in Nairobi on 27 and 28 November 1972. 
.'----"i
The committee first raid down its rures of procedure, based on those of other Association Agreements, and elected its officers.
The President of the Association cbuncil, nlli.l. c. N. o.ogo-rMinister
of rrade and Industry - 
Repubric of Kenya), gave a aeiaitdJ'repon
of the various activities of the Association  b'oincil ,no tou"t.o on a number of points regarding  prospects for the future. witt, *,i. 
"" " basis, the committee discussed various aspects of the Association and its future in some depth. As a result oi this exchang"-oi-ia".r,
the.Parliamentary committee passed a resolution which walloiwaroeo
to the Association  council. The council of the European communities
was represented  at this-meeting  by Mr T. westerterp, under-secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs (Netherlands).
389' .. -The subjects deart with by the Association committee and council during the period under consideration  were mainry connected
either with the measures required to bring the Agreem.rit inio'ior"" or the problems likely to be raised by its impl6mentation. 
-in 
tnis connection the community stressed that reiations between the
Partner states and the originar community wourd remain unchanged
until the Arusha Agreement  expired on 31 January 1gt5.  - -
390'  In accordance  with the Association Agreement,  the partner
states of the East African community submitte-d their customs tariff which was duly noted by the Community at the Association  Com-
-200-mittee meeting of 7 FebruarV  1972. The two sides exchanged infor-
mation on the quantitative  restrictions imposed both in the Partner
states and the Member  States of the European community. This
item was the subject of fairly lengthy discussions  within the Associ-
ation. lt became apparent, after several months in operation, that
there was a certain amount of uncertainty as to the exact nature of
some of the quantitative restrictions  both in the Partner States of the
East African iommunity and the Member States of the Community.
3g1.  Protocol No 2 to the Arusha Agreement provides that,
not*itrrt"nding  the general duty-free  treatment given by the com-
munitv to imported products originating in the Partner states, the
Community may, subject to consultation with the Partner States, take
protective 
'measures when imports of tinned pineapple, coffee and
cloves exceed a certain ceiling. The ceiling for tinned pineapple  was
n*lJ OV protocol No 2 at 860 tonnes per annum, this figure being
calculaied  on the basis of a weighted arithmetical  mean of the exports
of the partner States during thiee reference years (1966,_1967 and
igO8j. In 1971 protective measures were taken by the Community
wrre-n imports of tinned pineapple reached  1 680 tonnes. The com-
munity did not, however, reintroduce the supplementary  charge on
ifr" i,jg.r content of tinned pineapples with respect to the Partner
!irt"i.-itt" Contracting Parties went into this question at the meetings
ini"Uru.ry 1972 and iarticularly at the second meeting of the Associ-
ation Councif on 21 FebruarY 1972.
The Partner states asked the community  to take a more liberal
attitude to the ceiling provided  for in Protocol No 2 and not to apply
if," ""t"Sr"rd 
clauJe' unless there were marked disturbances  in
traditional trade patterns. They also insisted that the consultations
which the European Communiiy is obliged to hold, should take place
before the Community  took the protective measures it considered
n"""$"w- within the Association committee and council the con-
tricting Farties agreed to apply this procedure in future. The Com-
;r;iil"rpfrasiziO, however, itrat it was difficult, if not impossible,
i;;;;  legal point of view to alter the amount indicated in Protocol
flo Z 
"" 
a"n aiteration of this sort required ratification by the signatory
st"t"". By way of a compromise  the community, after promising to
consult the Association States before taking the protective measures
piouia"a to1. under Protocol No 2, announced that in 1972 it would
Snty inuote the provisions of Protocol No 2, if imports of tinned
pin6appte" originating in East Africa came_to more than 2 000 tonnes.
tfris iotution ihould-enable the Partner States to plan their exports
better and avoid suddenly  flooding the Community market'
-201 -392.  The Community also endeavoured  to reach an accommo-
dation with the Partner States over other specific difficulties they
mentioned. After consulting the Partner States at the Association
Councif meeting on 21 February 1972, the Community  agreed to
review its position with regard to the treatment applicable of maize
from the Partner States to the Community, by further reducing the
import charge trom 0.75% to 1o/o. The Council of the European Com-
munities enacted Regulation No 1466/72 to this effect at its meeting
on 10 July 1972.
Regarding  the treatment applicable to certain fruits and veg-
etables originating in the Partner States, the Council of the European
Communities  enacted Regulation No 860/72 on 2b April 1972 a,tter
consultations with the Partner states. This Regulation, identical to
the one adopted for the same products originating  from the AASM
and the Overseas Countries and Territories (No BSg/72), provides
for the products in question to enter the Community free of duty
under a marketing  timetable.
393.  At the Association  Council  meeting on 21 February  1g72,
the Partner states also raised the question of sugar. The work of the
Association committee and council is not limited to agricultural and
tropical products.  The discussions on how to present and defend the
Arusha Agreement before GATT, culminated in agreement between
the Community and the Partner States on the repiy which the Con-
tracting Parties should make to the GATT questionnaire. At the
Association  council meeting of 21 February 1g72 there was a detailed
discussion on the way in which the community  should implement  the
system of generalized  preferences.
Protocol No 5 annexed to the Arusha Agreement ensures that
the provisions of that Agreement shall not impede the imptementation
of a system of generalized preferences. The partner states, however,
considered that implementation of the system of generalized pref-
erences was unfavourable to them, in that it upset the internal balance
of the Arusha Agreement by reducing the preferences they enjoyed
in the community  market. Because  of this they asked the community
to considlr taking certain compensatory  measures to rectify thii
situation. The Community  reserved its position on this question.
394.  ln the context of the exchanges of information required
betwe-en the parties to the Arusha Agreement on all matters directly
or- indirectly affecting the life of the Association,  the Community
informed the Partner States, at the Association  Council meeting on
21 February 1972, of the negotiations in progress with Mauritius on
-202-an Association Agreement with the EEC, granting that country the
right of accession to the Yaound6 Convention. This Agreement  was
subsequently signed at Port-Louis  on 12 May 1972. At the same
meeting and at meetings of the Association  Committee, the Community
also informed the Partner States of the progress made in the nego-
tiations for enlargement of the Community and the conclusions
reached and of the trade agreements concluded  by the Community
with the non-candidate EFTA States (Austria, Finland, lceland,
Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland).
Again for the purpose of mutual information and consultation,
the community and the Partner states met for talks at the 3rd UNCTAD
Conference held in April and May 1972 in Santiago,  Chile.
395.  Finally, following the work of the Customs  Cooperation
Committee  and the Association Committee, the Council  adopted
Decision No 2/72 amending the Association Council's Decision
No 1/71 on definition  of the concept of 'products originating in'and
administrative  cooperation methods,  in view of the changes made to
the Brussels Customs Nomenclature. The Council of the European
Communities  adopted Council Regulation No 686/72 on 5 April
1972, concerning implementation  of Decision No 2/72.
ln a related field, a solution was found to a number of diffi-
culties experienced by one of the Partner States over the issue of
AA 1 movement  certificates  for coffee.
-203-INSTITUTIONAL,  BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE
MATTERS - MISCELLANEOUS
A - Regulations between the European  Parliament and the
Council
396.  The Resolutions  appended  to the Treaty on 22 April 1970
implied that two procedures  had been laid down for ensuring coop-
erition between ihe Council and the European  Parliament. The first
of these procedures, laying down cooperation  on matters of budgetary
procedure, was drawn up in t971, and the second, providing for
cooperation in examining  community acts having financial im-
plications, was drawn up in mid-l972. This procedure_  contains
various innovations.  As a resutt, before the European Parliament
gives its opinion the council 'shall forward to this body the information
irfri"n it has available on estimates of the financial implications of the
proposals submitted to the European Parliament for its examination'.
lf at the end of the preparatory  work for the council's  delib-
erationsthere are obviousfundamental  divergences from the European
Parliament's opinion on important  matters, the President  of the Council
will contact tlre President of the European  Parliament  who may be
accompanied by the Chairman  and/or the Rapporteur  of the^appro-
friate commiftee. lf at the time of making its decision_the.Council
differs from the European Parliament's opinion, the President  in
Office shall inform the European Parliament either in writing or
orally.
Under this latter provision Mr Westerterp explained to a del-
egation from the European Parliament why the council had not
s[ared its opinion when adopting the Regulation postponing certain
deadfines lor 1971, 1972,1973 relating to the granting of assistance
from the EAGGF - 
Guidance section. The implementation of this
CHAPTER X
-205-procedure  and the procedure establishing cooperation on budgetary
procedure was certainly the reason for the increasing  liaison between
the Council and the European  Parliament, although liaison was
already quite close and indicated the excellent relations existing
between the European Parliament and the Council. The development
of these good relations is obviously facilitated by the regular attendance
of the President in office at the sessions of the European parliament
and his frequent attendance  at the meetings of parliamentary  bodies
and committees.
1. ATTEI{DANCE  OF THE COUNCIL  AT PLENARV SESSIONS  OF THE EUBO.
PEAN PARLIAMENT
397.  As usual the major debates in the European  Parliament in
1972 concerned the important problems facing Europe, and also
other questions of some interest, even if less important.l  The President
in Office of the Council attended ten out of the eleven sessions of
the European Parliament held in 1972 and thus was able to take part
in several of these debates.
(a) The Summit
398.  In its session of 5 July 1972 the European parliament held
a debate on the Summit Conference of Heads of State and Government
Leaders. The President in Office of the Council, Mr Westerterp,  the
Dutch Secretary of State for foreign affairs took part in this debate.
On behalf of the President of the Conference of the Ministers for
foreign affairs of the Member States he reviewed the preparatory work
which had been done for this Conference. Mr Westerterp had supplied
some additional information on this matter at the September session.
On that occasion he had expressed the hope that the Summit  Con-
ference 'might make a positive contribution to solving the three
problems, which, in my opinion, are all part of a single entity, namely
the achievement  of economic and monetary union, the development
of relations outside the Communities and the strengthening of their
institutions'.
As the November session, Mr Schmelzer, the president in
Office, and Dutch Minister for foreign affairs, gave the European
Parliament  a review of the results of the Summit Conference. He
thought it particularly important that during the Conference  the
1 These oral questions  are listed in Appendix l.
-206-Member States or future members of the Communities 'should  have
confirmed their unanimous desire to continue to build Europe . . .
and that they should have clearly defined the principles  which should
govern the development and accomplishment of this work'.
(b) Agreements  with Memher Countries  and Associate Countries of
EFTA not seeking accession
399.  At the September  session, the President in Office, Mr
Westerterp,  informed the European Parliament of the contents of the
agreements between  the Community and the Member Countries  and
Associates of EFTA, who were not seeking accession. In his opinion
'with these agreements industrial free trade becomes a reality for the
whole of Western  Europe, which will thus alter its trading pattern
profoundly'.
(c) Relations with developing countries
400.  The Committee for external economic relations expressed
a desire to learn the Council's position on a certain number of points
in view of the Conference and what measures it had taken 'to ensure
that the Community and the Member States should make a positive
contribution to the success' of this Conference. The Committee
therefore submitted oral question No 2/721 to which Mr Thorn,
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
replied at the May meeting. He emphasized that the Community'had
arrived at the conclusion that in future they would have to increase
imports from developing  countries not only by progressively removing
obstacles to trade but also by international agreements on products
in appropriate  cases'.
401.  During this conference there was some discussion on the
conditions  under which special drawing rights might be granted to
developing  countries. The Socialists wished to know the Council's
opinion on this matter and submitted oral question  No 5/72 which
was put on the agenda for the July meeting.  ln reply to this question,
Mr Westerterp said that these were 'particularly  complex  problems
which still needed to be studied thoroughly,  especially by the lMF.
The Member  States of the Community will work out a joint policy in
the light of this body's discussions, in conformity with the resolution
which the Council adopted in March 1971'.
I The g oral questions to which the Council replied in 1972 are listed in Appendix  1'
-207 -4O2.  Another milestone in the CommuniV's policy of cooperation
with developing countries was the conclusion of the association
agreement under which Mauritius acceded to the Association Agree-
ment between the EEC and the EAMA (Associated African States
and Malagasy) associated with the Community. Under the so-called
'Luns' procedure, the President in Office of the Council, Mr Thorn,
informed the Assembly of this agreement  at the June meeting. He
expressed his conviction  that 'the success of this action on the part
of Mauritius and the way in which the Association  Agreement  is
implemented will be followed very closely by the other Commonwealth
countries  to whom the offer of association  with the Community  has
been made. The representatives of Mauritius will be able to play a
useful role as intermediaries with an informed opinion on the original
features of our association with the EAMA signatories of the Yaound6
Convention'.
(d) Social affairs
403.  At the June meeting Mr Boersma, the Dutch Minister  for
Social Affairs, gave a report of the meeting of the Council which had
just ended which had been attended by the Ministers of Social
Affairs from the Member States. He also expressed his views on two
social reports on the Assembly's  agenda.  He emphasized  the necessity
for cooperation  between  both sides of industry.
(e) Transport
4O4.  At the Assembly's  sitting on 4 July 1972, the President  in
Office of the Council, Mr Cruisinga, the Dutch Secretary of State for
Transport  and 'Waterstaat' gave the Council's  reply to oral question
No 6/72 from the Transport Committee on the task to be given to the
Commission  regarding  the opening of negotiations with Switzerland
on regulations  concerning the temporary immobilization of boats
chartered for goods transport on certain waterways. Mr Kruisinga
thought that only when the difficulties of finalizing the Community
regulations had been resolved would it 'be possible to lay down
directives  as a basis for conducting these negotiations and to give a
ruling on the opening of these negotiations'.
At the December meeting Mr Kruisinga also replied to oral
qu;stion No 24/72 from the Transport Committee on harmonizing
goods vehicles taxation systems. Mr Kruisinga explained the reasons
for the delay in adopting a Directive for this and explained  that if the
Council had adopted the Directive  immediately the calculations  which
-208-are causing the delay'would  have had to be made a posteriori and the
Directive might have had to be amended almost as soon as it had
been adopted'.
(f) Regional policy
405.  The Economic Committee of the European Parliament  was
worried about the difficulties which the Council was having in making
decisions on regional policy and submitted oral question No 13/71
in order to find out what was causing these difficulties. The President
in Office, Mr Thorn, replied to this spoken question at the February
session. He said that the Council's  delay on the timetable which it had
set itself was due to the complexity of the problems and the fact that
'the Commission had submitted  a second memorandum to the Council
on Community  action to implement  regional policy in the priority
agricultural  regions in the Community'.
(g) Annual report
406.  At the European Parliament session of 15 March 1972, Mr
Thorn followed the now customary procedure of presenting the Coun-
cil's annual report, the text of which was distributed  to the members of
Parliament.  The main topics of his speech were the negotiations  which
had been concluded with the countries seeking accession and the
crisis which had shaken international monetary relations. On the
negotiations  for accession, Mr Thorn emphasized  the excellent
atmosphere  in which these had been held. 'lt is this spirit of mutual
understanding  which enabled  us to resolve the difficulties - 
some of
them serious ones - 
which faced the Community Member  States as
well as the Acceding States'.
On the international  monetary crisis, Mr Thorn said that 'the
realignment in the parities  of the main currencies under the Washington
agreement must be regarded as the start of the process to reform the
monetary system'.
(h) Other debates
407.  At the January session, Mr Thorn replied to oral question
No 12/71 from the Legal Committee  on proposed Directives  relating
to freedom of establishment  and freedom to provide services in certain
sectors for self-employed  persons. The President in Office said the
Council was 'aware of the considerable effort which still had to be
made in order to cut down. . . as far as possible delays over the right
-209-of establishment and freedom to provide services, seeing that all
business activities of self-employed persons should have been freed
from restrictions  before the end of the transitional period'.
408.  Since harmonized statistics, amongst other things, were
necessary  for the smooth running of economic and monetary union,
the Economic Committee  of the European Parliament submitted  oral
question No 17/72 requesting the Council to detail what measures it
had taken to set up a harmonized  Community system of statistics on
the balance of payments and to improve monetary statistics at Com-
munity level. In reply to this oral question,  Mr Westerterp  said that
'the Council attaches  a great deal of importance to evolving  a consistent
statistical system within the Community which would enable economic,
social and financial  situations to be analyzed and compared and would
provide the lnstitutions and the Member States with the data they
needed if the measures which they were called on to take were to have
a realistic  basis'.
409.  In reply to oral question No 1/72 from the Energy, Research
and Atomic Problems committee, MrThorn explained atthe Maysession
why there had been some delay in the final adoption  of the interim
research programme and the corresponding  budget for the 1972finan-
cial year. Mr Thorn hoped that this situation would not arise again and
stated that the council would 'do its utmost. . . to ensure that the long-
term Euratom programme and the budgetary  credits necessary for the
1973 items were approved  before the start of the next financial year,
in close contact with the applicant countries and under the consultation
procedure laid down by the Treaty'.
2. COUNCIL REPRESENTATION  AT OTHER PARLIAMENTARY MEETINGS
(a) Meetings of the joint bodies referued to in the association
agreement with the associated  African and Malagasy states and
the East African States
41O.  The jointcommitteeon the Parliamentary Conference on the
EEC/Associated African States and Malagasy  Association  met twice
during 1972. The first meeting was held in Luxembourg on 29 May
to 1 June and was attended by Mr Thorn, President in Office of the
Council of Association and of the Council of the EEC Ministers. Mr
Westerterp,  in his capacity as President in Office of the Council of
EEC Ministers, attended this Committee's second meeting held at
Ouagadougou on 24-26 October 1972. Mr Thorn took part in the
p?rliamentary,conference  of the EEC/Associated  African States and
-210-MalagasyAssociation  which was held atThe Hague on 12-14 January
1972. Mr Westerterp attended  the constitutive  meeting of the Parlia-
mentary Committee with the East African States, who are Community
partners,  which was held in Nairobi on 27'29 November 1972.
(b) Meetings of joint bodies refened to in the association agreement
' with Turkey
41'1.  The Xlllth meeting of the joint EEC/Turkey  parliamentary
committee was held at Marmaris on 4-10 June' Mr Thorn took part
in some of this committee's  work, as did Mr Westerterp, who attended
the XlVth meeting in Catania on 2-6 October.
(c) Meetings of parliamentary  committees
412.  Under the procedure  laid down by the Council concerning
contacts between the Assembly and the Council regarding  direct
universal  voting in parliamentary  elections, Mr Thorn discussed this
problem with the members of the political committee  at a meeting  in
Luxembourg  on 2 March 1972. On 9 May 1972 Mr Thorn took part
in the work of the committee for the association with Greece' On
15 September  Mr Westerterp  attended a meeting of the finance and
budgei committee  which the heads of the Member States audit offices
also attended.
Under the procedure for informing the Assembly of commercial
agreements,  Mr Westerterp  gave the substance  of the agrement  between
thl EEC and the Arab Republic of Egypt to the Political Committee,
the committee on External Economic Relations and the committee
on Relations with the Associated African States and Malagasy in a
meeting held in Strasbourg on 13 Novembet 1972.
3. BUDGETARY PROCEDURE
413.  At the beginning  of this chapter it was mentioned that in
1971 the Council had drawn up a procedure for cooperation  in prepa-
ring budgets. The large number of contacts provided for by this text
are so closely inter-related  that any distinction between those made in
plenary session  and those made in parliamentary  committee would be
quite arbitrary.
For this reason they are reported here in chronological  order
At the March meeting Mr Thorn gave the European  Parliament .-
for the first time - 
the Council's reasons for accepting or rejecting the
-211 -amendments proposed by the European Parliament when adopting the
Communites' budget for the 1973 financial  year. lt should be noted that
this Institution  had submitted twenty proposed  amendments, of which
the Council adopted twelve.
414.  The enlargement of the Communities meant that the
administrative  departments  in the various lnstitutions  should prepare
for this in "1972, so that they could make a positive start on the work
arising from the enlargement, and it also meant that a supplementary
amending  budget was necessary for that financial year. Mr Westerterp
President in Office of the Council, explained this to the European
Parliament at the July meeting when he presented the draft amended
and supplementary Community budget No 1 for the 1972 financial
year.
At the September meeting, in reply to oral question No 12/72
Mr Westerterp gave details of the conditions under which the Commu-
nity budget for the 1972financial  year had been prepared and a break-
down was then given of the credits relating to research projects.
The Council drew up a draft budget in the light of opinions
on the preliminary draft budget which a delegation  from the European
Parliament had imparted to the President in Office. This draft was sub-
mitted to the European Parliament by Mr Westerterp  at the October
meeting. He explained that the fairly substantial increase in this draft
budget compared with that for the previous year was due to a consider-
able increase in personnel in the various institutions, which was
necessary 'to handle the Community's  greater work-load and also
to allow nationals from the new Acceding  Countries  to participate fully
in the work of the Communities'.
Mr Westerterp also argued the case for the draft budget before
the Finance and Budgetary Committee which met at The Hague on
24 October. This draft budget was debated at the November meeting.
Mr Westerterp  took part and gave some more specific  details on points
on which certain members  of Parliament had called for explantations.
The vote was taken at the same meeting in the presence of MrSchmelzer.
A delegation  from the European Parliament explained  to the Council
why it had proposed certain amendments.
4. CONSULTATION  OF TllE EUROPEAN PARLIAilENT
415.  During 1972the  Council asked the European Parliament for
its opinion on 140 texts, 1 3 of these opinions being requested  optionally.
-212-5. WRITTEN OUESTIONS
416.  During the year under reference the Council received 61
written questions.l
B - Budgetary matlers
1. AMENDING AND SUPPLEMENTARY  BUDGET No I OF THE EUROPEAN
CO'TIMUNITIES FOR 1972
417.  On 8 and 13 June 1972 the Commission  submitted to the
Council the preliminary draft of the amending and supplementary
budget No 1/1972 increasing  the following  credits, viz., emoluments
of the President and members of the Commission,  correcting coeffi-
cients, additional staff, EAGGF and Maintenance Aid and the
Publications Office,
418.  The Council drew up draft amending  and supplementary
budget No 1 of the European  Communities for the 1972 financial
year at its meeting on 26/27 June 1 972 on the basis of the preliminary
draft. This draft was submitted  to the European Parliament on 27 June
1972. At its meeting on 6 July 1972 the Assembly approved draft
amending  and supplementary  budget No 1 without amendments  and
stated that amending and supplementary  budget No 1 of the European
Communitieswas therefore deemed to be finally adopted. On 20July
1972 the President of the council stated that the budget had been
finally adopted. The total income and expenditure in this budget is
72804 855 u.a. This amending and supplementary budget No 1 of
the European Communities  for the financial year 1972 was published
in the Official Journal of the European Communities.
2, SUPPLEMENTARY  BUDGET  No 2 OF THE EUROPEAN COMI'UNITIES  FOR
THE FINANCIAL  YEAR 1972
419.  On 30 October 1 972the Commission submitted to the Counci
preliminary  draft supplementary  budget No 2 which soughtto include
in the 1972 financial  year the expenses for January 1973 of the EAGGF,
Guarantee section, which appear in the draft budget prepared by the
Council for the financial year 1973, with the exception of credits
allocated to public bodies for the purchase, storage and disposal of
goods for which the accounts are closed on 31 December  of each year.
At its meeting on 7 November 1972the Council drew up draft supple-
r  These written questions  are listed in Appendix ll,
-213-mentary budget No 2 on the basis of the preliminary  draft submitted
by the'Commission. This draft supplementary  bud-get was submifted
to the European  Parliament  on 8 November 1972. At its sitting on
16 November 1972 the European Parliament approved draft supple-
mentary budget No 2 for 1972 without amendment and stated that
supplementary budget No 2 of the European Communities for the
financiaf year 1972 was therefore deemed to be finally adopted. The
President  of the Council stated on 6 December 1972 that this supple-
mentary budget was finally adopted. Total income and expenditure  on
this budget is 195 190 000 u.a. This supplementary budget No 2
for the financial year 1972 involved some amendments to section lll
relating to the Committee for the general budget of the European
Communities  for the financial year 1973: total estimated  expenditure
for the EAGG F - 
G uarantee section - 
for the financial year  1 973 was
reduced by a sum equal to the increase allocated for the financial year
1972. The supplementary budget No 2 for 1972 was published  in
the Official Journal of the European  Communities.
3. BUDGET OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES  FOR 1973
Preparation of the draft general budget of the European  Communities lor 1973
42O.  The preliminary  draft of the general budget of the European
Communities for 1 973 was submitted to the Council by the Commission
on 17 August1972. The Council drew up the draft general budget of
the European Communities  for the financial year 1973 at its meeting
on 26 September  1972 alter consultations with the Commission  and
the Court of Justice and also the delegations  of the Acceding States.
The draft budget for 1973 was the first draft budget of the enlarged
Communities.  lt was drawn up on the basis of data which had been
used to prepare the preliminary draft budget, i.e. for a community of
Ten. Before the debate started on the preliminary  draft general budget
of the European Communities for 1973 the President spoke to the
Council on the initial political reactions of the European Parliament to
the general shape of this preliminary  draft. These initial reactions had
given rise to an exchange  of views between the President of the Council
and a delegation from the European Parliament.  This had ensured
genuine cooperation  between the Council and the Assembly at all
stages of the budgetary  procedure.
The credits in the draft budget amount to 4439 352109 u.a.
They are broken  down as follows; operating and other credits including
expenses of collecting own resources, research and investment, the
European Social Fund, EAGGF and Maintenance Aid. Credits allocated
to EAGGF alone exceed 3 500 000 000 u.a. The increases  in estimated
expenditure  compared with the credits allocated in the 1972 budget
are shown in the following table:
-214-expenditure
il.
Operating credits
Other credits
- 
Research  and investment 
1
- 
Refund of collection expenses
- 
European  Social Fund
- 
EAGGF Guarantee
Guidance
- 
Maintenance  Aid
- 
Re-allocations
(a) Administrative  and operating
expenses
(b) EAGGF  Guarantee
(c) EAGGF  Guidance
- 
Maintenance Aid
Conv.67,
Scheme 68/69
Conv. 67,
Scheme 69/70
275 01 3 965
85 51 3 695
257 147 449
240 750 000
3 007 400 000
(2)
330 000 000
(3)
35 000 000
350 000
1 70 000 000
25 000 000
13 177 000
23 988 175
33175915
6 673240
211 176 635
1 87 908 875
76 383 543
185175000
97 750 000
2 542 000 000
285 000 000
82 823 000
1 548 000
145 000 000
554 551 300
1 9 300 000
15960195
24944680
3 953 120
1 43 050 880
(a) The estimates for operating credits are broken down as follows:
l.  Operating credits
European Parliament
Council
Court of Justice
Commission
I Of which 63 152 992 u.a. are included  in Chapter 98
Of which 30 000 000 u.a. are included  in Chapter 98
Of which 45 000 000 u.a. are included  in Chapter 98
-215-(b) The amount of staff authorized for each Institution fot the financial
year 1973 is as follows:
lnstitutions
permanent temporary
European Parliament
Council
Economic and Social
Committee
Safeguards Committee
ECSC Auditor
Commission  - 
operation
- 
research and investment 
1
Court of Justice
I  Including 521 members  of staff
(c) the draft general budget with explanatory notes was sub-
mitted to the European  Parliament  on 4 October 1972.ltwas  plesented
at the session of 12 October 1972bV the President  of the Council.
The Assembly examined the draft general budget at its session
of16November1972-
{. FINAL ADOPTION OF THE BUDGET OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNTTIES
FOR 1973
421 .  At its meeting on 5 December 1952, the Council took fotmal
note of the Resolution and proposed amendments  adopted by the
European Parliament and of the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the financial year 1973 as amended by the European
Parliament. Before debating this draft budget the Council held a wide-
ranging exchange of views on these amendments  with a delegation
from the European  Parliament. The Council then discussed  the
European Parliament's  proposed  amendments  with the Commission
and decided to accept a certain number  of them. The Councilthen finally
70
6
178
1 016
1 212
252
26
5
6729
2277
223
-216-adopted the budget.l The President  of the Council  stated that the
budget of the European Communities for 1 973 had been finally adopted.
The total estimated income and expenditure in the budget of the
European Communities  for 1973 amounts  to 4 245 282 241 u.a. The
budget for 1973 will be published in the Official Journal of the Euro-
pean Communities. lt will be amended during 1973 in view of the
enlarged geographical  area of the Communities.
5. OTHER BUDGETARY MATTERS
(a) Discharges given to the Commission in respect of the implement-
ation of the budgets
422.  At its meeting on 6/7 November 1972 the Council gave a
discharge to the Commission  in respect of the implementation of the
budgets and supplementary budgets of the European  Communities
for the financial year 1969. By letter dated 10 November 1972the
President of the Council notified the European  Parliament  of these
Decisions. The Decisions will be published in the Official Journal of
the European  Communities.
423.  At its meeting on 20 July 1972, the Council decided to
submit to the European  Parliament  the Decision which it will take
later on the discharge in respect of the implementation of the 1970
budget, in accordance  with the new provisions of Article 206 of the
EEC Treaty (180 Euratom,  78 quinto ECSC). The Council  also decided
that in future it would take all possible steps to coordinate its work
with that of the European Parliament  so that discharge in respect of
the implementation of the budgets could be given within the periods
laid down by the new regulations  as far as possible.
(b) Transfer of credits between chapters of the budgetarY estimates
of the lnstitutions for 1972
424.  The Council approved various requests for transfer of credits
between chaptels  as proposed  by the Commission.
(c) Carry-over of credits from the financial year | 971 to the financial
year 1972
425.  The Council approved requests submitted  by the Commission
for the foflowing credits to be carried over. At its meeting on 28/29
1 At the sitting of the Assembly on 16 January  1973, the President of the Council
informed the Assembly of the conclusions of the Council's discussions  on 5
December and explained  why the Council was unable to accept certain  of the
Assembly's  proposed amendments.
-217 -February 1972, it approved the request to carry over into the financial
year 1972 the unused balance under Article 145 of the 1971 budget
(other expenditure),  at its meeting of 6/7 March 1972it approved the
request to carry over into the financial year 1972 a c/,edit allocated for
studies in the field of the organization  of agriculture, at its meeting of
14/15 March 1972 it approved the Commission's request for credit
to be carried over from the financial year 1971 to the financial  year
1972 which was the balance of some aid granted to the EAGGF - Guarantee section in 1966/1967;  at its meeting on26/27  June 1972
the Council authorized the lists of automatic credits which the Com-
mission had submitted for information  to be carried over from the
financial year 1971 to the financial year 1972 (under Article 6 - paragraph  1 section (a) of the financial regulation). lt also approved
the Commission's  requests  for so-called optional credits to be carried
over.
G. FINANCIALREGULATIONS
426.  At its meeting on 24 April 1972, the Council adopted the
financial Regulation containing special provisions applicable to the
European Social Fund. These provisions will be included in the general
financial Regulation when this has been adopted. At its meeting of
7 November  1972, the Council adopted the financial Regulation
laying down special provisions applicable to the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee Fund - 
Guarantee section. These provisions
will also be included in the general financial Regulation when this has
been adopted. At its meeting of 6 December 1972, the Counciladopted
the financial Regulation  waiving for the financial year 1972 Article 9
paragraph  3 of the financial Regulation of 5 February  1964 concerning
the European  Agricultural  Guidance  and Guarantee Fund. By written
procedure  on 28 December  1972 the Council adopted the financial
Regulation extending  the financial Regulation of 30 July 1968 relating
to the preparation and implementation  of the budget of the European
Communities  and the responsibilities of the authorizing officers and
the accounting  officers,  the financial Regulation extending  the financial
Regulation of 15 December 1969 laying down the procedure for
presenting and auditing accounts, the financial Regulation waiving
for the financial year 1972 Article 5 of the financial Regulation of
30 July 1968 relating to the preparation  and implementation of the
budget of the European Communities and the responsibilities of the
authorizing officers and the accounting  officers,  the financial Regulation
waiving  for the financial year 1 972 Article 1 0 of the financial Regulation
of 23 October  1971 relating to the preparation and implementation of
the research and investment budget of the European Atomic Energy
-218-Community  and the responsibilities of the authorizing  officers and the
accounting officres. These financial Regulations  have been published
in the Official Journal  of the European  Communities.
(a) Consultation with the European Parliament on Commission
proposals  to revise and standardize  the financial Regulations
427.  At its meeting of 8 December 1972, the Council decided
to consult the European Parliament on the following  proposals sun-
mitted bythe Commission: a proposed new general financial Regulation
applicable to the budget of the European Communities  which would
competely replace the proposal submitted on 30 November 1970, a
proposed  Council Regulation modifying Article 6, paragraph 2, and
Article 9, paragraph  1 of Council Regulation No 2/71 of 2 January
1971 implementing  the decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement
of financiat contributions  from Member States by the Communities'
own resources.
7. TISCELLANEOUS
(a) Advances made available  to the Commission
428.  The council decided to make advances available to the
Commission  in order to cover the financial needs of the Communities
tor
month meeting on
February 1972
March  1972
Aptil1972
Mav 1972
June 1972
August and September
1972
November 1 972
December 1972
January  1973
24/25 January  1972
by written procedure on 26 February  1972
13 March  1972
24/25 April1972
29/30 Mav 1972
2O Julv 1972
30/31 October 1972
5 December 1972
by written procedure on 28 December
1972
-219-(b) Fixing of daily allowance for members of the Consultative
Committee of the ECSC
429.  At its meeting on 20/21 March 1972, the Council fixed the
amount of the daily allowance for members of the Consultative Com-
mittee of the ECSC for each day of a meeting and each travelling
day at 1 800 BF with effect from 25 Much 1972.
(c) Medium term financial estimates
430.  At its meeting of 11 /l2December 1972, the Council  decided
to submit to the European Parliament for its opinion the expenditure
and income estimates for the budget of the European Communities
for the financial years 1 973, 1974 and 1975 submitted by the Com-
mission.
(d) Buildings
431 .  At its meeting of 13 March 1972, the Council approved the
rental for the restaurant and kitchens in the Berlaymont building for
the Commission.
At its meeting ot 24/25 April 1972, the Council agreed that the
Economic  and Social Committee should be located provisionally  in
wings C and D of the rue Ravenstein building and that the European
Parliament staff departments  should be located in the boulevard de
l'Empereur building and in part of the rue St. Jean building.
G - Stafl regulatlons
1. REVISION OF STAFF REGULATIONS
432.  By its Decision dated 30 June 1972,the Counciladopted the
Regulation laying down the Staff Regulations  of officials of the European
Communities  and the Conditions of Employment of other Community
employees. The provisions of the new Regulations  represent  an
improvement on the previous ones in their supplementary measures
(half-time working,  creation of posts for technical assistants and
secretarial assistants,  for example) and in their amendments  (particu-
larly regarding insurance against illness and the pension scheme).
-220-2. MISCELLANEOUS  ALLOWANCES
(a) Allowances for penalty payments
433.  On 27 June 1972, the Council adopted two Regulations
determining the beneficiaries, and the rates and conditions of the
special allowances which may be granted  to officials or other employees
who are paid from appropriations  in the research and investment budget
and employed  in an establishment  of the Joint Research  Centre or on
indirect action, for certain services of a special nature.
(h) Allowances for particularly arducus working conditions
434.  The Regulation  laying down the rates and conditions of the
Special allowances  provided for byArticle  100 of the Staff Regulations
for certain particularly arduous working conditions  was adopted by
the Council on 18 August"1972.  This regulation  lays down a system of
allowances for particularly arduous working conditions for certain
officials in the scientific and technical categories of the Communities.
3. NEW SYSTEM FOR PERSONNEL  IN CATEGORIES  C AND D WHO ARE
PAID FROM APPROPRIATIONS IN THE RESEARCH AND INVESTMENT
BUDGET
435.  Following a proposal to abolish certain salary differences
between the various categories of personnel working at the lspra
establishment of the JRC and performing the same duties, the Council
agreed on 20 July to make available to the Commission an overall
budget of 600 000 u.a. to increase  in the first instance the emoluments
of the local employees at lspra without altering the legal regulations
applicable to them. lt was laid down that this overall budget could also
be used to increase the emoluments of certain members of staff
at lspra if there were serious discrepancies and on condition that there
should be no repercussions on other JRC establishments.
4. DIALOSUE  PROCEDURE
436.  f n a Decision dated 28 February 1972, the Council laid
down a procedure for dialogue  between the Council and staff represen-
tatives. Under this decision dealings between the Council and Com-
munity personnel will be based on a dialogue which will range over
all the viewpoints of the parties involved in order to produce agree-
ment as soon as possible. The dialogue procedure consists of three
-221 -stages, the first being to analyse the technical data and the other two
forming part of the work of the Permanent Representatives Committee
on the one hand and that of the Council on the other.
5. SALARYADJUSTIIENTS
437.  In eonformity with the Decision  on principletaken on 6 De-
cember 1971, the Council, in its meeting on 20 and21 March1972,
adopted a new calculating  method for the regular review of salary
levels for officials and other employees of the European Communities.
This new method, which comes under the provisions  of Article 65 of
the Staff Regulations, will be used for an experimental  period of three
years. Trends in the purchasing power of salaries which lead to amend-
ments in the salary scales are determined  annually by the Council on
the basis of the index of trends in civil service salaries in the Member
States for the past year (a specific indicator) and on the indicator  a
average gross emoluments in government bodies. Cost of living in-
creases are given by applying correction coefficients. The end of the
period under reference has been adopted as the date on which these
annualadjustments  come into effect. Consequently, in orderto correlate
the old system with the new method, it was laid down that a 'once
only'financial adjustment would be given when the new method first
came into force.
438.  The Council  made its first Decision using the new method on
12 December  1972.This coversthe  reference period 1.7.71to 30. 6. 72.
439.  Certain difficulties  arose in interpreting the Council's
Decision of March 1972, and so in a statement on 18 December 1972
the Council stated that'the Regulation of 12 December 1972 does not
prejudice the interpretation  of its Decision of 21 March 1972'. ln the
same statement  the Council also 'called on the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to make a report at the beginning of June 1973 to
enable the Council to give a ruling before 1 July 1973 on the proposals
to be submitted by the Commission'.  These proposals should simplify
decision-making  on salaries in the future.
6. EFFECT9OFTHE  ACCESSION OF NEW MEMBER STATES
440.  On 4 December  1972, the Council adopted a Regulation
introducing special and temporary  measures applicable  to the recruit-
ment of officials for the European Communities  consequent  upon the
accession of new Member States and for the termination of service of
-222-officials of those Communities. This Regulation allows a certain number
of temporary waivers in respect of a number of articles in the Staff
Regulations  relating to recrutitment because of the need to be able
to recruit nationals from the new Member States efficiently and quickly.
Since the enlargement of the Communities  also necessitates  a certain
'outward  movement' among existing officials in grades A1 to A5,
certain provisions  have been adopted  by the Council. These are based
on the provisions which were applied in 1968 when the Executives
were merged, but some improvements  have been made in the terms
of compensation  for the officials affected. All these provisions reflect
the Council's  desire to enable the lnstitutions to agree to most requests
for voluntary withdrawal  where the interests of the department  allow
it.
441.  Two further Regulations have also been adopted by the
Council which arise from the Regulation mentioned in paragraph  1
above concerning  the system of Community  tax and the list of officials
and employees to whom certain provisions of the Protocol on the
privileges and immunities  of the Communities  apply.
D - Envlronment
1. START OF THE COUNCIL'S WORK ON ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTIOI{
442.  One of the features of 1972 was the work started by the
Council on the environment.  The Council had several study documents
available  on this matter. On 2 August  1 971 , the Commission had official-
ly informed  the Council of its intentions by submitting its 'First Com-
mission memorandum on Community policy on environment'.  On
24 March 1972, the Commission submitted a 'Second  Commission
memorandum to the Council on a European Communities'  programme
on environment'l which dealt with some of the comments on the
first memorandum. Meanwhile,  the French Government  had expressed
its views to the Council in a memorandum which it submitted on
20 January 1 97 2 onthe instigation  of a European scheme of cooperation
in environmental protection.
2. PLAN OF ACTIOI{
443.  Since the Conference of Heads of State and Government
Leaders of the Member States and Acceding  States of the European
Communities,  held in Paris on 19-21 October 1972, had called on the
t  OJ No C 52 ot 26 May 1972
-223-lnstitutions  of the Communities to draw up a plan of action and a
detailed timetable by 31 July 1973, the Ministers of the Member
States of the enlarged European Community who are concerned with
environmental  protection, together with Mr Spinelli, a Member of the
Commission,  held a Conference of Ministers in Bonn on 31 October
1972. The speakers at this Conference  laid down a number of
guidelines for a plan of action on the environment and expressed  the
view that the Council would have to meet at regular intervals to draw
up the plan of action by 31 July 1973 as required by the Heads of
State and Government. In order to draw up this plan of action an
'Environment'  Committee had been formed within the Council. The
delegations  and the Commission representatives, acting as members
of this Committee,  started to discuss a plan of action based on the
Commission's second memorandum.
3. AGREEMENT ON INFORMATTON  CONCERNING THE ENVIRONMENT
444.  At the time of submitting  its memorandum  on a joint plan
of action, the Commission also submitted  to the Council a draft agree-
ment produced by the Government Representatives of the Member
States, at a meeting within the Council, concerning the provision of
information  to the Commission in order to harmonize priority measures
on the environment trhroughout the Community. Once the Member
States and the Commission had reached  a large measure of agreement
on the proposed Regulations,  the Council  confirmed at its meeting
on 18/19 December 1972that these Regulations  would provisionally
take the legal form of an agreement  between Member States which
had been proposed by the Commission, on the understanding  that the
legal form would be finalized when the Council adopted the plan of
action on the environment.
4. RELATIONS WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL  ORGANISATIONS
445.  To meet the special case arising from the implementation
of the procedure for notification  and consultation on the OECD, the
Commission  proposed in a memorandum  submitted on 16 July 1971
that the Council  should adopt certain rules in order to prevent the
occurrence  of any conflict between the policies of the Member States
and those of the Communities during this procedure.  The Council's
work on this matter was at an advanced stage. lndependently of this
project, the Member States and the Commission have always coordina-
ted their views in the OECD Committee for the Environment. In
addition, the Member States, Acceding  States, and the Commission
have coordinated  their views in the course of several meetings  at the
-224-UNO Conference on the Environment, which was held in Stockholm
on 5-16 June 1972 and at the 27th General Assembly  of the UNO,
which expressed its views on the work of the Stockholm Conference.
E - Education and young people
(a) Cooperation  in the field of education
446.  A committee  of senior education  officials and representatives
of the Acceding  States held regular meetings under the aegr's of the
Permanent  Representatives  Committee in accordance with the mandate
which it had been given by the Conference of the Government
Representatives  of the Member States when they met in Councill.  The
task of this committee was to discuss methods of cooperation  between
Member States in the field of education, and to set up a European
centre for educational development  as proposed by Mr Guichard, the
French Minister of Education. For this the French delegation submitted
a draft Convention and the Belgian  delegation a draft protocolto append
to the Rome Treaties.  The other delegations  submitted several papers.
Following the committee's work in 1972 a draft report was
drawn up for a further meeting between the Conference and the
Council (to be held probably in Spring 1973) on education. This
report is chiefly concerned with the objectives and basis of the
scheme of cooperation to be introduced,  the geographical area in
which this cooperation  will take place, the aims of the scheme and an
institutional system. lt will be possible to drawn up a final document  in
April 1973.
2. CREATION OF A EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY  INSTITUTION
447.  The Convention  creating a European  University lnstitution
and a protocol  on the Institution's privileges and immunities was signed
in Florence on 19 April 1972. At present these documents are being
ratifieid in the States which have signed the Convention.  A statement
accompanying  Article 30 of this Convention provides for the creation
of a preparatory committee made up of government  representatives  and
a Commission representative (without voting rights). This Committee's
task is to carry out the necessary preparatory work for operating the
lnstitution when the Convention  comes into force.
1 See 19th Review. paragraph 132
-225-The Preparatory Committee  of the lnstitution has met regularly
at Brussels together with representatives of the Acceding States. lt
has completed  all the work necessary to set up the organization  of the
Institution when the Convention  comes into force (planned for the
second half of 1973). lt has drawn up an agreement on the location
of the Institution,  and also a provisional  'university profile' for the
Institution, (i.e. teaching methods and subjects, research  methods and
subjects,  duties of lecturers and research workers) and it has made
arrangementsforthe  Institution to be set up in Florence (provisionally
in the Badia Fiesolana, and ultimately  at the Villa Tolomei); it has drawn
up criteria for lecturing  and administrative  staff regulations; it has dis-
cussed budgetary and financial  matters, e.g. the preparation of a budget,
written rules and discussion of the allocation of grants to research
workers, the lnstitution's  library, and the subscription of the new
Member States to the Convention.  On 26 December 1972, the ltalian
Government  stated that the ltalian Parliament  had approved  the law
authorizing the ratification and execution of the Convention.
3. INVOLVEMENT OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN BUILDING  EUROPE
448.  ln its work to involve young people in building Europe, the
Commission  submitted a 'Memorandum on following up item 16 of
the Hague Communiqu6'to  the Council on 1 February 1972, based on
the Council's  reportl and its own contacts with youth movements.
Attached to this report are two recommended Council Decisions to
set up a Committee  for youth matters and a Consultative Committee
for young people. On 28 February 1972the Council agreed to consult
the European Parliament optionally on this memorandum.
1 See 19th Review, paragraph 128
-226-APPEITDIX  IAppendix I
List of oral questions to which the Gouncil replied during the roferenoe
period
Oraf question No 12/71:
Oral question No 13/71 :
Oral question  No 1/72:
Oral question  No 2/72;
Oral question  No 5/72:
Oral guestion No 6/72t
Oraf question No 12/72:
Oral question  No 17 172:
Oraf question  No 24/72;
Progress  of Council  work on proposals for directives
on the freedom of establishment  and the freedom
to provide  services for certain  self-employed  activi-
ties
Regional structural policy
1972 Research  Budget and adoption of the long
term programme for Euratom
Community  activity at the Santiago  world Con-
ference on trade and development
Confening  of special drawing rights on the develop-
ing countries
Mandate to be conferred  on the Commission  of the
European Communities with a view to opening
negotiations with Switzerland  on a regulation con-
cerning  the temporary  immobilization of ships used
for transporting goods on certain waterways
Budgetary consequences  of the Euratom five-year
research and teaching  programme  on data processing
foflowing the Council decision of 25 April 1972 - Parliamentary Consultation.
Present state of harmonization  in statistics
Harmonization of tax structures for utility vehicles
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-236-TABTESTABLE 1
Evolution  of the number of days spent on Council meetings and
meetings of preparatory bodies
TABLE 2
Intergovern mental Conferencss
Year
Ministers
Ambassadors
and Ministerial
Delegates
Committees
and Working
Parties
EEC/EAEC/ECSC EEC/EAEC/ECSC EEC/EAEC/ECSC
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
197',|
1972
21
21
44
46
80
63/,
1021l
35
70l
75k
61
69
81
75y,
730
39
71
97
108
128
146l.
229v'
lOSY.
11?,l/"
134
132
129
154
127v,
159
302
325
505
655
783
744v,
1OOZV"
760k
952%
1 233
1 253
1 4121'A
1 403
1 439
2 135
Period
On the subject
of'Patents'
Plenary Working
ParW
1.8. 70 - 31.12.70
1971
1972
I
19
37
37Y.
61
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Compensatory amounts  101,
138, 141, 142
Competition, restrictions on 4,52
- 
rules of  6
Consultation (European
Parf iament)  415
Contracts,  notices of  3
365
2,4
182
282
- 
241
- 
Bhutanand technical
Cotton
Cottonseed
Cuba
Customs  duty
Customs laws,
harmonization  of
Customs union
Cyprus
385
167
122
282
51
11
1_
331
Convention,  Yaound6  339,346,
350.360.394
Cooperation, European  249
Cooperation,  f inancial
Energy  situation
Environment
- 
protection of
Euratom
European development
220
442
29
246,248
fund  347,370
- 
Parliament  31 , 42, 67,72,74,
80,90, 100, 107, 150, 157,
161,168.224,448
- 
relations with the
Council  396
European social security Code 87
European Social fund  75,425
European  university institution 447
-F-
Fats  110,120,143,  166
Fiji  282
Financial advances  429
Financial aid to technical research
inthecoal industry  239
Financial estimates, medium-  430
term
Financins (EAGGF)  200
Financing  of the common agricul-
tural policy  95
Finland 15,145, rri, 
"4:i.t:r\ Fishing
- 
cod
- 
deep-sea
- 
in-shore
- 
maritime
- 
small-scale
Flax and hemp
Food Aid
Foreign  Workers
-D-
Dahomey  288
Daily allowance 299,308, 428
Dangerous substances  13
Denmark 137,142,245,253, 
- 3',t5,323,336,  339
Detergents
Developing  countries
Doctors
Driving licence
13
277, 400
5_
31,54
-E-
EAGGF (European
Agricultural Guidance  and
guarantee fund)  37, 57, 60,97,
172,200,396,425
EAR  314,329
Economic and
Monetary Union  10, 34, 56
Economic and Social
Committee  31 ,67,80,  100, 107,
224
Education  446
- 
and young people  446
EFTA 249,262,304, 341, 359,
399
Eggs  110,111
- 
and Poultry  133
Egypt  288
Electrical apparatus  1 3
Electricity  222
Freedom of establishment 4
Freedom to provide services 2,4
Fruit and vegetables 112,117,
142,146,157
-G-
GATT 276,315,329,387,393
- 
(Article XXIV)  266
Ghana  283
134, 146,263
97
97
97
97,149,189
97
1',tg,122
286
67
-242-Goods, free movement of  1
Greece  299,360
Gross National Product  49
-H-
Handicapped, the physically
and mentally  78
Harmonization  10, 290
- 
of customs laws  11
-  of legislation  4,204
- 
of national laws  53
- 
of social legislation  25
- 
of social legislation  relating
to road transport  25  -
- 
of taxation  1 0, 39
Hill farming  96
Hops  98,176
Hydrocarbons  223
-t-
fceland 250,263,304. 359, 394
tcRc  289
tlo  88
f ndia  268,275,320
Industrial property  15
-  redevelopment  79
lnstruments,  measuring  13
-  weighing  13
fnsurance  2,4
International  atomic
energy agency  236
lntervention system  172
I ntra- Community trade,
relaxing
Investment  aid
Investments and grants
53
232
33
329 lraq
lreland 137 , 1 42, 1 49, 245, 249,
253, 31 5, 323, 336, 339
-  lron and Steel Industry 32,231
-K-
Kenya  387
-L-
Labour, see Workers
Latin America  269
Lebanon  289,313,322,329
Legislation, harmonization of 4, 204
- 
on animal feedingstuffs 214
- 
on foodstuffs  212
-  on plant protection 217
-  on seeds and seedlings  218
-J-
Japan
Jordan
Jute
- 
social
- 
vetinary
Liberal professions
Liechtenstein
273
329,338
275
25
206
5
1 5, 250
308
104,150
lsrael
Italian lira
Itinerant occupations
lvory Coast
294,312
34,43
5-
283
-243-
Mauritius 329,34O,346,394,
402
Mediterranean Basin countries 292
Metrological Control 13
Mif k  100, 1 10, 127, 147
Monetary Committee  4
- 
situation,  effects of
trends in the
Monopoly activities  5
Morocco  294,300
Moselle, canalization of the  18
Limited Company  5
LTA
-M-
Malta
Markets, common
organizations of
274
101-N-
National laws, harmonization
of  53
Nationals of Member States 4, 52
-  financial  34
-  full employment  50
-  monetary  46, 49,54
- 
prices and incomes  46
-  railway  26
-  regional 34, 56, 405
- 
short-term economic  34, 40
Natural gas
Nauru
Navigation  of the Rhine
New Zealand
Norway
-P-
Pakistan
Paper
Patents
Patents, Community
- 
European
Petroleum
- 
crude
- 
products
Pharmacists
Pig meat
Plants, living
protection of
Policy, agricultural
- 
budgetary
- 
commercial
- 
credit
-  economic
221
282
18
147
145
275
257
15
16
16
221
225
224
5
111,148,188
126
217
91,100
46,49
51,274,290
48
34, 40,54
- 
social
- 
social security
Portugal
Potatoes
Poultry
Pound sterling
Prices
- 
agricultural
34,61,86,90
85
394
51,190
111
34,44
171, 182
100
Paris Summit 1972 59,61,265,
280,295,353, 393, 398
Nuclear Power Stations  224
-o-
oEcD  248,445
Oil seeds  100.120,166
Olive oil  121 , 166
Oman  282
Overseas countries  and
territories  367
Public Works Contracts  3
-o-
Ouestions, social  61
-  written  416
-R-
Railways  26
Redundancy, mass  80
Red Cross, lnternational
Committee  288
Regional  development
fund  37,56,59
Relations, bilateral  266
Relations, external  265
-  labour  74
-  multilateral  266
Research, nuclear  242
- 
scientific and technical 237
- 
scientific and technical
(joint policy)  237
Retirement age  96
Rhine 18
Rice  100,110,136,140,150
, Right of establishment
- 
and freedom to provide
services
Romania
Rules, joint
- 
economic  and financial 34
-  employment  46,63
-  energy  220
2
2
282
6
-244-- 
Rwanda
-s-
- 
Salary adjustments for
off icials
- 
Samoa
- 
Saudi Arabia
- 
Scrap lron
- 
steel
- 
Seed
-  Shipbuilding, aid to
- 
Silkworms
- 
'Snake'
- 
Social  Affairs
- 
Social fund
- 
Social security
- 
Spain
-  Staff regulations
- 
Statistics
- 
Steel products
- 
Sudan
- 
Sugar 110,123,144,168,350
392
-  Surinam  368
-  Sweden 245,250,304, 359, 394
-  Switzerland 18, 245,250,304,
359, 394
289 - 
Tobacco
- 
Tonga
- 
Toxic products
- 
Trade  arrangements
178
-  manufactured  10
282
4
190
437
282
329
32
32,56
't64
I
104
38
403
75
86
294,309
432
EE  OO
260
329
- 
Transport
- 
air
- 
goods
- 
passenger
17, 28,31, 404
31
5,28
b
-  road  5,19,20,25,28,30
- 
Transport, road and inland
waterway  5,28
- 
Travel, international  10
-  Tunisia  294,3Oo
-  Turkey  299,303,310
-u-
-  Uganda  387
-  UNCTAD 277,342,352,394
- 
Union, customs  1
- 
Economic and
Monetary  10,34,56
- 
United Kingdom  137, 142, 144,
245, 253, 315, 323, 336, 339
_  UNRWA
- 
Uranium,  enriched
- 
Utuguay
- 
USAEC
350
289
233
271
247
-T-
- 
Tanzania
- 
Tariff preferences
- 
reductions
- 
Taxation, harmonization of 10,39
-  Taxes  1 5
-  on commercial  vehicles 24
- 
on vehicles  24
- 
Technical barriers  12
- 
Technically  trained persons  5
- 
Textile fibres  12, 13
-  Textifes  12,75,274
-v-
- 
Value added tax  10
- 
Vehicles, commercial  23
-  motor  12
-  testing of  31
- 
Vocational  training  47, 65, 84
-w-
- 
Waterway, inland  17
- 
Weight and size of
commercial  road vehicles  23
- 
Wine
387
281
51
-245-
124,171- 
Work forces  65  -  Y -
- 
Workers, foreign  69 
- 
yugoslavia  267,274,320
-  migrant  70,73
- 
in sulphur mines, laid off  77  ,
- 
Working conditions  80  -  z  -
- 
World Food Programme (WFP)287  - 
Zone, separate monetary  38
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